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This dissertation describes the language of the Betta Kurumbas, an indigenous 

ethnic group (population: 1000-2000) of the Nilgiri Mountains, in the southern state of 

Tamil Nadu, India. My goal in writing this grammar is to present a comprehensive 

description of Betta Kurumba phonology and morphosyntax, describing the structural 

arrangement of sounds and grammatical categories within a word, as well as the 

grammatical and discourse functions for which these categories are used. Verbs and 

nouns are described in especial detail because these display a rich system of suffixal 

morphology (the language is exclusively suffixal and agglutinating). An especially 

interesting aspect of Betta Kurumba is the role that non-finite verbs play in the 

synchronic grammar and in its diachronic development. Diachronically, verb roots 

involved in an earlier pattern of verb serialization have become grammaticalized into 

derivational or inflectional suffixes. The earlier serialization pattern apparently consisted 

of a sequence of verb roots, in which the non-final root was marked for tense, and the 

final root for tense and other inflection; the combination [root1 + tense + root2] has 

developed into a morphological sequence of [root + realis or irrealis marker + 
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derivational/ inflectional suffix]. Concurrently, the language has developed a large 

number of verbal suffixes, which are identified in this dissertation as clause-chaining 

suffixes. Some of these clause-chain markers are also used for verb serialization; thus, the 

current pattern of verb serialization differs formally from the earlier pattern described 

above. Verb serialization itself has given rise to a small set of auxiliary verbs, with 

specific grammatical functions. The dissertation traces the grammatical and discourse 

connection between chained clauses, serial verbs, and auxiliary verbs in Betta Kurumba. 

It also explores the use of clause-chain markers as an important text-structuring device in 

the language, both for the organization of information and the manipulation of rhetorical 

effect. 
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Prologue 

It is 8 am, and Ranjani and I get down from the bus at Theppakadu. We are in 

front of the forest canteen, facing the reception center of the Mudumalai Wildlife 

Sanctuary. We’ve just had one of our wonderful daily rides through the forest, a 7 km 

journey from Masinagudy (the village where we are staying) to Theppakadu, the village 

in the heart of the Mudumalai sanctuary where Ranjani assists me in gathering data on 

the language of the Betta Kurumbas.  

 

It’s early June, the monsoons have been at work for more than 3 weeks and the 

forest is green. If you were here a month back, you’d know why I remark on the 

greenery. In summer, the forests dry up; the teak trees turn brown and shed their broad 

hand-shaped leaves. When the rains come, the trees are green again and the peacocks, 

especially, come out to stroll among the trees. We saw lots of peacocks on the bus 

journey. Their tails at this time are long and their necks a brilliant blue. In two months, 

with the rains fading and the mating season over, they will lose their tail feathers and 

only their long, glistening necks will remind you of the extravagant beauty you saw a 

short while ago. 

 

Next to the canteen there is a wild plant with deep red, gopuram shaped flowers.1 

As we walk from the forest canteen to the little hamlet where my Betta Kurumbas live, 

we will see other wild tropical flowers. Every time I look at one, I think about the 

strangeness of my life -- here in my home region, these flowers are familiar, 

commonplace, to me. But when I change angle and see it through the eyes of the people 

                                                 
1Glossary: gopuram ‘cone-shaped structure used in southern Indian temple architecture’, chai  ‘tea’, vada 
‘a type of snack’, adivasi ‘indigenous ethnic group’. 
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of my other hometown -- Austin in America -- they are strange, exotic plants from a 

tropical land overseas. I have been doing this all through fieldwork, seeing with double 

vision. Life through the eyes of my Indian hometown and life through the eyes of my 

American hometown. 

 

Ranjani and I go into the canteen for chai and vada.  We usually miss breakfast at 

home and have to grab a bite at this canteen before work. The canteen has one long table, 

and a smaller table at the side. There are the usual crowd of forest guards, forest rangers, 

and adivasis standing around or sitting at the table. The headman of the hamlet where my 

Betta Kurumba consultants live is always there. We nod at him and then head for the big 

table. As we sit down, a number of adivasis get up and leave the table. I’ve been noticing 

that happen ever since I began fieldwork. Why don’t they want to sit at the same table as 

me? 

 

After finishing data collection for the day, after we’ve taken the bus-ride through 

the forest back to Masinagudy, I ask my old Betta Kurumba friend, Bomman, about it. 

Bomman is the cook at a field station for ecological research in Masinagudy. Working 

among university students, he has learnt to interact on terms of familiarity with 

researchers like me. “Why do they get up and leave when I sit down at a table?” It turns 

out that what appeared to be a rude gesture, was really done as a sign of respect. “Why 

respect for me?” “It’s your father”, he says. “They remember your father and the respect 

they had for him they now show to you”. 

 

This is the problem I have with working in my home region! I am not an 

individual there. People never forget class distinctions, never forget the family you 
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belong to. Your background is hung around your neck, like the spitting pots that 

untouchables were forced to wear suspended from their necks when they walked outside 

their own section of the village. You are pulled down by this load as you struggle to walk 

your own unique path in the world. As a daughter of a plantation owner who has fled 

from the ivory tower isolation of an estate bungalow to work among the adivasis and live 

among researchers, I am an anomaly here. Even the fact that I move around by bus is 

remarked on. “Why don’t you use a jeep? Doesn’t your estate have a lot of jeeps?” I am a 

student, I am a linguist, I am a researcher, the plantation is where I came from, but it isn’t 

what I am. 

 

This dissertation was inspired by my desire to get away from prescribed 

boundaries of family background and reach across to social circles other than the one I 

was brought up in. Social life in the Nilgiris today consists of separate social circles 

comprising plantation owners, government officials, small business owners, researchers, 

social workers, laborers, and adivasis. My field consultants belong to the adivasi circle. 

The adivasis in the Nilgiris consist of several ethnic groups who had been living in the 

region during the 19th century, when the British first set up tea and coffee plantations here 

and came to see the Nilgiris as a summer retreat away from the lowland heat of Southern 

India. The British also converted a large portion of the original tropical rainforests into 

teak plantations, employing local adivasis to clear the native vegetation. The Betta 

Kurumbas were one of the ethnic groups they recruited for this work. I belong to the 

plantation owner circle, people who followed in the footsteps of the British, expanding 

the area under tea and coffee cultivation and, on the departure of the British, carrying on 

the lifestyle lived by them. My childhood home was in Gudalur, 14 kms away from the 

place where I carried out fieldwork among the Betta Kurumbas. As a child, Kurumbas at 
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the market place, on our family estate, and in the Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary were a 

familiar sight. However, I got to talk to them only during my dissertation fieldwork in the 

area.  

 

My first experiences with them seemed nice and egalitarian to me (well, as 

egalitarian as a researcher can get), despite the canteen situation I just described -- I 

didn’t notice that table-issue at the beginning. I was introduced to the Betta Kurumbas by 

Noor, a Tamilian of Muslim origin who converted as a teenager to Christianity and now 

lives his life doing a balancing act between the Muslim cultural traditions of his family 

and his own Christian religious observations (if he still observes these -- it didn’t quite 

look to me like he did). Noor was working as a field assistant for a German 

anthropologist, gathering stories for him and translating them into English. He was 

working with another adivasi group, the Jenu Kurumbas. It was he who told me that 

nobody had looked in great detail at the Betta Kurumba language, and one day he took 

me over to one of their hamlets close to the Mudumalai Sanctuary visitor reception 

office.   

 

The Kurumbas at the first hamlet he introduced me to didn’t seem to know or care 

about where I was from. I think they knew I was from Gudalur, but never made any 

reference to Silver Cloud Estate or my father. I felt welcome there and free of ties to my 

background. They even gave me a new name, Badsi, because “Gail” seemed too strange 

to them. One day while sitting on the verandah of my consultant’s house, eliciting data, a 

group of health-care workers arrived to give the people their vaccinations. My consultant 

didn’t like injections and wouldn’t take them. As I sat there persuading her to take one, 

the health-care worker noticed someone strange sitting at her house and came over to find 
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out who it was. He recognized me at once and proceeded to tell my consultant and the 

others sitting there a long story about my father and all the good actions he was known 

for. I tried to pretend this wasn’t happening. Interestingly, the Betta Kurumbas also acted 

like it wasn’t happening and, after he left, we went to work and never ever referred to 

what he said. I was relieved that I was among a community who didn’t care about social 

background ... or so I thought ... 

 

The hamlet I went to on my next field trip was different. My consultant there 

made it clear that I was her former employer’s daughter and always called me “Madam”. 

I could not get anyone here to use my Betta Kurumba name “Badsi”. Still, they were 

warm and friendly. And after all, this situation – in which we acknowledge the different 

backgrounds we come from – is the more real one. By my fourth trip, I have shed my 

early naive expectations that we would accept one other openly and without reservation. 

This dissertation is my chance to get to know the Betta Kurumbas and their community 

ways, but will I ever be able to reciprocate by letting them into my community and our 

ways? Highly unlikely!, given the social hierarchy that we are trapped in. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 Bet ta Kurumba is a Dravidian language spoken in the Nilgiri Mountains of the 

state of Tamil Nadu and in adjoining areas of the states of Karnataka and Kerala, in 

southern India. Exact information on the number of speakers of Bett a Kurumba is not 

available because census surveys in India do not accurately distinguish between several 

ethnic groups in this region who call themselves ‘Kurumba’. The 1981 census report 

states that the population of all Kurumbas in the Nilgiris is 4,354 (Singh 1994). However, 

the term Kurumba is used as a cover term for seven different ethnic groups in the 

Nilgiris: Alu Kurumbas, Bet t a Kurumbas, Ka tunayakas (or Jenu Kurumbas), Mudugas, 

Mull u Kurumbas, Pa lu Kurumbas, and Urali Kurumbas (Kapp and Hockings, 1969). 

Therefore, it is safe to estimate that the population of Bett a Kurumbas within the Nilgiris 

must be less than a quarter of the census figure, perhaps about 1,000.2  

 

 The Bet ta Kurumbas refer to themselves as kurbn; but since several different 

groups in the area are called ‘Kurumba’ or its variant ‘Kuruban’, it is customary to use a 

descriptor before the term, when it becomes necessary to specify which group is referred 

to. ‘Bett a’, the Kannada word for ‘mountain’, is the descriptor used locally to refer to the 

particular Kurumba group that is the focus of this study and, therefore, is the term used in 

this grammar. 

                                                 
2 My consultants estimate that there are about 2,000 members of their community in the Nilgiris; however, 
this figure seems exaggerated to me. 
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1.0. SOCIAL BACKGROUND 

1.1. The Nilgiris as a cultural region 

The Nilgiri Mountains, located within the state of Tamil Nadu, constitute a 

distinct cultural and linguistic region within southern India. Until the 19th century, these 

mountains were relatively inaccessible and its inhabitants virtually isolated from the 

people of the surrounding lowlands, except during occasional contact for trade 

(Mandelbaum 1989, Hockings 1997). The region’s isolation ended in the 19th century, 

with the establishment of tea plantations and small towns in the area, leading to an influx 

(which continues to grow) of immigrants from the lowlands.  
 

Nurit Bird-David (1997) argues that the Nilgiris should be studied in terms of two 

cultural and geographical zones: (a) the Upper Nilgiri region, approximately comprising 

the Nilgiri plateau (average elevation, 6500 ft) and the eastern slopes of the Nilgiris; and 

(b) the Nilgiri-Wynaad region, approximately comprising the southeast Wynaad Plateau 

(appr. elevation, 3000ft) and the western slopes of the Nilgiri Mountains (Hockings 

1969). These regions were occupied by 16 indigenous ethnic groups, of which the Bet ta 

Kurumbas were inhabitants of the Nilgiri-Wynaad region. Most of the anthropological 

literature on the Nilgiris has dealt with the Upper Nilgiri region, and a great deal of 

attention has been paid to a caste-like symbiotic relationship between ethnic groups in 

that region: the Todas, who were pastoralists; the Badagas, who were farmers; the Kotas, 

who were musicians and craftsman, and the Kurumbas (mainly Alu Kurumbas), who 

were  forest gatherers. To this may be added the Irulas, whose language and culture has 

been described by Zvelebil (1982). Ethnic groups in the Nilgiri-Wynaad plateau, 
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comprise Bett a Kurumbas, Mull u Kurumbas, Je nu Kurumbas, Paniyas, Chettiars, etc. 

Some cultural studies have been published on the Jenu Kurumbas (e.g. Demmer 1997, 

Nurit Bird-David 1969), and on the Mull u Kurumbas (Misra 1969); however, no such 

literature is available on the Bett a Kurumbas.   

1.2. Social changes in the Nilgiris 

The arrival of immigrant groups has pushed indigenous Nilgiri groups into social, 

political, and linguistic marginalization. Immigrants to the Nilgiris outnumber the 

population of indigenous groups. They are mainly speakers of three of India’s official 

languages, Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada – state languages of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and 

Karnataka, respectively, all of them part of the South Dravidian language group. Tamil 

has become the most dominant of these languages in the region because after Indian 

independence, the Nilgiris was incorporated into the state of Tamil Nadu, giving Tamil 

special status locally as the language that receives government support in education and 

employment. In addition, English plays a prominent role as the de facto national language 

of post-colonial India. 

 

The rapid changes that the area has undergone have led, inevitably to changes in 

the cultural behavior of the indigenous groups; they maintain their old ways to some 

extent and have adapted to the newer immigrant cultures in some ways. The Bett a 

Kurumbas continue to maintain their ethnic language, and children in the community all 

acquire it as their first language; however, they have also become proficient in Tamil, 

which they learn partly at school. The dominant status of Tamil and other official 

languages in this area poses a potential threat to the long-term viability of their own 

ethnic language. 
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Socially, lands to which indigenous groups had free access have now been 

partitioned into plantations controlled by private landowners, or reserved forests 

controlled by the state government. The Bet ta Kurumbas have largely given up their old 

lifestyle as forest gatherers who practiced some shifting-cultivation,3 and have acquired a 

different “traditional community occupation” as elephant trainers or mahouts. The British 

had, during the last century, embarked on a large-scale operation to convert tropical 

rainforests in the area into teak plantations, in addition to tea and coffee plantations, for 

which they used elephants for transportation in the jungle and to clear trees. The Bett a 

Kurumbas and Jenu Kurumbas were the two primary groups in the Nilgiris who were 

recruited to help clear the forests, and they were taught the practice of capturing and 

training wild elephants. Although wild elephants are no longer captured, a semi-

domesticated herd of elephants is still maintained by the government forest service and is 

used for light work in forest management. Bet t a Kurumba men are, by tradition, 

employed as mahouts to train and look after these elephants.  Some men in the 

community also gain employment as forest guards or watchers. Most of the women, and 

those men who are not employed by the forest service, work as manual laborers in tea 

and coffee plantations.  
 

A section of the Bet t a Kurumba community continue to live in separate hamlets 

within the forest, called padis, which consist of a group of 6-8 houses surrounding a 

small central meeting hall. Three such hamlets at Theppakadu, within the government-

run forest reserve, were the site of my field work. Houses within these hamlets were, until 

my fieldwork in 1997, constructed with bamboo and grass; but in recent years, the 

                                                 
3 My consultants inform me that their community did not hunt, but they obtained meat by slicing off a 
portion of the fresh kill of some wild predator, such as a tiger’s kill. 
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government has built concrete houses with zinc sheet roofing, partly as a 

“developmental” effort and partly to reduce the Kurumbas’ use of forest materials. Thus, 

the Betta Kurumbas are being induced to gradually give up their self-reliance. Other 

traditions in the community are also in a state of flux: women vary in whether they adopt 

the mainstream practice of wearing saris or maintain their traditional clothing, a cloth 

wrapped around the body stretching from the armpits to the knees, and a short shawl to 

cover the shoulders. The community maintains several of their traditional religious 

practices, but has also adopted some of the local practices of mainstream Hinduism, such 

as the annual pilgrimage to the Ayyappa temple at Sabarimalai in Kerala. 

 

2.0. LANGUAGE CLASSIFICATION 

Krishnamurti (2003) provides a sub-classification for 26 languages in the 

Dravidian family that are known at present; they are divided into 4 sub-groups, as shown 

in Table 1. The classification puts Kurumba in the Southern Dravidian group, along with 

4 other indigenous languages of the Nilgiris, Irula, Toda, Kota, and Badaga. Krishnamurti 

uses “Kurumba” as a cover term for the speech of various Kurumba communities, namely 

Alu Kurumba, Bett a Kurumba, and Jenu Kurumba. The information on which this 

classification of Kurumba is based comes from a relatively detailed description of Alu 

Kurumba by Kapp (1984, 1987) and brief preliminary reports on Jenu Kurumba and 

Bet ta Kurumba by Zvelebil (1982a, 1988). Although Krishnamurti’s preliminary 

classification of Bet ta Kurumba is not based on detailed information about this language, 

it is highly likely this language does indeed belong to the Southern Group, given the 

geographical location in which it is spoken. 
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Table 1.1:  Sub-groups in the Dravidian family 

Southern Group (SD I)   Central Group (CD) 
1. Tamil 7. Kota   19. Kolami 
2. Malayal am 8. Badaga   20a. Naikri 
3. Irula 9. Kannada   20b. Naiki (Chanda) 
4. Kur umba 10. Koraga   21. Parji 

5. Kodagu 11. Tul u   22. Ollari 
6. Toda    23. (Konde kor) Gadaba 
     
South-Central Group (SD II)   Northern group (ND) 
12. Telugu    24. Kur ux 
13. Gondi    25. Malto 
14. Konda    26. Brahui 
15. Kui     
16. Kuvi     
17. Pengo     
18. Mand a     
Reproduced from Krishnamurti (2003:19), with minor changes in format. 

 

Bet ta Kurumba shows several typical Dravidian traits (as described in e.g. 

Zvelebil 1990, Steever 1993, Krishnamurti 2003). In phonology, it retains the Proto-

Dravidian (PDr) 6-way contrast in point of articulation in the obstruent series: labial, 

dental, alveolar, retroflex, palatal, and velar; however, it has acquired a phonemic 

contrast in voiced and voiceless obstruents. It also retains three of the retroflex 

consonants present in PDr, /, , /, and has added voiced retroflex //. Like several 

Dravidian languages, BK has lost the PDr retroflex frictionless continuant */z/. In its 

vowel system it retains the 5 short and long vowels /i, i:, e, e:, a, a:, u, u:, o, o:/, but has 

added a sixth pair, high central /, /. Like other Dravidian languages, Bet t a Kurumba is 

an agglutinative language with exclusively suffixal morphology. It also has a set of 

enclitics and appears to have developed some proclitics.  
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3.0. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There are two previous publications on the language of the Bett a Kurumbas: 

Jayapal 1979 is a doctoral dissertation from Annamalai University, India, which provides 

a structural description of the phonology and morphology of the language. The primary 

contribution of this work lies in its identification of phonemes and morphemes in the 

language and in the arguments it provides for the status of Betta Kurumba as a distinct 

language rather than a dialect of some other South Dravidian language. The description, 

however, is not very comprehensive – several phonological processes, root alternations, 

and suffixes identified in the present dissertation are not mentioned in Jayapal’s work; 

textual data and information about (morpho-)syntax is also not included. In addition, the 

phoneme inventory given differs in some respects from the one provided in the present 

dissertation. 

 

The second previous publication on Bet ta Kurumba is a brief preliminary sketch 

by Zvelebil (1982a). The author describes his sketch as a “first report” on the language, 

written on the basis of 1-2 hours’ data elicitation. He clarifies that the purpose of the 

sketch is not to provide a description of the language but to inform the scholarly 

community of the existence of this ethnic group and its speech.  

 

Although there is little previous research on Bet t a Kurumba, several other 

languages in the Nilgiris have been studied in relative detail. Toda and Kota have been 

described by Emeneau (1944-6, 1984), Irula by Diffloth (1968) and Zvelebil (1973, 1979, 
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1982b), Alu Kurumba by Kapp (1982), and Badaga by Pilot-Raichoor (1988).4 In 

addition, Zvelebil and Emeneau have written in some detail about general linguistic 

issues concerning the Nilgiri languages. Zvelebil  (1980) argues for the existence of a 

micro-language area in the Nilgiris, arising from its pre-19th century isolation from 

languages and cultures of the surrounding lowlands, but contact between groups within 

the Nilgiris. He claims that certain linguistic innovations not found in other South 

Dravidian languages, appear to have spread by contact into several languages within the 

Nilgiris, resulting in features that are unique to this region. In Zvelebil 1981, the author 

provides a preliminary identification and classification of indigenous Nilgiri groups. He 

suggests that their languages can be assigned to two sub-groups within the South 

Dravidian branch, a Kannadoid group and a Tamiloid group (Kannada and Tamil belong 

to different sub-groups).  

 

Of the non-Nilgiri South Dravidian languages listed in Table 1, Tamil, 

Malayalam, and Kannada are state languages with a large population of speakers; in 

addition, Tulu, although not a state language, is socially dominant in some parts of 

Karnataka. There is a wealth of literature available on these languages, which I have 

relied on in the absence of much previous information on Bet ta Kurumba. A sample of 

descriptive grammars on the three state languages is: Tamil – Asher 1985, Lehmann 

1989; Malayalam – Asher and Kumari 1997; Kannada – Schiffman 1983, Sridhar 1990. 

                                                 
4 The Badagas came to the Nilgiris relatively late, around the 16th century; there is some debate about 
whether their language should be treated as a dialect of Kannada or a separate language. Pilot-Raichoor 
(1997) argues that it should be considered a separate language. 
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4.0. FIELDWORK 

My fieldwork was carried out during 4 fieldtrips to the Mudumalai Wildlife 

Sanctuary, at Theppakkad u, a permanent forest “camp” consisting of a tourist reception 

office and guest houses, residences for government employees in the forest service, a 

camp where elephants are fed, and 3 hamlets established by the Betta Kurumbas.5 I was 

not a newcomer to the area. My own childhood home was in the Nilgiris, at Gudalur, a 

town 14 km from Theppakadu; therefore, several of the Betta Kurumbas were acquainted 

with my family. 

 

My first field trip was in May 1995, when I spent one month collecting a list of 

vocabulary from Bomman, my first consultant. During this trip I worked outside the 

sanctuary at a field station for ecological research (belonging to the Indian Institute of 

Science, Bangalore) at Masinagudy. The second trip was in June 1997, when I spent 3 

months working at one of the Bett a Kurumba hamlets in Theppakadu. During this trip, I 

expanded my vocabulary list, and transcribed and translated texts; my consultants were 

Manbokkan and Merakkan. The trip was partly funded by a Summer Study Abroad 

scholarship from the Department of Asian Studies, University of Texas at Austin.  

 

In 1999, I was awarded a research grant by the National Science Foundation, and 

spent 10 months working at a second hamlet in Theppakkadu (October 1999 to July 

2000) expanding my vocabulary list, eliciting morphosyntactic paradigms, and 

                                                 
5 Some Betta Kurumbas in Theppakadu live among persons from other communities in government-
provided accommodation, but some live separately in the three hamlets.  
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transcribing and translating texts. My consultant during the first month of this trip was 

Badsi (the wife of Bomman, my consultant in 1995), after which I worked with Bommi, 

her sister. I made a fourth trip in 2001, partly funded by an extension on the NSF grant, 

during which I spent two and a half months expanding my data on morphosyntax and my 

transcriptions and translations of texts; my consultant during this trip was Bommi. In 

addition, I gathered some vocabulary for regional flora and fauna from several other 

consultants, namely Ma dan and Ke tan. 

 

My data was, therefore, gathered from several different speakers in the initial 

stages of data collection, due to various circumstantial reasons arising from my 

consultants’ availability to do the work. However, by the beginning of the third trip, 

Bommi became my primary consultant. All the vocabulary lists, paradigms, and texts 

were rechecked with Bommi; therefore, this description relies primarily on Bommi’s 

speech. Instances of variation between my various consultants are pointed out in the 

chapters that follow.  

 

My primary consultant Bommi has lived in Theppakadu for most of her life, but 

spent part of her childhood in a nearby area called Thorappally (about 8km from 

Theppakadu). In addition to her native language, Bet t a Kurumba, she has near-native 

fluency in Tamil. She attended school up to the 5th grade, with Tamil as the medium of 

instruction, and so has reading and writing knowledge of the language. She also has some 

speaking and writing knowledge of Malayal am, which she learned first as a second 
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language requirement in school. In addition, she has some speaking knowledge of 

Kannada, and can understand a little English – she learned the English alphabet, but has 

no further writing knowledge of it. Where my language background is concerned, I am a 

native speaker of Indian English, and have communicative ability in Tamil. My 

proficiency in Tamil was sufficient for the first two field trips, when I elicited vocabulary 

and got Bett a Kurumba texts transcribed and translated. But during the last two fieldtrips, 

I took the assistance of fluent Tamil speakers, who helped me ensure that my consultants 

were given grammatically correct Tamil sentences to translate into Bett a Kurumba. M. 

Noor assisted me in the first month of the third field trip (1999-2000) and Kuttappan 

assisted me during the rest of this trip. Ranjani assisted me during my fourth field trip 

(2001).  

  

My data consists of formally elicited vocabulary lists and sentence paradigms, as 

well as texts. I have tape-recorded several texts in Bett a Kurumba, transcribed and 

translated five of these, and analyzed four in detail. The four texts that were analyzed in 

detail and which are used in this description consist of 3 stories and a conversation 

amounting to a total of 156 minutes (appr. 2½ hours). The stories are “The seventh son’s 

wife” narrated by Badsi (27 mins.), “The Pomegranate woman” narrated by Manbokkan 

(30 mins.), and “Tiger story”, also narrated by Ma nbokkan (20 mins.). The conversation 

(79 mins) consists of a bilingual conversation between Bomman and me; that is, I asked 

Bomman brief questions in Tamil about his community and he gave lengthy answers in 

his native language, providing information about customs, lifestyle, etc. in his 
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community. The purpose of the conversation was to elicit morphosyntactic structures that 

may not show up in a story, but which might show up in conversational speech. The two 

stories by Ma nbokkan were initially transcribed and translated with the aid of 

Ma nbokkan and Merakkan (in 1997); they were later rechecked with Bommi (in 2001) to 

fill in gaps in my transcription and translation. The story by Badsi and the conversation 

with Bomman were transcribed and translated with the aid of Bommi.  

 

Since formally elicited data is likely to differ from data elicited in the relatively 

spontaneous context of story-telling and conversation, care is taken in the following 

description to mark the contextual source of the data. All example sentences are tagged 

with markers to indicate whether the sentence was formally elicited or from a text. The 

tag “Elicitation” indicates a formally elicited sentence; and the tags “7th.Son”, 

“Pomegranate”, “Tiger”, and “Conversation” indicate that the source was the relevant 

text. In some cases, I have also used the tag “Spontaneous” to indicate that the sentence 

was uttered spontaneously by one of the Bett a Kurumbas during formal elicitation 

sessions. All tags have a number next to them; these numbers may be ignored because 

they refer to location within my data records. 

5.0. ORGANIZATION OF THIS DESCRIPTION 

This grammar presents a description of the phonology and morphology of Bet t a 

Kurumba. A description of syntax is not presented in a separate chapter, but is 

interwoven into my discussion of morphology. Thus, information about syntax is 

embedded in my description of finite, non-finite, and defective verbs and of 
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causativization, in my description of the nominal case system, pronouns, the syntactic 

functions of postpositions, category-changing operations, and of clitics. Non-finite 

clauses, especially chained clauses, are described in especial detail; these descriptions of 

syntactic function foreshadow a fuller treatment of Bett a Kurumba syntax, which will be 

part of future research.  

 

The chapters on morphology are organized in terms of lexical categories: Chapter 

2 describes verbs, Chapter 3 is on nouns, and Chapter 4 is on minor lexical categories 

(adjectives, postpositions, and adverbs). This is followed by a chapter on category 

changing operations and a brief outline of cliticization. The last chapter contains a 

description of phonology and of the morphophonology of verbs and nouns.  

 

The primary goal of this work is to provide detailed and accurate description of 

Betta Kurumba, one that will be a resource to linguists working in a wide range of fields. 

Therefore, this grammar is not clearly situated in any one theoretical framework, 

although it does draw upon some theoretical concepts in so far as these enable a clearer 

description of a particular phenomenon or set of phenomena in the language; thus, my 

discussion of phonology incorporates aspects of Generative Phonology (distinctive 

features, rule ordering) and Lexical Phonology (division in morphophonological levels).  
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Chapter 2: Verbs 

Verbs in Betta Kurumba (BK) are those words which take verbal suffixes such as 

subject agreement, tense/aspect, mood, and certain non-finite verb markers. Verb roots 

are bound; they must take at least one inflectional suffix to function as a word.6  

 

Two categories of derivational suffixes may optionally occur between root and 

inflectional suffix: first level derivational suffixes and second level derivational suffixes. 

First level derivational suffixes (1LD suffixes) consist of root valency modifiers. Second 

level derivational suffixes consist of two groups of suffixes: One group encodes aspectual 

meanings or adds semantic content to the stem (hereafter, 2LD suffixes). The other group 

consists of “theme formatives”; i.e. suffixes whose function is to form a verb base or 

‘theme’ to which 2LD suffixes and inflectional category markers can be attached. Theme 

formatives also encode some irrealis/realis meaning.  

 

This division into three levels of derivation is motivated by suffix order and 

differences in stem formation procedures in the three levels. 1LD suffixes attach only to a 

root; therefore, only one of them can occur in a word. 2LD suffixes in contrast cannot 

attach directly to a root or preceding 1/2LD suffix; instead the root must take a theme 

formative to form a theme to which the 2LD suffix is attached. This stem consisting of 

theme + 2LD suffix must in turn take a theme formative before the next 2LD suffix can 

be attached; thus, theme formation is recursive. A word can have up to two 2LD suffixes 

(based on the data so far); their order with respect to each other is based on semantic 

                                                 
6 With one exception: verb roots ending in /i/ do not take a suffix in casual imperative mood. However, 
verbs ending in other segments do take a suffix; therefore, the /i/-final stems can be treated as an exception 
to the generalization that verb roots are bound and that a verb must contain at least one inflectional suffix. 
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scope. Verb stems also take a final theme formative in the second derivational level to 

form a theme which, when it enters the next level, is selected by appropriate inflectional 

suffixes as the verb base to which they attach. Inflectional suffixes are governed by 

selectional restrictions which require them to attach to a theme or to a “plain stem”, i.e. a 

verb stem that does not end in a theme formative. However, no theme formation takes 

place in the inflectional level: the first inflectional suffix can attach to a theme or plain 

stem, but any further inflectional suffixes in the word must attach directly to the 

preceding suffix. A word can contain up to three inflectional suffixes. The difference in 

suffixation procedures in the three levels is represented in Figure 1, which shows the 

structure of the BK verb; word structure rules are given in Table 1. Since some 

inflectional suffixes attach to a theme and some attach to a plain stem, two rules for 

affixation in the inflectional level are given in Table 1.7 

 

Table 2.1: Word formation rules for verbs 

 a. Word   --> Stem + INFL  
 b. Word  --> Theme + INFL  
 c. Theme  --> Stem + FMV  
 d. Stem  --> Theme + 2LD  
 e. Stem  --> ROOT + (1LD)  
 g. INFL  --> Infl (Infl) (Infl)  
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
7 The root can consist of a compound root containing a noun root followed by verb root; however, 
compounds are not discussed here because a full treatment of compounding is beyond the scope of this 
grammar. 
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 Word 

 Theme INFL 

 Stem FMV 

 Theme 2LD 

 Stem FMV 

 ROOT 1LD 

Figure 2.1: Structure of the BK verb 

 

The following criteria have been used to distinguish derivational morphology 

from inflectional morphology in BK (see e.g. Stankiewicz 1962, Anderson 1985, Spencer 

and Zwicky 1998 for general discussions of inflectional and derivational morphology): 

First, inflectional morphology is paradigmatic – every derived verb stem in BK forms a 

paradigm with suffixes that mark the inflectional categories listed in Table 2, with the 

exception of a few defective verbs. In contrast, derivational morphology is governed by 

selectional restrictions on suffixation; for example, in these data, the stative lexical suffix 

/-i:r/ does not attach to causative stems and the causative suffix /-su/ does not attach to 

stative stems, but inflectional suffixes attach to both causative and stative stems.8 Second, 

the meanings encoded by inflectional suffixes are regular; in contrast, derivational 

suffixes interact with the preceding verb stem to convey meanings that are often 

idiosyncratic. Third, derivational suffixes lie closer to the root than inflectional suffixes; 

e.g. pdidoa /p-d-ir-d-o-a/ ‘tell-rlf-stat-rlf-hab-trn’ (throughout this 
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8 Stative /-i:r/ poses some problems for determining whether it is inflectional or derivational. The fact that 
causative /-su/ and  stative /-i:r/ are mutually exclusive in these data supports an analysis of /-i:r/ as 
derivational. But if stative stems are derivational stems, all inflectional suffixes should attach freely to 
them; however, there are no examples in these data of mood and infinitive markers on /-i:r/; this gap may 
reflect a change in progress. 



description, derivational suffixes are shown with single underlining and inflectional 

suffixes with double underlining). 

 

Table 2.2: The inflectional level 

First position* Second position Third position 

(Tense/Aspect) - (Negative /-il/) - 
Clause-chain markers # 

Subject agreement markers # 
 

Mood markers #   
Infinitive markers #   
*The symbol # after a category indicates that that category marks the end of a verb. 

 

1.0. VERB BASES (REALIS, IRREALIS, PLAIN) 

Two types of themes are formed in the second derivational level: an irrealis theme 

and a realis theme. Category markers select one of these themes as the base to which they 

are attached. Thus, a functional category is encoded by two means: choice of verb base 

(plain stem, realis theme, or irrealis theme) and a category-marking suffix. For example, 

in (1a), singular polite imperative is encoded by the category marker /-ay/, which is 

attached to a realis theme. In contrast, ‘synchronous event’ (a marker used in dependent 

clauses) is encoded in (1b) by the use of an irrealis theme plus the category marker /-n/ 

‘synchrony’.  
 
1) a. yartay /yari-t-ay/ ‘call-realis-imperative’ ‘call!’ 

 b. yarpn /yari-pu-n/ ‘call-irrealis-synchrony’ ‘as/when N called’ 
 

A full list of category markers and the verb bases they attach to is given in Table 

3.  
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Table 2.3: Verb base for different category markers. 

 Plain stem Irrealis theme Realis theme 
1st derivational level: Root valency modifiers   

    
2nd derivational level:  Causativizer /-su/ Lexical suffixes 

    

Inflectional level:    

a) Tense/aspect:  Imperfective/future Perfective 
   Present progressive /-o/ 
   Past habitual /-o/ 
   Perfect /-na/ 
    

b) Mood: Possibility /-ku, -ki/  
Hortative /-a/ 

Optative /-la, -lo/ 

Desiderative /-du/ 

Contingent possibility /-ani/ 
Obligative /-dapla/ 

 Casual imperative /-y, -o/  Non-polite imperative /-a/ 

Polite imperative /-ay, -ao/ 
    
c) Infinitive: /-l, -lay/ /-ka/  

    
d) Clause-chain: Anticipation /-utnu/ Synchrony /-n/ Completion /-au/ 
   Transition /-a/ 
   Contingency /-ani/ 
   Accompaniment /-nu/ 
   Durative accompaniment /-i/ 

 

A complete paradigm for one root yari ‘call’ is shown in (2) to illustrate the use 

of different verb bases in different functional categories.9 Imperfective/future and 

perfective are shown separately in (2d) because these do not have separate category 

markers; they are distinguished from each other by choice of theme alone and from other 

functional categories by the fact that they consist of a theme directly followed by a 

negative suffix or subject agreement marker.  

 

 
 
                                                 
9 Root valency modifiers and lexical suffixes are omitted because yari ‘call’ does not occur with these 
suffixes in these data. Non-polite imperative is also omitted because I do not have an attested example of it. 
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2a) Categories that require a plain stem 
 i. Possibility yariku /yari-ku/ ‘N can/may call’ 

 ii. Hortative yara /yari-a/ ‘Let us call’ 

 iii. Casual imperative  yaro /yari-o/ ‘call!’ 

 iv. Infinitive  yadl /yari-l/ ‘to call’ 
 v. Anticipation  yariutnu /yari-utnu/ ‘until N calls’ 
 
b) Categories that require an irrealis theme (with irrealis formative /-pu/) 

 i. Causative yarpisu /yari-pu-su/ ‘cause to call’ 

 ii. Optative yarpla /yari-pu-la/ ‘Let him call’ 

 iii. Desiderative  yarpdu /yari-pu-du/ ‘N should call’ 

 iv. Infinitive  yarpka /yari-pu-ka/ ‘to call’ 
 v. Synchrony  yarpn /yari-pu-n/ ‘as/when N calls’ 
 
c) Categories that require a realis theme (with realis formative /-t/) 
 i. Progressive /-o/ yartod /yari-t-o-d/ ‘N is calling’ 

 ii. Habitual /-o/ yartod /yari-t-o-d/ ‘N used to call’ 

 iii. Perfect /-na/ yartnad /yari-t-na-d/ ‘N has called’ 

 iv. Obligative  yartdapla /yari-t-dapla/ ‘N must call’ 
 v. Non-polite imperative  yarta /yari-t-a/ ‘Call!’ 

 vi. Polite imperative yartay /yari-t-ay/ ‘(Please) call!’ 

 vii. Completion yartau /yari-t-au/ ‘having called’ 

 viii. Transition yarta /yari-t-a/ ‘upon calling’ 

 ix. Contingency yartani /yari-t-ani/ ‘if N calls’ 

 x. Accompaniment  yartnu /yari-t-nu/ ‘call and V’ 
 xi. Durative accompaniment  yarti /yari-t-i/ ‘keep calling and V’ 
 
d)  i.  Imperfective: yarpa  /yari-pu-a/ ‘She will call’ 

 ii. Perfective: yarta  /yari-t-a/ ‘She called’ 

 

Realis theme formatives consist of a set of five suffixes /-t, -t, -s, -d, -j/; verbs 

fall into classes depending on which realis suffix they take. Irrealis formatives consist of 
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two suffixes /-pu, -w/, and verbs are lexically marked for which suffix they take.10 There 

are five verb classes corresponding to the five realis formatives: t-class, t-class, s-class, 

d-class, and j-class. The s-class can be divided further into the weak-s-class and the 

strong-s-class because of certain differences in their realis theme formation, as described 

below. Thus, there are a total of 6 verb classes. The examples in (3) show verbs of these 

six classes in perfective aspect, where the realis suffix is followed by a subject agreement 

marker; those in (4) show verbs with irrealis suffixes in imperfective aspect. 

 
3) a. yarta /yari-t-a/ ‘call-realis-3sg’ ‘She called’ 

 b. nilja /nili-j-a/ ‘play-realis-3sg’ ‘She played’ 

 c. potta /por-t-a/ ‘carry-realis-3sg’ ‘She carried’ 

 d. nada /nai-d-a/ ‘walk-realis-3sg’ ‘She walked’ 

 e. arisa /aru-s-a/ ‘sleep-realis-3sg’ ‘She slept’ 

 f. kuso /kui-s-o/ ‘drink-realis-3sg’ ‘She drank’ 
 
4) a. yarpa /yari-pu-a/ ‘call-irrealis-3sg’ ‘She calls’ 

 b. nilwa /nili-w-a/ ‘play-irrealis-3sg’ ‘She plays’ 

 c. porwa /por-w-a/ ‘carry-irrealis-3sg’ ‘She carries’ 

 d. napa /nai-pu-a/ ‘walk-irrealis-3sg’ ‘She walks’ 

 e. arwa /aru-w-a/ ‘sleep-irrealis-3sg’ ‘She sleeps’ 

 f. kuyrpa /kuyri-pu-a/ ‘drink-irrealis-3sg’ ‘She drinks’ 

 

Verbs in the strong-s-class show a complication in realis theme formation: they 

have two realis themes, the regular realis theme and the special realis theme. The regular 

realis theme is used for three inflectional categories – transition, contingency, and 

contingent possibility – and is formed just like realis themes in the other verb classes; that 

is, it ends in a realis suffix. The special realis theme is used for all other inflectional 

                                                 
10 Theme formatives can be traced back to PDr tense suffixes, and they are cognate with tense suffixes in 
other South Dravidian languages.  My reasons for calling them realis/irrealis formatives are explained in §-
-. 
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categories listed under realis theme in Table 3; it differs from the regular realis theme 

because it does not end in a realis suffix. For some roots the special realis theme is no 

different from the plain stem; however, most strong-s-class roots distinguish the two 

realis themes by using a special root alternant in the special realis theme. The use of a 

special and regular realis theme in strong-s-class verbs is illustrated in (5c, d). Note that 

the root alternant in the special realis theme in (5d) differs from those in (5a, b, c).11  

 
5a) Categories that require a plain stem 
 i. Possibility noku /no-ku/ ‘N can/may look’ 

 ii. Hortative noa /no-a/ ‘Let us look’ 

 iii. Casual imperative  noo /no-o/ ‘look!’ 

 iv. Infinitive  no /no-l/ ‘to look’ 
 v. Anticipation  noutnu /no-utnu/ ‘until N looks’ 
 
b) Categories that require an irrealis theme (with irrealis formative /-w/) 

 i. Imperfective: nowa  /no-w-a/  ‘She will look’  

 ii. Causative nosu /no-w-su/ ‘cause to look’ 

 iii. Optative noa /no-w-la/ ‘Let him look’ 

 iv. Desiderative  nodu /no-w-du/ ‘N should look’ 

 v. Infinitive  noka /no-w-ka/ ‘to look’ 
 vi. Synchrony  no /no-w-n/ ‘as/when N looks’ 
 
c) Categories that require a realis theme – regular realis theme is used in these three 

categories (with realis formative /-s/): 

 i.  Perfective: noso  /no-s-o/  ‘She looked’ 

 ii. Transition nosa /no-s-a/ ‘upon looking’ 

 iii. Contingency nosnu / no-s-nu/ ‘if N looks’ 
 
d) Categories that require a realis theme – Special realis theme is used in these categories: 
 i. Progressive /-o/ nyrod /nyr-o-d/ ‘N is looking’ 

 ii. Habitual /-o/ nyrod /nyr-o-d/ ‘N used to look’ 

 iii. Perfect /-na/ nydnad /nyr-na-d/ ‘N has looked’ 

                                                 
11 The alternant with the diphthong can be derived by rule from the alternant with the monophthong. The 
relevant root alternant is shown in the morpheme breakdown to make it easier for the reader to relate the 
surface form to the root or its derivative. 
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 iv. Obligative  nyrdapla /nyr-dapla/ ‘N must look’ 
 v. Non-polite imperative  nyra /nyr-a/ ‘Look!’ 

 vi. Polite imperative nyray /nyr-ay/ ‘(Please) look!’ 

 vii. Completion nyrau /nyr-au/ ‘having looked’ 

 viii. Accompaniment  nydnu /nyr-nu/ ‘look and ...’ 
 ix. Durative accompaniment  nyri /nyr-i/ ‘keep looking and ...’ 

 

2.0 INFLECTIONAL MORPHOLOGY 

An important issue in describing verb inflection in BK is the syntactic distinction 

between finite and non-finite verbs. Finite verbs in this description consist of verbs that 

occur last in the predicate of the main clause. Non-finite verbs are those that occur as the 

non-final verb in the predicate of the main clause and those that occur in subordinate 

clause predicates. Some inflectional categories are marked on finite and non-finite verbs, 

but some are not: Mood and subject agreement are marked through inflectional suffixes 

only on finite verbs.12 Tense/aspect is marked on both finite and non-finite verbs. 

Negation is marked in a variety of ways on finite and non-finite verbs; finite verbs take a 

negative suffix, but non-finite verbs have suffixes that encode negation together with 

other clausal relations. Inflectional categories on non-finite verbs have the function of 

encoding relations between clauses or verbs; that is, they connect a subordinate clause 

(complement or adverbial clause) to a main clause, a chained clause to the final clause in 

chained clause constructions, and a non-final verb to a final verb in auxiliary verb 

constructions and serialized verb constructions. Table 4 lists the inflectional categories 

that occur on finite and non-finite verbs and the order in which they occur; the symbol # 

                                                 
12 There are a few exceptions to the general pattern of morphologically distinct inflection on the two verb 
types: Some verbs take finite clause complements, in which case the complement clause has a finite verb 
with relevant mood or subject agreement markers. Further, there are three unusual constructions involving 
two verbs in a single main clause predicate, in which both verbs are marked for subject agreement or mood. 
One is a negative construction described in §2.3 and two are serialized imperative constructions described 
in §2.4.1. 
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after a suffix indicates that the suffix marks the end of the verb. Verbs also take a 

relativizer /-/, which attaches to a realis or irrealis theme depending on tense/aspect; this 

suffix is discussed in Chapter 5. 
 

Table 2.4: Finite and non-finite verb inflection 

First position Second position Third position 
 
Finite verbs: 

  

(Tense/Aspect)- (Negative)- Subject agreement 
Mood #  
   
Non-finite verbs:   
(Tense/Aspect) Clause-chain markers # 
Infinitives #  
 

The following sections are organized so as to distinguish finite verb inflection 

from non-finite inflection, where possible. Subject agreement, aspect, finite verb 

negation, and mood are discussed first (§§2.1-4), followed by a discussion of category 

markers that occur on non-finite verbs only (§§2.5-6).  
 

2.1. Subject-verb agreement 

There are three sets of suffixes that encode person and/or number agreement 

between sentential subject and verb. The first set encodes both person and number and 

will be henceforth called PN markers. The second encodes number but not person 

(henceforth, number markers). The third encodes 1st person only (henceforth, special 1st 

markers).13 The three sets are mutually exclusive; they never occur together in the same 

word. They also mark the end of a verb; only clitics can be attached after them.  
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Subject agreement markers occur immediately after realis and irrealis themes, 

inflectional aspect markers /-o, -o, -na/ and negative /-il/ . There are restrictions on 

which of the three sets of subject agreement markers can occur after these suffixes; as 

shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 2.5: Restrictions on the use of subject agreement markers 

Preceding suffix/stem Subject agreement marker 
realis theme All three sets 
irrealis theme All three sets 
Aspect markers /-o, -o, -na/ PN and number markers only 

Negative /-il/ PN and Special 1st markers only 
 

In addition to marking person and number (described in §§2.1.1-4), subject 

agreement markers interact with aspect marking to encode certain discourse functions; 

this is described in §2.2.6. 
 

2.1.1. PN markers 

PN markers consist of a varied list of suffixes that are used to form different 

paradigms for different functional categories. Speakers show some variation in their use 

of these markers, as described below; the variation appears to be a change in progress, by 

which distinctions that were previously maintained within a paradigm and between 

different PN marker paradigms are being collapsed in favor of a simpler system with 

fewer distinctions.   
 

                                                                                                                                                 
13 Gender distinctions are not encoded on verbs in BK. The relevance of gender in this language is limited 
to certain male and female endings in human-related nouns and to restrictions (in terms of humanness and 
animacy) on the use of case markers and postpositions with nouns 
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Various PN suffixes are listed in (6) according to the person category they 

encode. The categories in which these suffixes are used are described below. 
 

6) Singular: 1st   /-i, -iya/ 
  2nd  /-i/ 
 3rd /-a, -o/ 
 
 Plural 1st  /-o, -iya, -iyo/ 
  2nd, 3rd /-o, -iyo/ 
  

The set of PN markers that are used immediately after the realis theme are shown 

in Table 6. The sequence [realis theme + subject agreement marker] encodes perfective 

aspect, as explained in §2.2.1; for convenience this paradigm is henceforth referred to as 

the realis PN paradigm. Verbs in all except the strong-s-class employ the paradigm given 

in the first column; strong-s-class verbs differ in that they employ /-o/ for 3rd person as 

well as plural, as shown in Table 6 using  t-class ya:ri ‘call’ and strong-s-class argu ~ 

ergu ‘sleep’. 

Table 2.6: Realis theme + PN paradigm 

 ya:ri ‘call’ argu ~ ergu ‘sleep’ 
1, 2 sg  yarti ‘I/you called’ arisi ‘I/you slept’ 

3 sg yarta ‘He/she/it called’ ariso ‘He/she/it slept’ 

Plural yarto ‘We/you all/they called’ ariso ‘We/you all/they slept’ 

 

The realis PN paradigm is also used (in all verb classes) immediately after 

negative /-il/, and past habitual /-o/, as shown in Table 7. The negative suffix can occur 

after a realis or irrealis theme (to encode negative perfective and negative imperfective, 

respectively); therefore, both are shown in this table.  
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Table 2.7: PN marker paradigm after negative and past habitual markers 

 ya:ri ‘call’ argu ~ ergu ‘sleep’ 
 Realis  

+ /-il/  
Irrealis  
+ /-il/  

Realis  
+ /-o/ 

Realis  
+ /-il/  

Irrealis  
+ /-il/  

Realis 
+ /-o/ 

1, 2 sg  yartli yarpli yartoi arisli arli eroi 
3 sg yartla yarpla yartoa arisla arla eroa 
Plural yartlo yarplo yartoo arislo arlo eroo 

 

 A different set of PN markers is used immediately after the irrealis theme, as 

shown in Table 8. The sequence [irrealis theme + subject agreement marker] is used to 

encode imperfective aspect or future tense; this paradigm is henceforth referred to as the 

irrealis PN paradigm. This paradigm has a pattern of variation that appears to be part of 

an ongoing change in the language: Speakers in the older generation use /-iya/ for 1st 

singular and /-iyo/ for plural; /-iya/ can optionally be used also for 1st plural. Speakers in 

the younger generation tend to use the same set of suffixes as those used in Table 6 

above; that is, they collapse the distinction between the realis PN paradigm and the 

irrealis PN paradigm. The two variants are shown in Table 8; they differ only in the 1st 

singular and the plural; only the forms that differ are shown in the “Newer variants” 

column. 
 

Table 2.8: Irrealis theme + PN paradigm 

 ya:ri ‘call’ argu ~ ergu ‘sleep’ 
 Older variants Newer variants Older variants Newer variants 
1 sg  yarpiya yarpi ariya arwi 
2 sg yarpi -- arwi -- 
3 sg yarpa -- arwa -- 
1 pl yarpiya   yarpiyo yarpo ariya   ariyo arwo 
2, 3 pl yarpiyo yarpo ariyo arwo 
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The irrealis paradigm (with its variants) is also used after progressive /-o/, as 

shown in Table 9. 
 

Table 2.9: PN paradigm after the progressive marker 

 ya:ri ‘call’ argu ~ ergu ‘sleep’ 
 Older variants Newer variants Older variants Newer variants 
1 sg  yartoiya yartoi eroiya eroi 
2 sg yartoi -- eroi -- 
3 sg yartoa -- eroa -- 
1 pl yartoiya 

   yartoiyo 
yartoo eroiya 

   eroiyo 
eroo 

2, 3 pl yartoiyo yartoo eroiyo eroo 
 

/-na/ ‘perfect aspect’ differs from the other suffixes in that it can take two PN 

marker paradigms, the realis PN paradigm and the irrealis PN paradigm. The former is 

used for past perfect aspect and the latter for present perfect aspect. Because only older 

generation speakers use distinct suffixes in the two paradigms, a formal distinction 

between present and past perfect is encoded only by these speakers. Further, because the 

two paradigms differ only in the 1st singular and the plural, the distinction between 

present perfect and past perfect can be made only in these person categories. This 

distinction is shown in Table 10. 
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Table 2.10: PN paradigms used by older speakers after the perfect marker 

 yari ‘call’ aru   er ‘sleep’ 
 past perfect present perfect past perfect past perfect 
1 sg yartnai yartnaiya ernai ernaiya 
2 sg yartnai yartnai ernai ernai 
3 sg yartnaa yartnaa ernaa ernaa 
1 pl yartnao yartnaiyo 

   yartnaiya 
ernao ernaiyo 

   ernaiya 
2 pl yartnao yartnaiyo ernao ernaiyo 
3 pl yartnao yartnaiyo ernao ernaiyo 
 

2.1.2. Number markers 

The second set of subject agreement suffixes encodes number alone, shown in (7). 
 

7) Singular /-d/ 

 Plural  /-/    
 

These suffixes are derived from the singular and plural nominalizers /-d, -/ 

(described in Chapter 5). Number after realis and irrealis themes for three verbs are 

shown in Table 11.  
 

Table 2.11: Number paradigms for 3 verbs 

 ya:ri ‘call’ kil ‘do’ nili ‘play’ 

 realis /-t/ irrealis /-pu/ realis /-j/ irrealis /-w/ realis /-j/ irrealis /-w/ 

Sg  yartd yarpd kijd kiwd niljd nild 
Pl yart yarp kij kiw nilj nil 
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2.1.3. Special 1st markers 

There are two suffixes that are used only with 1st person singular subjects. The 

suffix /-ani/ is used with the realis theme; e.g. naw tarduani /tardu-t-ani/ ‘I opened 

(the door)’. The suffix /-ni/ is used with the irrealis theme; e.g. naw arni 

/aru-w-ni/ ‘I am about to sleep’, naw nir kuyrpni /kuyri-p-ni/ ‘I am about to 

drink water’.14  
 

The use of plural markers to encode impersonal subjects is described in the 

following section, but the remaining functions of agreement markers are described in 

§2.2.6 because they interact with aspect functions. 
 

2.1.4. Impersonal subjects 

The two plural suffixes discussed above, plural PN markers /-o, -iyo/ and plural 

number marker /-/, are also used to encode impersonal subjects. The following types 

of impersonal constructions with plural on the verb occur in these data. One type involves 

constructions where the subject is an indefinite pronoun (8a) or has indefinite reference 

(8b, c): 
 

8a)  dara kir oka pynaiyo 
 dar-a kiri oi-ka py-na-iyo 
 who.nm-IND15 house inside-dat goSR-prf-pl 
 “Someone has gone into the house.” (Elicitation. P369) 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
14 My consultant also produced, during elicitation sessions, a third suffix /-na/ which is restricted to strong-

s-class verbs only; e.g. na arna /aru-w-na/ ‘We (inc.) are about to sleep’. However, this form has 
not occurred in the texts I elicited and needs to be investigated further. 
15 Clitics are shown without underlining -- /-a/ is a clitic. 
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b) pyra pytu nydnu,  bup 
 pyra-tl py-au nyr-nu i-t-nu bu-pu- 
 forest-lc goSR-cmp lookSR-acp take-rlf-acp comeIR-irf-pl 
 “They look for it in the forest and bring it” (Conversation.18) 
 
c) wand pott kayttnu, wand a riyo, tissoa ... pina tyaniya kjjnu, pina 

kaynnl kunir uylpn koiyo 
 wand pott kayttu-nu wand au r-w-iyo tiss-oa 
 one torch tieSR-acp one person climb-irf-pl fire-com 
 “Making a torch, a person climbs up, with fire (i.e. the torch flame) ...” 
 
 pina tyanu-iya kyl-j-nu pina kaynni-l kuniri uylpu-nu 
 then hive-acc cut-rlf-acp then rope-lc below lowerSR-acp 
 
 ko-w-iyo 
 give-irf-pl 
 “Then cutting the beehive, he (i.e., a person) lowers it on a rope.” 
  (Conversation.27) 
 

The second type involves passive-like constructions, where the subject is an 

unspecified generic one and the object is the focus of the construction, shown in (9).  
 

9a) i erwi kalloa mat 
 i erwi kall-oa ma-t- 
 this knife stone-com sharpen-rlf-pl 
 “This knife was sharpened with a stone.” (= Someone sharpened this knife with a 

stone.) (Elicitation. P341) 
 
b) pu ennanu no 
 pu enn-anu no-w- 
 flower when-IND see-irf-pl 
 “Flowers can be seen at any time.” (= One can see flowers at any time.)  
  (Elicitation. P144) 
 
c) pili mukadi po? 
 piliy mukadi p-w- 
 tiger oral.story tell-irf-pl 
 “Should the tiger story be told?” (= Should one tell the tiger story?)  (Tiger.1b) 
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The third type involves generic rhetorical questions; that is, questions that do not 

have a specific person as the subject and which do not actually seek information (as in 

(10), which occurs in a story). Sentences of this type in these data have number marker /-

/ rather than PN markers /-o, -iyo/ used after the irrealis theme. (The symbol ‘?!’ 

indicates a rhetorical question.) 
 

10) “popiya, en ma?!” andau ... 
 po-pu-iya en ma-w- an-t-au 
 go-irf-1sg. what do-irf-pl say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘I’ll go. What to do?!’ ...” (7th.Son.106) 
 

Although the impersonal plural typically refers to an unspecified subject, it can be 

used with singular subjects in questions that seek information on how to carry out a task 

(11a) or in rhetorical questions expressing inability to carry out a task (11b, c). It is 

possible that the verb with /-/ involves partial indefinite reference, such as “what 

should one do to ...” or “what should be done to ...” 
 

11a) keti maay tinld ipka naw en ma? 
 keti maay tin-l ildi ir-pu-ka naw en ma-w- 
 Keti mango eat-inf without be-irf-inf 1s.nm what do-irf-pl 
 “What should I do to make Keti not eat mangos?” (Elicitation.P458) 

b) “nini en maydn na pottn pop?!” 
 nin-iya en mayr-nu naw por-t-nu po-pu- 
 2s-acc what doSR-acp 1s.nm carry-rlf-acp go-irf-pl 
 “How am I to carry you?!” (Pomegranate.29) 
 
c) “s, naw in en maydn pop?!” 

 s naw ina en mayr-nu po-pu- 
 inter 1s.nm now what doSR-acp go-irf-pl 
 “Oh no! What am I to do now?!” (7th.son.98) 
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There is, in addition, an impersonal marker /-i/ that is apparently used only with 

inanimate subjects; further research is necessary to fully understand this construction, but 

an example is given in (12) – this sentence refers to a story (“The story is finished”). 
 
12) tidsi 
 tir-d--s-i 
 finish-rlf-thrly-rlf-imps 
 ‘It is finished’ (7th.son.504) 

 

2.2. Tense and aspect 

Tense cannot be clearly separated from aspect in BK; suffixes used for these 

functions encode both the timeframe in which an action takes place as well the type of 

action involved. Aspect categories that are morphologically distinguished in BK are listed 

in Table 12. 
 

Table 2.12: BK tense/aspect markers 

 Form16 Functional category 
 Realis theme Perfective 
 Irrealis theme Imperfective/future 
 /-o/ Progressive 

 /-o/ Past habitual 

 /-na/ Perfect 

 

                                                 
16 /-o/ and /o/ can be related to the defective verb root o ‘practise (a trade), possess (an ability)’, 

described in §4.2; the final geminate in /-o/ can be derived from realis /-t/. Similarly /-na/ could be 

derived historically from an independent verb root, perhaps from na ‘walk, practise as a custom’ (Steever 

(pc) points out that it could come from PDr */naTa-/ ‘behave, occur, walk’ – T stands for //). Thus they 
resemble aspectual lexical suffixes, described in §3.2.2-4, which are also derived from independent verb 
roots. See Steever 1993 for a discussion of the grammaticalization of verb roots into suffixes in Dravidian 
languages. 
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The formation of realis and irrealis themes was described in §1, and is described 

in further detail in Chapter 6. Themes are formed in the derivational level; however, 

when used with an immediately following  subject agreement suffix (and optionally 

intervening negative suffix), they encode perfective and imperfective aspect, as described 

below.17 The suffixes /-o, -o, -na/ attach to the realis theme and encode realis mood 

to some degree, in addition to aspect: In positive sentences, they are used only for actual 

events, although /-o/ can be used for events that are imminent.18 A further connection 

with realis mode is indicated in the fact that /-na/ cannot be used in negative verbs, 

although /-o, -o/ can – it seems to me that the negative is potentially incompatible 

with realis mode because it encodes the non-occurrence of an event; /-na/ appears to be 

more strictly restricted to realis mode than the other two suffixes.  
 

2.2.1. Perfective  

The realis theme is used together with a subject agreement marker to encode 

perfective. The examples in (13) show a subject agreement marker (13a) and a negative 

suffix plus subject agreement marker (13b) attached directly to the realis theme.  
 

13a) na nnt nir omati 
 naw nnt nir omai-t-i 
 1s.nm yesterday water boil-rlf-1sg 
 ‘I boiled water yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P206) 
 

                                                 
17 Note that suffixes that are treated as realis and irrealis theme formatives in this description can actually 
be traced to past and nonpast tense markers, respectively, in earlier stages of Dravidian (see Krishnamurti 
2003 and Zvelebil 1990 for discussions of comparative Dravidian morphology).  These suffixes were quite 
probably tense-marking suffixes in an earlier stage of BK; however, their role in marking functional 
categories appears to have expanded to the extent that they are currently used not just in tense/aspect forms, 
but in a variety of functional categories. Therefore, I analyze these suffixes as theme formatives, rather than 
tense markers, in the current grammar of BK. 
18 When /-o/ is used for the imminent future (as in a context like “I am going home tomorrow”), it carries 
the implication that the speaker is certain that the event will occur; thus, this usage does not contradict my 
statement that all three aspect markers involve realis mode. 
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b) nnt naw bokk keltli 
 nnt naw bokk keli-t-il-i 
 yesterday 1s.nm book read-rlf-neg-1sg 
 ‘I did not read a book yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P443) 
 

The perfective form is used for events that took place before the speech moment 

and which involve closure,19 as in (13) above and (14) below. 

 
14)  kari madnm in pyar ampunu, pyar u ... 
 kari madn-mu in pyar ampunu pyar u-t- 
 bear Madan-EXM this.gn name quot. name put-rlf-pl 
 “Saying, “This one’s name is Bear Madan”, they gave him that name.” 
    (Conversation.51) 
 

2.2.1.1. Special strong-s-class perfective marker 

Although realis theme plus agreement marker is the normal form used to encode 

perfective aspect, strong-s-class verbs have an additional perfective marker, /-n/; this 

suffix attaches to the plain stem. This marker has restricted distribution compared to the 

suffix /-s/ that is used to form realis themes for this class:  (a) It does not occur with 3rd 

singular subjects. Thus, for a sentence like ‘I slept’ which has a 1st singular subject, both 

naw arni and naw arisi are possible; but for 3rd singular subjects, only ad ariso 

‘He/she/it slept’ is possible.20 (b) The only subject agreement marker that occurs after it 

is a PN marker. (c) It is not used to form realis themes to which other category markers 

can attach; that is, it is used only for perfective aspect. 

                                                 
19 Cf. Chung and Timberlake (1985: 217): “On the proposition level, ... closure means simply that an event 
comes to an end before some temporal point (‘John painted until the sun went down’) or within the 
confines of some temporal interval (‘John painted from morning until night’, ‘John painted seventeen 
houses within three days’). Thus, closure at the proposition level means that an event is limited, bounded, 
or wholly contained within the event frame.” 
20 When perfective /-n/ is used, the PN suffix for 1st plural subjects apparently has a second variant /-a/; e.g. 
na/ya pona   pono ‘we (inc./exc.) went’. However, further research on the /-a/ form is necessary. 
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I have been unable to identify a functional difference, within these data, between 

the perfective form encoded by use of a realis theme and use of plain stem plus /-n/. My 

consultant’s intuitions, when asked if she could suggest a difference in meaning between 

verbs containing the two forms, were that they basically meant the same but that the /-n/ 

forms had “neutral” past tense connotation; while the realis form conveyed a sense of 

completion. Thus, she says that for the following sentence, the first verb is no more than 

a neutral assertion that the persons are asleep or have gone to sleep, while the second 

verb implies that they were fully asleep or in a deep sleep (I use the gloss ‘perfective’ 

(pve) for /-n/ to distinguish it from realis /-s/, and I treat /-n/ as an inflectional suffix).  
 

15) a arno/ariso 
 a aru-s/-n-o  
 3pr.nm sleep-rlf/pve-pl 
 “They went to sleep.” (Elicitation.P525) 
 

Similarly, in the following sentence, she said that the /-n/ form implies that the cat could 

have been chased a little way up the tree, while the realis form implies that it was chased 

right up the tree. 
 
16) nay pusiya metl ao/aiso 
 nay- pusi-iya meri-tl au-s/n-o 
 dog-pl cat-acc tree-lc chase-rlf/pve-pl 
 “The dogs chased the cat up the tree.” (Elicitation.P525) 
 

These intuitions are, however, not clearly supported by data in the texts I elicited. 

The /-n/ form is used very infrequently in these texts; it is used most often in rhetorical 

questions, as in (17a), but occurs in a few declarative statements (e.g. 17b).  
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17a) ann en mao? 

 ann en ma-n-o  
 then what do-pve-pl 
 “Then, what did they do?” (7th.Son.112) 
 
b) ar myniy asa, oa tidsa, a oy ddono 

 aru myniy a-s-a oa tir-d--s-a  
 six o’clock happen-rlf-trn  all finish-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-trn 
 
 au oya -d-o-n-o 
 person all stand-rlf-thrly-pve -pl 
 “On it becoming 6 o’clock, on everyone finishing (their food), everybody finished 

getting up.” (7th.Son.263) 
 

2.2.2. Imperfective aspect. 

The irrealis theme is similarly used together with a subject agreement marker to 

encode imperfective aspect with reference to a past,  present, or future timeframe (such as 

habitual or characteristic behavior, customary practices, events of unbounded duration). It 

is also used for non-actual events (future events, hypothetical events, etc). (18) gives an 

examples of the irrealis theme plus agreement marker used for a present event of 

unbounded duration.  
 

18a) ya akkra kao kidlmu ip 
 ya akkra ka-t-o- kiri-l-mu  
 1p.exc.nm that.direction appear-rlf-prg-rlr house-lc-EXM 
 
 ir-pu- 
 be-irf-pl 
 “We live in that house that is visible over there.” (Pomegranate.17) 
 

 (19) gives an example of its use when describing traditional practices in the BK 

community; that is, a customary event that is not occurring at the speech moment, but 
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which generally occurs in the BK community.21 These sentences were a response to 

questions I asked my consultant, Bomman, about whether his people gather honey from 

wild beehives in the forest.  
 
19a) pyra pytu nydnu, u bup 
 pyra-tl py-au nyr-nu i-t-nu bu-pu- 
 forest-lc goSR-cmp lookSR-acp take-rlf-acp comeIR-irf-pl 
 “They go into the forest, look for it (the beehives) and bring it.” (Conversation.18) 
 
b) wand pott kayttnu, wand a riyo, tissoa ... pina tyaniya kjjnu, pina 

kaynnl kunir uylpn koiyo 
 wand pott kayttu-nu wand au r-w-iyo tiss-oa 
 one torch tieSR-acp one person climb-irf-pl fire-com 
 “Making a torch, a person climbs up, with fire (i.e. the torch flame) ...” 
 
 pina tyanu-iya kyl-j-nu pina kaynni-l kuniri uylpu-nu 
 then hive-acc cut-rlf-acp then rope-lc below lowerSR-acp  
 
 ko-w-iyo 
 give-irf-pl 
 “Then cutting the beehive, he lowers it on a rope.” (Conversation.27) 
 

In (20), it is used for behavior that was characteristic of the subject in a past time frame. 

The sentence in (20a) refers to an elephant that had been killing people in the area before 

it was captured and trained to live among humans. 
 
20a) a istet oi pytu ala mad ... adna kenawd 
 a istet oi py-au alai ma-w-d 
 that estate inside goSR-cmp commotion do-irf-sg 

“Having gone into that estate, it would create a commotion. 
 
 
 
                                                 
21 Cf. Comrie (1976:27, cited in Dahl 1995:413), “The feature that is common to all habituals ... is that they 
describe a situation which is characteristic of an extended period of time, so extended in fact that the 
situation referred to is viewed not as an incidental property of the moment but, precisely, as a characteristic 
feature of a whole period.” 
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 au-r-na kena-w-d 
 person-pl-acc kill-irf-sg 
 It would kill people.” (Conversation.481) 
 
b) kaydda tan pyra oa baa popd. aa kayddi, kayddi madn 
 kayddi-ai tana pyra oa bai-la po-pu-d 
 bear-like emph forest inside path-dlc go-irf-sg 
 
 an-ka kayddi kayddi madn 
 3sr-dat bear bear Madan 
 “He would move like a bear along the paths in the forest. That is why (he is 

called) Bear, Bear Madan.”  (Conversation.614) 
 

In (21), it is used to refer to future events; (21a) involves a promise/threat to do 

something, (21b) involves a prediction/expectation about an event.  
 
21a) “niniy innd pusn timmni” andau, ayttn psd 
 nin-iya innd pui-s-nu tin-pu-ni an-t-au 
 2s-acc today catch-rlf-acp eat-irf-Sp1 say-rlf-cmp 
 
 ayttu-nu p-s-d 
 chaseSR-acp goR-rlf-sg. 
 “Having said, ‘I am going to catch you and eat you today’, it went chasing after 

him.” (Tiger.193) 
 
b) dd narasi utnu apa, i kirka 
 ddu narasi utnu a-pu-a i kiri-ka 
 two week during become-irf-3sg this house-dat 
 “It will take up to 2 weeks, for this house.” (Conversation.129) 
 

2.2.3. Progressive /-o/ 

Progressive /-o/ is used to describe an event that is ongoing at the moment of 

speaking or will occur in the imminent future; it is not used for past events. In most cases, 

/-o/ is used with verbs that typically describe processes; cf. Chung and Timberlake 
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(1985:214-5), “An event exhibiting little or no change over time can be termed a state, 

while one that does change can be termed a dynamic event or a process ... The 

progressive asserts that an event is dynamic over the event frame. By definition, then, 

processes but not states can appear in the progressive”. Examples of /-o/ on process 

verbs are given in (22): 
 

22a) naw tiri kaynnl tikod 
 naw tiri kaynni-l tiku-o-d 
 1s.nm cloth rope-lc hangSR-prg-sg 
 “I am hanging clothes on the clothesline.” (Elicitation.P546) 
 
b) pyadn tiriya tannoama 
 pyadn tiri-iya tan-t-o-il-a-ma 
 grandson cloth-acc giveR-rlf-prg-neg-3sg-EXM 
 “Grandson is not giving the cloth” (Pomegranate.120) 
 

However, it can also be used with state verbs, as in the verbs of emotion (23a, b) 

or the verb of perception (23c). 
 

23a) keti kaa ottod 
 keti ka-a o-t-o-d 
 Keti Kaalan-acc like-rlf-prg-neg-sg 
 “Keti likes Kaalan” (Elicitation.P516) 

b) naw pamb nosa pyrandod 
 naw pamb no-s-a pyran-t-o-d 
 1s.nm snake see-rlf-trn feel.afraidR-rlf-prg-sg 
 “I feel afraid when I see snakes.” (Elicitation.516) 
 
c) innd kayriy tmann sudd nyroa kidl 
 innd kayriy tmann sudd nyr-o-a kiri-l 
 today plenty human aroma seeSR-prg-3sg house-lc 
 “There is a strong smell of humans in the house today.” (Tiger.126) 
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2.2.4. Habitual /-o/ 

Past habitual /-o/ is used to describe actions that were practiced habitually in the 

past, but which are no longer practiced; it is usually used for situations in a fairly remote 

past (24a, b), but can be used for more recent situations (24c). 
 

24a) minday oya ya a kuyrki oya kijoo 
 mindaya oya ya au- kuyrki oya kil-j-o-o  

 earlier all 1p.exc.gn person-pl vessel all do-rlf-hab-pl 
 “In the past, our people used to make vessels.” (Conversation.49) 
 
b) pin ad atniri alka pyoa 
 pina adn-ka atniri alka py-o-il-a 
 then 3sr-dat onwards there.dat goSR-hab-neg-3sg 
 “Then, from that day on, she never went there.” (Tiger.262) 
 
c) pinann numbl ildi nala yrayrod 
 pinann numbl ildi nala yrayr-o-d 
 from.then fever without nicely moveSR-hab-sg 
 “After that, free of fever, she was moving around freely.” (Pomegranate.413) 
 

2.2.5. Perfect /-na/ 

Perfect /-na/ is used to describe an event that took place anterior to a time frame 

(specified explicitly in the sentence or left implicit) and which leaves a result that 

continues to hold up to the time frame.22 It encodes some reference to time in that it is 

never used for events that have not actually occurred; thus, it excludes future time and  

implies an event in the past or present. This suffix does not encode distinctions between 

past and present events, but PN markers can be used to distinguish past perfect from 

present perfect, as shown earlier in Table 10. Recall that this distinction is maintained 

                                                 
22 Cf. Chung and Timberlake (1985:220): “Described informally, a perfect describes an event that occurs 
before the event frame and leaves a result that continues to hold up to the frame ... the perfect characterizes 
a complex event, which consists of an event located prior to the event frame, the frame itself, and perhaps a 
stative interval connecting the event to the frame.” 
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only in the speech of older speakers, who have partially different realis and irrealis 

paradigms. Moreover, the two paradigms differ only in the 1st singular and the plural; 

therefore, distinctions between past and present perfect are not encoded in other person 

categories.  

 

Examples illustrating the use of /-na/ plus subject agreement markers in the 

speech of older generation speakers are given in (25, 26). (25a) shows that 1st singular PN 

marker /-i/ is used after /-na/ for a past perfect event and (25b) shows that 1st singular 

PN marker /-iya/ is used after /-na/ for a nonpast perfect event. (26) shows that 

distinctions in time reference are not encoded for 3rd singular subjects; (26a) involves a 

present perfect event and (26b) a past perfect event, but both have the same 3rd singular 

PN marker /-a/.  
 
25a) kudlra badldi mindaya, a paiya deliyl naw nydnai. 
 kudlr-a bar-l ildi mindaya  
 Gudalur-dat come-inf without earlier 
 
 a pai-iya deli-l naw nyr-na-i 
 that film-acc Delhi-lc 1s.nm lookSR-prf-1sg 
 “Before that film came to Gudalur, I had seen it in Delhi.”  (Elicitation.P506) 
  
b) naw siraya nai ilka bannaiya 
 naw sira-aya nai ilka ban-t-na-iya 
 1s.nm lots-INTNS times here.dat comeR-rlf-prf-1sg 
 “I have come here many times.”  (Elicitation.P507) 
 
26a) ina pynaa. keka bupa. 
 ina py-na-a keka bu-pu-a 
 now goSR-prf-3sg tomorrow comeIR-irf-3sg. 
 “He has gone now. He will come tomorrow.” (Elicitation.P505) 
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b) i tyy ba na mod ida. i budnasi pyt no motnaa. 
 i tyy ba na moi-l ildi ir-d-a  
 this plant lots day sprout-inf without be-rlf-3sg. 
 “This plant did not sprout for a long time” 
 
 i budnasi py-au no-w-n moi-t-na-a 
 this Wednesday goSR-cmp look-irf-syn sprout-rlf-prf-3sg 
 “When I checked on Wednesday, it had sprouted.”  (Elicitation.P494) 
 

The example in (27) shows that /-na/ cannot be used for perfect aspect with reference 

to a future event; a periphrastic construction consisting of main verb plus auxiliary verb 

i:r is used instead. 
 
27) naw barutnu ad pyn ipa/*pynaa 
 naw bar-utnu ad py-nu ir-pu-a / *py-na-a 
 1s.nm come-until 3sr.nm goSR-acp be-irf-3sg  goSR-prf-3sg 
 ‘By the time I come, he will have gone.’ (Elicitation.P507) 
 

In addition to encoding perfect aspect, /-na/ encodes some stative meaning. It is 

used with the position verb,  ‘get into upright position, stop moving’ to encode the state 

of being in a position, ‘be standing’ (28a, b).23 In contrast, when this root is used  with 

other inflectional suffixes it has the meaning ‘stop moving’ or ‘get into an upright 

position’ (28c). /-na/ is also used to encode stative meaning (rather than perfect aspect) 

with other positional verb roots like ba ‘lie down’ and kur ‘sit’; however, these roots 

can take other inflectional suffixes when referring to the state of being in a position. 
 

28a)  bommn atr kir uyli dnaa 
 bommn atr kiri uyli -d-na-a 
 Bomman 3pr.gn house near stand-rlf-st.dur-3sg. 
 ‘Bomman is standing/has been standing in front of his house’ (Elicitation.P495)  

                                                 
23 Positional state is also expressed through a periphrastic phrase consisting of position verb plus auxiliary 
verb i:r ‘be’; this is described in §3.2.4. 
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b)  yan kidl nak kamb dnad 
 yan kiri-l naku kamb -d-na-d 
 1s.gn house-lc four post stand-rlf-st.dur-sg. 
 ‘There are 4 posts standing in my house’ (Elicitation.P497) 
 
c) bass wand yd nimska dda 
 bass wand ydu nims-ka -d-a 
 bus about five minute-dat stand-rlf-3sg 
 “The bus stopped for 5 minutes” (Elicitation. P499) 
 

/-na/ is sometimes used with state verbs to express continuing state, as in the 

verb of emotion in (29a) or a:g ‘become’ in (29b), and it sometimes adds a sense of 

continuing state to an active verb, as in (29c). 
 

29a)  yanka ni baji nala pusnad 
 yan-ka ni baji nal-a pui-s-na-d  
 1s-dat 2s.gn speech nice-avzr like-rlf-st.dur-sg. 
 ‘I like your language very much.’ (Elicitation.P353) 
 
b)  pin ae idnu, ba na aynad 
 pina ai-e ir-d-nu ba nau ay-na-d 
 then thus-EMPH be-rlf-acp many day becomeSR-st.dur-sg. 
 ‘Then living like that, many days passed.’ (7th.Son.64) 
 
c)  a uruw u tana, tan ammnd kidl bua 
 a uruw u-t-nu tana tan ammn- kiri-l 
 that mask wear-rlf-acp itself 3sa.gn father-pl house-lc  
 
 bu-t-na-  
 keep-rlf-st.dur-pl 
 ‘They kept her, wearing that mask itself, in his father’s house.’ (7th.Son.66) 
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2.2.6. Aspect-related functions of subject agreement markers 

Subject agreement markers have the referential function of encoding person and 

number agreement with the sentential subject, as explained in §2.1. But they also have 

discourse functions in BK, for which they interact with tense/aspect markers to encode 

subtly different descriptions of an action or event. The three sets can be used 

interchangeably with, in some contexts, little discernible difference in meaning. This is 

exemplified in (30), which can have either the number marker /-d/, the PN marker /-i/, 

or the special 1st marker /-ani/ without any significant change in meaning. 
  

30) naw rdaya bannd/bandi/bannani 
 naw rdaya ban-t-d/-i/-ani 
 1s.nm morning comeR-rlf-sg/1sg/Sp1 
 “I came this morning.” (Elicitation.P501) 

 

But their use in texts show that they are employed as a rhetorical device in narratives to 

make a contrast between dynamic or fast-changing events and static events with little 

change, or between long-lasting events and brief events. The differences between them 

are not strict categorical distinctions so much as tendencies to add subtly different 

meanings to a sentence. The special 1st markers function a little differently from number 

and PN markers; the former will be described first. 
 

Special 1st markers tend to refer to a brief timeframe, whereas number and PN 

markers refer to longer timeframes. This is exemplified in the contrast between the 

special 1st marker /-ni/ and the number marker /-d/ in (31). My consultant said that the 

first sentence implies that the speaker will be in the house temporarily; while the second 

sentence implies that the speaker lives in the house.  
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31a) naw a kidl ipni 
 naw a kiri-l ir-pu-ni 
 1s.nm that house be-irf-Sp1 
 “I’ll be in that house/I am in that house.” (Elicitation.P549) 
 
b) naw a kidl ipd 
 naw a kiri-l ir-pu-d 
 1s.nm that house be-irf-sg 
 “I live in that house.” (Elicitation.P549) 
 

Special 1st markers are also used to express a sense of emphatic certainty. In (32a), 

the speaker uses perfective plus /-ani/ when referring with exasperation to a statement 

that she had already made to the listener the day before. In (32b), the speaker uses /-ni/ 

with the irrealis theme when assuring the listener that she will perform an action. In 

(32c), the speaker, who is a tiger uses /- ni/ with the irrealis theme, when threatening to 

kill his victim.  
 
32a) “niniya nnt pn tannan nawe. yark annan ni ipl kiral al ila” 

 nin-iya nnt p-nu tan-t-ani naw-e 
 2s-acc yesterday tell-acp giveR-rlf-Sp1 1s.nm-EMPH 
 
 yar-ka an-t-ani ni ipli kira-l a-l il-a 
 1p.exc-dat say-con 2p.gn with marry-inf be.able-inf neg-3sg 
 “I told you yesterday! People like us cannot marry your people.”  
  (Pomegranate.110) 
 
b) “na biaka bupni. ni pi” 
 naw biaka bu-pu-ni niy pi 
 1s.nm later comeIR-irf-Sp1 2s.nm go.np.im 
 “I’ll come later. You go.” (7th.Son.71) 
 
c) “niniy ind pusn timmni” andau, aytnu psd 
 nin-iya ind pui-s-nu tin-pu-ni an-t-au aytu-nu p-s-d 
 2s-acc today hold-rlf-acp eat-irf-Sp1 say-rlf-cmp chaseSR-acp goR-rlf-sg 
 “Having said, ‘I’m going to catch you and eat you today’, it went chasing after 

him” (Tiger.193) 
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PN markers and number markers are used to make discourse contrasts between 

generic and episodic events. This contrast is created in interaction with the aspectual 

distinctions conveyed by the aspect category of the word. Thus, perfective aspect is 

encoded by the sequence [realis theme + subject agreement marker] and imperfective 

aspect is encoded by the sequence [irrealis theme + subject agreement marker]. The 

distinction between these two categories is used in discourse to contrast discrete events 

from non-discrete events, respectively.24 For example, in the conversational text that I 

elicited, the narrator describes customs and lifestyle within his community and uses the 

imperfective form almost throughout the text; i.e., the habitual nature of the events is 

encoded through the use of the imperfective. He uses the perfective form only 

occasionally when he is referring to a specific action that occurred in the past and was 

completed in the past. But superimposed over this distinction between discrete and non-

discrete, which is achieved through perfective/imperfective aspect, is a finer-grained 

distinction between generic events and episodic events in each aspect category, which is 

conveyed through the use of number markers versus PN markers. Thus, in the 

conversational text, the narrator tends to use number markers after the imperfective when 

making a general reference to a customary activity; he switches to using PN markers after 

the imperative when describing the individual actions involved in the customary activity. 

That is, the imperfective is used in both because both refer to customary activity, but 

number versus PN markers are contrasted to achieve further distinctions in the kind of 

action involved in the customary activity. 
 

                                                 
24 Dahl (1995) discusses the use of tense-aspect systems to mark episodic/generic distinctions. He says that 
the episodic/generic distinction tends to be “naturally subsumed under the categories of tense and aspect ... 
it is not clear how one can treat the marking of genericity separately from a discussion of those categories” 
(p.413). The generic/episodic distinction in BK is conveyed partly through the use of contrasting realis and 
irrealis themes for perfective and imperfective aspect, but partly also by the use of contrasting subject 
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This is exemplified in the following extract from the conversational text I elicited, 

containing a description of honey-collecting (33) (each sentence in the passage is 

numbered with i, ii, etc, and finite verbs are shown in bold typeface). All the sentences in 

the passage have an imperfective finite verb, consisting of an irrealis theme plus subject 

agreement marker, but the subject agreement markers vary. The narrator begins his 

description with a generic statement about the practice of honey-collecting (33.i); this 

sentence has a number marker /-/. He goes on to describe the various steps taken to 

collect honey, at which point he shifts to using PN markers /-iyo, -a/ (33.ii-iv). His use of 

PN markers continues throughout the honey-collecting narrative (which is not shown in 

full here). The narrative ends with a final sentence in which he switches to a number 

marker /-d/ (33.v); thus, number markers are perhaps also used to mark the boundaries 

of discourse passages. (Note that plural markers /-, -iyo/ are used through most of this 

passage to refer to an indefinite subject; 3rd singular is, however, occasionally used 

instead of impersonal subject. The dots in (28) indicate pauses within sentences; pauses 

between sentences are not shown.) 
 
28) Passage from Conversational text (lines 26-39): 
 
i. ad kuppdyanu ... kuppdyanu ana kyl pop 
 ad kuppdyanu kuppdyanu an-a kyl-l po-pu- 
 that giant.bee giant.bee 3sr-acc cut-inf go-irf-pl 
 “Those giant bees, they go to cut (the hives) of giant bees.” 
 
ii. dla tinni kaynni ... oy  pytu ... pina ... pytu ... i pott kiriu 

yar... ad wand pott kayttnu ... wand a riyo ... tissoa. 
 dln-ka tinni kaynni oya i-t-nu py-au 
 night-dat tin.can rope all take-rlf-acp goSR-cmp 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
agreement markers. In encoding such distinctions, BK agreement markers contribute some aspectual 
meanings to a sentence. 
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 pina py-au i pott kiriu yar ad wand pott kayttu-nu 
 then goSR-cmp this torch small root25 that one torch tieSR-acp 
 
 wand au r-w-iyo tiss-oa 
 one person climb-irf-pl fire-com 
 “In the night, having taken cans, rope and all, then having gone, then – this torch, 

small roots, making a torch out of those – a person climbs up with fire (i.e. the 
torch flame).” 

 
iii.  tissoa rsan a ip oy munir popa. 
 tiss-oa r-s-ani a ipi oya muniri po-pu-a 
 fire-com climb-rlf-con that insect all up go-irf-3sg 
 “If one climbs up with the fire, the bees all fly upwards.”  

 
iv. psani ... pina tyaniya kjjnu ... pina kaynnl kunir uylpn koiyo. 
 p-s-ani pina tyanu-iya kyl-j-nu  
 goR-rlf-con then hive-acc cut-rlf-acp 
  
 pina kaynni-l kuniri uylpu-nu ko-w-iyo 
 then rope-lc down lowerSR-acp give-irf-pl 
 “When they (the bees) go, then cutting the hive, they lower it on a rope.” 
 
 [sentences omitted] 
 
v. bau ... a tyan uyli tanu a pottiya ksan  kawd 
 bar-au a tyanu uyli tanu a pott-iya ksa-nu 
 come-cmp that hive near itself that torch-acc extinguish-acp 
 
 i-t-nu ka-w-d 
 take-rlf-acp leave-irf-sg 
 “Having come (down), extinguishing the torch near the hive itself, he discards it. 
 

Perfective is used in the conversational text to refer to events which occurred 

specifically in the past. In this case too, the narrator uses number and PN markers to 

contrast generic versus episodic events. In (34), the realis theme is used to indicate 

                                                 
25 Root or stem which twines around trees. 
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perfective, but the number marker is used because this is a generic statement rather than a 

sequential action. 
 

34) akkra plantesni, tyakmer oya mansn nad 
 akkra plantesni tyak-meri oya mansn  na-t-d 
 that.side plantation teak-tree all human plant-rlf-sg. 
 “That plantation over there, people planted the teak trees.” (Conversation.380) 
 

In the stories, the interaction of perfective/imperfective with PN and number 

markers is employed for the purpose of text structuring to contrast passages with varying 

levels of dynamicity, such as descriptions of fast-paced dynamic episodes (“action 

scenes”), descriptions of the participants’ habitual lifestyle (stable situations), 

descriptions of the regular progression of events (passages with changing but relatively 

non-dynamic events). An example of perfective aspect with number markers is given in 

(35) – this combination is used when narrating the ordinary progression of events in a 

story. 
 
35) “The seventh son’s wife” (lines 33-39): 
 
i. uit tan ammnd ayna kij? 

 uiti tan ammn- ayina kil-j- 
 y.woman 3sa.gn father-pl what do-rlf-pl 
 “What did the young woman’s father do?” 
 
ii. pytu ... asarya kuytn band 
 py-au asari-iya kuytnu ban-t- 
 goSR-cmp carpenter-acc lead.acp comeR-rlf-pl 
 “He went and brought a carpenter.” 
 
iii. asarya kuytn bau ... mertl tana ... uruw kij ... a utka. 
 asari-iya kuytnu bar-au meri-tl tana uruw 
 carpenter-acc lead.acp come-cmp wood-lc itself mask 
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 kil-j- a uiti-ka 
 do-rlf-pl that y.woman-dat 
 “Having brought a carpenter, he made a mask from wood for the young woman.”  
 

 A combination of Perfective aspect and PN marker is used for passages of 

heightened tension and fast-paced action. For example, one episode in “The seventh son’s 

wife” involves the heroine’s abduction by the villain and another involves her subsequent 

escape – perfective plus PN verb forms are used in both. (36) is an extract from a passage 

describing her escape. The first sentence describes how the guards who surrounded her 

prison were sleeping; this sentence has a number marker /-/. The subsequent 

sentences describe how the heroine and her husband step over them while escaping – 

these sentences have PN markers /-a, -o/ in contrast to the narrator’s normal use of 

number markers when narrating sequential events. 
 

36) Passage from “The seventh son’s wife” (lines 320-22): 
 
i. atr krika baa ala? ... a kawlo ... 
 atr krika ba-t-na- ala a kawl-o- 
 3sp.gn close.by sleep-rlf-st.dur-pl tag.Q that security-practise-pl.nmr 
 “They were sleeping close together, no? – those guards.” 
 
ii. baaa dayntn dayntn [repetition omitted] popn ... oa tapisn kada 
 ba-t-na-a dayntu-nu dayntu-nu po-pu-n oa  
 sleep-rlf-st.dur-trn step.overSR-acp rep. go-irf-syn all 
 
 tapisu-nu ka-d-a 
 escape-acp leave-rlf-3sg 
 “Sleeping, when they went stepping over them, they went past (escaped) all of 

them.” 
 
iii. in wand a ud ... lastl 
 ina wand au ud last-l  
 now one person exist last-lc 
 “There was one person now, at the end.”  
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iv. a wand amna daisani tidso 
 a wand amn-a dau-s-ani tir-d--s-o  
 that one person-acc step.over-rlf-con finish-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-3sg 
 “When they stepped over that one person, it would finish.”  
 
v. id oa dayntn dayntn popn ... stso kale 
 idn-ka oa dayntu-nu dayntu-nu po-pu-n st-s-o kal-e  
 3sp-dat all step.overSR-acp rep. go-irf-syn tireR-rlf-pl leg-EMPH 
 “When stepping over all of them, their legs got tired.” 

Imperfective aspect is used with number markers for situations of relative 

stability, such as habitual lifestyle. For example, there are two passages in “The seventh 

son’s wife” where the heroine and her husband have settled down in a place for a while, 

and the narrator is describing their daily actions at these places – the narrator uses 

imperfective aspect plus number marker for these passages, in contrast to her normal use 

of perfective aspect plus number marker to recount event sequences, as shown in (37).  
 

37) “The seventh son’s wife” (lines 68-72): 
 
i. nira pop ubru 

 nira-l po-pu- uburu 
 bathe-inf go-irf-pl both 
 “The two of them would go to bathe (in the river).” 
 
ii. a ubru nira popn ... niraydnu “ni piy” ... aya pudu  

kawd 
 a uburu nira-l po-pu-n nirayr-nu niy  
 husband both bathe-inf go-irf-syn batheSR-acp 2s.nm 
 
 piy a-iya pudu-t-nu ka-w-d 
 go.sg.pol.imp husband-acc send.off-rlf-acp leave-irf-sg 
 “When the husband and wife would go to bathe, bathing, (saying) ‘You go!’, she 

would send her husband away.” 
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iii. “na biaka bupni ni pi ... na niraydn bupn” andau, pudu kawd 
 naw biaka bu-pu-ni niy pi naw 
 1s.nm later comeIR-irf-Sp1 2s.nm go.np.im 1s.nm 
 
 nirayr-nu bu-pu-ni an-t-au pudu-t-nu ka-w-d 
 batheSR-acp comeIR-irf-Sp1 say-rlf-cmp send.off-rlf-acp leave-irf-sg 
 “Having said, ‘I’ll come later. You go. I’ll bathe and come’, she would send him 

away.”  
 

Imperfective aspect is rarely used with PN markers in the stories; when used, it 

resembles the historical present. Thus, the overall pattern in the stories is to use perfective 

and imperfective aspect to contrast descriptions of a regular progression of events from 

descriptions of habitual lifestyle during stable periods.26 The subject agreement markers 

are used to contrast dynamic and less dynamic events within these descriptions. 
 

2.3. Negation in finite clauses 

Negation in finite clausal predicates is encoded by the negative suffix /-il/ or the 

negative verb root il. The negative suffix /-il/ can be attached to a realis or irrealis theme 

or to aspect markers /-o, -o/, but not to aspect marker /-na/; the negative is in turn 

followed by a PN or special 1st marker to encode subject agreement, as shown in (38-9). 

When the negative suffix is attached directly to a realis theme or irrealis theme, the verb 

encodes negative perfective (38) and negative imperfective (39), respectively.  
 

 

                                                 
26 The way in which BK employs grammatical markers to distinguish between passages of fast changing 
action and stable situations has an interesting parallel in Old Tamil texts: Herring (1993) argues that a 
contrast between past tense and nonpast tense was used in Old Tamil to distinguish foreground events from 
background events in a story (she claims that past and nonpast “tense” markers were used in Old Tamil to 
encode perfective and habitual aspect, respectively, rather than tense): Foreground events involve the 
sequence of events that are crucial to the plot; they are described with sentences in perfective aspect/past 
tense. Background events involve stable situations with ongoing states or processes; these are described 
with sentences in habitual aspect/nonpast tense.  
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38a) naw ayina nosli 
 naw ayin-a no-s-il-i 
 1s.nm what-acc look-rlf-neg-1sg 
 “I did not see anything.” (Elicitation.P446) 
 
b) naw ayinanu noslani 
 naw ayin-a-anu no-s-il-ani 
 1s.nm what-acc-IND look-rlf-neg-Sp1 
 “I did not see anything at all.” (Elicitation.P145) 
 
39a) et pakkna nosani, ninka puyrpla 
 et pakkn-a no-s-ani nin-ka puyri-pu-il-a 
 which woman-acc look-rlf-con 2s-dat like-irf-neg-3sg 
 ‘You don’t like any woman you look at.’ (Pomegranate.4) 
 
b) bejikka batti bissuo 
 bejii-ka batti biss-u-w-il-o 
 summer-dat paddy seed-put-irf-neg-pl 
 ‘They don’t (one doesn’t) sow rice in summer.’ (Elicitation.P455) 
 

When the negative suffix is attached to the aspect markers /-o/ and /-o/, the verb 

encodes negative present progressive and past habitual, respectively: 
 
40a) naw i bokk keltoi   keltoani 
 naw i bokk keli-t-o-il-i/ani 
 1s.nm this book read-rlf-prg-neg-1sg/Sp1 
 ‘I am not reading this book.’ (Elicitation.P461) 
 
b) pina i uiti, pin ad atniri alka pyoa ... 
 pina i uiti pina adn-ka atniri alli-ka py-o-l-a 
 then that y.woman then 3sr-dat afterwards there-dat goSR- hab-neg-3sg 
 ‘Then the young woman never went there again.’ (Tiger.262) 
 

The negative suffix has a restriction on the subject agreements markers it can 

take: only PN markers and special 1st markers can be attached to this suffix. When a 

number marker is used in a negative construction, a periphrastic phrase consisting of 
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main verb plus negative auxiliary verb (with negative root il ‘negative’) is used, as shown 

in (41). The main verb is marked for subject agreement with a number marker and the 

negative auxiliary verb is marked for subject agreement with a PN or special 1st marker; 

thus, subject agreement is marked twice in such constructions.  
 

41a) na nnt ayina kijd ilani 
 naw nnt ayin-a kil-j-d il-ani 
 1s.nm yesterday what-acc do-rlf-sg neg-Sp1 
 “I did not do anything yesterday.” (Elicitation.P404) 
 
b) naw i bokk keltod ilani 
 naw i bokk keli-t-o-d il-ani 
 1s.nm this book read-rlf-prg-sg neg-Sp1 
 ‘I am not reading this book.’ (Elicitation.P461) 
 
c) naw in mukada pn kod ili makkrka 
 naw ina mukada p-nu ko-w-d il-i makkr-ka 
 1s.nm now story tell-acp give-irf-sg neg-1sg children-dat 
 ‘I don’t tell the children stories nowadays.’ (Pomegranate.437) 
 

Evidence that the negative verb is a separate word in these constructions comes from the 

fact that the enclitic, /-e/ ‘emphatic’, occurs on the verb preceding auxiliary il ‘negative’ 

(42). 
 
42) “na tapiya tapiy” andau yakrka tandey ila 
 naw tar-pu-iya tar-pu-iya an-t-au 
 1s.nm give-irf-1sg rep. say-rlf-cmp 
 
 yar-ka tan-t--e il-a 
 1p.exc-dat giveR-rlf-pl-EMPH neg-3sg 
 “Having said, ‘I will give, I will give’, he just hasn’t given us.”  
  (Conversation.151) 
 

The forms in (41-2) are especially interesting because subject agreement is marked twice, 

thus, two verbs within a single predicate have finite verb inflection. This is one of only 
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three constructions in BK that apparently have two verbs with finite inflection within the 

same clausal predicate. The number marked verb could be a morphological/historical 

remnant of a nominalized verb, because number markers resemble nominalizers 

/-d, -/ in form and function. Also interesting is the fact that person is marked only 

once in the construction, while number is marked twice. 
 

There is a slight difference in the manner in which irrealis themes are used in 

negative constructions when compared to positive constructions – in negative 

constructions, the irrealis theme plus negative suffix is used only for imperfective aspect, 

while in positive constructions, the irrealis theme plus subject agreement marker is used 

for imperfective aspect as well as irrealis events. Negative irrealis events (future events, 

hypothetical events, etc) are encoded by the use of main verb plus auxiliary negative 

verb, as shown in (43). Note that the emphatic clitic /-e/ attaches to the main verb and not 

the auxiliary verb (43c) in this construction as well. 
 
43a) niy psani in badl ilimi 
 niy p-s-ani ina bar-l il-i-mi 
 2s.nm goR-rlf-con now come-inf neg-1sg-EXM 
 ‘If you go now, you will not come (again).’ (7th.Son.27) 
 
b) ilama, na tu ilani 
 illa-ma naw tu-l il-ani 
 no-EXM 1s.nm fry-inf neg-Sp1  
 ‘No! I will not fry it.’ (Tiger.48) 
 
c) “na tinley ili yan msna,” annd 
 naw tin-l-e il-i yan msn-a an-t-d 
 1s.nm eat-inf-EMPH neg-1sg 1s.gn brother.in.law-acc say-rlf-sg  
 ‘He (the tiger) said, ‘I will surely not eat my brother-in-law’.” (Tiger.142) 
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2.4. Mood 

BK has a number of inflectional mood suffixes. Some of them encode mood, 

person, and number agreement with the subject; some encode mood and number, but not 

person; some encode mood, but not person or number. No other suffix can co-occur with 

these suffixes in the inflectional level. In addition to inflectional mood suffixes, BK 

encodes mood through periphrastic phrases consisting of infinitival main verb plus 

auxiliary verb; these forms are described in §2.5, which deals with infinitives. Table 13 

lists the various mood suffixes found in these data and the verb base to which they attach. 

Table 2.13: Inflectional mood suffixes 

Category Verb base Suffixes 
 
a)Imperative 

  

i. Polite Realis /-ay/ ‘singular’ 
/-ao/ ‘plural’ 

ii. Casual Bare /-y/ ‘singular’ 

/-o/ ‘plural’ 
iii. Nonpolite Realis /-a/ ‘singular’* 

 

b) Negative imperative Realis /-au   itu/ 
 

c) Optative Irrealis /-iya/ ‘1st plural exclusive 

/-la/ ‘3rd singular’ 

/-lo/ ‘3rd plural’ 
 

d) Hortative Bare /-a/ (used only for 1st plural inclusive) 
 

e) Possibility (i) Bare 
(ii) Realis 

(i) /-ki   -ku/ 

(ii) /-ani/  
 

f) Obligative Realis /-dapla/  
 

g) Desiderative Irrealis /-du/  
*My examples in this mood category come from spontaneous utterances and the texts. I did not use 
formal elicitation methods to check for a plural form. 
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2.4.1. Imperative  

BK has several sets of singular and plural imperative forms, which express 

various degrees of politeness or familiarity. The singular polite imperative has the 

singular form /-ay/ and the plural form /-ao/; e.g. yartay /yari-t-ay/ ‘call-polite 

imperative singular’ and yartao /yari-t-ao/ ‘call-polite imperative plural’. These 

suffixes are normally attached to the realis verb stem; however, a few roots and 

derivational suffixes have minor rules governing imperative suffixation: /-ay, -ao/ are 

attached directly to root ka and lexical suffix /-a/ (final // is deleted); e.g. kenay 

/kena-ay/ ‘kill-polite imperative singular’ and kenao /kena-ao/ ‘kill-polite 

imperative plural’. Variants /-y, -o/ are attached directly to t-class roots and derivational 

suffixes ending in /a:r/ (stem vowel /a:/ is shortened); e.g. bary /bar-y/ ‘come-polite 

imperative singular’ and baro /bar-o/ ‘come-polite imperative plural’, ary /-ar-y/ 

‘carry-polite imperative singular’ and aro /-ar-o/ ‘carry-polite imperative plural’ .27 

√po:g ‘go’ has irregular polite forms piy, pio. 
 

The singular casual imperative has the singular form /-y/ and the plural form /-o 

~ -iyo/. In singular casual imperative, no suffix is attached to roots ending in /i/; e.g. 

yari /yari/ ‘call-casual imperative singular’; but /-y/ is attached to roots ending in /u/ or 

a consonant; e.g. ary /aru-y/ ‘sleep-casual imperative singular’ py /p-y/ ‘tell-

casual imperative singular’. The plural suffix /-o/ is attached to roots ending in a 

consonant; e.g. po /p-o/ ‘tell-casual imperative plural’. Roots ending in /i, u/ take /-

o/ or /-iyo/; e.g. yaro ~ yariyo /yari-o ~ -iyo/ ‘call-casual imperative plural’, aro ~ 

                                                 
27 A polite imperative form consisting of /-i/ attached to the irrealis theme also occurs in one of the stories; 
e.g. tapi /tar-p-i/ ‘give!’; however, I did not investigate these forms further. 
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ariyo /aru-o ~ -iyo/ ‘sleep-casual imperative plural’. For t-class roots and derived 

stems ending in /a:r/, the casual imperative is no different from the polite imperative.  
 

The nonpolite singular imperative is /-a/, which is attached to the realis theme; 

e.g. pda /p-d-a/ ‘tell-nonpolite imperative singular’.28 √po:g ‘go’ has an irregular 

nonpolite form pi    po, and t-class roots ending in /a:r/ have a form that involves 

deletion of the final consonant and vowel-shortening; e.g. the non-polite imperative for 

ba:r ‘come’ is ba.  
 

My consultant could not provide clear information about the use of these 

imperatives with persons of different social status, such as age, rank, etc. However, based 

on her  responses to hypothetical contexts I sketched out and on my observation of 

interaction between the Betta Kurumbas, BK imperatives can be ranked in the hierarchy 

of politeness shown in (44). The forms at the “least polite” end of the hierarchy have the 

most restricted usage, while forms further up in the hierarchy can be used with a 

widening circle of family, friends, and acquaintances.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
28 These were uttered spontaneously during conversations among native speakers; further research is 
necessary to elicit forms for all root classes and to check for a plural form. 
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44) Least polite <-----------------------------------------------------------------------> Most Polite 
 ‘Non-polite’ ‘Casual sg.’ ‘Casual pl.’ ‘Polite sg.’ ‘Polite pl.’ 
‘tell’ pda py po pday pdao 
‘go’ pi   po poy poo piy pio 
‘call’ ? yari yariyo yartay yartao 
‘come’ ba bary baro bary baro 
 
Addressee: 
 a child child, family 

member, 
friend 

children, 
family 
member/s, 
friend/s 

a child, 
family 
member, 
friend, 
acquaintance 

children, 
family 
member/s, 
friend/s, 
acquaintance/s 

 

The contexts in which these forms are used are as follows:  

 

(a) The non-polite form can be used by adults when speaking to children. Data 

from texts indicate that it can also be used with intimates; for example, the non-polite 

form is used by a wife in addressing her husband in the story, “The seventh son’s wife”: 
 

45) “na biaka bupni. ni pi” 
 naw biaka bu-pu-ni niy pi 
 1s.nm later comeIR-irf-Sp1 2s.nm go.np.im 
 “I’ll come later. You go.” (7th.Son.71) 

 

(b) The two casual forms are used to indicate casualness and familiarity; they are 

used when addressing people with whom the speaker feels a sense of friendship and 

familiarity. Children do not normally use these forms to address adults, even within the 

family. The casual singular is used only for singular addressees, while the plural form can 

be used for singular and plural addressees. When the plural is used for a singular 

addressee, it conveys a slightly more polite tone than the singular casual.  
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(c) The polite forms generally convey respect and are used for politeness to 

address persons with whom the speaker is not very familiar. However, they can also be 

used with family and friends as forms that sound “nicer” than the casual forms. Children 

normally address adults with the polite imperatives. The singular is used for singular 

addressees only and the polite plural is used for singular and plural addressees. When the 

plural is used with singular addressees, it conveys the most respect relative to the other 

imperative forms. 
 

There are in addition three imperative constructions that appear to involve verb 

serialization.  Two of these are unusual because they show mood marking on both verbs 

in the construction; thus, they form a clausal predicate containing two verbs with finite 

inflection (similar to the negative construction described in §2.3); the third is interesting 

because it involves both verb serialization and verb root compounding. The examples I 

have were not formally elicited, but occur in the texts and in spontaneous utterances; 

therefore, further research is necessary to fully understand their structure and function.  
 

In one serialized imperative construction (of which I have only 3 examples), the 

initial verb is marked for hortative mood and the final verb is marked for non-polite 

imperative mood. However, the compositional meaning of the whole construction 

expresses hortative mood.  
 

46a)  “kyn noa may”, annd 
 kyni no-a ma-y an-t-d 
 reflection  look-hrt make-sg.np.im say-rlf-sg 
 “She said, ‘Let us (try to(?)) look at our reflection’.”  (Pomegranate.161) 
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b) inon noa ary, inon p, annd 

 inon no-a ary inon p an-t-d 
 another look-hrt return.sg.imp another time say-rlf-sg 
 “She said, ‘Let us return to look once more’.” (Pomegranate.175) 
 
c) “na taa may, a maiya”, andau, pina maiya tais 

 na tau-a ma-y a mai-iya  
 1p.inc. raise-hrt make-sg.np.im that child  
 
 an-t-au pina mai-iya tau-s- 
 say-rlf-cmp then child-acc raise-rlf-pl 
 “Having said, ‘Let us look after (raise) the child’, they looked after the child.”  
  (Pomegranate.288) 
 

In the second imperative construction, the initial verb is inflected for non-polite 

imperative mood, while the final verb is inflected for polite imperative mood, and the 

verb combination together encodes imperative mood. Further research is necessary to 

check if the entire combination functions as a non-polite imperative (in tune with 

inflection on the first verb) or polite imperative (in tune with inflection on the second 

verb). Note, incidentally, that in (47b), it is the second verb that shows number agreement 

with the subject. 
 

47a) say kusa bary 
 say kui-s-a bar-y  
 tea drink-rlf-np.im come-sg.imp  
 “Come drink tea.”  (Spontaneous.P333) 
 
b) a rajnoa wan baj ka pi ni 
 a rajn-oa wan baji k-t-a pio ni 
 that king-com one word ask-rlf-np.im go.pl.pol.imp 2p.pl 
 “Go ask that king about it.”  (7th.Son.347) 
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c) nyra bary 
 nyr-a bar-y  
 lookSR-np.im come-sg.imp 
 “Come look.”  (Pomegranate.288) 
  

The third imperative construction involves a compound verb 

(aru-ba, bar-po, po-ba )consisting of a verb root plus imperative form of a motion 

verb (48). The compound itself occurs in a larger serialized construction, in which a verb 

inflected with a clause-chain marker precedes the compound (ba aruba in (48a), 

bydn barpo in (48b), yern poba in (48c)).29  
 
48a) aali dyar bl ui. aliyan ba aruba 
 aali dyari bli ui  
 over.there sahib bungalow exist 
 “There is a sahib’s bungalow there.” 

 ali-anu bar-au aru-ba  
 there-IND come-cmp sleep-come.np.im 
 “Come sleep somewhere there.” (7th.Son.362) 
 
b) mayy tir wan bydn barpo. salwi. 
 mayy tiri wan byr-nu bar-po salwi  
 little.one cloth one bringR-acp come-go.np.im shawl 
 “Little one, go bring me a cloth. A shawl.” (Pomegranate.135) 
 
c) yan kidlan ern poba 
 yan kiri-l-anu eru-nu po-ba  
 1s.gn house-lc-IND sleepSR-acp go-come.np.im 
 “Come sleep somewhere in my house.” (7th.Son.362) 
 

The semantics of (48b, c) is especially interesting: The main verb in these 

sentences has a compound consisting of ‘go’ plus ‘come’ – verb that apparently 

                                                 
29 /-nu/ and /-au/ are used on the non-final verb in BK serial verb constructions – the suffix most 

commonly used is /-nu/ (described in §2.6.8). 
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contradict each other. But, in fact, they accurately reflect the combination of actions 

involved in the events the compounds refer to. In (48b), the child has to go to bring the 

shawl and come back with it. In (48c), the speaker invites the addressee to come to her 

house, but since the addressee, in doing so, would have to go towards her house, the verb 

encodes both the request to come and the consequent act of going – that is, the compound 

encodes the speaker’s point of view as well as the addressee’s point of view.  
 

2.4.2 Negative imperative 

The negative imperative suffix is /-au/; it attaches to the realis theme for most 

verbs; however, it is attached to the last vowel of the stem among t-class stems ending in 

/a:r/ or the lexical suffix /-a/; e.g. bau /bar-au/ ‘don’t come’, kenau /kena-au/ 

‘don’t kill’. It also attaches to the last vowel of the root i:r ‘be’, as in itu /ir-au/ ‘don’t 

remain/be’ (the initial consonant in the suffix assimilates to the stem final consonant). 
 

There is another form of the negative imperative, in which the suffix /-i:tu/ 

attaches to the realis theme; e.g. yartitu /yari-t-itu/ ‘don’t call’, banditu /ban-t-itu/ 

‘don’t come’, kenaditu /kena-d-itu/ ‘don’t kill’. This suffix could actually be a 

negative imperative form of the stative suffix /-i:r/; however further research is necessary 

to check if words with negative imperative /-i:tu/ include a stative meaning. 
  

2.4.3 Optative 

 The optative has distinct suffixes only for the 1st person exclusive plural and the 

3rd person: /iya/ ‘1st plural exclusive optative’, /-la/ ‘3rd singular optative’, /-lo/ ‘3rd 
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plural optative’. The optative is used by a speaker when expressing a choice or desire that 

the relevant person perform an action; as in (49). 
 

49a) ad ina tinl ba. biaka timbla. 
 ad ina tin-l ba biaka tin-pu-la  
 3sr.nm now eat-inf dont.want later eat-irf-opt 
 “He need not eat now. Let him eat later” (Elicitation.P465) 
 
b) a pau payrplo. 
 a pau payri-pu-lo 
 1pr.nm fruit pluck-irf-opt 
 “Let them pluck the fruit.” (Elicitation.P529) 
 
c) ya ina timbiya. ni biaka tinday 
 ya ina tin-pu-iya niy biaka tin-t-ay 
 1p.exc.nm now eat-irf-opt 2s.nm later eat-rlf-sg.p.im 
 “Let us eat now. You eat later.” (Elicitation.P465) 
 

2.4.4. Hortative 

The hortative suffix is /-a/ ‘let’s V’; it is attached to the last consonant of roots 

ending in a consonant or /u/ (e.g. poa ‘let’s go’ and ara ‘let’s sleep’ with roots po 

and aru), but can be attached to either the root-final vowel or last consonant for roots 

ending in /i/ (e.g. kela   keliya ‘let’s read’ with √keli). This category is used only with 1st 

inclusive plural subjects and expresses an exhortation to all speech act participants to 

perform an action. 
 

50a) ni matri pol ba. na a oya poa. 
 niy matri po-l ba na au oya po-a  
 2s.nm alone go-inf dont.want 1p.inc.nm person all go-hrt 
 ‘You alone need not go. Let’s all go.’ (Elicitation.P464) 
 
b) na adna bsa 
 na adn-a bs-a   
 1p.inc.nm 3sp-acc call-hrt 
 “Let’s call him.” (Elicitation.P332) 
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2.4.5. Possibility 

There are two possibility mood forms in BK. One is encoded by the suffixes /-ki, 

-ku/ and other by /-ani/. The former, /-ki, -ku/, expresses possibility with the sense of 

permission or ability, ‘is able to V, is permitted to V’. My consultant claimed that there 

was no difference in meaning between verbs with either /-ki/ or /-ku/, and she used both 

with subjects of all person categories (51a). However, in the texts, /-ki/ occurs with 1st 

person subjects and /-ku/ occurs with 3rd person subjects (52). 
 

51a) ka, ni poku/poki 
 ka niy po-ku/-ki 
 Kaalan 2s.nm go-pbl 
 “Kaalan, you may go.” (Elicitation.P405) 
 
b) naw nicc aani, ni tinku 
 naw nicc a-t-ani niy tin-ku  
 1s.nm food cook-rlf-con 2s.nm eat-pbl 
 “If I cook food, you can eat.” (Elicitation.P328) 
 
52a) wan mur na oi, a kiriya pyni tiaku 
 wan muru nau oi a kiri-iya pyniy tir-t-a-ku  
 some three day within that house-acc work finish-rlf-thrly-pbl 
 “Work on that house can be done within about 3 days” (Conversation.132) 
 
b) etlan oa pyt, na kuylipyniijn tinn irki 
 etli-anu oa py-au naw kuyliy-pyniy-kil-j-nu 
 where-IND all goSR-cmp 1s.nm manual.labor-work-do-rlf-acp 
 
 tin-t-nu ir-ki 
 eat-rlf-acp be-pbl 
 “Having gone somewhere, I can work as a manual laborer and eat and live.”  
  (7th.Son.122) 
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The second form of possibility employs the suffix /-ani/ ‘contingent possibility.30 

/-ani/ is used to express possibility with a sense that the event is dependent or predicated 

on some other factor (which is not always made explicit in the sentence). For example, in 

(53a), my consultant says that getting a mat is possible only in March because, implicitly, 

the climate at that time is good for curing reed mats.31 Similarly, the statement in (53b) is 

predicated on the speaker’s belief that the referent is unable to do more than make small 

pots. (53c) explicitly states what event is necessary for the event encoded by the /-ani/ 

verb to occur.  
 

53a) id mars tiltl i pay ksani 
 id mars tili-tl i pay k-s-ani  
 3sp.nm March month-lc this mat getR-rlf-pbl 
 “This mat is available only in March.” (Conversation.82) 
 
b) ad inattu kuyrki tan kijani 
 ad inattu kuyrki tanu kil-j-ani  
 3sr.nm this.size vessel only do-rlf-pbl 
 “She can make only vessels of this size.” (Conversation.54) 
 
c) berdn oa tita tani, madijani 
 beri-d-n-a  oa tir-t-a-au tani madw-kil-j-ani  
 write-rlf-nmr-acc all finish-rlf-thrly-cmp only marriage-do-rlf-pbl 
 “Only after finishing her writing and all, will she marry.” (Spontaneous.P421) 
 

2.4.6. Obligative 

The obligative marker is /-dapla/; it is used to express necessity or obligation 

that an action be performed (‘must V, have to V’).  
 
 

                                                 
30 This suffix is related to the chained-clause marker /-ani/ ‘contingent event’. 
31 Examples in this modal form occurred in the texts I transcribed or in spontaneous utterances. I did not 
make an attempt to get them in formal elicitation sessions; therefore, I have not checked if it occurs with 1st 
and 2nd person subjects. 
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54a) ka, ni pydapla 
 ka niy py-dapla 
 Kaalan 2s.nm goSR-obg 
 “Kaalan, you have to go.” (Elicitation.P405) 
 
b) bss pddapla? 

 bss p-d-dapla  
 loud say-rlf-obg 
 “Should I speak louder? ” (7th.Son.1b) 
 
c) a past nadapla 

 a past na-t-dapla  
 3p.nm first plant-rlf-obg 
 “He has to plant first.” (Conversation.216) 
 

2.4.7. Desiderative 

The desiderative suffix is /-du/; it is also used to express obligation, but with less 

force than the obligative – it conveys the speaker’s desire to do something or get the 

addressee to do something.  
 

55a) ka, ni popdu 
 ka niy po-pu-du 
 Kaalan 2s.nm go-irf-des 
 “Kaalan, you should go.” (Elicitation.P405) 
 
b) “dar ma ampunu nod” andau 

 dar mai ampunu no-w-du an-t-au  
 who child quot. see-irf-des say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘I must see whose child (this is)’.” (7th.Son.11) 
 
c) i kidl tan ipdu. pormi pol ko 
 i kiri-l tana ir-pu-du pormi po-l koa  
 this house-lc itself be-irf-des outside go-inf forbidden 
 “You must stay in the house only. You are forbidden to go out.” (Tiger.10) 
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2.5. Infinitives 

The infinitival suffixes /-ka, -l, -lay/ are used to form infinitival complement 

clauses and purposive adverbial clauses.32 /-ka/ is in complementary distribution with 

/-l, -lay/: (a) Complements of manipulative verbs have only /-ka/ while complements 

of non-manipulative verbs have only /-lay, -l/. (b) Adverbial clauses which modify a 

verb have only /-ka/ if the adverbial clause subject is different from the matrix clause 

subject, and they have only /-lay, -l/ if the adverbial clause subject has the same 

subject as the matrix clause. The suffixes /-lay, -l/ overlap in the contexts just 

described, but they have certain other contexts (as subjects of clauses, adverbial modifiers 

of nouns, in auxiliary verb constructions, and in independent clauses) in which they do 

not overlap, as described below.  
 

2.5.1. Infinitival clauses as objects  

Manipulative verbs take clausal complements with /-ka/; the subject of the /-ka/ 

clause is assigned accusative case. 
 

56a) adna erw mapka pday 
 adn-a erwi ma-pu-ka p-d-ay 
 3sr-acc knife sharpen-irf-inf tell-rlf-sg.imp 
 ‘Tell him to sharpen the knife.” (Elicitation.300) 
 
b) yaniya niraka buama 
 yan-iya nira-w-ka bu-il-a-ma 
 1s-acc bathe-irf-inf allow-neg-3sg-EXM 
 ‘She does not allow me to bathe.” (7th.Son.82) 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
32  The term “adverbial clause” is used in this description only for clauses that function as modifiers of a 
phrase. 
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c) na bommna pau payrpka mai 
 naw bommn-a pau payri-pu-ka ma-n-i 
 1s-nom Bomman-acc fruit pluck-irf-inf make-pve-1sg. 
 ‘I made Bomman pluck the fruit.” (Elicitation.328) 
 

Non-manipulative verbs take complement clauses marked with /-l/ or /-lay/. 

Thus, (57a) has a /-lay/ clausal complement for tou   tyr ‘begin’ and (57b) has 

an /-l/ clausal complement for the same verb. It is possible that not all verbs allow both 

these suffixes to be used interchangeably, but further research is necessary to investigate 

the issue. (57b) shows a /-lay/ clause as complement of the verb ottud ‘know’. 
 
57a) ad paay toiso 
 ad pa-lay tou-s-o 
 3sr.nm sing-inf begin-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘He began to sing.” (Elicitation.P359) 
 
b) pin aliya yra toisd 
 pina ali-a yr-a-l tou-s-d 
 then there-dlc move-inf begin-rlf-sg 
 ‘Then it began to move about there.” (Pomegranate.292) 
 
c) kiriu kuyrki kilay ottud? 

 kiriu kuyrki kil-lay ott-ud 
 small vessel do-inf know-exist 
 ‘Do you know how to make small vessels?” (Conversation.61) 
 

One example of a clausal complement of a postposition occurs in these data; this 

example has an /-lay/ clause with postposition, takni (58).  
 

58) kiri kaay takni uo 

 kiri kau-lay takni uo 
 house show-inf like exist 
 ‘He seems to be showing the house.” (Elicitation.P308) 
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2.5.2. Infinitival clauses as subjects 

Only /-lay/ occurs in infinitival clauses which are subjects of sentences. In 

these data, /-lay/ clauses occur as subject complements of predicate nominals (59a) or 

of defective verb copulas pa, il (59b). The /-lay/ clause never has an overt subject in 

these clauses. 
 
59a) pull pina podlay wantn pyniy 
 pull pina podi-lay wantn pyniy 
 grass then thatch-inf one.day work 
 ‘Next, it is one day’s work to thatch (the roof) with grass.” (Conversation.106) 
 
c) pina br bay ila 
 pina bri b-lay ila 
 then other buy-inf neg.exist 
 ‘Then we don’t have to buy anything else.” (Conversation.355) 
 

2.5.3. Purposive adverbial clauses  

Infinitival adverbial clauses formed with /-l, -lay, -ka/ are used in BK to 

encode the purpose for which an action is done. Only /-ka/ occurs in clauses that modify 

a verb and which have a different subject from the matrix clause: 
 

60a) bissiya mopka naw al ui 
 biss-iya moi-pu-ka naw alli u-t-i  
 seed-acc sprout-irf-inf 1s.nm there put-rlf-1sg 
 ‘I kept the seed there to sprout.” (Elicitation.P294) 
 
b) *bissiya moay/mo naw al ui 
 biss-iya moi-lay/-l naw alli u-t-i  
 seed-acc sprout-inf 1s.nm there put-rlf-1sg 
 ‘I kept the seed there to sprout.” (Elicitation.P294) 
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Only /-l, -lay/ occur in clauses that modify a verb and have the same subject 

as the matrix clause; the two are used interchangeably: 
 

61) naw adna yadlay/yadl psd 
 naw adn-a yari-lay/-l p-s-d 
 1s.nm 3sr-acc call-inf goR-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I went to call him” (Elicitation.P293) 
 

 Although /-lay/ overlaps with /-l/ in clausal modifiers of verbs, only /-lay/ 

occurs in purposive clauses which modify a noun (62).  
 

62) kuyrki kupislay tni 
 kuyrki kur-pu-su-lay tni 
 vessel sit-irf-caus-inf shelf 
 “shelf for keeping vessels” (Conversation.118) 
 

2.5.4. With auxiliary verbs 

There are two auxiliary verbs, a:g ‘be able to, be possible, be necessary’ and il 

‘negative’, which take preceding main verbs inflected with the infinitival suffix. The 

function of il as an auxiliary verb was described in §2.3 – this verb is used to encode 

future tense in negative finite verb constructions. a:g performs modal functions as an 

auxiliary verb – it encodes ‘ability, possibility, necessity’ (63). 
 

63a) adna kar bu apd 
 adn-a kar bu-l a-pu-d 
 3sr-acc car drive-inf be.able-irf-sg 
 “He can/is able to drive a car.” (Elicitation.P359) 
 
b) i tyy mo asani pjjdapla 
 i tyy moi-l a-s-ani pyl-j-dapla 
 this plant sprout-inf be.able-rlf-con rain-rlf-obg 
 “It must rain for this plant to sprout.” (Elicitation.P315) 
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c) inon na madil apa 
 inon nai madw-kil-l a-pu-a 
 another time marriage-do-inf be.able-irf-3sg 
 “They had to marry again.” (7th.Son.478) 
 

A construction containing an infinitival main verb followed by double auxiliary 

verb (infinitival form of a:g + negative il) is used to encode ‘inability, impossibility’: 
 

64a) yark annan ni ipl kiral al ila 

 yar-ka an-t-ani ni ipli kira-l a-l il-a 
 1p.exc-dat say-con 2p.gn with marry-inf be.able-inf neg-3sg 
 “People like us cannot marry your people.” (Pomegranate.110) 
 
b) yanka musska  kyr al ila 

 yan-ka musska -l kyri a-l il-a 
 1p.exc-dat up stand-inf even be.able-inf neg.-3sg 
 “I haven’t even been able to stand up.” (Pomegranate.189) 
 

2.5.5. Independent infinitival clauses 

/-l, -lay/ clauses occur occasionally in independent clauses with modal 

discourse functions (65). The /-lay/ clause in (65a) is an exclamatory rhetorical 

statement; the speaker, a tiger, asserts that it is unthinkable that he should devour his own 

(human) brother-in-law. In (65b), the speaker uses a /-l/ clause when relaying one 

person’s request to another person. The sentence has the implicit meaning “On X’s 

request, you are to put tooth-coloring for him, brother!”.33 /-l/ is used in a similar 

context in (65c), where the implicit meaning is “On X’s request, we are to bring the 

money”. 
 
 
 

                                                 
33 My consultant says that brown tooth-coloring is used as makeup among the BKs. 
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65a) naw yan msna pusn tinlaye ... ad aplama, annd i piliy 
 naw yan msn-a pui-s-nu tin-lay-e 
 1s.nm 1s.gn brother.in.law-acc catch-rlf-acp eat-inf-EMPH 
 “For me to catch and eat my brother-in-law!” 
 
 ad a-pu-il-a-ma an-t-d i piliy 
 that happen-irf-neg-3sg-EXM say-rlf-sg. this tiger 
 “That cannot happen”, said the tiger.’ (Tiger.131) 
 
b)  “innd ni ms wand uslayi aa, pallkup”, andd 
 innd ni msn-ka wand u-w-su-lay-ii  
 today 2p.gn brother.in.law-dat some wear-irf-caus-inf-EXM  
 
 a-a pallkup an-t-d 
 brother-voc tooth.coloring say-rlf-sg 
 “She said, ‘Today, you are to put some tooth-coloring for your brother-in-law, 

brother!”  (Tiger.239) 
 
c) an oa bydnu, pina du oy  badlai, an ... 
 an-a oa byr-nu pina du oya i-t-nu   
 3sr-acc all bringSR-acp then money all take-rlf-acp  
 
 bar-l-ai an-a 
 come-inf-EXM say-trn 
 “Saying, ‘Bringing all that, then we are to bring the money and all’ ...” 
   (7th.Son.234) 
 

2.6. Chained clauses 

The clauses that were treated as adverbial clauses in the previous section are ones 

that function primarily as modifiers or complements of a word or sub-sentential phrase; 

that is, they are generally embedded within a matrix clause. BK has several other clauses 

that are adjoined to an entire clause. They have the characteristics of chained clauses, as 

described in e.g. Longacre (1985) and Payne (1997; Payne uses the term “medial 

clause”). Longacre (1985:264) identifies 3 typical characteristics of chained clauses: 
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The features which make chaining distinct from co-ranking structures ... are as 
follows. (a) There is a clause (characteristically final in a chain of clauses) that 
has a verb of distinctive structure that occurs but once in the entire chain while 
other (typically non-final) clauses have verbs of different structure (Elson 1964). 
This final clause is like an engine that pulls a string of cars. (b) Each non-final 
clause is marked so as to indicate in the dependent verb form of a preceding 
clause the person and number of the subject in the clause which is to follow ... (c) 
A further feature of chaining is considerable attention to temporal relations such 
as chronological overlap (‘while’, ‘at the same time’) versus chronological 
succession (‘and then’) which shade off into logical relations such as cause and 
effect, result, and so forth. Temporal relations appear to be central in these 
languages and are extended metaphorically in other directions. 

 

BK employs clause chaining extensively; however, only the first and third 

characteristics listed by Longacre are formally marked in chained clause constructions in 

this language:  (a) There is one verb in the entire sentence that is marked for tense and 

subject agreement; this verb typically occurs in the final clause and marks the end of the 

sentence. The verbs in the other clauses are not marked for these categories and they are 

typically non-final clauses. (b) The verb in each chained clause is marked with a suffix 

that indicates the temporal or logical relation that its clause bears to a following clause 

(either another non-final clause in the same chain or the final clause).  
 

The second characteristic in Longacre’s list, morphologically marked cross-

referencing between subjects of successive clauses, is not a formal distinguishing 

characteristic of clause chaining in BK. Same versus different subject relations are 

indicated in this language through the use of null versus overt subject NPs, and this type 

of cross-referencing is part of a more general pattern of text cohesion in BK that applies 

across sentences as well as clauses; it is not used uniquely to mark clausal relations 

within a chain. Note that a series of clauses within the same chain can have same or 
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different subjects in BK; however, the subject can be omitted even when consecutive 

subjects differ in their referents.34 
 

In BK, inflectional marking on the verb in a chained clause consists of a suffix 

that encodes temporal or logical relations between the clause and one of its following 

clauses. The non-final verb in the chain can contain aspect markers, but not mood or 

subject agreement markers. Table 14 lists the suffixes used to mark clause relations in 

chained clause constructions, the verb base to which each suffix attaches, and the relation 

it encodes. §§2.6.1-7 describes the functions of each of these suffixes; clause-chain 

markers are also used in serialized verb constructions in BK; these are described in 

§2.6.8. 

Table 2.14: Relation markers in chained clauses 

Suffix Verb base  Relation that the suffix encodes 
/-n/ Irrealis Synchrony ‘at the time’ – an event which overlaps partially with an event in a 

following clause. 
 

/-utnu/ Bare Anticipation ‘until/by the time’ – an event, until or by the time of which, 
another event takes place. 
 

/-au/ Realis* Prior completion ‘having V-ed’ – an event which was completed before the 
event in a following clause. 
 

/-a/ Realis Transition ‘upon, following which’ – an event which led to the occurrence of 
an event in a following clause 
 

/-ani/ Realis Contingency ‘if/when/since’ – an event on whose occurrence the following 
event depends (includes conditional clauses). 
 

/-nu/ Realis* Accompaniment ‘Vi-ing (together with Vj)’ – an event which accompanies an 
event in a following clause (the events are part of a composite whole). 
 

/-i/ Realis Durative accompaniment ‘keep on Vi-ing (together with Vj)’ – a continuing or 
repetitive action which accompanies the event in a following clause. 

*Except for some verbs ending in /a:r, /, for which it attaches to the plain stem.  

                                                 
34 The question of when subject shifts are marked by an explicit subject to indicate new reference and when 
they are not is an interesting issue involving assumptions that the speaker makes about listener-knowledge. 
A detailed description of this issue is, however, beyond the scope of this grammar. 
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2.6.1. Synchronous event /-n/ 

/-n/ is used when the event in a chained clause overlaps with an event in the 

following clause. Punctiliary temporal overlap  (‘at the time of’), involving overlap for 

about a moment in time, is encoded by attaching /-n/ directly to the irrealis verb stem 

(66). (In the examples that follow, the verb with a relevant clause-chain marker is shown 

in bold typeface.) 
 
66a) all no, wande wand raja wan ma 

 alli no-w-n wand-e wand rajn-ka wan ma 
 there look-irf-syn one-EMPH one king-dat one daughter 
 “When checking there, there was one king who had a daughter.” (7th.Son.9) 
 
b) i siur renjl pyni kijjo, kaydd popda pyriy oa ba oa ben 

ben popd ... 
 i siur renj-l pyniy kil-j-o-n  
 this Sigur range-lc work do-rlf-hab-syn 
 “When he used to work in Sigur Range,” 
 
 kayddi po-pu-d-ai pyriy oa bai oa beu-nu  
 bear go-irf-nmr-like bush inside path all crawlSR-acp 
 
 beu-nu po-pu-d 
 rep. go-irf-sg 
 “like a bear, he would go crawling into the bushes, on the path, and all.” 
 (Conversation.616) 
 
c) wan nars apn, tan ammnd band 

 wan narsi a-pu-n tan ammn-t ban-t- 
 one week happen-irf-syn 3sa.gn father-pl comeR-rlf-pl 
 “When one week passed, her father came.”  (7th.Son.452) 
 

Longer periods of overlap (‘while’) is encoded by attaching /-n/ to a stem formed with 

stative suffix /-i:r/: 
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67a) eripn, pina i uiti ma pyan nyridd 

 er-ir-pu-n pina i uiti mai-l pyanu nyr-ir-d-d 
 sleepSR-stat-irf-syn then this y.woman head-lc louse lookSR-stat-rlf-

 sg. 
 “While he was sleeping, this woman was looking for lice on his head.” 
  (Pomegranate.140) 
 
b) a tan koayripn, tan ammnd band 

 ai tana koayr-ir-pu-n tan ammn-t ban-t- 
 thus emph behaveSR-stat-irf-syn 3sa.gn father-pl come-rlf-pl 
 “While they were behaving thus, his father came.”  (7th.Son.445) 
 

2.6.2. Anticipated event /-utnu/ 

/-utnu/ (‘until, during, by the time of’) is used to mark an event by the 

occurrence of which another event takes place:35 
 

68a) kap omau, pa koutnu ... ta wand arda kuttisd 

 kapi oma-t-u p-ka ko-utnu taw wand arda
 kuttu-s-d 
 coffee boil-rlf-acp wife-dat give-until 3sa.nm about half stitch-rlf-

 sg 
 “By the time he had boiled coffee and given it to his wife, she stitched about half 

(of an amulet).”    (7th.Son.137) 
 
b) ni byalra pytu barutnu, kikki pdnu tipni na 

 niy byalr-a py-au bar-utnu  
 2s.nm bangalore-dat goSR-cmp come-until 
 
 kikki pi-d-nu til-pu-ni naw 
 basket weave-rlf-acp keep-irf-Sp1 1s.nm 
 “By the time you go to Bangalore and return, I will weave a basket and keep.” 
      (Conversation.95) 
 
 

                                                 
35 /-utnu/ is related to the postposition utnu ‘until, upto’ which occurs after nouns. It must be treated as a 
suffix after verbs because it occurs immediately after verb roots, which frequently end in segments that are 
not permissible word-final segments in BK  
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c) ina kyri pajdlama. pin aam kunod naw, utnu 

 ina kyri paj-d-il-a-ma  
 now even awaken-rlf-neg-3sg-EXM 
 “He has not awakened even now!” 
 
 pina an-ka-ma kun-o-d naw -utnu 
 then 3sr-dat-EXM sit-prg-sg 1s.nm wake-until 
 “That is why I am sitting – until he wakes up.”  (Pomgranate.151) 
 

2.6.3. Prior completed event /-au/ 

/-au/ is used to mark an event that was completed before the occurrence of the 

event in a following clause:36 
 

69a) yan ammnd ipl pytu, kau, na bupiya 

 yan ammn-t ipli py-au k-t-au naw bu-pu-iya 
 1s.gn father-pl near goR-cmp ask-rlf-cmp 1s.nm comeIR-irf-

 1sg 
 “Having gone to my father, having asked, I will come.” (7th.Son.22) 
 
b) berdn oa tita tani, madijani 
 beri-d-n-a  oa tir-t-a-u tani madw-kil-j-ani  
 write-rlf-nmr-acc all finish-rlf-thrly-cmp emph marriage-do-rlf-

 pbl 
 “Only after finishing her writing and all, will she marry.” (Spontaneous.P421) 
 

This suffix occurs very frequently in clause chaining, especially in long chains that 

describe an ordered succession of many events. For example, (70) is taken from a passage 

in the conversational text where my consultant gave me a recipe for a curry made with 

fish and Indian gooseberry.37 The entire recipe is presented in one sentence, with a series 

of chained clauses marked mainly with /-au/. 

                                                 
36 Some focus markers (itu, bau) are derivatives of verb root plus /-au/; they are discussed in Chapter 5.
37 The botanical name for this fruit is Phyllanthus emblica or, alternatively, Emblica officinalis (Emeneau 
1997). 
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70) min bydn bau, makkay yartau, makkay, kotnbiss, jiri, boili oiy u 

yartau, pina yartau, min ketan  bau, pina kaynduu, pina nilay     
minday aau, pina puyliy oy, makkaypri oy kelkau, pina nilay al 
kelknu, nala kurisau, nalla kurisani, min u 

 
 minu byr-nu bar-au, makkay yari-t-au 
 fish bringSR-acp come-cmp chilly grind-rlf-cmp 
 “Having brought the fish, having ground the chilly” 
 
 makkay kotnbiss jiri boili oiya u-t-nu yari-t-au 
 chilly coriander.seed cumin.seed garlic all put-rlf-acp grind-rlf-

cmp  
 “having ground together the chilly, coriander seed, cumin seed, garlic, and all,” 
 
 minu keli-t-a-nu i-t-nu bar-au 
 fish wash-rlf-thrly-acp take-rlf-acp come-cmp 
 “having washed the fish and brought it,” 
 
 pina kayndu-u-t-nu, 
 then minceSR-leave-rlf-acp 
 “then cutting it,” 
 
 pina nilaye mindaya a-t-au 
 then gooseberry earlier cook-rlf-cmp 
 “then having cooked the Indian gooseberry earlier,”  
 
 pina puyliy oya makkay-priy oya kelku-au 
 then tamarind all chilly-powder all mixSR-cmp 
 “then having mixed in tamarind and chilly powder and all,”  
 
 pina nilay alli kelku-nu nala kuru-w-su-au 
 then gooseberry there mixSR-acp nicely boil-irf-caus-cmp 
 “then mixing in the gooseberry, having boiled it well,”  
 
 nala kuru-s-ani minu u-w- 
 nicely boil-rlf-con fish put-irf-pl 
 “When it is has cooked well, the fish is put.”  (Convers.1) 
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2.6.4. Transitional event /-a/ 

/-a/ is used to encode a progression of events; it is similar to /-au/ in indicating 

temporal succession, but does not convey the sense of completion that /-au/ does: 
 

71a) naw kaa nosa, onaya adna kapusi. 
 naw ka-a no-s-a onaya adn-a kau-pui-s-i 
 1s.nm Kaalan-acc see-rlf-trn immediately 3sr-acc eye-hold-rlf-1sg 
 “I recognized Kaalan as soon as I saw him. (lit: On seeing Kaalan, I recognized 

him immediately)”   (Elicitation.P407) 
 
b) naw ta parsu kada, kuyrki odsla 

 naw tai par-s-u-t-nu ka-d-a kuyrki oi-d--s-il-a  
 1s.nm ground drop-rlf-leave-acp leave-rlf-tr vessel break-rlf-thrlyR-neg-

 3sg  
 “Upon my dropping it, the pot didn’t break.”  (Elicitation.P445) 
 

/-a/ is used very frequently in stories, primarily for the discourse function of 

connecting the thread of events in a story, by indicating that one event led to another 

event happening (without necessarily implying a causal relation between these events). 

This suffix occurs only occasionally (4 times) in the conversational text. /-a/-clauses in 

stories usually recapitulate information presented in a preceding sentence and, therefore, 

they tend to occur sentence initially, as in (72).  
 

72a) Sentences from “The seventh son’s wife” (lines 2-4): 
 
i. wan raj  a makkl, ar a madij.  
 wan rajn-ka u au makk-l aru au madw-kil-j- 
 one king-dat seven person children-lc six person marriage-do-rlf-pl 
 “Of a king’s seven children, 6 had married.” 
 
ii. ar a madija, wand ama, pakkn nosani, a pakkn puyrpla 
 aru au madw-kil-j-a 
 six person marriage-do-rlf-trn 
 “Six being married,” 
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 wan amn-ka pakkn no-s-ani a pakkn puyri-pu-il-a 
 one person-dat woman look-rlf-con that woman like-irf-neg-3sg 
 “one, if he looked at women, would not like any woman.”  (7th.Son.2) 
 

b) Sentences from “The seventh son’s wife” (lines 307-310): 
 
i. a ero baa paika oy akkr utka utnu. 
 a er-o- bai-la paikai-l oya akkra 
 3sr.nm sleepSR-prg-pl path-dlc step-lc all that.side 
 
 utka utnu 
 above until 
 “They were sleeping along the path, on the steps and all, that side and up to the 

top” 
 
ii. eroa, atdna dayntn ... dayntnu pso p ipka 
 eru-o-a atr-na dayntu-nu dayntu-nu p-s-o 
 sleepSR-prg-trn 3sr-acc step.overSR-acp rep. go-rlf-3sg 
 
 p ipka 
 wife near 
 “On their sleeping, he went stepping over them towards his wife.”   
 

/-a/ is used less often in clauses that convey new information – in this case it can occur 

in an initial or middle clause in a chain: 
 
73) “tanna ide tanu” andau, p ipl koa, “sirim” andau, ubur ps. 
 tan-t-na-a id-e tanu an-t-au  
 giveR-rlf-prf-3sg 3sp.nm-EMPH only say-rlf-cmp  
 “Having said, ‘They have given only this (much)’,” 
 
 p ipli ko-t-a siri-mi an-t-au uburu p-s- 
 wife with give-rlf-trn okay-EXM say-rlf-cmp both goR-rlf-pl 
 “upon giving it to his wife, having said, ‘Okay!’, the two of them went.” 
       (7th.Son.151) 
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2.6.5. Contingent event /-ani/ 

/-ani/ is used to indicate that the event in a following clause is contingent upon the 

event in the /-ani/-clause. One type of clause that involves contingency relations are  

conditional “if ... then ...” clauses, such as (74):  
 

74a) dappu kirk asani, dd na apa 

 dappu kiri-ka a-s-ani ddu nau a-pu-a 
 big house-dat happen-rlf-con two day happen-irf-3sg 
 “If it is for a big house, it will take 2 weeks.” (Convers.108) 
 
b) podl paani, su paani, podl al ila 

 podi-l pa-t-ani su pa-t-ani  
 thatch-inf exist-rlf-con heat exist-rlf-con 
 
 podi-l a-l il-a 
 thatch-inf happen-inf neg.-3sg. 
 “If (we) have to thatch the roof, if it is hot/sunny, it is not possible to thatch the 

roof.”    (Convers.137) 
 

Another type of clause that involves contingent relations are ‘when ... then’ clauses, in 

which the event in the following clause occurs as a consequence of the event in the /-ani/ 

clause, as in (75).  
 
75a) kindl masani, ida mor ila.  
 kindl ma-s-ani idn-ka mor ila  
 ridicule make-rlf-con 3sp-dat face neg.exist 
 “When they ridiculed her, this one lost face.”  
 
 kidl ipdey ila 
 kiri-l ir-pu-d-e il-a 
 house-lc be-irf-sg.-EMPH neg-3sg 
 “She just could not stay in the house.”  (7th.Son.63) 
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b) pina nilay al kelknu, nala kurisau, nala kurisani, min u 
 pina nilay alli kelku-nu nala kuru-w-su-au 
 then Indian.gooseberry there mixSR-acp nicely boil-irf-caus-cmp 
 “Then mixing the gooseberry in, having boiled it well,” 
 
 nala kuru-s-ani minu u-w- 
 nicely boil-rlf-con fish put-irf-pl 
 “When it is nicely cooked, they add the fish.” (Convers.1) 
 

Note that /-n/ and /-ani/ can both be used to encode the time relation “when ... 

then ...”; however, the example in (76) illustrates the difference in the two relations. This 

sentence is taken from the story, “The Seventh son’s wife”. The heroine, in the first part 

of the story, must wear a mask to hide her true self from the other participants. When she 

and her husband go to the river to bathe, she always waits for him to finish and leave 

before taking off her mask and starting her bath. The use of /-ani/ in this sentence 

indicates that her bathing was contingent on him having left and gone. If /-n/ was used 

instead, it would imply a different time relation of overlap between the time of his 

leaving and her bathing (“When/As he left, she would bathe”). 
 

76) pin id niraydn  ka popd kirka ...   
 pina id nirayr-nu i-t-nu ka-au po-pu-d kiri-ka  
 then 3sp.nm batheSR-acp take-rlf-acp leave-rlf-cmp go-irf-sg house-dat 
 
 “Then this one (the husband) would bathe and leave and go home.” 
 
  ka psani ... id nira  
 i-t-nu ka-au p-s-ani id nira-w-a 
 take-rlf-acp leave-cmp go-rlf-con 3sp.nm bathe-irf-3sg. 
 “When he had left, this one (the wife) would bathe.” (7th.Son.73) 
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2.6.6. Accompanying event /-nu/ 

The suffix /-nu/ is used on the verb in a chained clause to indicate that the 

chained clause event accompanies an event in the following clause: 
 
77) “na mansl endi kast woa” nyantn nyantn nyantn nyantnu, annd 

ana kuttisd. 
 na mans-l endi kast oa nyani-t-nu nyani-t-nu 
 1p.inc.gn life-lc what difficulty all think-rlf-acp (repetition) 
 “Thinking and thinking, ‘What hardships we have in our lives’, 
 
 annd an-a kuttu-s-d  
 that.day 3sr-acc stitch-rlf-sg.  
 “that day she stitched it.”    (7th.Son.201) 
 

Since /-nu/ encodes accompanying action, it is also used very frequently in serial 

verb constructions (described further in §2.6.8).38 The difference between serial verb 

constructions and chained clauses with /-nu/ is that the former show greater semantic 

and syntactic cohesion between the various verbs involved, such that the two verbs in a 

serial construction must be treated as part of a single clausal predicate; in contrast, verbs 

in chained clause constructions belong to different clausal predicates. For the purposes of 

this description, the following syntactic features are used to identify chained clauses with 

/-nu/ and distinguish them from serial verb constructions involving /-nu/ marked verbs. 
 

(a) Different subject: If the subject of the /-nu/ verb and that of the relevant 

following verb each have different subjects, the two verbs belong to separate clauses and 

are not serialized constructions. Thus, in (78a) the first verb maydnu ‘doing’ has a 

                                                 
38 My use of the term “serial verb” or “verb serialization” differs from Steever’s (1988) use of the term. 
Steever reserves this term for constructions containing more than one verb marked for finite inflection, 
while he uses “compound verb” for constructions with only one finite verb. I use “serial” to refer to 
sequences of finite as well as non-finite verbs that belong to a single clausal predicate. 
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as the subject, and the second verb popn ‘when going’ has uburu as the subject  

(relevant chained clause and following clause verbs are shown in bold). In (78b) the first 

verb tapisnu ‘doing’ has rajn as the subject, and the second verb ila ‘didn’t exist’ 

has dar as the subject 
 
78a) a pa samdan maydnu uburu popn ... 
 a p-a samdani mayr-nu uburu po-p-n 
 husband wife-acc calm makeSR-acp both go-rlf-syn 
 “The husband calming the wife, when both of them went ...” (7th.Son.247) 
 
b) aa byri a rajn bli tapisn ... alli dar ila 
 an-ka byri a rajn bli tapisu-nu  
 3sr-dat because that king house leave.from-acp  
 
 alli dar ila 
 there who.nm neg.exist 
 “The king leaving the house because of that, there was no one there.” (7th.Son.359) 
 

(b) Clauses intervene between the two verbs, indicating that the verbs are not part 

of a serialized construction. In (79), the two verbs and their verb phrases are separated by 

the clause a nissyekr autnu ‘by the time the husband cooked rice and curry’.  
 
79) kap oa kusnu, a nissyekr autnu, wan pa kuttisd 
 kapi woa kui-s-nu a niss-yekri a-utnu 
 coffee all drink-rlf-acp husband rice-curry make-until 
 
 wan pa kuttu-s-d 
 one amulet stitch-rlf-sg 
 “(She) drinking the coffee, by the time the husband made rice and curry, she 

stitched one amulet.”  (7th.Son.180) 
 

(c) The two verbs are separated by phrases that are not internal to the verb phrase, 

thus indicating that the verbs are not part of the same predicate. For example, in (80), 
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innd ‘today’ and wand dl ‘one night’ intervene between maydnu and 

nawasim indicating that this sentence has two different predicates. 
 
80) ya enan maydnu, innd wand dl nawasim 
 ya enan mayr-nu innd wand dla nawai-s-iyo-mu 
 1p.exc.nm whatever doSR-acp today one night end.night-rlf-3pl-

 EXM 
 “Whatever we do, let us spend one night here today.” (7th.Son.122) 
 

2.6.7. Durative accompaniment /-i/  

A second suffix that encodes accompanying action is /-i/ ‘durative 

accompaniment’. This suffix functions like /-nu/ in that it encodes actions that are part 

of a composite event; however, verbs marked with /-i/ involve continuing or repeated 

action: 
 
81a) atan koayri koayri ... mur erj utnu a koas 
 ani tana koayr-i koayr-i muru erji utnu ai koa-s-  
 thus emph behaveSR-acp (rep.) three year until thus behave-rlf-pl 
 “Carrying on like that, they did that for up to three years.” (7th.Son.80) 
 
b) maa pjji pjji kir oa pso 
 maa pyl-j-i pyl-j-i kiri oa p-s-o  
 rain rain-rlf-acp (rep.) house all goR-rlf-3sg. 
 “It rained and rained and the house got destroyed.” (Elicitation.P315) 
 
c) a bya potti potti mai nonda 
 a bya pori-t-i pori-t-i mai non-d-a 
 that bag carry-rlf-acp (rep.) head painR-rlf-3sg. 
 “My head pained from carrying and carrying that bag.” (Elicitation.P316) 
 

In the following examples, /-i/ is used on a clause which describes the background in 

which the action in the following clause is performed: 
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82a) a tol ade madri, pott budoplka nyri, u biriy nydnu, wan kirisnd  

bau ... 
 a tol ad-e madri    
 that skin 3sr.nm-EMPH like 
 “The same with that bark (of tree)”  
 
 pott bu-d-o-pu-li-ka nyr-i u biriy nyr-nu 
 sun fall-rlf-thrly-irf-lc-dat lookR-acp that side lookSR-acp  
 “facing the west, looking for it on that side,” 
 
 wan kiri-snd i-t-nu bar-au 
 one small-nmr take-rlf-acp come-cmp 
 “having brought a small piece ...”  (Conversation.769) 
 
b) pina psi surka surka niss ad 
 pina psu-i surka surka niss a-t-d 
 then frighten-acp quickly (rep.) food cook-rlf-3sg. 
 “Then, getting frightened, she quickly cooked food.” (Tiger.54) 
 

2.6.8 Serialized verbs with clause-chain markers 

In serial constructions, two or more verbs are combined in a single clausal 

predicate, such that the verbs together encode a complex composite event (see e.g. 

Lefebvre 1991 for a discussion of serial verbs). Constructions of this type are used very 

frequently in BK. Serial verb constructions in this language are characterized by a final 

verb which has finite or non-finite verb inflection depending on the function of the 

clause, and preceding verbs which are inflected with a clause-chain marker (except for 

the mood forms discussed in §1.4.1, in which both verbs showed finite verb inflection). 

Thus, in (83), there are two serialized constructions. In the first one, uylpn koiyo, the 

initial verb is marked with /-nu/ to indicate serialization and the second verb is marked 

with finite verb inflection. In the second serial construction, uylpn koani, the initial 
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verb is again marked with /-nu/ to indicate serialization and the final verb is marked 

with a clause-chain marker to indicate the clause’s role in the sentence. 
 

83) Passage from conversational text (lines 30-32): 
 
i. pina tyaniya kjjnu, pina kaynnl kunir uylpn koiyo. 
 pina tyanu-iya kyl-j-nu pina kaynni-l kuniri uylpu-nu ko-w-iyo 
 then hive-acc cut-rlf-acp then rope-lc below descendSR-acp give-irf- pl 
 “Then cutting the beehive, he lowers it on a rope.”  
 
ii. uylpn koani, a tai ipmansn atan puyrpa. 
 uylpu-nu ko-t-ani a tai ir-pu-mansn atana puyri-pu-a 
 lowerSR-acp give-rlf-con that ground be-irf-person like.that holdIR-irf-3sg 
 “When he lowers it, that person on the ground catches hold of it.” 
 

 The clause-chain marker used most often for verb serialization is /-nu/ ‘accompanying 

event’, but there are some sentences with other clause-chain markers which also appear to 

be serial constructions.  
 

One typical diagnostic of verb serialization is scope of negation (see e.g. Hale’s 

1991 description of serial verbs in Misumalpan); the example in (84a) shows that the 

scope of the negative extends over the entire verb sequence. A near synonymous non-

serialized example is given in (84b) for comparison; the verb root in this sentence is 

identical to the first verb root in (84a).  
 
84a) naw kadi pn tandli 
 naw kadi p-nu tan-t-il-i  
 1s.nm story tell-acp giveR-rlf-neg-1sg. 
 “I didn’t tell you the story”  (Elicitation.P451) 
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b) naw kadi pdili 
 naw kadi p-d-il-i  
 1s.nm story tell-rlf-neg-1sg. 
 “I didn’t tell the story”  (Elicitation.P451) 
 

The sentence in (85a) also shows that the scope of negation extends over the entire verb 

sequence; compare this sentence to the synonymous one in (85b). This pair of sentences 

is interesting because both have a form of the verb po:g in them. They differ in that the 

first example has a periphrastic phrase with serial verbs, of which the second verb is po:g 

‘go’ (in its regular realis theme alternant p), while the second example has a verb stem 

containing lexical suffix /-o:g/ in its regular realis theme alternant /-/. The lexical suffix 

is itself derived from the root po:g; thus, older serial verb constructions in the language 

must have led to grammaticalization of the final verb into a lexical suffix (see §3 for a 

description of lexical suffixes in BK). 
 
85a) innd naw bokk iskolka  psili 
 innd naw bokk iskol-ka i-t-nu p-s-il-i  
 today 1s.nm book school-dat take-rlf-acp goR-rlf-neg-1sg. 
 “I didn’t take the book to school today” (Elicitation.P451) 
 
b) innd naw bokk iskolka sili 
 innd naw bokk iskol-ka --s-il-i  
 today 1s.nm book school-dat take-thrlyR-rlf-neg-1sg. 
 “I didn’t take the book to school today” (Elicitation.P451) 
 

The examples in (86) show clause-chain markers other than /-nu/ occurring in 

verb sequences that appear to be serialized verbs. In (86a), kuyna koani has /-au/ on 

the initial verb and in (86b), nerki baidd has /-i/ on the initial verb.  
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86a) pina man bau, pina endu pakkna kuyna koani b ambd 
 pina manu bar-au pina endu pakkn-a kuynar-au  
 then son come-cmp then which woman-acc marry-cmp 
 
 ko-t-ani ba an-pu-d 
 give-rlf-con dont.want say-irf-sg 
 “Then the son, then he would say “Don’t want” for any woman who was given to 

him for marriage.” (7th.Son.224) 
 
b) annd numblka bau, nerki ba idd, bupnaka 
 annd numbl-ka ba-t-nu nerku-i ba-t-nu  
 that.day fever-dat lie.down-rlf-acp moan-acp lie.down-rlf-acp  
 
 ir-d-d bu-pu-n-aka 
 be-rlf-sg comeIR-irf-syn-time 
 “That day, lying down with fever, she lay moaning when he returned.”  
    (7th.Son.234)  
 

Verb serialization with /-nu/ is highly productive in BK and is constrained only 

by the semantic properties of the verbs involved. Some verbs occur together quite 

frequently in a serial combination; some frequent combinations are listed in (87).  
 
87) au teri ‘cook and serve’ with √a ‘cook’, √teri ‘serve’ 

 aytnu kua ‘chase off’ with √aytu ‘chase’, √ku-a ‘chase’ 

 pnu tar ‘tell, advice’ with √p ‘tell’, √tar ‘give’ 

 pnu ko ‘tell, advice’ with √p ‘tell’, √ko ‘give’ 

 kaytnu ko ‘show’ with √kaytu ‘show’, √ko ‘give’ 

 madijnu ko ‘give in marriage’ with √madw-kl ‘marry’, √ko ‘give’ 
 

One verb root kuyt (?) ‘lead’ occurs only in its serialized form; it is used with verbs of 

motion; e.g. kuytnu bar ‘bring s.o.’, kuytnu po ‘take s.o.’, kuytnu ary ‘return with 
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s.o.’.39 One serialized construction in these data, u ka /i-t-nu ka/ (‘take-rlf-acp 

leave’) is a frozen phrase with the composite meaning ‘leave (a place), discard s.t.’.  
 

Some serial constructions have given rise to auxiliary verbs:40  ka ‘leave, let go’ 

occurs only as an auxiliary verb in serialized constructions. It adds a sense of finality or 

thoroughness to the verb sequence (similar to the function of prepositions in English 

phrases such as “went off, poured out, cut down”): 
 
87a) ad obi ytu kenad. tarsenn kad 
 ad obi y-au kena-d-   
 3sr.nm washerman take-cmp kill-rlf-sg 
 “They took the washerman and killed him. 
 
 tari-s-endu-nu ka-d- 
 cut-rlf-killSR-acp leave-rlf-pl 
 “They killed him off.”  (7th.Son.414) 
 
b) pina kodnu narsani, erjn kaya.  kaya. 
 pina koi-d-nu nar-s-ani eri-j-nu ka-w-iya   
 then spoil-rlf-acp smell-rlf-con throw-rlf-acp leave-irf-1pl 
 “Then if it is spoilt and smelling, we throw it away.” 
 
 i-t-nu ka-w-iya 
 take-rlf-acp leave-irf-1pl 
 “We discard it.” (Conversation.399) 
 

Three other verbs, i:r ‘be’, ko ‘give’, and tar ‘give’, frequently perform 

grammaticalized functions when they occur as the final verb in a serial sequence. i:r is 

used very productively as an auxiliary verb; it adds a stative meaning to the verb 

sequence: 
 

                                                 
39 ary ‘return’ occurs only as a singular or plural polite imperative. 
40 Serialized constructions involving auxiliary verbs always have /-nu/ on the non-final, or main, verb. 
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88) pina tppiya u erjan idd katl, i un.  
i. pina tpp-iya i-t-nu eri-j-a-nu ir-d-d kai-tl   
 then seed-acc take-rlf-acp throw-rlf-leave-acp be-rlf-sg ground-lc 
 
 i un 
 this y.man 
 “Then taking the seed, he threw it, this young man.” 
 
ii. erjan ida, pina a tpp bau maatyy motn idd. 
 eri-j-a-nu ir-d-a pina a tpp bar-au maa-tyy 
 throw-rlf-leave-acp be-rlf-trn then that seed come-cmp mango-plant 
 
 moi-t-nu ir-d-d 
 sprout-rlf-acp be-rlf-sg 
 “Throwing it, then the seed grew into a mango sapling” (Pomegranate.231) 

It is commonly used with position verbs like  ‘stop, be upright’, ba ‘lie down’, and 

kurs ‘sit’ to express being in a position as opposed to getting into a position (the other 

suffix that these roots take to encode “being in a position” is /-na/, as described in 

§2.2.5): 
 
89a)  numblka bau, nerki ba ida 
 numbl-ka ba-t-nu nerku-i ba-t-nu ir-d-a 
 fever-dat get.prostrate-rlf-acp moan-acp get.prostrate-rlf-acp be-rlf-3sg 
 ‘Lying down from fever, she lay moaning.’ (Pomegranate.234) 
 
b)  ad wan mynika r all dn ipa 
 ad wan myniy-ka r alli -d-nu ir-p-a 
 3sr.nm one o’clock-dat upto there stop-rlf-acp be-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘He will stand there until 1 o’clock.’ (Elicitation.P500) 
 

ko and tar add a benefactive meaning to the verb sequence; they are used less 

frequently as auxiliary verbs than ka and i:r. (90) shows an example with ko: 
 
90) a wand ama madijjn koau nala battkis 
 a wand amn-ka madw-kil-j-nu ko-t-au   
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 that one person-dat marriage-do-rlf-acp give-rlf-cmp 
 
 nala battku-s- 
 nice live.well-rlf-pl 
 “Having given them in marriage to that one man, they lived happily.” 
   (7th.Son.497) 
 

Note that i:r, ko, tar do not always function as auxiliary verbs when they occur as the 

final verb in a serialized construction. In (91), ko has full lexical meaning and is not an 

auxiliary verb: 
 
91) makkrka au koiyo. timbiyo 
 makkr-ka a-t-nu ko-w-iyo  
 children-dat cook-rlf-acp give-irf-pl  
 “We cook it and give it to the children.” 
 
 tin-pu-iyo 
 eat-irf-pl 
 “They eat it.”  (Conversation.417) 
 

Serialized constructions in BK show the following characteristics in argument 

structure:  

 

(a) All verbs in a serial construction share the same subject:  
 
92) pin biaka nyarimeriya putn erju ka bannd i pili tana 
 pina biaka puri-t-nu er-j-u-t-nu ka-au  
 then later pluck.out-rlf-acp throw-rlf-leave-rlf-acp leave-cmp  
 
 ban-t-d i piliy tana 
 comeR-rlf-sg this tiger itself 
 “Then, later, having plucked out and thrown away the roots of the lemon tree, he 

came, this same tiger.”  (Tiger.27) 
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(b) In serial constructions in which all the verbs are transitive and have identical 

objects, the object is specified only once and it occurs before the serial verb set. Thus, in 

(93a), the object nissiya  ‘food’ is shared by both verbs and it occurs immediately before 

the first verb. Similarly in (93b), the dative object rajn maka ‘to the princess’ is 

shared by both verbs and occurs before the first verb. 
 
93a) a nissiya bydn terjawd id 
 a niss-iya byr-nu teri-j-a-w-d id  
 that food-acc bring-acp throw-rlf-thrly-irf-sg 3sp.nm  
 “This one would take the food and throw it away.” (7th.Son.285) 
 
b) kiyr oya u pytu ... a rajn maka kaytnu koa ... 
 kiy-or oya i-t-nu py-au 
 hand-nail all take-rlf-acp goSR-cmp 
 
 a rajn ma-ka kaytu-nu ko-t-a 
 that king daughter-dat showSR-acp give-rlf-trn 
 “Having taken the (tiger’s) claws and all, showing them to the princess ...” 
    (7th.Son.385) 
 

(c) In cases where more than one verb is transitive and each have different 

objects, the object of each normally occurs immediately before the relevant verb (except 

when the object is extraposed). In (94a),  the first verb has its own object, niss woya  

‘food and all’, which occurs before this verb; the second and third verbs have a different 

object buti ‘parcel’, which occurs immediately before the first of these verbs.41 Such 

sequences of verb phrases can occur in fairly long strings (as in 94b), making it difficult 

to ascertain whether they are to be treated as serial constructions or chained clauses 

(pending further research into adequate diagnostics for distinguishing the two).  
 

 
 

                                                 
41 Alternatively, niss oya could analyzed as an object of the first and last verb. 
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94a) aba niss oy anu buti kayttn tary 
 abbi-a niss otya a-t-nu buti kayttu-nu tar-y  
 mother-voc food all  cook-rlf-acp parcel tieSR-acp give-sg.p.im 
 “Mother, cook some food and all and make a parcel and give me.”(Pomegranate.10) 
 
b) kyl pusn, ekr a, niss a, wan kuyrk niss birk  koao 
 kyli pui-s-nu ekri a-t-nu niss a-t-nu   
 hen catch-rlf-acp curry cook-rlf-acp rice cook-rlf-acp 
 
 wan kuyrki niss birka i-t-nu ko-t-a-o 
 one vessel food near take-rlf-acp give-rlf-3sg-EXM 
 “She caught a hen and cooked curry and cooked rice and took one vessel of food 

close (to the tiger) and gave it.”  (Tiger.55) 
 

(d) In serial constructions where the first verb is transitive and the second 

intransitive, the object occurs before the transitive verb and, thus, before the serial verb 

set. Thus, in (95a), pa ‘wife-acc’ is the accusative case-marked object of the transitive 

verb kuytnu ‘lead s.o.’. In (95b), the accusative object atdna of transitive verb dayntu 

‘cross over, pass by’ occurs immediately before this verb. The goal p ipka of the 

second verb pso is extraposed to a position after the serial sequence; the extraposition 

here is for discourse purposes. 
 
95a) keka wanday nin pa kuytn ary 
 keka wandaya nin p-a kuytnu ary  
 tomorrow together 2s.gn wife-acc lead.acp return.sg.p.im  
 “Come back tomorrow with your wife.” (7th.Son.224) 
 
b) atdna dayntn dayntn dayntn dayntnu pso p ipka 
 atr-na dayntu-nu dayntu-nu dayntu-nu p-s-o p ipka 
 3pr-acc crossSR-acp rep. rep. goR-rlf-pl wife near 
 “He stepped over them going towards his wife.” (7th.Son.309) 
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All serialized constructions with verbs of mixed transitivity in these data have the 

transitive verb occurring first and the intransitive verb occurring last. I do not have 

examples in which the first verb is intransitive and the later verb transitive. 
   

3.0 DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY 

Derivational morphology can be divided into two levels of derivation: the first 

level of derivation consists of root valency modifiers (§3.1); the second level of 

derivation consists of realis and irrealis theme formatives, lexical suffixes, and 

causativizer /-su/ (§3.2).  
 

3.1. The first level of derivation. 

Roots undergo modifications in valency in the first level of derivation. Three 

processes are employed for root valency modification in BK: final consonant devoicing 

to indicate changes in transitivity, change in verb class to indicate changes in transitivity, 

and suffixation of a root transitivizer. The first two processes exploit a contrast in voicing 

on the final consonant of the root or realis/irrealis theme to encode transitivity – the final 

consonant is voiced when the resulting stem is intransitive and voiceless when it is 

transitive. None of these processes are productive and the suffixes involved are fairly 

idiosyncratic. 
 

The first valency modification process involves a set of verb roots in which the 

last consonant is voiceless when it is transitive and voiced when it is intransitive or 
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‘middle’;42 that is, a contrast in voicing on the last consonant of the root is used to signal 

the valency of the verb. All the pairs that occur in these data are shown in Table 15.  
 

Table 2.15: Valency specifiers. 

 Transitive stems with /-ku/ Middle stems with /-gu/ 
i. muku   muylku ‘immerse s.t.’ muu   muylu ‘s.o. immerses self’ 
ii. aku   aynku ‘cure or dry s.t.’ au   aynu ‘s.t. dries’ 
iii. ku   ylku ‘arouse an emotion in s.o.’ u   ylu ‘emotion arises (in oneself)’ 
iv. tuku   tiku ‘hang s.t.’  tuu   tiu ‘s.t. hangs’ 
v. kilku ‘shake s.t.’ kilu ‘s.t. bounces, sways’ 
vi. bakku   bekku ‘bend s.t.’ bau   beu ‘s.t. bends’ 

 

Examples involving the pair shown in (iv) in this table are given in (96): 
 
96a)  naw tiri kaynnl tikod 
 naw tiri kaynni-l tilku-o-d 
 1s.nm cloth rope-lc hangSR-prg-sg 
 ‘I am hanging the clothes on the line.’ (Elicitation.P546) 
 
b)  alli tiri kaynnl tiod 
 alli tiri kaynni-l tilu-o-d 
 there cloth rope-lc hangSR-prg-sg 
 ‘The clothes are hanging on the line.’  (Elicitation.P546) 
 

 One of the pairs listed in Table 15, ku and u, is interesting because it 

occurs with nouns of emotion such as mb ‘anger’, moddi ‘boredom, lethargy’. The 

noun of emotion is not an argument of the verb, but forms a loosely incorporated 

compound with the verb, (97). 
 
 

                                                 
42 I use the term “middle” in the sense in which it is used in Payne 1997 (p.216): “We will consider a 
middle construction to be one that expresses a semantically transitive situation in terms of a process 
undergone by the PATIENT, rather than as an action carried out by an AGENT.” 
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97a)  naw niniya mb kisd 
 naw nin-iya mb ku-s-d 
 1s.nm 2s-acc anger arouse-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I angered you.’ (Elicitation.P343) 
 
b)  nnt yanka mb isd 
 nnt yan-ka mb u-s-d 
 yesterday 1s-dat anger arouse-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I was angry yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P343) 
 

Note that the intransitive form u can be used also with nouns in oblique case (i.e. case 

forms other than nominative, gnitive, accusative, and dative), as shown in (98). 
 
98)  ninoa ada mb isd 
 nin-oa adn-ka mb u-s-d 
 2s-com 3sr-dat anger arouse-rlf-sg. 
 ‘He was angry at you.’ (Elicitation.P411) 
 

The second valency modification process involves change in verb class. Each pair 

of transitive and ‘middle’ verb stems listed in Table 16 has phonologically identical 

roots; however, each root belongs to a different verb class, which is evident in the fact 

that they take different theme formatives. The stems in the “transitive” column have a 

voiceless suffix as realis theme formative and those in the “middle” column have a 

voiced suffix as realis theme formative. There are a total of 5 realis suffixes, of which 

voiceless /t, t/ is matched to voiced /d/ and voiceless /s/ is matched to voiced /j/. The 

difference in verb class can be treated as a process of zero derivation by which a root 

belonging to one class is reassigned to a different verb class within the first level of 

derivation, so that the two roots take different theme formatives when they enter the 

second level of derivation.  
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Table 2.16: Change in verb class 

 Bare root Transitive stem Middle stem 
 
a) Root plus realis formative: 

 

i. ai a-t ‘close s.t.’ a-d ‘s.t. closes’ 
ii. nri nr-t ‘fill up s.t.’ nr-d ‘s.t. fills up’ 
iii. oi o-t ‘break s.t.’ o-d ‘s.t. breaks’ 
iv. yari yar-t ‘grind s.t.’ yar-d ‘s.t. gets ground’ 
    
b) Root plus realis formative plus lexical suffix  
i. oi ota ‘shatter s.t.’ odo ‘s.t. shatters’ 
ii. ai ata ‘close s.t. fully’ ado ‘s.t. closes fully’ 
iii. muri mursa ‘break s.t. in two.’ murjo ‘s.t. breaks in two’ 
iv. tir tita ‘finish s.t.’ tido ‘s.t. gets finished’ 
 

The two roots contrast also in their irrealis theme formatives, and the contrast 

again involves voicing. Thus nri ‘fill’ has voiceless realis and irrealis theme formatives 

/-t, -pu/ in (99a, b), and voiced realis and irrealis theme formatives /-d, -w/ in (100a, b). 
 
99a)  naw nnt kuyrkl nir nrti 
 naw nnt kuyrki-l nir nri-t-i 
 1s.nm yesterday vessel-lc water fill-rlf-1sg. 
 ‘I filled water in the vessel yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P339) 
 
b)  naw keka kuyrkl nir nrpiya 
 naw keka kuyrki-l nir nri-pu-iya 
 1s.nm tomorrow vessel-lc water fill-irf-1sg. 
 ‘I will fill water in the vessel tomorrow.’ (Elicitation.P339) 
 
100a)  nnt umb nrda 
 nnt umb nri-d-a 
 yesterday pot fill-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘The pot filled yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P339) 
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b)  yd nimiska umb nrwa 
 ydu nimis-ka umb nri-w-a 
 five minute-dat pot fill-irf-3sg. 
 ‘The pot will fill in 5 minutes.’ (Elicitation.P339) 

 

The next root valency modifying process involves valency increase by suffixation 

of a transitivizer; different verbs idiosyncratically take different transitivizers. All the 

pairs that occur in these data are shown in (101); the words in (101a-c) have transitivizer 

/-tu/, (101d) has /-pu/, (101e) has /-ju/, and (101f) has /-su/. 
 
101) Roots With transitivizer 
a. a   ayr ‘s.t. dances, sways’ atu   aytu ‘shake s.t. about’ 

b. ar   er ‘s.t. dries (of wet hair, etc.)’ atu   etu ‘dry s.t. (wet hair, etc.)’ 

c. r   er ‘climb on top of s.t.’ tu   etu ‘load s.t. onto s.t.’ 

d.  ui   uyli ‘s.o. descends’ upu   uylpu ‘lower s.t.’ 
e. beri ‘s.t. mixes’ berju ‘mix s.t.’ 
f. kayl ‘s.t. heats’ ka:su ‘heat s.t.’ 
 

Example sentences are shown in (102) using the pair ar   er and atu   etu. 
 
102a)  nnt butl tiri arsd 
 nnt bu-tl tiri ar-s-d 
 yesterday sunlight-lc cloth dry-rlf-sg 
 ‘The clothes dried in the sun yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P355) 
 
b)  naw nnt tiri atisd 
 naw nnt tiri ar-tu-s-d 
 1s.nm yesterday cloth dry-trzr-rlf-sg 
 ‘I dried the clothes yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P201) 
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The transitivizer /-su/ is also used to verbalize nouns; e.g. tapp ‘mistake, error’ is 

verbalized to form tapisu ‘make a mistake’, ai ‘burp (n)’ is verbalized into asu 

‘burp (v)’. 

3.2. The second level of derivation. 

3.2.1. Theme formatives 

As pointed out in §1, BK theme formatives consist of realis /-t, -t, -s, -d, -j/ and 

irrealis /-w, -pu/. These formatives have a pervasive role in word formation because 

although functional categories have identifiable suffixes, most of the categories in this 

language are encoded through a combination of suffix plus preceding theme formative. 

For example, causatives are encoded by a sequence of irrealis suffix plus causativizer /-

su/, and obligative is encoded by a sequence of realis plus obligative /-dapla/. Table 3 

above showed the verb bases used in encoding various functional categories; the realis 

and irrealis bases are repeated in Table 17 

Table 2.17: The use of realis and irrealis themes 

  Irrealis theme Realis theme 
Derivational:  Causativizer /-su/ All lexical suffixes 

Inflectional: a) Tense/aspect: Imperfective Perfective 
   Present progressive /-o/ 
   Past habitual /-o/ 
   Perfect /-na/ 
 b) Mood: Optative /-la, -lo/ 

Desiderative /-du/ 

Contingent possibility /-ani/ 
Obligative /-dapla/ 

   Non-polite imperative /-a/ 

Polite imperative /-ay, -ao/ 
 c) Infinitive Infinitive/-ka/  
 d) Clause-chain: Synchrony /-n/ Completion /-au/ 
   Transition /-a/ 
   Contingency /-ani/ 
   Accompaniment /-nu, -i/ 
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All except the last category in the second column of Table 17 convey some 

amount of irrealis meaning, while most of those in the third column carry realis 

connotations, which is why they have been labeled realis and irrealis theme formatives. 

Theme formatives in this language have the function of creating stems that encode some 

amount of realis and irrealis meaning; various category-marking suffixes then attach to 

these stems to create further elaborations of meaning. One category, possibility mood, 

employs both the realis and the irrealis theme (irrealis before /-ki, -ku/ and realis before /-

ani/). It is possible, in this case, that a realis theme is turned into an irrealis category by 

suffixation of /-ani/; the same analysis applies to the mood forms ‘desiderative’, 

‘obligative’, and ‘imperative’ which are very similar in that they aim to get a person to do 

something. The ir/realis-marking function of these suffixes is especially apparent in 

words that encode perfective and imperfective aspect. In these words, there is no separate 

category-marking suffix which has the specific role of marking aspect; instead, the realis 

theme is used for perfective aspect and the irrealis theme for imperfective aspect. 

 

Note that all lexical suffixes attach to the realis theme. The combination [root-

realis-lexical.suffix] most probably reflects an older pattern of verb serialization, in 

which the non-final verb in the sequence was marked with what could have been a past 

tense marker. The final verb in the sequence has probably grammaticalized into a lexical 

suffix, so that the old serialization pattern has turned into a root plus suffix pattern. At the 

same time, the language has developed a new pattern of verb serialization in which non-

final verbs are marked with clause-chaining markers, as described in §2.6. 
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3.2.2. Content lexical suffixes 

There is a set of derivational suffixes in BK that add lexical content to the verb 

stem and which are appear to be derived from roots; all of them attach to the realis verb 

stem. These lexical suffixes can be grouped into 3 groups based on the functions they 

perform. The first group, content-lexical suffixes, function to add specific semantic 

meanings to a verb stem; they are very unproductive and attach to stems belonging to 

selected lexical fields.  
 

There are four content lexical suffixes in these data; they are listed in Table 18. 

Column 2 lists words which provide evidence that the suffix also functions as a root. One 

suffix /-endu/ does not show evidence of a related root in current BK; however, based on 

its meaning and morphophonological behavior it is most probably historically derived 

from a root. 

Table 2.18: Content lexical suffixes and related roots 

Lexical suffix Related independent root 
  
/-endu/ ‘kill’ n/a 

/-ur   -ir/ ‘V into slices, strips’ ur ‘strip’  

-- in ur-s-a ‘peel (bark from tree, etc)’ 

/-muri   -muyri/ ‘V into small 
pieces, mince’ 

muri   muyri ‘break in pieces’  

-- in mur-s-a ‘break in 2 (tr.)’ and mur-j-o 
‘break in 2 (intr.)’ 

/-a:r/ ‘come (?)’ probably related to bar ‘come’ 
 

/-endu/ ‘kill’ occurs with roots that encode various methods used in killing; e.g. 

tarsendu ‘cut and kill, slash to death’ with realis theme of √tari ‘cut’. The second suffix, 

/-ur    -ir/ ‘V into slices, strips’, occurs with roots that refer to breaking or cutting; e.g. 
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kjur   kjir ‘slice’ with realis theme of √kyl ‘cut’. The third suffix, /-muri    -muri/ ‘V 

into small pieces, mince’, also occurs with roots that refer to breaking or cutting; e.g. 

kjmuyri   kjmur ‘mince’ with realis theme of √kyl. The fourth, /-a:r/, occurs only with 

verb roots that never function as independent roots; e.g.  ‘carry’ which occurs only 

with derivational suffixes, as in o ‘take (carry and go)’ and ar ‘bring (carry and 

come)’, and kuyn ‘marry’ which occurs only with derivational suffixes, as in kuynar 

‘bring in marriage (marry and come)’, kuyno ‘take in marriage (marry and go)’. /-a:r/ 

differs from other lexical suffixes in that no theme formative ever occurs immediately 

before /-a:r/ in these data. This apparently contradicts my claim that all lexical suffixes 

attach to a realis theme; however, recall that strong-s-class roots have a special realis 

theme that does not end in a theme formative – the roots that take /-a:r/ can be analyzed 

as strong s-class roots, thus, explaining away the absence of a preceding theme formative.  

 

3.2.3. Aspectual lexical suffixes 

The second group of lexical suffixes encode aspect aspectual meanings. Aspectual 

lexical suffixes comprise four suffixes that are phonologically identical to four 

independent roots in this language, except that the suffix lacks the initial consonant of the 

related root; e.g. the suffix /-o:g/ is related to the verb √po:g ‘go’. The suffix and its 

related root take the same theme formatives and show the same alternations; e.g. /-o:g/ 

has morphologically conditioned alternants [-o, -, -y, -o, -i] and √po:g has 

alternants with the same morphological conditioning [po, p, py, po, pi]; both take 

realis /-s/ and irrealis /-pu/. A list of lexical suffixes and their related roots, together with 

their alternations and meanings are given in Table 19. The first three suffixes are highly 

productive; the last occurs with only a few roots.  
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Table 2.19: Aspectual lexical suffixes and related roots 

Lexical suffix Related independent root 
 

-a [-a, -a, -a] ‘V thoroughly, V away 
from, V in a careless manner’ 

 

 

ka [ka, ka, ka] ‘let go, leave from’ 

-o [-o, -, -y, -o, -i] ‘V and go, V 
thoroughly, finish V-ing’ 

 

po [po, p, py, po, pi] ‘go’ 

-u [-u, -u] ‘V and release, allow to V’ bu [bu, bu] ‘allow, leave s.o. to do 
s.t., leave s.t. in a place’ 

 

-i [-, -i] ‘obtain a result related to V’ i [, i] ‘take’ 
 

The meanings of lexical suffixes are similar to that of their related independent 

roots; however, lexical suffixes add aspectual meanings to the verb stem, while their 

related roots usually function with full lexical meaning (except for ka, which occurs 

only as an auxiliary verb in serial verb constructions). There are several stems containing 

lexical suffixes in which the root occurs only in the derived form, and never as an 

independent root; e.g. kena /ken-a/ ‘kill’ with no words that have ken plus another 

suffix immediately after.43 The meaning of a derived verb stem can show some semantic 

extension from the meaning of the root. Thus, the meaning of terja /teri-j-a/ ‘throw 

away (food)’ does not quite match the meaning of its probable root teri ‘serve out 

(food)’. 
 

Aspectual lexical suffixes are sensitive to the argument properties of the roots 

they attach to, and occasionally affect changes in these argument properties. This is 

especially apparent in the suffixes /-o, -a/, which are nearly identical in the meanings 

                                                 
43 The root could be analyzed as a strong-s-class verb kenu because it does not have a theme formative 
before the lexical suffix. 
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they add to a verb stem, but which differ in the type of verb they occur with. Derived 

stems formed with /-o/ in them are intransitive, with one exception kuyn-o ‘marry and 

go with s.o.’ (the term ‘intransitive’ is used here for verbs that do not take an accusative 

or dative object). In most cases, /-o/ attaches to the realis theme of roots that are 

themselves intransitive, so there is no valency change involved. For example, the roots in 

(103a) and (104a) are intransitive and the derived stems formed with /-o/ in (103b) and 

(104b) are also intransitive (derived forms are shown in bold). 
 
103a)  nnt maa pjja 
 nnt maa pyl-j-a 
 yesterday rain rain-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘It rained yesterday. (Elicitation. P221) 
 
b)  maa pjjso 
 maa pyl-j--s-o 
 rain rain-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘It finished raining. (Elicitation. P315) 
 
104a)  ad metl wan tund ujd 
 ad meri-tl wan tund ui-j-d 
 3sr.nm tree-lc some little descend-rlf-sg. 
 ‘He descended a little way on the tree.’ (Elicitation. P466) 
 
b)  ad metl itu ujso 
 ad meri-tl itu ui-j--s-d 
 3sr.nm tree-lc from descend-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-sg. 
 ‘He got down from the tree’ (i.e. fully off the tree). (Elicitation. P466) 
 

However, there are two examples in these data where /-o/ attaches to a transitive verb 

and in doing so turns the stem into a ‘middle’ form. The transitive form has an agent and 

a patient as its arguments; but the middle form has only one argument, the patient. This is 

shown in (105), where (105a) shows the verb stem without the lexical suffix and (105b) 
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shows it with the lexical suffix. (105c) shows that if the agent is present in the sentence, it 

functions as the instrument, occurring with an instrumental postposition. 
 
105a)  na nnt niss au terjd 
 naw nnt niss a-t-nu teri-j-d 
 1s.nm yesterday food cook-rlf-acp spread.out-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I cooked food and spread (for a feast) yesterday. (Elicitation. P222) 
 
b)  niss terjso 
 niss teri-j--s-o 
 food spread.out-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘The food was spread out (for a feast). (Elicitation. P466) 
 
c)  niss adn inda terjso 
 niss adn inda teri-j--s-o 
 food 3sr.gn through spread.out-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘The food was spread out (for a feast) by him. (Elicitation. P466) 
 

 In contrast, words containing /-a/ are all transitive. In most cases, this suffix 

attaches to the realis theme of transitive roots; that is, it does not change the valency of 

the stem; e.g. (106) with √eri ‘throw’. However, in rare cases, /-a/ turns an intransitive 

stem into a transitive one; e.g. the root ari ‘blow’ is an intransitive root (used to refer to a 

wind blowing) as shown in (107a), which is turned into a transitive stem when /-a/ is 

added (107b). The transitive form of this verb is used in a restricted context – it is used 

when there is a strong monsoon wind blowing, but no rain.44 
 
106a)  pand eri 
 pand eri 
 ball throw.sg.c.im 
 ‘Throw the ball! (i.e., throw a short distance)’. (Elicitation. P441) 
 
 
 

                                                 
44 My consultant says that during the monsoon season, it usually does not rain on days when the wind is 
very strong. The BKs on such occasions say “It wont rain today, the wind blew the rain away”. 
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b)  pand erjao 
 pand eri-j-a-o 
 ball throw-rlf-thrly-pl.c.im 
 ‘Throw away the ball!’ (i.e., get rid of the ball) (Elicitation. P441) 
 
107a)  kyat ardd 
 kyat ari-d-d 
 wind blow-rlf-sg. 
 ‘The wind blew.’ (Elicitation. P433) 
 
b)  kyat maiya ardadd 
 kyat mai-iya ari-d-a-d-d 
 wind rain-acc blow-rlf-thrly-rlf-sg. 
 ‘The wind blew the rain away.’ (Elicitation. P548) 
 

In the case of verbs that show transitive and intransitive pairs, /-a/ attaches to the 

transitive form and /-o/ to the intransitive form. Thus, √oi ‘break’ takes a voiceless 

theme formative in its transitive form and a voiced theme formative in its intransitive 

form (see §3.1); /-a/ attaches to the transitive stem (108a) and /-o/ attaches to the 

‘middle’ stem (108b). 
 
108a) naw kuyrki otadd 
 naw kuyrki oi-t-a-d-d 
 1s.nm vessel break-rlf-thrly-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I shattered the pot. (Elicitation.P349) 
 
b) kuyrki odso 
 kuyrki oi-d--s-o 
 vessel break-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘The pot shattered. (Elicitation.P349) 
 

The remaining two lexical suffixes listed in Table 19 were /-i, -u/. These 

attach to transitive roots and do not change the valency of the stem, as in (109-10) with 
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nyani ‘think’ and yeri ‘throw’. These suffixes also form transitive/intransitive pairs with 

/-o:g/, as in (111). 
 
109) naw par utka yan ajjn poiy nosa, kiri ma idna nyantti 
 naw par(?) utka yan ajjn poiy no-s-a 
 1s.nm cupboard top 1s.gn grandfather photo see-rlf-trn 
 
 kiri mai ir-d-n-a nyani-t-i-t-i  
 small child be-rlf-nmr-acc think-rlf-take-rlf-1sg. 
 ‘On seeing my grandfather’s photograph on the cupboard, I remembered (took 

thought of) my childhood’. (Elicitation.P547) 
 
110) pand erjuo 
 pand eri-j-u-o 
 ball throw-rlf-leave-pl.c.im 
 ‘Throw the ball! (to some distance)’. (Elicitation.P441) 
 
111a) naw baani tardui 
 naw baani tari-d-u-t-i 
 1s.nm door open-rlf-leave-rlf-1sg 
 ‘I opened the door’. (Elicitation.P475) 
 
b) baani attan tardso 
 baani attana tari-d--s-o 
 door by.itself open-rlf-thrlyR-rlf-3sg 
 ‘The door opened on its own’. (Elicitation.P475) 
 

3.2.4. Lexical suffix /-i:r/ ‘stative’ 

The third group of lexical suffixes consists of a single suffix, stative /-i:r/, which 

is derived from the root i:r ‘be’, and which adds stative meaning to the verb stem. This 

suffix differs from the aspectual lexical suffixes described above because it is not 

sensitive to the valency of the stem; it attaches productively to both transitive and 

intransitive verbs. Stative stems containing /-i:r/ encode a state of continuing action or a 

state reached by the performance of an action. (112) shows examples with a stative stem 
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used for perfective and imperfective aspect; here /-i:r/ encodes a state of continuing 

action.   
 
112a) a mutki nirka bandidd 
 a mutki niri-ka ban-t-ir-d-d 
 that old.woman water-dat comeR-rlf-stat-rlf-sg. 
 “That woman was coming for water.” (Pomegranate.14) 
 
b) a un psani id yrayripao 
 a un p-s-ani id yrayr-ir-pu-a-o 
 that young.man goR-rlf-con 3sp.nm moveSR-stat-irf-3sg-EXM 
 “When that man went, this one would be moving around.” (Pomegranate.203) 
 
c) keka rda bommn bupn, naw ikki mill usl yipi 
 keka rda bommn bu-pu-n  
 tomorrow morning Bomman comeIR-irf-syn 
 
 naw ikki mil-l u-w-su-l y-ir-pu-i 
 1s.nm rice mill-lc put-irf-caus-inf takeSR-stat-irf-1sg. 
 “Tomorrow morning, when Bomman comes, I will be taking the rice to (get it 

ground at) the mill.” (Elicitation.P525) 
 

The sentences in (112) describe a state reached by the action. In (113a, b), the 

verb refers to the final state of having gone or having been sent away rather than the act 

of going or of sending away. Similarly in (113c), which occurs in the conversational text, 

my consultant is describing a mousetrap in which the door shuts when the mouse bites at 

the bait; the stative verb form refers to the state of being shut rather than the act of 

shutting.  
 
113a) pina tiriya koa u pyidao 

 pina tiri-iya ko-t-a u-t-nu py-ir-d-a-o  
 then cloth-acc give-rlf-cmp wear-rlf-acp goSR-stat-rlf-3sg.-EXM 
 “Then on giving the cloth, she went off.” (Pomegranate.97) 
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b) “a kuynopka bua” andau, alli pudutn kadipiyo 
 a kuyno-pu-ka bu-t-a an-t-au   
 that marry.and.go-irf-inf leave-rlf-hrt say-rlf-cmp  
 
 alli pudu-t-nu ka-d-ir-pu-iyo 
 there send.off-rlf-acp leave-rlf-stat-irf-pl 
 “Having said, ‘Let them marry!’, they send them off.” (Conversation.745) 
 
c) a nyatka sann bau timba. ann muss uipa 
 a nyati-ka sand bar-au tin-pu-a   
 that smell-dat quickly come-cmp eat-irf-3sg. 
 
 ann muss u-t-ir-pu-a 
 then lid put-rlf-stat-irf-3sg. 
 “It comes quickly because of the smell and eats. Then the lid shuts.”  
  (Conversation.713) 

 

(114) also has a sentence in which the irrealis theme plus i:r (in pdid) 

describes a state reached by an action. In this sentence the stative form is used with the 

impersonal plural to form a impersonal passive-like construction. 
 
114) ko mukadi ui. a muand pdid 
 ko mukadi ui 
 monkey oral.story exist  
 “There is the monkey story.”  
 
 a muand p-d-ir-d- 
 that days.ago say-rlf-stat-rlf-pl 
 “That was told some days ago.” (Tiger.1a) 

 

Incidentally, the stative suffix does not occur with mood inflection or infinitival 

suffixes in these data. There are instead a few serialized constructions with auxiliary verb 

i:r in which mood is marked on the auxiliary verb (115a) and several constructions in 

which lexical verb i:r has an infinitival suffix (115b). Further, /-i:r/ and causativizer /-su/ 
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do not co-occur in these data, although the causativizer does occur on auxiliary verb i:r 

(115c) 
 
115a) ill osn iro 
 illi oi-s-nu ir-o 
 here hide-rlf-acp be-pl.c.im 
 “Remain hiding here.” (Tiger.116) 
 
b) yan kidl idl al il 
 yan-ka kiri-l ir-l a-l il-a 
 1s-dat house-lc be-inf become-inf neg-3sg 
 “I cannot stay in the house.” (7th.Son.122) 
 
c) wanan makkdna wanan mula dn ipisay 
 wanand makkr-na wanand muli -d-nu ir-pu-su-ay 
 each children-acc each corner be.upright-rlf-acp be-irf-caus-

sg.p.im 
 “Get each child to stand in one corner.” (Elicitation.P524) 
 

3.2.5. Causativizer /-su/ 

Causatives are encoded by attaching causativizer /-su/ to the irrealis theme. In 

most verbs, the regular irrealis theme is the base for causative suffixation. For example, 

byal ‘cook well (intr)’ takes the irrealis suffix /-w/ to form irrealis theme bew and the 

causative stem for this root is bewsu.45 Similarly, pa ‘ripen’ takes the irrealis suffix 

/-pu/ to form the irrealis theme papp and its causative stem is pappisu. However, some 

verbs show two causative forms; e.g. kil ‘do’ has kiwsu, kipisu, which indicates that it 

can form one causative with its regular irrealis theme ki:w, as well as a second causative 

with a special irrealis theme ki:pu. In cases where a root can form both causatives, the /-

w-su/ form encodes direct causation and the /-pu-su/ form encodes indirect causation 

                                                 
45 The irrealis suffix /-w/ does not always surface after roots ending in a non-lateral segment; thus, kuru 

‘boil (intr)’ which takes irrealis /-w/ has the causative form kurisu. However, irrealis /-pu/ surfaces in all 
relevant causativized verbs. 
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(described below). Causativized stems can take lexical suffixes; e.g. busa /bu-w-

su-a/ ‘pull out s.t. (= cause to leave from)’, with root √bu ‘leave (in a place)’. However 

words with a causativizer followed by a lexical suffix are rare; most words have the 

causativizer after the lexical suffix. 
 

The causativizer attaches to transitive as well as intransitive stems and increases 

the valency of the verb root by one. The additional argument that a verb gains with 

causativization is assigned accusative case. Examples (116-7) show the valency-

increasing function of causativizers on intransitive verbs; (116a, 117a) show the non-

causative verb and (116b, 117b) show the causativized verb. The object is in accusative 

case (as pointed out in Chapter 3, the accusative is frequently not marked on non-human 

nouns). 
 

116a)  nir kurisd 
 nir kuru-s-d 
 water boil-rlf-sg. 
 ‘The water boiled’ (Elicitation.P385) 
 
b)  naw nir kurisisd 
 naw nir kuru-w-su-s-d 
 1s.nm water heat-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I boiled the water.’ (Elicitation.P385) 
 
117a)  maay pattd 
 maay pa-t-d 
 mango ripen-rlf-sg. 
 ‘The mango ripened.’ (Elicitation.P118) 
 
b)  nnt naw maay pappisisi 
 nnt naw maay pa-pu-su-s-i 
 yesterday 1s.nm mango ripen-irf-caus-rlf-1sg. 
 ‘I set the mango to ripen yesterday.’ (Elicitation.P118) 
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(118) show that causativizers turn a mono-transitive verb root into a ditransitive one; both 

objects are in accusative case.  
 
118a)  ketimi yaniya ketna arisisd 
 keti-mi yan-iya ketn-a ari-w-su-s-d 
 Keti-EXM 1s-acc Ketan-acc beat-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘Keti made me hit Ketan!’ (Elicitation.P544) 
 
b)  ketimi yaniya ketna tumbisisd 
 keti-mi yan-iya ketn-a tun-pu-su-s-d 
 Keti-EXM 1s-acc Ketan-acc pinch-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘Keti made me pinch Ketan!’ (Elicitation.P544) 
 

(119) shows an imperative sentence in which a ditransitive verb ko ‘give s.t. to s.o.’ has 

been causativized, making it a trivalent verb ‘make s.o. give s.t. to s.o.’. The added 

argument bommna is in accusative case. The expected non-causative counterpart of this 

sentence is mada du koay ‘Give Madan money!’. 
 
119)  bommna mada du kosay 
 bommn-a madn-ka du ko-w-su-ay 
 Bomman-acc Madan-dat money give-irf-caus-sg.p.im 
 ‘Make Bomman give money to Madan!’ (Elicitation.P317) 
 

Causative suffixes can attach to both members of the transitive/intransitive pairs 

described in §3.1, as shown in (120-1); (120a) shows an intransitive verb and (120b) 

shows its causativized form; (121a) shows the transitive counterpart of the intransitive 

verb and (121b) shows the causativized form of the transitive verb.  
 
120a)  bommn nidl muisd 
 bommn nir-l muu-s-d 
 Bomman-acc water-lc immerse-rlf-sg. 
 ‘Bomman took a dip in water.’ (Elicitation.P346) 
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b)  naw bommna nidl muisisd 
 naw bommn-a nir-l muu-w-su-s-d 
 1s.nm Bomman-acc water-lc immerse-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I made Bomman take a dip in water.’ (Elicitation.P346) 
 
121a)  naw a maiya nidl mukisd 
 naw a mai-iya nir-l muku-s-d 
 1s.nm that child-acc water-lc immerse-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I dipped the child in water.’ (Elicitation.P342) 
 
b)  ad bommna kuyrki nidl mukisisd 
 ad bommn-a kuyrki nir-l muku-w-su-s-d 
 3sr.nm mother-acc vessel water-lc immerse-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘He made Bomman dip the vessel in water.’ (Elicitation.P358) 
 

Since causatives can attach to transitive stems, an intransitive verb root can 

undergo two levels of valency increase, as shown in (122-23).46 The root in (122) is 

intransitive kayl ‘heat’; the first valency increase is due to the transitivizer /-su/ and the 

second due to the causativizer /w-su/. The root in (123) is intransitive ar ‘dry’, which 

gets transitivized by /-tu/ and then causativized by /w-su/. Note that, in both, the objects 

of the causativized verb are assigned accusative case. 
 
122)  naw bommna nir kasisiya 
 naw bommn-a nir kayl-su-w-su-w-iya 
 water Bomman-acc water heat-trzr-irf-caus-irf-1sg. 
 ‘I will make Bomman heat the water.’ (Elicitation.P541) 
 

                                                 
46Incidentally, the intransitive and transitivized pair ui ‘descend’ and u-pu ‘lower s.t.’ show an interesting 

phonological contrast in the causative versions of each – uylpisu /ui-pu-su/ ‘get s.o. to descend’ and upisu 

/ui-pu-w-isu/ ‘make s.o. lower s.t.’ respectively: these forms differ only in the root vowel.  The reason for 

the different vowels is that the two verb roots belong to different classes: ui ‘descend’ is a j-class verb, 

whose diphthongized alternant occurs only before the irrealis suffix. u-pu ‘lower s.t.’ is a strong-s-class 
verb (due to transitivization), whose diphthongized alternant occurs only in the special realis theme. Since 
the causative suffix attaches to the irrealis theme; the two have different root alternants in the causativized 
form. 
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123)  abbi maiya mai atisiso47 
 abbi mai-iya mai ar-tu-w-su-s-o 
 mother child-acc head dry-trzr-irf-caus-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘The mother made the child dry his head.’ (Elicitation.P348) 
 

The causativizer itself never occurs more than once in a word. Thus, intransitive verb 

roots that do not undergo the transitivizing processes described in §3.1 cannot undergo 

two level increases in valency. Correspondingly, the number of objects in accusative case 

that they take can be increased only by 1.  
 

Although the argument added by causativization is assigned accusative case, it is 

also possible to add additional participants who act as the instrument of causation or as 

“peripheral causees”; the NP that refers to such participants has the instrumental 

postposition ipli. When ipli is used, the sentence implies that the causee (marked with 

ipli) played a role in getting the action performed, but did not necessarily perform the 

action himself. In contrast, accusative-case marking implies that the causee is the actual 

performer of the action. Thus, in (124) the two causees in the two sentences play different 

roles. (124a) shows that koi ‘spoil’ is an intransitive root. In (124b), the causativizer 

turns the stem into a monotransitive one, koisu ‘make s.t. spoil’, which takes an 

accusative object pal ‘milk’. Additional causativization with a further increase in 

valency is not possible (for e.g. *koisisu ‘make s.o. spoil s.t.’) because the causativizer 

cannot occur more than once in a word, but (124c) shows that a peripheral causee with an 

instrumental role can be introduced into the sentence.  
 
 
 

                                                 
47 Compare this sentence to abbi mai maiya atiso ‘The mother dried the child’s head.’ (Elicitation. 

P348), where atiso is /ar-tu-s-o/ ‘dry-trzr-rlf-3sg.’ 
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124a)  i muyri kodd 
 i muyri koi-d-d 
 this egg spoil-rlf-sg. 
 ‘This egg has got spoilt.’ (Elicitation.P402) 
 
. b)  naw pal upp uu koisisd 
 naw pal upp u-t-nu koi-w-su-s-d 
 1s.nm milk salt put-rlf-acp spoil-irf-caus-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘I made the milk spoil by putting salt in it.’48 (Elicitation.P402) 
 
c)  naw pyniya ipli pal upp uu koisisd 
 naw pyniy-au ipli pal upp u-t-nu koi-w-su-s-d 

 1s.nm servant through milk salt put-rlf-acp spoil-irf-caus-rlf-
 3sg 

 ‘I got the servant to spoil the milk by putting salt in it (lit. = I, through the agency 
of the servant, made the milk spoil by putting salt in it).’ (Elicitation.P402) 

  

The difference between accusative causees and instrumental causees is especially 

exemplified in the sentences in (125), which have a verb that takes both causativizers /-

pu-su/ and /-w-su/. When the causee is an instrumental one, only the causative form /pu-

su/ is possible on the verb, but when the causee is accusative, both /w-su/ and /-pu-su/ are 

possible. As explained further below, /-pu-su/ is used for indirect causation and /-w-su/ 

for direct causation. The sentence in (125a) implies that Bomman did not necessarily 

grind the flour himself, while the sentence in (125b) implies that Bomman did grind it 

himself. Only one causative form can be used in (125a) but both can be used in (125b) 

(the two forms in (125b) imply different degrees of volition, described further below). 
 
125a)  naw bommn ipli maw yarpisisd/*yarisisd 

 naw bommn ipli maw yari-pu-su-s-d 
 1s.nm Bomman through flour grind-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I got the flour ground through Bomman.’ (Elicitation.P540) 
 
 

                                                 
48 Salt is put into milk to curdle it for some food recipes. 
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b)  naw bommna maw yarisisd/yarpisisd 

 naw bommn-a maw yari-w/-pu-su-s-d 
 1s.nm Bomman-acc flour grind-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I made/got Bomman to grind the flour.’ (Elicitation.P540) 
 

Among verbs that take both /-pu-su, -w-su/, the former encodes indirect 

causation, while the latter encodes direct causation. In (126), the verb root alpari ‘suffer 

difficulties, take trouble to do’ is an intransitive one, which when causativized becomes a 

transitive verb meaning ‘bother somebody, cause hardship to s.o.’. The /-w-su/ form in 

(126a) implies that the causer himself bothered a person, while the /-pu-su/ form in 

(126b) implies that the causer got a third party to bother a person. 
 
123a)  naw niniya alparisisd 
 naw nin-iya alpari-w-su-s-d 
 1s.nm 2s-acc suffer-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I caused you hardship (I troubled you myself).’ (Elicitation.P541) 
 
b)  naw niniya alparpisisd 
 naw nin-iya alpari-pu-su-s-d 
 1s.nm 2s-acc suffer-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I caused you hardship (I arranged for somebody to trouble you).’ 
   (Elicitation.P541) 
 

With some verbs the distinction between direct and indirect causation is reflected 

in a distinction between an action that the causee performs involuntarily and one that the 

causee is induced to perform; the /-w-su/ form is used for the former and the /-pu-su/ 

form for the latter. Thus, in (127), the first sentence implies that Bomman woke up 

involuntarily as a result of the causer’s actions (for example, he could have been shaken 

out of sleep by a loud sound made by the causer). The second sentence, in contrast, 

indicates that Bomman was induced to get into the habit of waking up early.  
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127a)  naw bommna pajwsisd 
 naw bommn-a paj-w-su-s-d 
 1s.nm Bomman-acc awaken-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I woke Bomman.’ (Elicitation.P535) 
 
b)  naw wanan na mitay tapiya ampud pdau, bommna attana 

pajpisisd 
 naw wanand nau mitay tar-pu-iya p-d-au 
 1s.nm each day candy give-irf-1sg. say-rlf-cmp 
 
 bommn-a ad-tana paj-pu-su-s-d 
 Bomman-acc 3sr.nm-itself awaken-irf-caus-rlf-sg. 
 ‘Having told (him) that I would give him a candy for each day (he woke up early), 

I got Bomman to wake up on his own.’ (Elicitation.P535) 
 

In some cases, the distinction is reflected in a performance which involves some 

degree of coercion versus one that is voluntary.49 In (128a), the use of /-w-su/ implies 

that the husband had not much choice in the matter, and /-pu-su/ in (128b) implies that 

the task was assigned on a voluntary basis to Bomman. 
 
128a)  yan a yarka wan kiri kiwsani 
 yan a yar-ka wan kiri kil-w-su-ani 
 1s.gn husband 1p-dat one house do-irf-caus-rlf-Sp1 
 ‘I made my husband build a house for us.’ (Elicitation.P537) 
 
b)  yan mtidl dappmansn bommno pdnu a kumbka wan kiri kipisiso 
 yan mtiri-l dapp-mansn bommn-oa p-d-nu 
 1s.gn hamlet-lc big-man Bomman-com say-rlf-acp  
 
 a kumb-ka wan kiri kil-pu-su-s-o 
 that family-dat one house do-irf-caus-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘In my village, the headman asked Bomman and got him to build a house for that 

family.’ (Elicitation.P537) 
 

                                                 
49 Both verb forms can be used with modifiers that describe coercion or request; thus the forms differ in the 
degree of volition involved rather than an either/or distinction between coercion and volition. 
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4.0 DEFECTIVE VERBS 

Some verbs in BK do not take a full range of suffixes described above and are, 

therefore, listed here as defective verbs. The list in (129) shows the defective verbs found 

in these data. The set in (129a) take some inflectional suffixes; those in (129b) do not 

take any suffixes at all. Defective verbs that show some inflectional morphology can also 

take deverbalizing suffixes; however, none of the defective verbs take verb-internal 

derivational suffixes. Defective verbs can be followed by enclitics, such as /-mu ~ -mi ~  

-ma/ ‘exclamative’. 
 
129a) il ‘negative’ (copula, auxiliary verb) – takes PN markers (realis paradigm) 

and Special 1st markers. 
 
 awo ‘exist’ (copula) – takes all three sets of subject agreement markers 
 
 pa ‘occur, happen’ (copula) – takes realis suffix, subject agreement markers 

and clause-chain markers. 
 
 o ‘practise, do’ (tentatively analyzed as defective verb) – occurs so far with 

number and PN markers and optative mood /-la/ 
    
b) ud ‘be, exist’ (copula)  

 uo   ui   udu ‘be, exist’ (copula)  

 paa ‘be sufficient, must be,’  

 maydnu ‘can do’  

 bu ‘want, is needed’  

 ba ‘don’t want, is not necessary, don’t V’ 

 sidla ‘is not right, has erred’ 

 edla ‘don’t know’  
 

Many of these verbs function as copulas; their functions are described in §4.1. and the 

functions of the other defective verbs are described in §4.2.  
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4.1. Copulas 

Some defective verbs in BK function as copulas: awo, uo ~ ui ~ uu, ud, 

pa and il.50  Of these, the first three do not take any suffixes and can be used to refer 

only to events that are true at the moment of speaking; the fourth, pa, takes the realis 

suffix /-t/ but no irrealis suffixes. The fifth, il, takes PN and Special 1st markers to encode 

subject agreement, but it takes no other suffix. 
 

awo is used to encode the location (130) or experiential state in which the 

subject NP exists (131). It can also be used in a serialized construction to describe a state 

of continuing action (132a) or an emotional state in which the subject NP exists (132b).  
 
130a) yan kiri moal awod 
 yan kiri moali awo-d 
 1s.gn house down.below exist-sg 
 “My house is down below.” (Elicitation.P353) 
 
b) yan ma pormi awoa 
 yan ma pormi awo-a 
 1s.gn daughter outside exist-3sg 
 “My daughter is outside.” (Elicitation.P353) 
 
131) naw nalay awoi 
 naw nalaya awo-ni 
 1s.nm well exist-Sp1 
 “I am fine.” (Elicitation.P141) 
 
132a) maa pjjnu tan awoa 
 maa pyl-j-nu tana awo-a 
 rain rain-rlf-acp itself exist-3sg 
 “It is (carrying on) raining.” (Elicitation.P315) 
 
 
 
                                                 
50 Only defective verb copulas are described in this section; there are two other copulas, i:r ‘be’ and a:g 
‘become, happen’, which are not described because they exhibit regular morphology. 
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b) ninoa ad mb ylnu awoa 
 nin-oa ad mb ylu-nu awo-a 
 2s-com 3sr.nm anger ariseSR-acp exist-3sg 
 “He is angry with you.” (Elicitation.P411) 
 

uo   ui   uu appear to be used in free variation with each other and with 

another copula ud; however, further research is necessary to look for a possible 

difference in function. These copulas are distinct from awo in that they are used for 

predicates that describe a quality or attribute of the subject, including possession (133), or 

which describe existence which does not involve an experiential state or state of 

continuing motion (134). 
 
133a) yanka wan ma ud   uo 
 yan-ka wan ma ud/uo 
 1s-dat one daughter exist 
 “I have a daughter.” (Elicitation.P354) 
 
b) yan ipli wan bokk ud   uo 
 yan ipli wan bokk ud/uo 
 1s.gn with one book exist 
 “I have a book.” (Elicitation.P353) 
 
c) i bokk tisai ud   uo 
 i bokk tisai ud/uo 
 this book red exist 
 “This book is red.” (Elicitation.P353) 
 
134a) ko mukadi ui 
 ko mukadi ui 
 monkey story exist 
 “There is a monkey story.” (Tiger.1a) 
 
b) i pyniy oya ud 
 i pyniy oya ud 
 this work all exist 
 “There is all this work.” (Elicitation.P423) 
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They overlap in some functions with awo because they are also used to describe 

existence in a location (135); however, further research is necessary to look for possible 

differences in the locational arguments of awo and uo   ui   uu, ud. 
 
135a) moali wan mer ud 
 moali wan meri ud 
 down.below one tree exist 
 “There is a tree down below.” (Elicitation.P422) 
 
b) aali dyar bl ui 
 aali dyari bli ui 
 over.there sahib bungalow exist 
 “There is a sahib’s house over there.” (7th.Son.362) 
 

pa also functions like a copula but it encodes episodic existential events 

(‘happens to be, occurs’) rather than permanent states. Even when it refers to a situation 

that is permanent, as in (136b) (where the state is a permanent one within the fictional 

world of the story), the point-of-view encoded is a punctiliar one; that is, the shop 

happened to be there when the agent looked. It contrasts with the copulas above in that it 

can be used to refer to situations that do not exist at the moment of speaking, such as the 

hypothetical situation in (136a, c) and the past situation in (136b). It can be used to refer 

to actual events (past or present) or non-actual events (future, hypothetical, etc.). pa 

overlaps in some contexts with other copulas (137). 
 
136a) wan rum tisani, bupmandrka noay nala paa 
 wan rum til-s-ani bu-pu-mann-r-ka no-lay nala 
 one room keep-rlf-con comeIR-irf-person-pl-dat look-inf nice 
 
 pa-a 
 happen-3sg 
 ‘If one room is kept, it will be nice for visitors to look at.” (Conversation.154) 
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b) pyt no, aayr pad 
 py-au no-w-n aayri pa-t-d 
 goSR-cmp look-irf-syn shop happen-sg 
 “When going and looking, there was a shop.” (7th.Son.156) 
 
c) a yank injnan pyni paani, motn  pydapla 
 a yani-ka injn-anu pyniy pa-t-ani 
 that elephant-dat thing-IND work happen-rlf-con 
 
 motn i-t-nu py-dapla 
 mahout take-rlf-acp goSR-obg 
 “If there is any work for the elephant, the mahout has to take it and go.”  
  (Conversation.547) 
 
137) nnt madrasl mai pjjdai paa   uo 
 nnt madras-l mai pyl-j-d-ai pa-t-a  uo 
 yesterday Madras-lc rain rain-rlf-nmr-like happen-rlf-3sg exist 
 “It seems that it rained in Madras yesterday.” (Elicitation.P359) 
 

 As described above, the negative verb root il functions as an auxiliary verb (in 

which context it can take subject agreement markers, except number markers 

/-d, -/). It also combines with the 3rd singular suffix /-a/ to form the negative copula 

ila ‘negative existence’: 
 
138a) pina br bay ila 
 pina bri b-lay il-a 
 then other buy-inf neg.exist 
 ‘Then we don’t have to buy anything else.” (Conversation.355) 
 
b) alli dar ila 
 alli dar ila 
 there who.nm neg.exist 
 ‘There was no one there.” (7th.Son.359) 
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il ‘negative’ and pa together form a suffix that attaches to regular verbs roots to form 

negative passives (139a). Negative passives can alternatively be formed with the negative 

particle ildi ‘without’ followed by pa (139b).51 
 
139a) i pau tinlpad 
 i pau tin-ilpa-d 
 this fruit  eat-neg.pass-sg 
 “This fruit has not been eaten.” (Elicitation.460) 
 
b) i pau ket inda tinldi pad. ka ana tinda 
 i pau keti inda tin-l ildi pa-t-d  
 this fruit  Keti through eat-inf without happen-rlf-sg   
 
 ka an-a tin-t-a 
 Kaalan 3sr-acc  eat-rlf-3sg 
 “This fruit was not eaten by Keti. Kaalan ate it.” (Elicitation.460) 
 

4.2. The other defective verbs 

ba is used to express lack of desire for something, or an injunction to not do 

something. It takes noun phrases and clauses as complements; clausal complements of 

ba are marked with infinitive /-l/: 
 
140a) i pakkn yanka bama 
 i pakkn yan-ka ba-ma 
 this woman 1s-dat dont.want-EXM 
 “I don’t want this woman.” (7th.Son.47) 
 
b) ni arl ba 
 niy aru-l ba 
 2s.nm sleep-inf dont.want 
 “You should not sleep.” (Elicitation.321) 
 

                                                 
51 In other Dravidian languages such as Tamil (Asher 1985), the verb root pau is used in positive 
constructions to form passives; however, when I tested positive passive sentences with this root in BK, my 
informant judged them unacceptable. 
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c) keka yanka maa pyl ba 
 keka yan-ka maa pyl-l ba 
 tomorrow 1s-dat rain rain-inf dont.want 
 “I don’t want it to rain tomorrow.” (Elicitation.315) 
 

bu expresses the opposite of  ba -- that is, desire for something -- and takes 

similar complements (I did not elicit clausal complements of bu, but I expect it to take 

the same infinitival forms).  
 

maydnu occurs only with finite and non-finite clausal complements and conveys 

the meaning “can do (to achieve a result)”:  
 

141a) i dalmkayl ma pakkna kuynap en maydnu? 

 i dalmkay-l ma pakkn-a kuynar-pu- en maydnu 
 this pomegranate-lc girl woman-acc marry-irf-pl  what can.do 
 “What can I do to marry the pomegranate woman?” (Pomegranate.39) 
 
b) pyni kka naw en maydnu? 

 pyniy ku-w-ka naw en maydnu 
 work get-irf-inf 1s.nm what can.do 
 “What can I do to get work?” (Elicitation.380) 
 

paa is used to convey the sense that something is enough (142), or to express 

conjecture (143).  
 
142a) sakr paama 
 sakkr paa-ma 
 sugar be.enough-EXM 
 “The sugar is enough.” (Elicitation.P233) 
 
b) a bred u paa 
 a bred u-w-n paa 
 that bread put-irf-syn be.enough 
 “It is enough to put that bread.” (Conversation.711) 
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143a) swwasl motnaa paama 
 swwasi-l moi-t-na-a paa-ma 
 Tuesday-lc sprout-rlf-prf-3sg must.be-EXM 
 “It must have sprouted on Tuesday.” (Elicitation.P496) 
 
b) a idl ayindan oa saman uu paam 
 a iri-l ayindi-anu oa samani uu paa-ma 
 that village-lc what-IND all thing exist must.be-EXM 
 “There must be all kinds of things in that village.” (7th.Son.156) 
 

o ‘practise, do’ is perhaps also a defective verb. There is just one sentence in 

these data in which it functions as an independent verb root; it takes the optative mood 

suffix in this example: 
 
144) inatr naka, bup tilta ... ikni ... i til ol 
 inatr nau-ka bu-pu- tili-ta ikni i tili o-la 
 this.much day-dat comeIR-irf-rlr month-dat or this month do-opt 
 “Let him/her hold it (a wedding) in so many days, next month, or this month.” 
  (Conversation.351) 
 

It usually occurs in a compound with a noun and is used to convey the sense that the noun 

is in some way characteristic of the sentential subject; e.g. yano (/yani-o/ elephant-

practice) ‘to look after elephants’, sttiyo (/stti-o/ power-practice) ‘to possess 

power, to act with power’, miriyo (/miriy-o/ cub-practice) ‘to have cubs, young 

ones’. An example of one of these compounds is shown in (145). 
 
145a) ad sttiyo mam andau ... 
 ad stti-o- ma-mu an-t-au  
 3sr.nm power-practise-rlr daughter-EXM say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘She is a woman of (supernatural) power’.” (Pomegranate.89) 
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b) naw narayn mamu. sttiyod 
 naw narayn ma-mu  
 1s.nm God(?) daughter-EXM 
 “I am a heavenly being.” 
 
 stti-o-d  
 power-practise-sg or nmr 
 “I have (supernatural) power/I am a person of (supernatural) power.” 
  (Pomegranate.82) 

Incidentally, the subject agreement suffix /-d/ in (145b) could be functioning either as a 

subject agreement marker on a verb or as a verbal nominalizer, making it difficult to 

identify whether this compound is functioning as a noun or a verb. Thus, the sentence 

could mean either “I am a person of (supernatural) power” or “I act with (supernatural) 

power”.  
 

There are, in addition, two negative defective verbs sidla ‘err, make a mistake’, 

edla ‘don’t know’ which occur in invariant form. Examples are given in (146) 
 
146a) naw sidlama 
 naw sidla-ma  
 1s.nm err-EXM 
 “I have spoiled it/made a mistake!” (Pomegranate.135)  
 
b) uit ampun itrka edla 
 uiti ampunu itr-ka edla  
 y.woman quot 3pp-dat don’t.know 
 “They didn’t know that she was a woman” (7th.Son.417) 
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Chapter 3:  The nominal system 

The lexical categories discussed in this chapter are nouns, pronouns, numerals and 

quantifiers. Nouns in BK are an open set of words that can function syntactically as the 

subject or object in a sentence; they take number suffixes and the full range of case 

suffixes described below. Pronouns are a closed set of words that function like nouns and 

take the same range of suffixes as nouns; i.e. number and case. Numerals and quantifiers 

resemble nouns in that they can function as subject or objects in a sentence; however, 

they do not take nominal suffixes.  
 

1.0 NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY 

The BK noun consists minimally of a root. The noun root can take up to two 

inflectional suffixes (number and case) depending on grammatical function; there are no 

category-preserving derivational suffixes in the noun system. A BK noun can be derived 

by the word structure rules given in (1) and has the structure given in (2).52  

 
1a) Noun  --> ROOT  INFL 

b) INFL --> (number) (case) 

 
 Noun 

  INFL 

 ROOT 

Figure 3.1: Structure of the BK noun 
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52Noun roots can be formed out of compounds, but a discussion of compounds is beyond the scope of this 
description; therefore, a rule for the formation of compound roots in not included here. 



 

1.1. Nominal and pronominal roots 

Some, but not all, male and female noun roots with human reference exhibit 

“masculine” and “feminine” endings; a large number of male human nouns end in 

coronal nasals while their female counterparts end in /i/. Several of these nouns occur in 

male and female pairs, in which some of the initial segments in the pair are identical; e.g. 

un ‘young man’ and uiti ‘young woman’.  It is possible to treat the “masculine” 

and “feminine” endings as gender suffixes; however, I analyze them as root endings that 

show a phonological correlation with sex.53  
 

The noun roots that show these male and female endings consist of proper nouns 

and words that refer to human characteristics such as kinship, profession, or physical 

traits. Native BK names consist of a small set of 7 male/female pairs and one female 

name without a male counterpart; the entire set is shown in (3). All the male names end in 

/n/, while the female names end in either /i/ or form a compound with akkn ‘elder 

sister’, ajji ‘grandmother’. Corresponding male and female names show a vowel 

alternation in addition to different sex-related endings – male names have a non-front 

vowel, while some of their female counterparts have a front vowel or a diphthong ending 

in /y/.  
 
3) Native BK proper nouns: 
  Female  Male 
 a. medi  madn 
 b. keti  kyatn 
 c. bummakkn   bommi  bummn   bommn 
 d. merakkn, merajji  madn 
                                                 
53 If these endings were treated as derivational suffixes; it would be necessary to claim that they attach to 
bound roots, since the putative root to which they attach never occurs as a free word. Since bound noun 
roots do not otherwise occur in BK, I consider this analysis unnecessarily complicated. 
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 e. kaylakkn  ka 
 f. manbakkn  manbn 
 g. somakkn  somn 
 h. badsi  -- 
 

Kinship terms and words for professions or personal characteristics are shown in 

(4). These words show the male and female endings described above, but do not have the 

vowel alternation that proper nouns have. 
 

4a) Kinship terms: 

  i. ajji ‘grandmother’   ajjn ‘grandfather’ 

 ii. pyarti ‘granddaughter’   pyadn ‘grandson’ 
  
b) Terms for professions/personal characteristics: 

 i. uiti ‘young woman’   un ‘young man’ 
 ii. mutki ‘old woman’   mutkn ‘old man’ 
 iii. kuddi ‘blind woman’   kuddn ‘blind man’ 
 vi. moddi ‘lazy woman’   moddn ‘lazy man’ 
 iv. wodditi ‘female construction worker’   woddn ‘mason’ 
 v. moti ‘physically disabled woman’   mon ‘physically disabled man’ 
 

There are several other male nouns that end in /n/ and several female nouns that 

end in /i/, but semantically-related male and female pairs with these nouns do not show a 

common phonological element; e.g. ammn ‘father’ and abbi ‘mother’, krn ‘younger 

brother’ and etii ‘younger brother’s wife’ (younger sister is kra). Note that a few 

female nouns also end in /n/; e.g. akkn ‘(elder) sister’ therefore, /n/-endings show a 

tendency to correlate with male nouns, but are not exclusively used for these nouns. 
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Many names of animals also end in /n/; e.g. pern ‘flying squirrel’, iyn ‘porcupine’; 

however, these do not have different endings for males and females.54 
 

Singular pronouns that mark 1st and 2nd person, as well as 3rd anaphoric person are 

formed from the roots listed in Table 1. The nominative alternant is used in nominative 

case; the second syllable is optionally deleted to form na ‘I’, ni ‘you’, 

ta ‘himself/herself/itself’. The genitive alternant is used in genitive case and as the base 

to which other case suffixes are attached. 
 

Table 3.1:  Singular pronominal roots 

 Nominative alternant Genitive alternant 
1st naw yan 
2nd niy nin 
3rd anaphoric taw tan 
 

Plural forms of the pronouns in Table 1 are formed by attaching number suffixes 

(as described in §1.3) to the singular genitive alternant. However, 1st person plural has 

two forms; 1st person exclusive consists of the 1st singular root plus plural suffix /-/ and 

1st person inclusive consists of a different root plus /-/. Plural pronouns derived from 

singular pronominal roots, as well as the 1st inclusive plural pronoun, are listed in (5); 

these do not show different nominative and genitive alternants. 
 

 

                                                 
54 Instead female sex on animals is indicated by a modifier. Different types of animals have different 
modifiers: for birds, the modifier is p as in p() koyli ‘hen’; for deer, it is p as in pmanu ‘doe’; 

for elephants, it is dap as in dapyani ‘female elephant’; and the default modifier for most other animals is 

p. (I did not check if p and dap have a word-final vowel and can occur as separate words, or whether 

they form compounds with the noun for the animal.) Steever (pc) points out that p and p most 

probably come from *pe ‘female’. 
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5) ya ‘we (exc.)’ 

 na ‘we (inc.)’ 
 ni ‘you all’ 
 ta ‘they’ 
 

3rd person non-anaphoric pronouns are derived from a combination of  deictic 

particles a ‘remote’, i ‘proximate’, and u: ‘non-specific’ plus singular nominalizer 

/-d   -n/  or plural nominalizer /-   -tr/; thus, number in these pronouns is 

encoded within their category-changing nominalizers. 
 

1.2. Case 

The following case categories are morphologically encoded in BK: Nominative, 

Genitive, Accusative, Dative, Comitative, and Locative. Only case functions related to 

verbs are discussed in this section; case assignment by postpositions is described in 

Chapter 4. 
 

Tables 2-3 show paradigms for case on singular and plural nouns. As mentioned 

above, noun roots end only in short high vowels or coronal nasal consonants; these tables, 

therefore, show case suffixes on a root with each of these endings. The table for singular 

nouns also includes two irregular nouns, au ‘person’ and uburu ‘both’. Among regular 

nouns, the nominative case form is identical to the genitive modifier form. In contrast, the 

irregular nouns in Table 2 have a genitive modifier form which is distinct from the 

nominative form.  

 

Since I did not elicit complete paradigms for all of the stems in these tables, some 

of the words shown are the expected form rather than an actual elicited form. Words that 
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represent expected forms are in parentheses; they are based on the structure shown by 

other nouns with similar stem endings, for which I did elicit the relevant case form. The 

gaps in the table indicate restrictions on the occurrence of locative /-l/; this suffix cannot 

occur on human nouns and (based on the data so far) it does not occur on plural nouns. 

Details about these case paradigms are discussed in §§1.2.1-6. 

Table 3.2: Case paradigms for singular nouns 

 Regular nouns Irregular nouns 
 un  

‘y.man’ 
uiti 
‘y.woman’ 

manu 
‘deer’ 

kamb 
‘pillar’ 

au 
‘person’ 

uburu 
‘both’ 

Nominative un uiti  manu kamb au uburu 
Genitive:       

a) modifier un uiti  manu kamb amn ubun 
b) nominal und uitd mand (kambd) (amnd) (ubund) 

Accusative  una uitiya  maniya kambiya amna ubuna 
Dative ua uitka manka kammka ama ubua 
Comitative (unoa) (uitoa) (manoa) kamboa amnoa55 ubunoa 
Locative -- -- manl kambl -- -- 

 

Table 3.3: Case paradigms for plural nouns 

 washermen 
yn-d 

young women 
uiti-r 

deer (pl.) 
manu- 

dogs 
nay- 

Nominative ynd uitr man nay 
Genitive:     

a) modifier ynd uitr man nay 
b) nominal yndrd uitrd manrd nayrd 

Accusative  (ynddna) uitdna  mandna naydna 
Dative (yndrka) uitrka manrka nayrka 
Comitative (yndoa) (uitroa) (manoa) (nayoa) 
Locative -- -- -- -- 

 

                                                 
55 This word has a variant atoa, which occurs once in the texts. 
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 Tables 4-5 show case paradigms on singular and plural personal pronouns, and 

Table 6 shows interrogative pronouns.  

Table 3.4: Case paradigms for singular personal pronouns 

 1st 2nd  3rd  
Proximate 

3rd  
Remote 

3rd 
Anaphor 

Nominative naw niy id ad taw 
Genitive:      

a) modifier56 yan nin idn   in adn   an tan 
b) nominal yand nind idnd   ind adnd   and tand 

Accusative yaniya niniya idena   ina adna   ana taniya 
Dative yanka ninka ida   ia ada   aa tanka 
Comitative yanoa ninoa (idnoa)   inoa adnoa   anoa -- 
Locative57 -- -- -- -- -- 

 

 Table 3.5: Case paradigms for plural personal pronouns 

 1st 2nd  3rd  
Proximate 

3rd  
Remote 

3rd  
Anaphor 

Nominative ya ni i a ta 
Genitive:      

a) modifier ya() ni() itr atr ta() 
b) nominal yard nird itrd atrd tard 

Accusative  yadna nidna itdna atdna tadna 
Dative yarka nirka itrka atrka tarka 
Comitative yaoa (nioa) (itroa) (atroa) -- 
Locative -- -- -- -- -- 
 
 

                                                 
56 The accusative and dative forms of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd anaphoric pronouns exhibit the allomorphy found 
among vowel-final nouns (the accusative allomorph [-iya], rather than [-a], and the dative allomorph [-ka], 
rather than [-a]), as described below. This suggests that the genitive pronoun, which forms the base to 
which accusative and dative case suffixes are attached, has an underlying final vowel; however, since no 
stem-final vowel ever surfaces on these pronouns,  I represent the genitive as nasal-final. 
57 Further research is necessary to check if locative case can occur on a 3rd person pronoun when it refers to 
an animal or thing. 
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Table 3.6: Case paradigms for interrogative human and non-human pronouns 

 who what 

Nominative dar ayindi iyindi anjd injd 
Genitive:      

a) modifier dar() ayin (iyin) anjn (injn) 
b) nominal dard (ayind) (iyind) (anjnd) (injnd) 

Accusative dadna ayina iyina anjna injna 
Dative darka ayia iyia (anja) inja 
Comitative daroa ayinoa (iyinoa) anjnoa (injnoa) 
Locative -- -- -- -- -- 
 

Some prefatory remarks about word order in BK are necessary as background for 

the following description of case. BK is an SOV language; however, it is possible to vary 

this order for discourse purposes. BK is also a nominative-accusative marking language; 

however, it has some characteristics of a split intransitive system (see Payne 1997 for a 

discussion of nominative-accusative systems and split intransitive systems). The 

argument of an intransitive verb, regardless of whether it is an agent or patient, has the 

same morphological marking as the agent of a transitive verb. Thus, the agent in (6a) and 

the patient in (6b) show the same 1st person pronominal form naw, as the agent of the 

transitive verb in (6c). In contrast, when the 1st person pronoun is a patient of the 

transitive verb in (6d), it shows a different morphological form, yaniya. 
 

6a)  naw niljod 
 naw nili-j-o-d 
 1s.nm play-rlf-prg-sg 

 
b)  nnt naw budoni 
 nnt naw bu-d-o-n-i 
 yesterday 1s.nm fall-rlf-thrly-pve-1sg 
 ‘I fell yesterday.’  (Elicitation.P248) 

 ‘I am playing.’  (Elicitation.P108) 
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c)  na niniya nyrod 
 naw nin-iya nyr-o-d 
 1s.nm 2s-acc lookSR-prg-sg 

 
d)  ni yaniya nyrod 
 niy yan-iya nyr-o-d 
 2s.nm 1s-acc lookSR-prg-sg 
 ‘You are looking at me.’  (Elicitation.P147) 
 

BK, however, has some characteristics of a split intransitive system in that the 

experiencer argument of an intransitive verb (7a) is marked with the same suffix as the 

experiencer argument of a transitive verb (7b). 
 

7a)  nnt yanka pyrannd 

 yesterday 1s-dat feel.fearR-rlf-sg 
 ‘I felt afraid yesterday.’  (Elicitation.P365) 
 
b)  yanka nin baji nala pusnad 
 yan-ka nin baji nala pui-s-na-d 
 1s-dat 2s.gn speech well like-rlf-st.dur-sg 
 ‘I like your language very much.’  (Elicitation.P353) 
 

1.2.1 Nominative  

 

 

 ‘I am looking at you.’  (Elicitation.P147) 

 nnt yan-ka pyran-t-d 

Nominative case can be regarded as the default case form in BK because it is used 

for a variety of syntactic functions. As explained above, a non-experiencer argument of 

an intransitive verb is assigned nominative case. With transitive verbs, the agentive 

argument, if present, is assigned nominative case. The examples given above showed 

pronouns as agents and patients; the examples in (8) show nouns in these roles. 
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8a) mai ariso 
 mai aru-s-o 
 child sleep-rlf-3sg 
 “The child has gone to sleep.”  (Elicitation.P348) 
 
b) abbi maiya yarta 

 mother child-acc call-rlf-3sg. 
 “The mother called the child.”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 
c) mai abbiya yarta 
 mai abbi-iya yari-t-a 
 child mother-acc call-rlf-3sg 
 “The child called the mother.”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 

If a transitive verb has no agent argument, but instead two patient arguments, the 

most agent-like of the two arguments is assigned nominative case; this argument 

functions as the subject of the sentence. Thus, in (9), both arguments of the verb are 

patients; ad is assigned nominative case, while niniya is assigned accusative case: 

9)  keka ad niniya mardopa 
 keka ad nin-iya mardo-p-a 
 tomorrow 3sr.nm 2s-acc forget-irf-3sg 
 ‘She will forget you tomorrow.’  (Elicitation.P204) 

If the transitive verb has no agent argument, but instead a patient argument and a 

recipient or experiencer argument, the patient is assigned nominative case. Thus, in (10a, 

b), the patients nay and pyniy are in nominative case and the experiencer 

rama and recipient bomma are in dative case. 
 
 
 

 abbi mai-iya yari-t-a 
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10a) rama nay pusod 
 ramn-ka nay pui-s-o-d 
 raman-dat dog like-rlf-prg-sg 
 “Raman likes dogs.”  (Elicitation.P365) 

b) bomma kurkas pyni kso 
 bommn-ka kurkasi pyniy k-s-o 
 Bomman-dat watchman work get-rlf-3sg 

 

 “Bomman got a job as a watchman.”  (Elicitation.P499) 
 

Nominative case is also used for the following syntactic functions: 

 

(i) Predicate nominals are in nominative case 
 

11) yan kidl wan nak kyli   

 yan kiri-l wan naku kyli 
 1s.gn house-lc about four hen 
 There are some 4 hens in my house.    (Conversations.647) 
 

(ii) When a noun is used with quantifier phrases consisting of the irregular nouns 

uburu ‘both persons’ and au ‘person’, the verb assigns case (relevant to semantic role) 

to the noun in the quantifier phrase. The nouns that are modified by the quantifier phrase 

are left unmarked. This is shown in (12), where the irregular noun au within the 

quantifier phrase ddu au ‘two persons’ is assigned accusative case by the verb, while 

the nouns that it modifies, i p, a p are unmarked. The unmarked nouns which 

are coreferential with the quantifier phrase can be treated by default as nominative-case 

forms. 
 

12) i p, a p dd amna madijn ... 

 this woman-pl that woman-pl two person.acc marriage-do-rlf-acp  
 ‘Marrying both of them, this wife and that wife ...’  (7th.Son.497) 

 i p- a p- ddu amn-a madw-kil-j-nu  
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 Similarly, in (13), the irregular noun ubua, which functions as a quantifier 

phrase, shows dative case marking, while the nouns that it modifies, a un a uiti,  

are unmarked. Note that case assignment to the noun in the quantifier phrase can be 

explained by the fact that this noun always occurs after the noun(s) that it modifies; 

therefore, it is closer to the verb and in a better syntactic position to receive case.  
 

13) a du oi  bau a un a uit ubua koiyo 

 a du oi i-t-nu bar-au   

 
 a un a uiti ubun-ka ko-w-iyo 
 that y.man that y.woman both-dat give-irf-pl 
 ‘Having brought that money and all, they give it to both of them, the young man 

and woman.’  (Conversation.370) 
 

A similar situation to the one involving irregular nouns in quantifier phrases arises 

in one type of possessive construction. In this construction, an unmarked noun is 

immediately followed by a possessive noun phrase construction in which an anaphoric 

pronoun is marked for genitive case. This type of possessive construction is used only for 

humans and only when referring to kinship relations. The unmarked noun can be treated 

by default as a nominative case form. Thus, in (14) the possessor mai ‘child’ is in 

nominative case, and genitive case is marked on the anaphoric pronoun in the following 

possessive construction. 
 

 a mai tan  abbi ban-t-a 
 that child 3sa.gn mother comeR-rlf-3sg 
 “That child’s mother came”  (Elicitation.P361) 
  

 that money all take-rlf-acp come-cmp 

14) a ma tan abbi banda 
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1.2.2. Genitive. 

Inflectional marking on genitive nouns depends on the syntactic function that the 

possessor noun performs in a sentence. When possessors are noun modifiers, genitive 

case is unmarked on regular nouns; possessor and possessee nouns are simply juxtaposed 

together to form a possessive noun phrase, with the possessor ordered first. If the 

possessor is a vowel-final noun, the vowel is normally deleted; however, deletion is not 

obligatory and is indistinguishable from a pervasive phenomenon of word-final vowel 

deletion in BK (described briefly in Chapter 6).  

 nay bal kart-na-a 
 dog tail black-st.dur-3sg. 
 “The dog’s tail is black.”  (Elicitation.P368) 
 
b) a ma nay banda 
 a mai nay ban-t-a 
 that child dog comeR-rlf-3sg 

 
15a) nay bal kartnaa  

 “That child’s dog came”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 
c) bommn kiri ka kirka nim uo 
 bommn kiri ka kiri-ka nimi uo 
 bomman house kaalan house-dat straight exist 
 “Bomman’s house is straight in front of Kaalan’s house”  (Elicitation.P364) 
 

Irregular nouns and certain pronouns have genitive forms (ending in /n/) that are 

distinct from their nominative case forms. The genitive stem is the base to which other 

case suffixes are added. Thus, the irregular noun uburu ‘both persons’ has a genitive 

form ubun in (16), the noun functions as a quantifier phrase that is coreferential with the 

preceding conjoined nouns medi ket(i).  
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16) yanka medi ketubun tiri bu 

 yan-ka medi keti ubun tiri bu 
 1s-dat Medi Keti both.gn cloth want 
 “I want Medi’s and Keti’s clothes.”  (Elicitation.P377) 

 

The genitive modifier form is also used when the noun is assigned genitive case by a 

postposition. 
 

When possessor nouns and pronouns are not noun modifiers or objects of  

postpositions, they take the ‘genitive nominal’ suffix /-d/; e.g. mand ‘ the deer’s’ 

(√ma:nu), baand ‘the door’s’ (√baani). In the data so far, genitive nominals occur as 

the subject or object of a verb, or as an isolated phrase. (17a) has an example of a genitive 

nominal predicate and (17b) has a genitive nominal as the subject of a clause (the 

nominals are shown in bold). 
 

17a) i pand nayd  
 i pand nay-d 
 this ball dog-g.nml 
 “This ball is the dog’s.”  (Elicitation.P373) 
 
b) pina tand pyya kaa, pin i uitiya bawl pusun taylu kau, pina a  

 mus bau, i una kuytnu, kirka psd 
 pina tan-d pyyai ka-a 
 then 3sa-g.nml ugly look-trn 
 “Then on hers (her appearance) looking ugly,” 
 
 pina i uiti-iya baw-l pu-s-nu tayl-u-t-nu ka-au 
 then this y.woman-acc well-lc hold-rlf-acp push-leave-rlf-acp leave-cmp 
 having pushed this young woman into the well, 
 
 pina a musi bau i un-a kuytnu kiri-ka p-s-d 
 then that hag focus this y.man-acc lead.acp house-dat goR-rlf-

 sg 
 that old hag took the young man home.”  (Pomegranate.374) 
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 Note that the genitive nominal suffix is phonologically similar to another suffix 

/-d/ ‘singular nominative nominalizer’ (described in Chapter 5), which is used to 

nominalize words of several different lexical categories, among them pronouns and 

adjectives. Since the singular nominative nominalizer attaches to adjectives, it is possible 

to argue that genitive modifier nouns are syntactically adjectives and that they are 

nominalized with /-d/. However, there is an important difference between general 

category-changing nominalization with /-d/ and the genitive nominal: In the 

nominalization of adjectives, pronouns, etc. there are two suffixes that are used to form 

singular and plural nominative nouns, /-d, -/, respectively. In contrast, genitive 

nominals are formed with /-d/ only, regardless of whether the genitive nominal is 

singular or plural, as shown in (18b), where ‘dogs’ (thing)’ is nayrd and not 

*nayr. Similarly, (18c-e) shows that /-d/ is used irrespective of the number 

category of the possessor or possessee. (The nominalizer and the genitive nominal are 

distinguished in glosses by the gloss nmr ‘nominalizer’ and g.nml ‘genitive nominal’.) 
 

18a) i pand nayd  
 i pand nay-d 
 this ball dog-g.nml 
 “This ball is the dog’s.”  (Elicitation.P373) 
 
b) i yalu a nayrd  
 i yalw- a nay-r-d 
 this bone-pl that dog-pl-g.nml 
 “These bones are those dogs’ (bones).”  (Elicitation.P439) 
 
c) i tir uitd  
 i tiri- uiti-d 
 this cloth-pl y.woman-g.nml 
 “These clothes are the young woman’s.”  (Elicitation.P428) 
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d) i tir  uitrd  
 i tiri- uiti-r-d 
 this cloth-pl y.woman-pl-g.nml 
 “These clothes are young women’s.”  (Elicitation.P428) 
 
e) i tiri uitrd  
 i tiri uiti-r-d 
 this cloth y.woman-pl-g.nml 
 “This cloth the young women’s.”  (Elicitation.P428) 
 

1.2.3. Accusative 

Accusative case is encoded by the suffixes /-na, -a, -iya/. The suffix [-na] occurs 

after plural noun stems; e.g. kirdna /kiri-r-na/ ‘house-pl-acc’; [-a] occurs after 

singular nouns ending in nasals or /y/ (19a); [-iya] occurs elsewhere (19b): 
 
19a) Stems with /-a/: 
  Gloss Nominative Accusative 
 i. young man un una 
 ii. wife p pa 
 iii. parrot k ka 
 iv. dog nay naya 
 v. lip kiriy kiriya 
 vi. plant tyy tyya 
 
b) Stems with /-iya/: 
  Gloss Nominative Accusative 
 i. nose ka kaiya 
 ii. worm uuw uuwiya 
 iii. goat a aiya 
 iv. young woman uiti uitiya 
 v. child mai maiya 
 vi. deer manu maniya 
 vii. fruit pau paiya 
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The patient argument of a verb is typically marked for accusative case; however, 

in some contexts a patient argument is assigned nominative case as described in §1.2.1. 

Overt accusative case-marking is optional on regular nouns, but obligatory on pronouns 

and the irregular nouns au, uburu.58 In my data, the accusative marker is frequently 

absent on non-human nouns but generally present on human nouns; however, there are a 

few sentences where it does not occur on the latter. The example in (20) shows accusative 

case marking on human and non-human nouns, which are patients of their respective 

verbs. 
 

20a) mai abbiya yarta 
 mai abbi-iya yari-t-a 
 child mother-acc call-rlf-3sg. 
 “The child called the mother.”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 
b) past kminiya sapa aiyo 
 past kminu-iya sapai a-w-iyo 
 first lobster-acc well cook-irf-pl 
 “First, they cook the lobster well.”  (Conversations.175) 
 
c) i piliya kenan tapmana, yan maiya madijn koiya 
 i piliy-a kena-nu tar-p-mann-ka  
 this tiger-acc kill-acp give-irf-person-dat 
 
 yan ma-iya madw-kil-j-nu ko-w-iya 
 1s.gn daughter-acc marriage-do-rlf-acp give-irf-1sg 
 “I will give my daughter in marriage to the person who kills this tiger.”   
  (7th.Son.373) 

                                                 
58 Lehmann 1989 says that, in Tamil, the accusative marker is obligatory on human nouns, but its presence 
on non-human nouns depends on whether the noun has definite or indefinite reference. Further research is 
necessary to establish whether this is true of BK. During elicitation, my consultant was “uncomfortable” 
with sentences where the accusative marker was absent on human nouns, but readily accepted its absence 
on non-human nouns. 
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1.2.4. Dative 

The dative suffix is /-ka/; it has phonologically conditioned variants[-a, -ka], 

which are described in Chapter 6. The dative  encodes a variety of functions, which are 

described below: 
 

(i) Recipient of experience: In sentences with experiencer verbs, the dative marks 

the experiencer: 
 

21a) yanka sira numbl bannadmu   

 yan-ka sira numbl ban-t-na-d-mu 
 1s-dat lots illness comeR-rlf-prf-sg-EXM 
 “I am very sick!”  (Pomegranate.189) 
 
b) rama nay pusod 
 ramn-ka nay pui-s-o-d 
 raman-dat dog like-rlf-prg-sg. 
 “Raman likes dogs.”  (Elicitation.P365) 
 
c) i pakkn yanka bam 
 i pakkn yan-ka ba-ma 
 this woman 1s-dat don’t.want-EXM 
 “I don’t want this woman.”  (7th.Son.47) 
 

(ii) Recipient of a benefactive action: The dative marks the recipient argument of 

benefactive (22a, b) or recipient verbs (22c). 
 
22a) naw yanka pu keljisd 
 naw yani-ka pu kelju-s-d 
 1s.nm elephant-dat ragi.ball knead-rlf-sg 
 “I kneaded a ball of ragi dough for the elephant.”  (Elicitation.P471) 
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b) yan maka onnu wanmur(u) usay 
 yan mai-ka onnu wanmuru u-w-s-ay 
 1s.gn head-dat oil some wear-irf-caus-sg.p.im 
 “Please put some oil on my head.”  (Elicitation.P408) 

c) bomma kurkas pyni kso 
 bommn-ka kurkasi pyniy k-s-o 
 Bomman-dat watchman work getR-rlf-3sg 
 “Bomman got a job as a watchman.”  (Elicitation.P499) 
 

(iii) Goal, purpose, cause: With directional verbs of motion like po ‘go (to)’, 

bar ‘come (from)’, parpu ‘leave (for)’, the dative marks goal of motion on inanimate 

nouns (23). 

 id po-pu-d kiri-ka 
 3sp.nm go-irf-sg. house-dat 
 ‘He ... would go to the house.’  (7th.Son.73) 
 

/-ka/ cannot be used to denote goal of motion on animate nouns; the postpositions 

ipka ‘towards, in the vicinity of’ or birka ‘on the side of’ are used instead.59  
 

24) naw a uit ipka popiya     (*uitka)   

 naw a  uiti ipka po-pu-iya 
 1s.nm that young.woman towards go-irf-1sg. 

 

The dative is also used to mark the purpose for which an action is done (25a) or 

the purpose for which some item is used (25b). It can also mark the goal of a reporting 

verb like p ‘tell’ (25c). In some cases, the dative encodes the cause of an action (25d). 
 

 

 
23) id ... popd kirka 

 ‘I am going towards that woman.’  (Elicitation.P378) 

                                                 
59 These postpositions can be further analyzed as derivatives of the verb ir ‘be’ and noun birk ‘side’ 
combined with dative suffixes. 
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25a) pina annd a maka psd a un   

 pina annd  a  mai-ka  p-s-d a  un 
 then that.day that child-dat goR-rlf-sg that young.man 
 ‘Then, that day, the young man went for that child (= to get that child).”   
   (Pomegranate.309) 
 

 kikki  pi-d-nu til-p-ni naw kiri-n-a  
 basket weave-rlf-acp keep-irf-Sp1 1s.nm small-nmr-acc 

 pensli-ka 
 pencil-dat 
 ‘I will weave a basket and keep, a small one, for pencils.’  (Conversations.95) 
 
c) ina parst dipatmntka pod andau ...  
 ina parst dipatmnt-ka p-w-du an-t-au 

 ‘Having said “We must tell the forest department ...’ (Conversation.485)  
 
d) annd numblka bad 
 annd numbl-ka ba-t-d 
 that.day fever-dat lie.down-rlf-sg. 
 ‘That day, she lay down because of fever.’  (Pomegranate.233) 
 

When the dative marks goal or purpose of motion, it has variant forms that are 

optionally used instead of /-ka/; the variants appear to be a special locational dative form. 

For nouns that are not place names, the optional variants are /-ta, -a/60. Thus, in 

b) kikk pdnu tipn na, kirina, penslka 

 

 now forest department-dat tell-irf-opt say-rlf-cmp 

                                                 
60  /t/ occurs in variant forms of dative, locative, and comitative case suffixes; nouns are lexically marked 

for whether they take the variant with /t/; for some nouns the variant with /t/ is in free variation with the 

variant without /t/. The presence of this segment is reminiscent of other Dravidian languages; for example, 

in Tamil, nouns ending in /m/ form an “oblique” stem ending in  /tt/; e.g. maram ‘tree’ becomes maratt 
before all case suffixes, as in marattukku ‘tree-dative’ (Asher 1985:103; Asher uses the symbol /t/ rather 

than /t/ for the dental stop). /t/ is treated as part of the noun stem in analyses of Tamil; however, I treat it as 

part of the case suffix in BK (/-ta   -a   -ka/ ‘dative’, /-tl   -l/ ‘locative’, /-toa   -oa/ ‘comitative’). 

The use of /t/ in various case forms shows the following differences in BK and Tamil: (a) In Tamil, /m/-

final nouns have the /tt/-final variant before all case suffixes; in BK, the /t/ variant occurs only in dative, 

locative, and comitative case. (a) The occurrence of stem-final /t/ is systematic in Tamil to the extent that it 
occurs on all nouns ending in /m/, but that is not the case in BK. 
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(26a) either /-a/ or /-ka/ can be suffixed to the object; in (26b) the speaker uses /-a/, 

but /-ka/ can be used instead. With place names,  the preferred form for “familiar” place 

names (ones which are considered local and are frequented often by the BKs) is /-a/ 

(26c); my consultant used /-ka/ for relatively less familiar towns. 
 

26a) naw blta   blka pyod 
 naw bli-ta   bli-ka py-o-d 
 1s.nm bungalow-dat  ~ bungalow-dat goSR-prg-sg 
 ‘I am going to the house.’  (Elicitation.P410) 
 
b) tyana psani ... 
 tyanu-a p-s-ani 
 honey-dat goR-rlf-con 
 ‘When we go to collect honey ...’  (Conversation.19) 
 
c) naw nnt kudlra parpud 
 naw nnt kudlr-a parpu-t-d 
 1s.nm yesterday Gudalur-dat leave-rlf-sg. 
 ‘I left for Gudalur yesterday.’  (Elicitation.P247) 
 

(iv) Object of comparison: In comparative constructions, the dative marks the 

object of comparison: 
 
27a) bommn mada kirid 
 bommn madn-ka kiri-d 
 Bomman Madan-dat small-nmr 
 ‘Bomman is younger than Madan.’  (Elicitation.P155) 
 
b) bommn mada biddi jasti 
 bommn madn-ka biddi jasti 
 Bomman Madan-dat intelligence more 
 ‘Bomman is more intelligent than Madan.’  (Elicitation.P155) 
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(v) Possessor: In possessive constructions, the dative can be used to mark the 

possessor (as an alternative to the default pattern of juxtaposing two unmarked nouns 

together). One form in which it is used is in possessive predicate constructions: 
 

28) wande wand raja wan ma 
 wand-e wand rajn-ka wan ma 
 one- one king-dat one daughter 
 ‘Just one king had a daughter.’  (7th.Son.9) 
 
The other form is in possessive noun phrases: 

29) wan raj  a makkl, ar a madij   

 wan rajn-ka u au makk-l aru au madw-kil-j- 
 one king-dat seven person children-lc six person marriage-do-rlf-pl 
 Of a king’s seven children, six had married.  (7th Son.1) 
 

However, in possessive sentences where there is an overt copula, dative is 

restricted to marking inalienable possession only (30); alienable possession is marked 

with the postposition ipli, as described in Chapter 4.  
 

30) nayka yaluw ud    

 nay-ka yaluw ud 
 dog-dat bone be 
 ‘The dog has bones (in its own body).’  (Elicitation.P380) 
 

(vi) Specifications of time and value: Temporal nouns are marked with dative 

case when they specify the time at which an event happens (31a, b); ‘value’ nouns are 

similarly marked with the dative when they specify the price at which an item is 

purchased (31c): 
 
31a) dla pandd mynik ar 
 dln-ka panddu myniy-ka aro 
 night-dat twelve hour-dat return.pl.p.im 
 “Come at 12 o’clock in the night.”  (7th.Son.301) 
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b) ad wand yd naka kumba bicc mopa 
 ad wand ydu nau-ka kumbai biss moi-p-a 
 that about five day-dat pumpkin seed sprout-irf-3sg 
 ‘That, the pumpkin seed will sprout in about 5 days.’  (Conversation.221) 
 
c) ade mur kaska tana nul unoa byrau ... 
 ad-e  muru kas-ka tana nul unoa byr-au 
 that- three coin-dat  thread etcetra buySR-cmp 
 ‘Having bought thread, etcetra for just those three coins ...’  (7th.Son.162) 
 

1.2.5. Comitative  

Comitative case is encoded with /-oa, -toa/.61 This case form is used to encode 

interactive actions between speech act participants. Thus, in the examples given below, 

the sentence encodes an action that is done in the company of another participant; the 

noun denoting the person or animal with whom the subject interacts is marked for 

comitative case. 
 
32a) nay pusoa kunaa 
 nay pusi-oa kur-na-a 
 dog cat-com sit-st.dur-3sg 
 “The dog is sitting with the cat.”  (Elicitation.P419) 
 
b) keti kaoa arsetoa 
 keti ka-oa arse-t-o-a 
 Keti Kaalan-com fightR-rlf-prg-3sg 
 “Keti is fighting with Kaalan”  (Elicitation.P419) 
 
c) ko uylwa a pottoa 
 ko uyli-w-a a pott-oa 
 down descend-irf-3sg that torch-com 
 “(He) comes down with that torch”  (Conversation.38) 
 
 

                                                 
61 There is only one example in these data with /-toa/; it occurs optionally on the compound pyniyau 

‘maid, servant’ -- pyniyaoa   pyniyatoa. 
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d) naw illi bokkoa kunai 
 naw illi bokk-oa kur-na-i 
 1s.nm here book-com sit-st.dur-1sg 
 “I am sitting here with a book.”  (Elicitation.P418) 
 

It is especially used with verbs of speech to encode interaction between speech act 

participants, such as words meaning ‘speak, ask, tell’ (33); it can occur interchangeably, 

in this role, with accusative or dative case, as shown in (33b, c). 
 

33a) naw bummnoa belkiji 
 naw bummn-oa belkil-j-i 
 1s.nm Bomman-com speak-rlf-1sg 
 “I spoke to Bomman.”  (Elicitation.P375) 
 
b) abbi maoa   maka wan kadi pn koa 
 abbi mai-oa   mai-ka wan kadi p-nu ko-t-a 
 mother child-com ~ child-dat one story tell-acp give-rlf-3sg 
 “The mother told the child a story.”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 
c) abbi maoa   maiya “payy iday” anda 
 abbi mai-oa   mai-iya payy ir-d-ay an-t-a 
 mother child-com ~ child-acc silent be-rlf-sg.p.im say-rlf-3sg 
 “The mother said to the child ‘Be quiet.’ ”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 

Nouns of emotion are marked with /-oa/ when they describe the emotion with 

which an action is performed: 
 

34a) ad mboa pdd 
 ad mb-oa p-d-d 
 3sr.nm anger-com speak-rlf-sg.  
 “He spoke angrily.”  (Elicitation.P439) 
 
b) ad awsoa pyniija 
 ad aws-oa pyniy-kil-j-a 
 3sr.nm interest-com work-do-rlf-3sg 
 “He worked with interest.”  (Elicitation.P368) 
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The comitative case marker can be used with inanimate nouns to encode 

instrument (35); however, it cannot be used for this function with animate nouns – the 

instrumental postposition inda is used instead (36). 
 

35a) mai yerwoa kiyl tarsa 
 mai yerwi-oa kiy-l tari-s-a 
 child knife-com hand-loc. cut-rlf-3sg 
 “The child cut her hand with a knife.”  (Elicitation.P362) 
 
b) na mukoa nyati no 
 na muk-oa nyati no-w- 
 1p.inc.nm nose-com smell see-irf-pl 
 “We smell with our noses.”  (Elicitation.P412) 
 
36a) yanka a uiti inda pyniy ksi 
 yan-ka a uiti inda pyniy k-s-i 
 1s-dat that young.woman through work getR-rlf-imps 
 “I got a job through that woman.”  (Elicitation.P378) 
 
b) i bokk yan inda berdd    

 i bokk yan inda beri-d-d 
 this book 1s.gn through write-rlf-sg 
 “This book was written by me.”  (Elicitation.P438) 
 

1.2.6. Locative 

The locative case suffix has two variants /-l, -tl/. Nouns are lexically marked to 

take one of these suffixes. Most nouns take locative /-l/; e.g. ma /mai-l/ ‘head-lc’, 

manl /manu-l/ ‘deer-lc’, kadayl /kaday-l/ ‘cheek-lc’. Some take /-tl/; e.g. byritl 

/byriy-tl/ ‘stick-lc’, talnatl /talnai-tl/ ‘pillow-lc’. 
 

Locative case is used to express location in space and time, most commonly in 

reference to inanimate nouns: 
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37a) naw kuyrkl nir nrti 
 naw kuyrki-l nir nri-t-i 
 1s.nm pot-lc water fill-rlf-1sg 
 “I filled water in the pot.”  (Elicitation.P339) 
 
b) mars tiltl maa pyl ila   

 mars til-tl maa pyl-l  il-a 
 march month-lc rain rain-inf neg-3sg 
 “It does not rain in March.”  (Elicitation.P453) 
 

It is can also be used to express the mode in which an action was performed (state 

of being, material used for an action): 
 
38a) mertl tana uruw kij   

 meri-tl tana uruw kil-j- 
 tree-lc itself mask do-rlf-pl 
 “They made a mask out of wood itself.”  (7th.Son.35) 
 

Locative case suffixes are governed by restrictions on the kind of nouns they can 

attach to. Locative /-l/ can occur with all inanimate nouns that are not place names, as in 

the examples above. This suffix is normally not permitted on place names (39). 
 

39a) kudlr/*kudldl sira kir ud 

 kudlr/kudlr-l sira kiri- ud 
 Gudalur/Gudalur-lc many house-pl exist 
 “There are many houses in Gudalur.”  (Elicitation.P409) 
 
b) bass tepo/*tepo dda  

 bass tepo/tepo-l -d-a 
 bus Theppakadu/ Theppakadu-lc stand-rlf-3sg. 
 “The bus stopped at Theppakadu.”  (Elicitation.435) 
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However, it occurs optionally when the place name is the object of the 

postposition itu ‘from’ and the name refers to a place that is relatively unfamiliar to the 

Betta Kurumbas. Thus, my consultant would accept a locative suffix in the following 

sentences; in the first, the place is about 20km away from her own hamlet (but within the 

Nilgiri Mountains) and in the latter, the location is another country: 
 

40a) naw kunur   kunudl itu bannd 

 naw kunur   kunur-l itu ban-t-d 
 1s.nm Coonoor ~ Coonoor-lc from comeR-rlf-sg. 
 “I came from Coonoor.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
 
b) naw  amerik   amerikl itu bannd 

 naw amerika   amerika-l itu ban-t-d 
 1s.nm America ~ America-lc from comeR-rlf-sg. 
 “I came from America.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
 

She would not accept a locative suffix before i:tu on towns that are relatively 

close to her own hamlet and which are visited frequently by her community; thus, 

*bokkpudl itu is not allowed in the following sentence: 
 

41) naw bokkpur itu bannd    

 naw bokkpur itu ban-t-d 
 1s.nm Bokkapur from comeR-rlf-sg 
 “I came from Bokkapur.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
 

The locative suffix cannot attach to human nouns, but it can attach to non-human 

animate nouns in some semantic contexts. For example locative case, is used in sentences 

that describe attributes of the animal: 
 

42a) nayl kartnip suyliy ud   

 nay-l kartnip suyliy ud 
 dog-lc black spot exist 
 “There are black spots on the dog.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
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b) uuwl siraya bai uo   

 uuw-l siraya bai uo 
 worm-lc lots type exist 
 “There are many types of worms.”  (Elicitation.P409) 
 

It is also used when the animate non-human noun is an object of the postposition 

i:tu ‘from’.62 
 

43) yanka a ttl itu pal ksd   

 yan-ka a tt-l itu pal k-s-d 
 1s-dat that cow-lc from milk getR-rlf-sg. 
 “I got milk from that cow.”  (Elicitation.P379) 
 

But for an action involving spatial location on an animate being, locative case is 

usually encoded by specifying a body part belonging to the person or animal, and 

attaching the locative suffix to the body part noun: 63 

 
44a) k benntl ipi kunad 

 k bennu-tl ipi  kur-na-d 
 parrot body-lc fly sit-st.dur-sg. 
 “A fly is sitting on the parrot.”  (Elicitation.P410) 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
62 The benefactor postposition ipli ‘with’ can be used instead of the locative suffix (see Chapter 4). 
63 I have also noticed a tendency to avoid using the locative suffix on plural stems (animate and inanimate). 
There is no word in these data that contains both plural and locative. My attempts to elicit a word 
containing both failed – when I tried to produce a sentence with a word that had both suffixes, ?erwl 
‘knife-pl-lc’, my consultant corrected me, changing the noun to erwl oiya (knife-lc all) ‘on all the 

knives’. However, further research is necessary to confirm that there is a ban on attaching locatives to 
plural stems in BK. A possible reason for this avoidance could be that the plural is not usually marked on 
non-human nouns, so it would be uncommon to get a locative on a plural non-human noun. In addition, 
locative does not occur on human nouns, so although plural is frequently marked on human nouns, these 
cannot take the locative. 
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b) naw yan benntl kunad 

 naw yani bennu-tl kur-na-d 
 1s.nm elephant back-lc sit-st.dur-sg. 
 “I am sitting on an elephant.”  (Elicitation.P410) 
 

BK has an additional locative suffix /-a/ which encodes distributed location. This 

suffix attaches after locative /-l/, when it occurs on nouns which can take /-l/; in these 

cases, I treat the combination /-la/ as a single complex suffix which encodes distributed 

location; as shown in (45). However, there are some locational adverbs and postpositions 

which take only /-a/, and not /-la/ (see examples in Chapter 4).  
 

45a) idla idla oa sels mad 

 iri-la iri-la oa sels ma-w-d 
 town-dlc town-dlc all sales do-irf-sg. 
 “He would sell it in all the towns.”  (7th.Son.194) 
 
c) yan bai, a baa bandipn ... 
 yani bai a bai-la ban-t-ir-p-n 
 elephant path that path-dlc comeR-rlf-stat-irf-syn 
 “The elephant path, while coming along that path ...”  (Conversation.625) 
 
d) adna santosla bsdd   

 adn-a santos-la  bs-d-d 
 3s-acc happiness-dlc call-rlf-sg. 
 “(S/he) called her happily.”  (Elicitation.P368) 
 

Note that /-la/ has the alternant /-tla/ after nouns that take locative /-tl/. 
 
46) rajn pyraa pso 

 rajn pyra-tla p-s-o 
 king forest-dlc goR-rlf-3sg 
 “The king went through the forest/went around in the forest.” (Elicitation.P362) 
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1.3. Number 

BK distinguishes singular and plural number. Singular nouns are unmarked; 

plural is marked with one of three sets of suffixes: /-   -r/, /-   -r/, and /-r/. 

Nouns ending in a nasal take /-   -r/ ‘plural’; native BK feminine human nouns 

ending in /i/ take /-r/ ‘plural’; all other nouns take /-   -r/.64 The alternants ending in 

/r/, /-r   -r/ occur immediately before consonant-initial case suffixes, such as /-na/ 

‘accusative’, /-ka/ ‘dative’, and /-d/ ‘genitive nominal’. Examples of all three sets are 

given in Table 7, with an example of the plural occurring before dative /-ka/ and 

accusative /-na/ (a phonological rule changes /r/ to [d] before an alveolar consonant).   
 

Table 3.7: Plural nouns 

Gloss Singular Plural Plural before  Plural before  
/-ka/ ‘dative /-na/ ‘accusative 

‘young man’ un und undrka unddna 
‘parrot’ k k krka kdna 
‘blind woman’ kuddi kuddr kuddrka kudddna 
‘mother’ abbi abbr abbrka abbdna 
‘deer’ manu man manrka mandna 
‘house’ kiri kir kirrka kirdna 
 

 Plural personal pronouns, except those derived from deictic particles, contain the 

plural suffixes /-   -r/ attached to a nasal-final base, yan, nan, nin, tan, respectively: 

                                                 
64 Some nouns show irregular plural marking: maggi ‘child’ has the irregular plural makk ‘children’ 

(makkr before consonant-initial case suffixes). manu ‘son’ exceptionally takes the plural suffix /-/ 

instead of /-/:  mand ‘sons’. Some nouns unexpectedly take plural /-/; many of these appear to be 

borrowed words; e.g. isar ‘female teachers’ (isari  ‘female teacher’, <English), ran ‘queens’ (rani 
‘queen’, <Portuguese) of them could be recent innovations; e.g. kitiidn ‘Lapwings’ (kitiidn 
‘Lapwing (a bird)’).  Certain nouns have alternating forms with different plural suffixes; e.g. 
ma   mar ‘daughters’ (ma  ‘daughter’); iynd   iyn ‘porcupines’ (iyn ‘porcupine’).  
 

. Some 
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ya ‘1st exclusive plural’, na ‘1st inclusive plural’, ni ‘2nd plural’, ta ‘3rd 

anaphoric plural’. They also show the plural variant /-r/ before consonant initial 

suffixes; e.g. yarka ‘1st exclusive-dat’.  

 

Plural marking is obligatory on human nouns, but non-human nouns usually occur 

in the singular (in a generic non-countable form) even when the reference clearly 

involves plurality.65 In sentence (47a), the word for child mai is in its plural form 

makk, whereas in sentence (47b), the word for hen is in the singular form and not in the 

plural kyl, although the phrase refers to several hens. 
 

47a) wan raj  a makkl, ar a madij   

 wan rajn-ka u au makk-l aru au madw-kil-j- 
 one king-dat seven person children-lc six person marriage-do-rlf-pl 
 Of a king’s seven children, six had married.  (7th Son.1) 
 
b) yan kidl wan nak kyli   

 yan kiri-l wan naku kyli 
 1s.gn house-lc about four hen 
 Our house has about 4 hens.  (Conversations.647) 
 

Examples where plural does occur on non-human nouns are: 
 
48a) dd k band   

 ddu k- ban-t- 
 two parrot-pl comeR-rlf-pl 
 Two parrots arrived.  (Pomegranate.352) 
 
 
 

                                                 
65 One exception is au ‘person’ which can be used without a plural marker even when referring to more 

than one person. The plural counterpart of this word a is most often used to mean ‘group of people, 
such as the people of a village or an ethnic group’. 
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b) kudlr sira kir ud  

 kudlr sira kiri- ud 
 Gudalur lots house-pl exist 
 There are many houses in Gudalur.  (Elicitation.P409) 

The plural also functions as a honorific marker, as in the following sentence:  
 
49) tan ammnd band, uit tan ammnd 
 tan ammn- ban-t- uiti tan ammn- 

 ‘Her father came, the young woman’s father.’  (7th.Son.454) 
 

2.0 IRREGULAR NOUNS 

Betta Kurumba has a few irregular nouns, such as uburu ‘both, both of them’ and 

au ‘person’,66 which differ morphologically from regular nouns in that they have a 

genitive modifier form that is distinct from the nominative. These irregular nouns have 

special syntactic functions in that they occur in quantifier-like noun phrases that are 

coreferential with a preceding set of nouns (50). uburu functions as a quantifier-like 

phrase by itself (50a), but au combines with a preceding numeral to form the quantifier 

phrase, as in muru au ‘three people’ (50b). 

50a) a ma tan abb uburu bando 

 a mai tan abbi uburu ban-t-o 
 that child 3sa.gn mother both.nm comeR-rlf-pl 
 “That child and her mother, both of them came.”  (Elicitation.P361) 

b) bommn madn keti mur au torka pono 

 bommn madn keti muru au tori-ka po-n-o 
 Bomman Madan Keti three  person river-dat go-rlf-pl 
 “Bomman, Madan, and Keti, three of them went to the river.”  (Elicitation.P431) 

 

 3sa.gn father-pl comeR-rlf-pl y.woman 3sa.gn father-pl 

 

 

                                                 
66 A few other apparently irregular nouns have occurred in these data, wanand ‘each person’ and ataw 
‘other person’, but I have insufficient data on these. 
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The verb assigns case to the irregular noun in the quantifier-like phrase rather than the 

coreferential nouns. Example (51a) shows the irregular noun uburu ‘both’ marked for 

dative case and (51b) shows au ‘person’ marked for accusative case. Like pronouns, but 

unlike regular nouns, they form a genitive stem ending in /n/, ubun ‘both.gn, amn 

‘person.gn’ (when au takes case suffixes it appears in a stem alternant /am/); the 

genitive stem forms the base to which other case suffixes are attached. 

 
51a) naw medi keti ubua du kod 
 naw medi keti ubun-ka du ko-t-d 

 ‘I gave money to both Medi and Keti.’  (Elicitation.P377) 
 
b) i p, a p, dd amna madijn ... 

 1s.nm Medi Keti both-dat money give-rlf-sg. 

 i p- a p- ddu amn-a madw-kil-j-nu  
 this wife-pl that wife-pl two person-acc marriage-do-rlf-acp  
 ‘Marrying this wife and that wife, both of them ...’  (7th.Son.497) 
 

The quantifier-like phrase need not be preceded by the nouns it refers to (52a); 

further, it can be preceded by only some of these nouns. Thus, in (52b), only one of the 

nouns is present. The second noun is implied by the use of uburu and its referent is 

understood from context. 
 

52a) ubur ps 

 uburu p-s- 
 both goR-rlf-pl 
 “Both of them went.”  (7th.Son.122) 
 
b) a uburu nira popn ... 
 a uburu nira-l po-p-n 
 husband both bathe-inf go-irf-syn 
 “When the husband (and the wife), both of them went to bathe ...” (7th.Son.68) 
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uburu can optionally attach as a clitic to the preceding noun; when it does a 

homorganic stop is inserted immediately after the final consonant of nasal-final nouns 

(53a), while the final vowel is deleted from vowel-final nouns (53b) (proper nouns 

normally resist the word-final vowel deletion process that is prevalent in BK discourse 

level utterances).  
 

53a) bommn madnduburu pyraa ps 

 bommn madn uburu pyra-tla p-s- 
 Bomman Madan both forest-dlc goR-rlf-pl 
 “Bomman and Madan, both of them went about in the forest.” (Elicitation.P377) 
 
b) medi ketuburu pyraa ps 

 medi keti uburu pyra-tla p-s- 
 Medi Keti both forest-dlc goR-rlf-pl 
 “Medi and Keti, both of them went about in the forest.”  (Elicitation.P377) 
 

These quantifier-like phrases are used only for human referents. With non-human 

referents, it is possible to form a similar construction, but using only a numeral as 

quantifier. Numerals do not take case suffixes, as in (54), where the numeral mu:ru is not 

marked for accusative case. 
 
54) atr kidl wan nay, wan pusi, wan kudri, muru noi 
 atr kiri-l wan nay wan pusi wan kudri muru no-n-i  
 3pr.gn house-lc one dog one cat one horse three  look-pve-1sg. 
 “I saw a dog, a cat, and a horse in their house.”  (Elicitation.P431) 
 

These quantifier-like phrases perform some of the functions of a conjunctive (BK 

has no other conjunction marker; conjoined elements are simply juxtaposed together to 

form a larger constituent phrase). For example, in (50a) above, uburu indicates that its 
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coreferential nouns are conjoined as the sentential subject – the verb is marked for plural 

subject agreement. The same is true of (55): 
 

55) a ma tan abb uburu bando 

 a mai tan abbi uburu ban-t-o 
 that child 3sa.gn mother both.nm comeR-rlf-pl 
 “That child and her mother, both of them came.”  (Elicitation.P361) 
 

Because these quantifier-like phrases function in some ways like conjunction 

markers, they can help disambiguate sentences in which a string of noun phrases 

juxtaposed together may have different possible constituent structures. Thus, (56) is 

ambiguous: It can mean either “Bomman and Madan went to the store”, in which case 

two conjoined nouns bommn and madn are juxtaposed together. Or it can mean 

“Bomman went to Madan’s store”,  in which case the possessor madn is juxtaposed 

next to the possessee aayrta (§1.2.2 described the default form of possessive noun 

phrases, in which an unmarked possessor and possessee are juxtaposed together). Note 

that the verb does not help in disambiguation in this case because pso is used for both 3rd 

singular subjects and plural subjects.  
 
56) bommn madn aayrta pso 

 bommn madn aayri-ta p-s-o 
 Bomman Madan shop-dat goR-rlf-pl/3sg. 
 “Bomman and Madan went to the shop/Bomman went to Madan’s shop.”   
   (Elicitation.P154) 
 

The ambiguity is resolved if uburu is used to specify that Bomman and Madan are 

conjoined nouns which function as the subject of the verb. I did not specifically elicit a 

corresponding sentence with uburu, but the expected form is bommn madn uburu 

aayrta pso ‘Bomman and Madan, both of them, went to the shop’. 
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The role that these pro-forms play in disambiguating sentences (by indicating 

conjunction) is also illustrated in (57). The genitive form ubun indicates that its 

coreferential nouns medi and keti are both possessors of tiri. Without the genitive case-

marked pro-form in there, the sentence could have two readings: “I want Medi’s and 

Keti’s clothes” and “I want Medi and Keti and the clothes”.  
 
57) yanka medi ket ubun tiri bu 

 yan-ka medi keti ubun tiri bu 
 1s-dat Medi Keti both.gn cloth want 
 “I want Medi’s and Keti’s clothes.”  (Elicitation.P377) 
 

3.0. PRONOUN CATEGORIES 

3.1. Personal pronouns 

Most of the personal pronouns in BK were shown in Table 4-5 above, but they are 

listed again in their nominative case forms in Table 8. This table contains one additional 

deictic pronoun, ud, described below.  
 

Table 3.8: Personal pronouns in nominative case 

 singular plural 
1st naw   na ‘I’ ya ‘we (exc.)’ 
  na ‘we (inc.)’ 
   
2nd niy   ni ‘you’ ni ‘you all’ 
   
3rd  proximate id ‘this one (he, she, it)’ i ‘these people, they’ 
 remote ad ‘that one (he, she, it)’ a ‘those people, they’ 
 non-specific ?* ud ‘thing’ (general)’ 
 anaphoric taw   ta ‘he, she, it’ ta ‘they’ 
*I did not check for a plural form 
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As in other Dravidian languages, three of the 3rd person pronouns listed in Table 8 

are derived from deictic particles a ‘remote, specific’, i ‘proximate, specific’, and u ‘non-

specific’. In BK, they are turned into pronouns by attaching one of the following set of 

nominalizers: /-d/ ‘singular nominative nominalizer’, /-n/ ‘singular genitive 

nominalizer’, /-/ ‘plural nominative nominalizer’, and /-tr/ ‘plural genitive 

nominalizer’.67 The 3rd singular deictic pronouns are used for human or non-human 

referents. The 3rd plural deictic pronouns are used only for human referents in these data.  
 

A detailed description of the function of remote and proximate pronouns in these 

data is beyond the scope of this grammar because it would require an in-depth analysis of 

text cohesion in the texts I gathered. Remote and proximate pronouns are used 

extensively in BK discourse to indicate distance in space and time between the referent 

and the speaker. They are also used to refer to previously mentioned topics in a discourse 

passage and, in story-telling, for the emotive effect of creating a sense of distance or 

immediacy between the listener and the events in the story. The meaning and function of 

the third set, non-specific pronouns containing u, is not very clear from these data. 

Krishnamurti (2003:253) reconstructs three deictic bases for proto-Dravidian, “*aH ‘that’ 

(distal), *iH ‘this’ (proximal) and *uH (intermediate)”. He says that proto-Dravidian *uH 

was used to indicate intermediate distance (yonder, not too distant) and is currently used 

with that meaning in South Dravidian languages like Tamil, Kodagu, Kannada, and Tulu.  
 

Also like other Dravidian languages, BK has a 3rd person anaphoric form, but no 

1st or 2nd person anaphor; compare (58a) to (58b), where the anaphor is translated as ‘self’ 

in the English free translation. In the data so far, anaphoric pronouns occur only with 

                                                 
67 I did not elicit a full case paradigm for pronouns formed from u:, but the examples I have indicate that its 
case forms parallel those of the other two deictic particles. 
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human nouns as their referents. The example in (58b) contains a nominative anaphor; the 

sentences in (59) give examples of anaphors in other case forms. 

 
58a) adi niraydnu, tawi u tiriya tana ud   

 ad nirayr-nu taw u-w- tiri-iya tana 
 1sr.nm batheSR-acp 1sa.nm wear-irf-rlr cloth-acc same 
 
 u-t-d 
 wear-rlf-sg 
 “After bathing, shei put on the same clothes that selfi had been wearing.”   
   (Elicitation.P370) 
 
b) nawi niraydnu, nawi u tiriya tana ud   

 naw nirayr-nu naw u-w- tiri-iya tana  
 1s.nm batheSR-acp 1s.nm wear-irf-rlr cloth-acc same  
 
 u-t-d 
 wear-rlf-sg 
 “After bathing, Ii put on the same clothes that Ii (had been) wearing.”   
   (Elicitation.P370) 
 
59a) ad tanka wan kupay bso   

 adi tani-ka wan kupay b-s-o 
 3sr.nm 3sa-dat one shirt buy-rlf-3sg. 
 “Hei bought himselfi a shirt.”  (Elicitation.P375) 
 
b) a tadna tana kenarl noo   

 a tari-na tana kenari-l no-n-o i 
 3pr.nm 3pa-acc  mirror-lc look-rlf-3pl 
 “Theyi looked at themselvesi in the mirror.”  (Elicitation.P375) 
 

Anaphors perform two functions in BK. In their prototypical grammatical 

function, they encode coreferentiality between the anaphor and an antecedent in the same 

or higher clause within a sentence; i.e. in this function they have an antecedent within a 

definable syntactic domain. However, in story-telling, anaphors are used also as 

logophors. In this function, the domain of antecedence is not syntactically definable; the 
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antecedent of the logophor, can instead be located in terms of a discourse “frame”, one 

that involves participant prominence. That is, the narrator of the story uses the logophor 

to refer to the most prominent participant in a particular section of the story and to encode 

the point of view of this participant, as shown below.68  
 

Not all case forms of anaphors in BK show logophoric functions in these data. 

Only nominative and genitive forms are used for these discourse functions, and there is a 

difference in the extent to which they are used as logophoric pronouns. Further, singular 

forms of the nominative and genitive are used more often than plural forms for 

logophoric functions. The logophoric use of nominative and genitive anaphors are 

discussed separately in §3.1.1 and §3.1.2, respectively. 
 

3.1.1 The nominative anaphor 

Nominative case-marked anaphors in BK, when used in their typical grammatical 

function, encode coreferentiality between the embedded clause subject and the subject of 

a higher clause within which the anaphoric clause is embedded. A formally elicited 

example of a grammatical anaphor in an embedded clause was given in (58a) above. In 

the texts, there are two types of embedded clauses which have nominative anaphors used 

for a grammatical function – relative clauses and nominalized clauses. (59a) shows an 

example with a relative clause from the story “The seventh son’s wife”; the anaphor is 

the subject of the relative clause [tawi ip

                                                

] ‘where selfi stayed’, and the antecedent is the 

covert subject of the matrix clause [Proi ... rumka tana kuytn psd] ‘Shei took (him) to 

 
68 Several other languages employ a grammatical device for the discourse function of marking out 
prominent participants in a discourse passage. See Goddard 1990 and Thomason 1995 for a discussion of 
the use of proximate markers in Fox for this purpose. However, the BK use of anaphors combines 
prominence marking with logophoricity. 
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the same room’. (59b) shows an example with a nominalized clause from the story “The 

pomegranate woman”; the anaphor is the subject of the nominalized clause 

[tawi  kijn ipna] ‘(actions that) selfi had done’ and the antecedent is the covert subject 

of the matrix clause [Proi ... oa nyantiddi] ‘hei thought about (his actions) and all’. (The 

anaphoric embedded clause is shown in bold typeface in these examples.) 

 
59a) atta taw ip rumka tana kuytn psd 

 a-t-a [Proi] tawi ir-p- rum-ka tana kuytnu p-s-d 
 cry-rlf-trn selfi be-irf-rlr room-dat itself take.acp goR-rlf-sg  
 ‘Upon his crying, shei took him to the same room in which selfi was staying.”   
      (7th.Son.464) 
 
b) ta kijn ipn oa nyantidd  
 [Proi] tawi kil-j-nu ir-p-n-a oa nyani-t-ir-d-d 
  3sa.nm do-rlf-acp be-irf-nmr-acc all remember-rlf-stat-rlf-sg 
 “Hei thought of all that selfi had done”  (Pomegranate.351) 
 

In embedded sentences of the type described above, nominative anaphors are in 

complementary distribution with non-anaphoric pronouns. Thus, the anaphor is not used 

in (60), where the subject of the nominalized clause [adj pw koa] ‘according to 

what shej told him’ is not coreferential with the subject of the main clause [i uni ... 

oya ad] ‘this young mani did all that ...’; non-anaphoric ad is used instead. 
 

60) pin i un ad pw ko oy ad 
 pina i uni adj p-w- ko-w-n-ka   
 then this y.man 3sr.nm tell-irf-rlr give-irf-nmr-dat  
 
 oya a-w-d 
 all do-irf-sg 
 “Then this young mani would do everything according to what shej told him.”   
  (Pomegranate.226) 
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In the two contexts described above, it is possible to provide a syntactically 

definable domain of antecedence for the anaphor; and taw can be said to perform a 

grammatical function of encoding coreferentiality between certain identifiable  noun 

phrases. But in story-telling, taw is also used in a much freer discourse domain that is 

not typical of anaphors; it is used as a logophor to refer to the prominent participant in a 

particular section of discourse and encode the point of view of this participant. 

 

The following sentences show that  taw does not necessarily occur in the narrow 

syntactic domain shown in the sentences in (59);  that is, it does not always have a 

coreferential noun phrase in a higher clause or even within the same sentence. In (62), 

taw is itself the subject of the highest clause, although it does have a coreferential noun 

phrase in the preceding adjunct clause [Proi tan ammnddna kuytnu pytu] ‘(She) 

taking her father and going’. In (63), the anaphor and the coreferential noun phrase are 

each subjects of adjunct clauses, while the main clause has an entirely different subject. 

(The relevant anaphoric clause or phrase is shown in bold typeface in these examples.) 
 
62) tan ammnddna kuytn pytu, ta kidl bud 

 [Proi] tan ammnj-r-na kuytnu py-au tawi kiri-l 
  3sa.gn father-pl-acc take.acp goSR-cmp 3sa.nm house-lc 
 
 bu-t-d 
 keep-rlf-sg. 
 ‘(Shei) taking her fatherj and going, selfi kept (himj) in a house’. (7th.Son.490) 

 
63) ni kittay anda, taw kap kasn koa, ... wan pa kuttisd 

 [Proi] niy kittu-ay an-t-au tawi kapi kasu-nu 
  2s.nm stitchSR-imp say-rlf-cmp 3sa.nm coffee boil-cmp 
 
 ko-t-au [Proj] wan pa kuttu-s-d 
 give-rlf-cmp  one amulet stitch-rlf-sg. 
 ‘(Hei) having said “Youj stitch”, selfi having made coffee and given, ... shej 

stitched an amulet’.  (7th.Son.180) 
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In (64), the antecedent mutki, and the anaphor are located in separate sentences 

and the anaphor is itself the subject of the highest clause [tawi ud] ‘self wore (them)’ 

in its own sentence. 
 

64) Sentences from “The Pomegranate woman”, lines (158-67) 
 i. i mutki bau a pdd ... “na uburu kyn noa” ... 

 i mutkii bar-au ai p-d-d na uburu  
 this o.woman come-cmp thus tell-rlf-sg. 1p.inc.nm both   
  
 kyni no-a  
 reflection look-hrt 
 “This old womani having come, said thus: “Let us both look at our reflection’...”  
 
 [sentences omitted] 
 
 ii. adn tiri adn now ... oa bydnu taw ud 

 adnj tiri adnj now oa byr-nu tawi u-t-d 
 3sr.gn cloth 3sr.gn jewelry all bringSR-acp 3sa.nm wear-rlf-sg 
 “Taking herj clothes, herj jewelry ... and all, selfi wore them.” 
 

The contexts shown above are ones in which non-anaphoric pronouns can also 

occur, as shown in (65) below.  
 

65) pa nala paam anda, ad ta 
 [Proi] pa nala paa-ma an-t-au adi i-t-a  
  amulet good happen-EXM say-rlf-cmp 3sr.nm take-rlf-3sg.  
 ‘(Hei) having said “The amulet is nice!”, hei took it.”  (7th.Son.230) 

This sentence resembles (62) in that both have an adjunct clause and a main clause, in 

which the subjects of both clauses are coreferential. Further, in both, the subject is covert 

in the adjunct clause, but an overt 3rd pronoun in the main clause. Finally, the adjunct 

clause in both has a non-finite verb with the same inflectional suffix /-au/ ‘completed 
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event’. However, in (62), the main clause subject has a anaphoric pronoun and, in (65), it 

has a non-anaphoric pronoun. Thus, the two are not in complementary distribution. 
 

The distinction between taw and other 3rd person pronouns  id,  ad is, 

therefore, not a purely syntactic one. In BK discourse the distinction between these two 

sets is in the fact that taw always refers to the primary actor or ‘protagonist’ of a 

particular discourse section. In using taw ‘himself, herself, itself’ as the subject of a 

sentence in a narrative, the narrator conveys the sense that her narration is being 

presented from the point of view of the prominent actor of that discourse section. Thus, in 

(66), repeated from (64) above, the participant who is most active in this particular 

section is the old woman mutki and when the narrator reports on the event in this 

passage, she does so using the logophor ‘herself’ in reference to the old woman; her use 

of the logophor conveys the sense that the narrator is presenting  the scene at least partly 

from the viewpoint of the old woman mutki.  
 

66) Sentences from “The Pomegranate woman”, lines (158-67) 
 i. i mutkii bau a pdd ... “na uburu kyn noa” ... 

 i mutkii bar-au ai p-d-d na uburu  
 this o.woman come-cmp thus tell-rlf-sg. 1p.inc.nm both   
  
 kyni no-a  
 reflection look-hrt 
 “This old womani having come, said thus: “Let us both look at our reflection’...”  
 
 [sentences omitted] 
 
 ii. adnj tiri adnj now, ... oa bydnu tawi ud 

 adnj tiri adnj now oa byr-nu tawi u-t-d 
 3sr.gn cloth 3sr.gn jewelry all  bringSR-acp 3sa.nm wear-rlf-sg.  
 “Taking herj clothes, herj jewelry ... and all, selfi wore them.” 
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Any potential ambiguity about who the anaphor may refer to is resolved by the constraint 

that the anaphor must refer to the most active character in the discourse section and not to 

other participants. Correspondingly, the non-anaphoric pronoun, adn, in (66.ii), refers to 

the less active character, the story’s heroine, who is being manipulated at this point by the 

old woman, who is the story’s villain. The referent does not have to be the most 

prominent person of the entire story, such as the hero or heroine, but only of the 

particular discourse section in which it occurs. It is also possible for a discourse section to 

have two active characters, in which case the anaphor is sometimes used to refer to one 

character and sometimes to another; there is one instance of this in one of the stories. 

 

The literature on the crosslinguistic use of logophors reports that these pronouns 

are used primarily within clausal arguments of verbs of communication or mental 

experience and that the antecedent of the logophor is the one whose speech, thoughts, etc. 

are being reported on  (see e.g. Sells 1987, Dimmendaal 2001 for discussions of 

logophors). Jayaseelan (1997:189) comments that anaphors can be used logophorically in 

Malayalam when they occur in embedded clauses as arguments of a verb of speech or 

mental attitude, as in the example in (66). This sentence has an explicit marker of mental 

attitude, in the form of the verb weedanippiccu ‘pained’, and the logophor refers to the 

one who experiences the mental attitude. 

 
66) [siita tan-ne sneehik’k’unnilla enn-at] raaman-e weedanippiccu 
 Sita self-acc does.not.love COMP-nominal Raman-acc pained 
 ‘That Sitai does not love self*i, j pained Ramanj’ 
 (Jayaseelan 1997:189) 

 

Interestingly, logophors in BK are not necessarily used with a verb of communication or 

mental experience; for example, the sentence in (62) above does not explicitly contain 
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such a verb. The fact that the logophor can be used in BK in sentences other than ones 

containing a verb of speech or mental state/attitude is, however, in keeping with Sells 

(1987) observations about logophors. Sells points out that logophors can be used in 

sentences in which the speaker implicitly adopts the viewpoint of the referent of the 

logophor and presents that viewpoint, without explicitly encoding the shift in viewpoint 

in the sentence. One of the examples Sells provides is a sentence from Japanese, 

reproduced in (67); the logophoric pronoun is zibun. The logophor can be used here to 

present the viewpoint of Taroo, even though there is no explicit indication that the 

speaker is expressing Taroo’s viewpoint rather than his own (an explicit indication would 

involve a phrase like “Taroo believed that/said that he got wet because ...”). 
 
67) Tarooi wa [baka no Yosiko ga mizu o zibuni no 
 Tarooi Top [fool Gen Yosiko Subj water Obj selfi Gen 
 
 ue ni kobosita node] nurete-simatta. 
 on Loc spilled because] wet-got 
 “Tarooi got wet because that fool Yosiko spilled water on himi.  
  (Sells 1987:463, author’s formatting and glosses) 
 

The plural nominative anaphor occurs only once in these texts, shown in (68). 

This sentence involves the quantifier-like phrase described in §2; dd amn is in 

genitive case because it is the possessor of the noun poiy, while its coreferential noun, 

the anaphor, ta, is in unmarked nominative form. The logophor here again encodes 

the point of view of the main actor of this passage.  
 

68) tan a poi, ta dd amn poi snu ko ipd.   

 tan a poiy tai ddu amni poiy 
 3sa.gn husband photo 3pa.nm two person.gn photo 
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 -s-nu ko-t-nu ir-p-d 
 keep-rlf-acp give-rlf-acp be-irf-sg 
 “Keeping her husband’s photograph, a photograph of themselvesi, both of themi, 

she kept showing it.”  (7th.Son.434) 
 

Interestingly, there is a mismatch between the number category of the logophoric anaphor 

and its antecedent. The logophor is plural, perhaps because it is coreferential with the 

phrase dd amn ‘both of them’s/of both of them’, but at the same time the sentential 

subject must be treated as the antecedent of the logophor because it is her point of view 

that this logophor encodes; i.e. the antecedent is singular, while the logophor is plural. 

Sells points out that plural logophoric pronouns can be used with singular antecedents as 

long as the antecedent is “included in the set denoted by the [logophor]” (1987:449).69 
 

3.1.2. The singular genitive anaphor tan 

The singular genitive anaphor occurs very frequently in discourse, both in the 

conversational text as well as the stories I gathered. The distribution of tan overlaps quite 

freely in terms of syntactic domain with the non-anaphoric pronouns (adn, idn); the 

distinction between the two is semantic rather than syntactic. In (69), which is a formally 

elicited sentence,  tan can be used interchangeably with adn, but the former serves to 

specify coreferentiality with a noun phrase within the sentence, while the latter is 

ambiguous in reference. My informant claimed that in (69a), tan makes it clear that the 

shirt belongs to Kaalan, the main clause object, while in (69b), adn is ambiguous about 

whether the shirt belongs to Kaalan or to someone else. 
 

 

                                                 
69 He claims that the reverse is not possible, a plural antecedent for a singular logophoric pronoun. 
Actually, it is apparently possible in BK, but the only examples I have involve the genitive 
anaphor/logophor. 
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69a) kaa tan kupay tana uka pday   

 kai-a tani kupay tana u-w-ka p-d-ay 
 Kaalan-acc 3sa.gn shirt  wear-irf-inf tell-rlf-sg.p.im 
 “Tell Kaalani to wear selfi’s shirt itself.”  (Elicitation.P370) 
 
b) kaai adni/j kupay tana uka pday   

 kai-a adni/j kupay tana u-w-ka p-d-ay 
 Kaalan-acc 3sr.gn shirt  wear-irf-inf tell-rlf-sg.p.im 
 “Tell Kaalani to wear hisi/j shirt itself.”  (Elicitation.P370) 

 

While tan occurs very frequently in the texts, its non-anaphoric singular 

counterparts adn/idn occur quite infrequently. The latter tend to be used for contexts 

where it is necessary to contrast several 3rd person referents for a pronoun, as in (66) 

above, where the use of adn helps clarify that the clothes and jewelry do not belong to 

the old woman, who is the primary actor in this particular discourse section and who is 

represented by the anaphor taw. Given that tan is used so frequently and with little 

restriction in terms of a syntactic domain, it seems to me that tan in BK is a logophoric 

pronoun rather than a true anaphor. 
 

There is one occurrence of the genitive nominal anaphor, tand, shown in (70), 

where it is used for logophoric functions. This sentence is taken from a passage in “The 

pomegranate woman” where two parrots in the story narrate to each other the same 

events described in example (66) above. Thus, the old woman mutki is again the most 

prominent actor at this point, the young woman uiti plays a secondary role as the one 

who gets manipulated by mutki, and the third participant, un, is quite inactive. The 

anaphor is used to refer to mutki and encodes her point of view. (Only the old woman and 

the young woman are marked with coindexation in this example; the anaphoric clause is 

shown in bold typeface.) 
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70) Sentences from “The Pomegranate Woman”, lines (372-8) 
i. i uitii i mutkj jal tir oy uu nala kad.   

 i uitii i mutkij jal tiri oya u-t-nu nala 
 this y.woman this o.woman old cloth all wear-rlf-acp well 
 
 ka-t-d 
 appear-rlf-sg 
 “This young womani looked good wearing the old womanj’s old clothes.”  
 
ii. nala kaa, pina tandj pyya kaa, pin i uitiai bawl pusn 

taylu kau, pina a musj bau, i una kuytnu kirka psd 

 nala ka-a pina tan-d pyyai ka-a 
 well look-trn then 3sa-g.nml ugly appear-trn 
 “Upon heri looking good, upon selfs’sj (appearance) looking ugly,” 
 
 pina i uitii-iya baw-l pu-s-nu taylu-u-t-nu 
 then this y.woman-acc well-lc hold-rlf-acp pushSR-leave-rlf-acp  
 
 ka-au 
 leave-cmp 
 “pushing this young womani into the well,” 
 
 pina a  musij bau i un-a  kuytnu kiri-ka p-s-d 
 then that hag focus this y.man-acc lead.acp house-dat goR-rlf-sg 
 “that old hagj took the young man home.”  
 

3.2. Demonstrative pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns in BK consist of uninflected deictic particles a ‘remote, 

specific’,  i ‘proximate, specific’, and u ‘non-specific’. In addition, the nominative 

personal pronouns described in §3.1 can also be used as demonstrative pronouns. 

Examples are given in (71). 
 

71a) a rajn kir uyl tan idd wan mutki 
 a rajn kiri uyli tana ir-d-d wan mutki 
 that king house near itself be-rlf-sg one o.woman 
 “An old woman lived near that king’s house.”  (7th.Son.13) 
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b) “i pakkn yanka bam” andau ... 
 i pakkn yan-ka ba-ma an-t-au 
 this woman 1s-dat don’t.want-EXM say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘I don’t want this woman’ ...”  (7th.Son.47) 
 
c) a tol ade madri. 
 a tol ad-e madri    
 that skin that- same 
 “The same with that bark (of tree).”  (Conversation.769) 
 

The remote and proximate demonstrative pronouns are sometimes used alone in a 

noun phrase rather than as a specifier for a following noun, as shown in (72). It is 

possible that in such noun phrases, a, i are specifiers of an underlying or implicit noun 

which is not overtly present in the sentence. In (72a), the demonstrative pronoun is 

apparently the subject of the sentence. In (72b), it is the object of the postposition oi. In 

(72c), it is the subject of the embedded clause verb kuynopka.  
 

72a) a muand pdid 
 a muand p-ir-d- 
 that days.ago tell-stat-rlf-pl 
 “That was told some days ago.”  (Tiger.1a) 
 
b) a kambiya payy u kadani a oi muyr ud 
 a kambiy-ai payy u-t-nu ka-d-ani a oi  
 that iron.wire-like simply put-rlf-acp leave-rlf-con that inside 
 
 muyri u-w-d 
 egg put-irf-sg 
 “If you place a iron wire-like object, it will lay eggs inside that.” (Conversation.653) 
 
c) “ad kuynyodmu. a kuynopka bua”, andau ... 
 ad kuyny-o-d-mu a kuyno-p-ka bu-t-a 
 3sr.nm marrySR-prg-sg-EXM that marry-irf-inf allow-rlf-np.im 
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 an-t-au 
 say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘They are getting married. Allow them to marry!” ... 
  (Conversation.745) 
 

Demonstrative pronouns also appear to function as relative pronouns in 

correlative clauses. Thus, in (73), the first sentence (73.i) has an adjectivized noun 

ou which modifies the noun mann. But the second sentence (73.ii) begins with a 

clause composed of subject kiy plus nominal predicate  wan madri; this clause 

modifies the following noun phrase u mandrka ‘for that person’, in which the 

demonstrative pronoun u: refers back to the modifying clause.   
 
 
73) Sentences from “Conversation”, lines 766-8 
 i. ki nalay ou mandrka, dd ott koani pottno wan sirapa. 
 kiy nalaya o-u mann-r-ka ddu ott  
 hand nice good.quality-adjzr person-pl-dat two instance  
 
 ko-t-ani poi-now wan siri-a-p-a 
 give-rlf-con stomach-ache some okay-become-irf-3sg 
 “For a person with healing hands, when he gives it twice, the stomach-ache will 

be cured.”   
 
 ii. kiy wan madri u mandrka, ... nak ott koani, a pottnow sirapa 
 kiy wan madri u mann-r-ka naku ott ko-t-ani 
 hand some type that person-pl-dat four instance give-rlf-con 
 
 a poi-now siri-a-p-a 
 that stomach-ache okay-become-irf-3sg 
 “For a person with mediocre hands, when he gives it four times, the stomach-ache 

will be cured.”   
 

3.3. Interrogative and indefinite pronouns. 

BK has an interrogative pronoun which is used to refer to humans, dar ‘who’ and four 

interrogative pronouns which are used to refer to non-humans, ayindi, iyindi, anjd, 
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injd ‘what’ (these are derived from deictic particles). All of these pronouns take the 

full case paradigm and perform the appropriate case functions described above. In 

addition, there is an interrogative demonstrative pronoun e: ‘which’ and two interrogative 

proclitics, ayt, et ‘which, what’, which function as noun specifiers. 
 

Human and non-human interrogative pronouns differ to some extent in the 

functions for which their genitive case forms are used. The genitive form of the human 

pronoun is used for the regular genitive functions of encoding possession (74), but the 

genitive form of the non-human pronouns is generally used as an interrogative 

demonstrative pronoun (75). The only examples I have of non-human interrogative 

pronouns as possessors were ones that were elicited by formal elicitation methods (76). 

(Interrogative pronouns are shown in bold in the examples below.) 
 

74a) id dar bokk   

 id dar bokk 
 3sp.nm who.gn book 
 “Whose book is this?”  (Elicitation.P375) 
 
b) “ill idn dar ma ampunu nod” andau, al idd. 
 illi ir-d-nu dar mai ampunu no-w-du an-t-au 
 here be-rlf-acp who.gn child quot. look-irf-des say-rlf-cmp 
 
 alli ir-d-d 
 there be-rlf-sg 
 “Having said, ‘Staying here, I must see whose child (this is)’, he stayed there.”  
  (7th.Son.11) 
 
75) Two question and answer excerpts from “Tiger Story” 
 
a) From lines 126-8 
 i. “kyaka innd kariy tmann sudd nyroa kidl”, annd 
 kiyakkn-a innd kayriy tmann sudd nyr-o-a  
 little.one-voc today plenty human smell perceiveSR-prg-3sg  
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 kiri-l an-t-d 
 house-lc say-rlf-sg 
 “He said, ‘Little one, I am getting a strong smell of humans in the house today.”   
 
 ii. a pda, “ayin tmann sudd nyro ninka?” 
 ai p-d-a ayin tmann sudd nyr-o-a nin-ka 
 thus tell-rlf-trn what.gn human smell perceiveSR-prg-3sg 2s-dat 
 “On (his) saying thus, (she asked), ‘What smell of humans are you getting?’ ”   
 
b) From lines 255-6 
 i. “kaynn wand  ar”, ana, 
 kaynni wand i-t-nu aro an-a 
 rope some take-rlf-acp bring.pl.imp say-trn 
 “On (their) saying, ‘Bring some rope.”   
 
 ii. “ayin kaynni?”, ana ... 
 ayin kaynni an-a 
 what.gn rope say-trn 
 “On (his) saying, ‘What rope?’ ... ” 
 
76a) i komb ayin   anjn komb?   

 i komb ayin   anjn komb 
 this horn what.gn horn 
 “Whose horn is this horn?” (= which animal’s horn)  (Elicitation.P414) 
 
b) id ayinanu   anjnanu komb? 

 id ayin-anu   anjn-anu komb 
 3sp.nm what.gn-IND horn 
 “What is this the horn of?” (= of what animal).” (Elicitation.P414) 
 

All four interrogative pronouns can be used as indefinite pronouns meaning 

‘somebody, something, anybody, anything’; however, when used for indefinite reference, 

the enclitics /-anu, -a/ ‘indefinite’ are usually attached to the pronoun (77). 
 

77a) yani etlanu daranu ardani, ila bri, darnan ardani ... 
 yan-iya etli-anu dar-anu ari-d-ani  
 1s-acc where-IND who.nm-IND hit-rlf-con 
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 ila bri dar-na-anu ari-d-ani 
 neg other who-acc-IND hit-rlf-con 
 “If someone hits me somewhere, or if he hits someone else ...” (Conversation.310) 
 
b) all indan nadani ... ... 
 alli iyindi-anu nai-d-ani  
 there what-IND progress-rlf- con 
 “If something is going on there ...”  (Conversation.213) 
 

Examples of interrogative pronouns as arguments of negative verbs are shown in (78). 
 
 78a) alli dar ila 

 alli dar ila 
 there who.nm neg.exist 
 “There was no one there”  (7th.Son.359) 
 
b) pikki, pydni, pamb, injid ilpa jal yaniya tarsenn kaddapla 

 pikki pydni pamb injd il-pa- jai-l yan-iya 
 bird scorpion snake what.nm neg.exist-occur-rlr place-lc 1s-acc  
 
 tari-s-endu-nu ka-d-dapla  
 cut-rlf-kill-acp leave-rlf-obg 
 “You must kill me in a place where there is nothing, no birds, scorpions, snakes.”  
  (Pomegranate.319) 
 
c) naw innd ayina kijili 
 naw innd ayin-a kil-j-il-i  
 1s.nm today what-acc do-rlf-neg-1sg 
 “I did not do anything today.”  (Elicitation.146) 
 

4.0 NUMERALS AND QUANTIFIERS 

4.1. Numerals 

Ordinal numbers from 1-20 are listed in Table 9. Numbers from 11 to 19 are 

formed by a compound consisting of the single digit number preceded by various forms 
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of ‘ten’ pan   pan   padi   payn   pattu. Numbers from 21-29, 31-39, etc are formed by 

a compound of ipattu, motu, etc. plus the appropriate single digit numeral; e.g. 

ipattond ‘twenty-one’, ipattddu ‘twenty-two’, ipattmuru ‘twenty-three’, and so on.  

Table 3.9: Numerals 

 wand ‘one’   panond ‘eleven’   motu ‘thirty’ 

 ddu ‘two’   panddu ‘twelve’   nalwattu ‘forty’ 

 muru ‘three’   padimuru ‘thirteen’   ywattu ‘fifty’ 

 naku ‘four’   panaku ‘fourteen’   arwattu ‘sixty’ 

 ydu ‘five’   paynydu ‘fifteen’   wattu ‘seventy’ 

 aru ‘six’   panaru ‘sixteen’   yambattu ‘eighty’ 

 u ‘seven’   panu ‘seventeen’   tonnuru ‘ninety’ 

 u ‘eight’   panu ‘eighteen’   nuru ‘hundred’ 

 enbadu ‘nine’   pattenbadu ‘nineteen’   sawuru ‘thousand’ 

 pattu ‘ten’   ippattu ‘twenty’     

 

BK words for fractions are kal ‘quarter’, arda ‘half’, and mukkal ‘three-quarter’. 

When ‘half’ is added on another number, the form used is ari instead of arda; e.g. 

wandari ‘one and a half’ 
 

The cardinal number corresponding to wand ‘one’ is modlawd ‘first’; all 

other cardinal numbers are formed by suffixing /-awd/ ‘nth’ to the number; e.g. 

ddawd ‘second’, murawd ‘third’ (// is frequently deleted between /w/ and /d/). 

/-awd/ has the variant /-ad ~ -ad/ when it forms a compound with nai ‘time’, as in 

muradnaka ‘for the third time’. 
 

Numerals function syntactically like quantifiers, which are described in the 

following section. Note that the numeral wand has variant forms when it is used as a 
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quantifier; it is usually pronounced wand before a word beginning with a vocoid (e.g. 

wand yani ‘one/a elephant' and wan before a word beginning with a contoid  (e.g. 

wan rajn ‘one/a king’).  
 

4.2 Quantifiers 

The quantifiers that occur in these data are listed in Table 10. Most BK non-

interrogative quantifiers are derived from the deictic particles a, i and from the numeral 

wand ‘one’; however, there is one underived quantifier oa. Although the quantifiers in 

Table 10 are derived from wand, they are used for both count and non-count nouns. I 

have only one example of an interrogative quantifier, etr, which is derived from the 

interrogative particle et; further research is necessary to elicit a full set of interrogative 

quantifiers to match the other deictic quantifiers shown below. 
 

Table 3.10: Quantifiers 

Deictic or interrogative  
particles as base: 

anatka ‘that much’ 
inatka ‘this much’ 

 
 anatr ‘that many’ 

inatr ‘this many’ 
etr ‘how many’ 

 
Numeral wand as base: wand ‘a, some, approximately’ 
 wan+numeral (as in wanddu, wanmuru) ‘some, a few’ 
 wanand   onond ‘each, one each, every’ 
 inond  ‘another’ 
 inonmuru ‘some more’ 
 wandika ‘a little’ 
 wandatka ‘lots of’ 
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Examples are shown in (79). 
 
79a) wan niriya kusau ... 
 wan nir-iya kui-s-au  
 some water-acc drink-rlf-cmp 
 “Having drunk some water ...”  (Pomegranate.348) 
 
b) wand ar  tyan idani, wand panon myniy utn apa 

 wand aru u tyanu ir-d-ani 
 about six seven hive be-rlf-con 
 
 wand panond myniy a-p-a 
 about eleven o’clock become-irf-3sg 
 “If there are about 6 or 7 beehives, it will take until about 11 o’clock”   
  (Conversation.41) 
 

Quantifiers function like nouns in that they can occur as the object in a sentence 

(80); I expect that they can also occur as subject, but there are no examples in these data. 

Reduplicated numerals and quantifiers are sometimes used as intensifiers or to convey a 

sense of distribution; a reduplicated numeral is shown in (80a). 
 

80a) wanmurmuru kou oi kirka koiyo 
 wan-muru-muru ko-t-nu oi kiri-ka ko-w-iyo  
 little.little give-rlf-acp all house-dat give-irf-pl 
 “Giving a little to each, they give to all the houses” (Conversation.412) 
 
b) a inatk inatk  bau, timbiyo 
 au inatka inatka i-t-nu bar-au tin-p-iyo  
 person this.much this.much bring-rlf-acp come-comp eat-irf-pl 
 “The person having brought this much at a time, they eat it.” (Conversation.401) 
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Chapter 4: Minor Lexical Categories 

This chapter describes categories that do not exhibit productive suffixal 

morphology: categories discussed here are adjectives, postpositions, adverbs, and 

particles. The lexical category of adjectives in BK contains only a small set of underived 

forms; most adjectives are derived by the category-changing processes described in 

Chapter 5. Adjectives take only one category-preserving suffix, as described below. 

Postpositions and adverbs do not show any suffixal morphology; words in both categories 

are derived verbs, nouns, or particles. Particles in this grammar comprise a small set of 

words and roots that do not fit easily into any other lexical category on the basis of 

morphosyntactic function or suffixal morphology. 
 

1.0 ADJECTIVES 

There are very few underived adjectives or adjectival roots in BK; those that 

occur in these data are listed in (1). Adjectival roots are free roots; they can optionally 

take one category-preserving derivational suffix, described below. 
 

 
1) a. nall ‘nice’  moa ‘upper’ 

 b. jal ‘old’  sira ‘very, lots of’ 

 c. ba ‘lots, very’  bou ‘white’ 

 d. kr ‘small’70  dappu ‘big’ 

 e. kiri ‘small’  uddu ‘long’ 

 f. kmi ‘less’  tu ‘thin’ 

 g. bri  ‘different’  sadu ‘quiet, tame’ 

 h. br ‘purely, only in the form of’  tundu ‘short’ 

 j. koa ‘lower’  palo ‘various (types, sizes)’  
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 Some adjectives are derived from a combination of the deictic particles a, i plus 

adjectival base (2). 

2) a. alku  ‘that long’  ata distant location 

 b. ilku  ‘this long’  ita proximate location 
      
 c. anatu ‘that big’  akkra distant location 

 d. inatt, inatu ‘this big’  ikkra proximate location 

   
 e. au, adau ‘that type’ 

 f. idau ‘this type’71 
 

 There are a few adjectives which have phonologically identical counterparts in 

other lexical categories; e.g. nimi ‘straight’ is also an adverb, pyymn, ‘new’ and  

pamn ‘old’ are also nouns. Other adjectives are formed from nouns by the 

adjectivization processes described in Chapter 5.  

 

 Underived adjectives can function only as noun modifiers (3). They must be 

converted to nouns before they can perform any other syntactic function.  

 
3) ad kiri bokk bydn banda 
 ad kiri bokk byr-nu ban-t-a  
 1sr.nm small book bringSR-acp comeR-rlf-3sg 
 “She brought a small book.” (Elicitation.P412) 
 

Similarly the adjectives that contain deictic particles listed in (2) function only as noun 

modifiers: 

                                                                                                                                                 
70 This adjective probably has a final vowel because /r/ is not a permissible word-final segment in BK. 
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4) ata bidl, wan mansn tiro bijipa 
 ata biriy-l wan mansn tiri-oa biju-ir-pu-a 
 that.side side-lc one person cloth-com wave-stat-irf-3sg 
 “On that side, a person stands waving a cloth” (Conversation.517) 
 
c) adau mand, in dar kuyrki mand ila 
 adau mann- ina dar kuyrki mann- ila 
 that.type person-pl now who.gn vessel person-pl neg.exist 
 “People like them, now there are no vessel-makers” (Conversation.62) 

  

 A small set of adjectives can take derivational suffix /-u/, which is used to 

encode ‘size’ (5).  

5)   dappuu ‘big’ 

b)  kiriu ‘small’ 

c)  udduu ‘long’ 

d)  inatu ‘this size’ 

f)  anatu ‘that size’ 
 
6) makuyrki, kiriu kuyrki kilay ottud? 
 mau-kuyrki kiri-u kuyrki kil-lay ott-ud 
 soil-vessel small-size vessel do-inf knowledge-exist 
 “Do you know how to make small pots, earthenpots?” (Conversation.61) 
 

2.0 POSTPOSITIONS 

Table 1 lists some of the postpositions found in these data; several of them are 

related to fully inflected verbs or nouns. For example, itu, ipli, ipka are derived from 

the verb ir ‘be’ and contain verbal suffixes as part of their derivation. Different 

postpositions assign different cases to their nominal objects; the case they assign is also 

                                                                                                                                                 
71 BK probably has iyiu ‘this type’ and anatt ‘that big’ to correspond with au and inatt, but no 
examples have occurred in these data. 
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listed in Table 1. Parentheses around nominative case indicates that the postposition is 

tentatively analyzed as a nominative assigning postposition in the absence of suitable 

data; additional data in which they occur after pronouns or exceptional nouns is necessary 

to confirm this analysis. 72 Three postpositions, pimbi, pimbottl and mindi assign genitive 

or dative case depending on semantic role. 

 
 Postpositions are independent words that perform the function of case markers. 

Because, they function like case markers, postpositions pose a problem for determining 

whether they are separate words or case suffixes. This problem is especially apparent in 

the case of utnu ‘during, by the time, until’, which is related to an inflectional suffix 

with the same meaning that functions as a clause-chain marker on verbs. Two criteria are 

used to distinguish affixes from words in BK: (a) restrictions on word-final segments – if 

the putative stem ends in an illicit word-final segment, the following item is an affix and 

not a separate word; (b) optional versus obligatory final vowel deletion – if the putative 

stem exhibits obligatory final-vowel deletion (or if at least a sub-set of its lexical class 

exhibits obligatory final-vowel deletion) the following item is an affix; if, on the other 

hand, final vowel deletion is optional, the following item is a word.73 By these criteria, 

gutnu, when used on verbs, must be treated as a suffix because it occurs immediately 

after the verb root and several of these roots end in illicit word-final segments. On the 

other hand, it must be treated as a separate word, or postposition, when it occurs 

immediately after a noun because the noun undergoes optional rather than obligatory 

                                                 
72 Only pronouns or irregular nouns have distinct nominative and genitive case forms; therefore, only these 
will enable me to distinguish whether the object has nominative or genitive case. 
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final-vowel deletion before gutnu (see Chapter 2, §2.1 for a discussion of the prevalence 

of optional word-final vowel deletion in BK). 

 

Table 4.1: Postpositions 

Function Postposition Gloss Case assigned to object 
uyli near (Nominative) 

oi within  ,, 

Location 
(space or 
time): 

oi inside, in  ,, 

 utnu during, by, until  ,, 

 utka on top of Genitive 

 birkl in the vicinity of  ,, 

 nauwl in between  ,, 

 muska close to, up, above Dative 

 muniri above  ,, 

 kuniri below  ,, 

 biaka later, afterwards  ,, 

 etli as soon as  ,, 

 pimbi,  
pimbottl 

behind, at the back of Genitive or dative 

 mindi before, in front of  ,, 

Negative: aldi except for  (Nominative) 

 ildi without  ,, 

Other: pati about Accusative 

 ipli with, through Genitive 

 byliya in the company of   ,, 

 ipka towards   ,, 

 inda through the agency of   ,, 

 birka towards  ,, 

 byri on behalf of, because of  Dative 

 itu from  Locative 

                                                                                                                                                 
73 A third criterion, which is relevant in other cases, is the possibility of cliticization – if a clitic can 
intervene between the putative stem and the following item, the two must be separate words because clitics 
attach to fully formed words (Steever 1993). 
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 The examples in (7) show different case-marked nouns occurring as objects of 

different postpositions. aldi is tentatively analyzed as a postposition which takes a 

nominative object (7a), pati takes an accusative noun as object (7b),ipli takes a genitive 

noun (7c), biaka takes a dative noun (7d), and mindi can take a genitive or dative-

case marked noun (7e). 

7a) wan kir aldi oya pottnaiyo      

 wan kiri aldi oya pori-t-na-iyo 
 one house except all thatch-rlf-prf-pl 
 ‘All except one house has been thatched.’  (Elicitation.P420) 
 
b) a mai abbiya pati ka      

 a mai abbi-iya pati k-t-a 
 that child mother-acc about ask-rlf-3sg. 
 ‘That child asked about (her) mother’  (Elicitation.P362) 
 
c) adn ipl ayia kod 
 adn ipli ayin-ka ko-t-d 
 3sr.gn with what-dat give-rlf-sg. 
 ‘Why did you give it to him?’ (7th.Son.234) 
 
d) naw sannaska biaka bupiya     

 naw sannasi-ka biaka bu-pu-iya 
 1s.nm sunday-dat comeIR-irf-1sg 
 ‘I will come after Sunday.’  (Elicitation.P364) 
 
e) naw bommi   bommika mindl kunaiya   

 naw bommi  bommi-ka mindi-l kur-na-iya 
 1s.nm Bommi  Bommi-dat front-lc sit-st.dur-1sg 
 “I am sitting in front of Bommi.”  (Elicitation.P418) 
  

 Noun-derived postpositions retain a few nominal properties: Some postpositions 

can take a preceding quantifier wan (8a), and some can take dative and locative case 
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suffixes, but no other nominal suffixes. Dative case on the postposition is used to encode 

goal of motion (8b), locative case is used to encode existence in a location (8c), and /-a/ 

is used to encode distributed location (8e).74  

8a) kirka wan muska mer ud   

 kiri-ka wan muska meri ud 
 house-dat some above tree exist 
 “There is a tree a little above the house.”  (Elicitation.P419) 
 
b) naw kir okka pyod   

 naw kiri oi-ka py-o-d 
 1s.nm house inside-dat goSR-prg-sg 
 “I am going into the house.”  (Elicitation.P422) 
 
c) naw bommi mindl kunaiya   

 naw bommi mindi-l kur-na-iya 
 1s.nm Bommi front-lc sit-st.dur-1sg 
 “I am sitting in front of Bommi.”  (Elicitation.P418) 
 
d) kaydd popda pyriy oa ba oa ben ben popd ...   

 kayddi po-pu-d-ai pyriy oi-a bai oa beu-nu 
 bear go-irf-sg-like bush inside-dlc path all bendSR-acp 
 
 beu-nu po-pu-d 
 rep go-irf-sg 
 “Like a bear, he would bend and go around in the forest, on the paths and all.”  
  (Conversation.616) 

 Postpositions can occur after other postpositions (9a) or after adverbs (9b, c, 

where ann and alli are adverbs).  

 

9a) naw tebl utk itu wan pensl ti  

 naw tebl utka itu wan pensli i-t-i 
 1s.nm table on.top.of from one pencil take-rlf-1sg 
 “I took a pencil from the top of the table.”  (Elicitation.P437) 

                                                 
74 Some locational postpositions do not take a locative suffix; therefore, distributed location is encoded 
with /-a/ rather than /-la/ (see §3 on adverbs for a discussion of this issue). 
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b) pin all itu banda  

 pina alli itu ban-t-a 
 then there from comeR-rlf-3sg 

 2s.nm then until go.sg.p.im

 “Then he came from there.”  (Conversation.635) 
 
c) ni ann utn piy  

 niy ann utnu piy 
 

Locational postpositions encode location in space and time with respect to a noun. 

Some postpositions express location in space only (10a), some express location in time 

only (10b), and some can express location in space or time (10c,d).  

 “Go before that time.”  (Tiger.116) 
 

2.1. The morphosyntactic functions of postpositions 

2.1.1 Locational postpositions  

 
10a) bommn kiri ka kirka nimi uo   

 bommn kiri ka kiri-ka nimi uo 
 bomman house kaalan house-dat direct exist 
 “Bomman’s house is directly in front of Kaalan’s house.”  (Elicitation.P364) 
 
b) naw sannaska biaka bupiya 

 naw sannasi-ka biaka bu-pu-iya 
 1s.nm sunday-dat later comeIR-irf-1sg 
 “I will come after Sunday.”  (Elicitation.P364) 
 
c) a kirk oya, wand mur nak na oi pyniilku    

 a kiri-ka oya wand muru naku nau oi pyniy-kil-ku 
 that house-dat all about three four day within work-do-pbl 
 “For that house and all, the work can be done within about 3-4 days.”  
  (Conversation.124) 
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d) i mtir oi indanu pa asani ...   

 i mtiri oi iyindi-anu pai a-s-ani 
 this hamlet within what-IND fight happen-rlf-con 
 “If there is any fight within this hamlet ...”  (Conversation.288) 
 

 The time postposition etli differs from other postpositions in that it occurs only 

with nominalized clauses (rather than simple nouns): 

11) ad pd etli na poni   

 ad p-d-n-ka etli naw po-n-i 
 3sr.nm tell-rlf-nmr-dat as.soon.as 1s.nm go-pve-1sg 
 “I went as soon as he told me to.”  (Elicitation.P420) 
 

2.1.2 Negative postpositions 

There are two negative postpositions, aldi, ildi, derived from the negative 

particles il, al, respectively. aldi is used to encode ‘exclusion’, and ildi is used to encode 

‘absence, lack of’ (12). 
 

12a) wan kir aldi oya pottnaiyo      

 wan kiri aldi oya pori-t-na-iyo 
 one house except all thatch-rlf-prf-pl 
 ‘All except one house is thatched’  (Elicitation.P420) 
 
b) mai abb ildi kirka pso      

 mai abbi ildi kiri-ka p-s-o 
 child mother without house-dat goR-rlf-3sg 
 ‘The child went home without his mother’  (Elicitation.P363) 
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2.1.3. Other postpositions 

The other postpositions encode a variety of relations between the verb and its 

arguments. Some have selectional restrictions in terms of humanness and gender on the 

type of nouns they can take as the object. 
 

 pati encodes topic; it is the only postposition in these data that assigns accusative 

case to its object (13). 

13) a mai abbiya pati ka      

 a mai abbi-ya pati k-t-a 
 that child mother-acc about ask-rlf-3sg 
 ‘That child asked about (her) mother’  (Elicitation.P362) 
 

  byri ‘because of, on behalf of’ is used to encode cause or reason (14). This 

postposition is also used after nominalized clauses (14c). When the nominalized clause is 

negative, the dative suffix is not used before byri (14d).  

14a) ad maka byr tan awod   

 ad mai-ka byri tanu awo-d 
 3sr.nm child-dat because emph exist-sg 
 ‘She lives only for her children.’  (Elicitation.P366) 
 
b) id byallka byri ... baa tinn tinn popa  

 id byall-ka byri bai-la tin-t-nu po-pu-a 
 3sp.nm jaggary-dat because path-dlc eat-rlf-acp go-irf-3sg 
 ‘Because of the jaggary (brown sugar pieces) ..., it goes along the path eating.’   
  (Conversation.576) 
 
c) naw ad pda byri psd     

 naw ad p-d-n-ka byri p-s-d 
 1s.nm 3sr.nm tell-rlf-nmr-dat because goR-rlf-sg 
 ‘I went because s/he asked me to.’  (Elicitation.P373) 
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d) madn niss tinlknd byri, yanka  mb iso 
 madn niss tin-ilkn-d byri yanka mb u-s-o  
 madan food eat-n.con-nmr because 1s-dat anger arise-rlf-3sg 
 “I was angry because Madan didn’t eat his food.” (Elicitation.P452) 
 

 The postposition inda is used to encode a noun’s instrumental role; according to 

my consultant, it is used mainly with animate nouns, and is used less frequently with 

inanimate nouns: 

15a) yanka a uit inda pyniy ksi 
 yan-ka a uiti inda pyniy k-s-i 
 1s-dat that young.woman through work get-rlf-imps 
 “I got a job through that woman.”  (Elicitation.P378) 
 
b) i bokk yan inda berdd    

 i bokk yan inda beri-d-d 
 this book 1s.gn through write-rlf-sg. 
 “This book was written by me.”  (Elicitation.P438) 
 
An example of a possible but infrequent construction with inda on an inanimate noun is: 

16) ad erw inda pensli kisadd   

 ad erwi inda pensli kisu-a-d-d 
 3sr.nm knife through pencil sharpen-thrly-rlf-sg. 
 “He sharpened the pencil with a knife.”  (Elicitation.P376) 
 

 byliya is used only with animate nouns and expresses an action done in the 

company of a person or animal: 

17a) ad ab byliya banda     

 ad abbi byliya ban-t-a 
 3sr.nm mother company.of comeR-rlf-sg. 
 “She came with her mother.”  (Elicitation.P364) 
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b) i un yan byliya pyra psd   

 i un yani byliya pyra-tl p-s-d 
 this y.man elephant company.of forest-lc goR-rlf-sg. 
 “This man went into the forest with the elephant”  (Elicitation.P374) 

 

 ipli is used on verbs that involve social interaction between animate speech act 

participants (benefactive verbs, verbs related to existence with a person, causative verbs, 

etc.); consequently, this postposition occurs only with animate nouns. It encodes a variety 

of roles that basically involve some form of control by one of the participants 

(benefactor, beneficiary, possessor, agent, vicinity). ipli marks the benefactor object in 

(18). In (18c) the use of ipli  implies that bommn is the employer (and therefore plays 

a benefactor role) rather than a co-worker. If the two nouns referred to co-workers, I 

expect that the object would be marked with /-oa/ ‘comitative case’. In the same way, 

the use of ipli in (18d) adds the implication of ‘protector, guardian’ to its object noun. 

18a) naw a un ipli du biyo     

 naw a un ipli du b-w-iyo 
 1s.nm that y.man with money bring-irf-1sg 
 “I took (brought) money from that boy.”  (Elicitation.P378) 
 
b) yanka i komb manu ipli ksd   

 yan-ka i komb manu ipli k-s-d 
 1s-dat this horn deer with get-rlf-sg 
 “This man went into the forest with the elephant”  (Elicitation.P374) 
 
c) ka bommn ipli pyniijoa    

 ka bommn ipli pyniy-kil-j-o-a 
 Kaalan Bomman with work-do-rlf-prg-3sg 
 ‘Kaalan is working for Bomman.’  (Elicitation.P366) 
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d) tan a ipli idnu ...      

 tan a- ipli ir-d-nu 
 3sa.gn brother-pl with live-rlf-acp  
 ‘Living with her brothers ...’  (Tiger.264) 

 that child 1s.gn with 1s-dat

 

 ipli is also used with nouns that are the recipient of a benefactive action, if the 

action involves giving something into the possession of someone. Since possession is 

crucial to its use in this context, the possessor must be capable of possessing the item, and 

the item must be possessable. Thus, ipli can be used to mark recipient in (19a) because a 

pen can be possessed by the recipient yan; /-ka/ can alternatively be used in this sentence 

to express goal. However, ipli cannot be used in (19b) because the recipient pu:si ‘cat’ 

consumes milk rather than holds it in possession; only /-ka/ can be used in this sentence. 

19a) a mai yan ipli   yanka pena tanda   

 a mai yan ipli   yan-ka pena tan-t-a 
 pen giveR-rlf-3sg 

 ‘The child gave me the pen.’  (Elicitation.P366) 
 
b) naw puska/*[pus ipli] pal koi 
 naw pusi-ka / pusi ipli pal ko-t-i 
 I cat-dat / cat with milk give-rlf-1sg 
 ‘I gave the cat milk.’  (Elicitation.P366) 
 

 ipli is used to mark alienable possession in possessive sentences formed with the 

copula ud. The dative suffix /-ka/ marks inalienable possession (that is, part-whole 

relations or kinship relations). In the following examples, the use of ipli in (20a) implies 

that the bone belonged to some other animal; while the use of dative /-ka/ in (20b) 

implies that the bone is part of the dog’s own body. 
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20a) nay ipli wand yaluw ud   

 nay ipli wand yaluw ud 
 dog with one bone exist 
 ‘The dog has a bone (belonging to some other animal).’  (Elicitation.P380) 
 
b) nayka yaluw ud    

 nay-ka yaluw ud 
 dog-dat bone be 
 ‘The dog has bones (in its own body).’  (Elicitation.P380) 
 

ipli is also used in causative constructions to encode ‘peripheral causee’; that is the 

agent through whom the causer gets the action done; this is described further in Chapter 

2, §3.2.5. 

 

 i:tu ‘from’ encodes movement from a location and it typically takes a locative 

case-marked object (21). 

21) naw mertl itu wanmur yali ti  

 naw meri-tl itu wanmuru yali i-t-i 
 1s.nm tree-lc from some leaf take-rlf-1sg 
 “I took a few leaves from the tree.”  (Elicitation.P379) 
 

 However, as explained in Chapter 3, §1.2.6, locative case marking is not permitted on all 

nouns; overt locative case marking depends on the animacy and humanness features of 

the noun. Correspondingly, the structure of nominal objects of itu depends on the 

locative-case marking abilities of the noun. Inanimate nouns, which can freely take 

locative case if they are not place names, are marked for locative when they are objects of 

i:tu, as shown in (21) above. Among place names, those that refer to places that are very 

familiar to the BKs are used without a locative case marker; correspondingly they occur 
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in uninflected form before i:tu. Those that refer to relatively unfamiliar places can 

optionally take a locative case marker. Examples of place names before i:tu were given in 

the description of locative case in Chapter 3 and are repeated below. (22a) has a familiar 

place name and (22b, c) have relatively unfamiliar place names. 

22a) naw bokkpur()/*bokkpudl itu bannd    

 naw bokkpur/*bokkpur-l itu ban-t-d 
 1s.nm Bokkapur/Bokkapur-lc from comeR-rlf-sg. 
 “I came from Bokkapur.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
 
b) naw kunur   kunudl itu bannd 

 naw kunur   kunur-l itu ban-t-d 
 1s.nm Coonoor ~ Coonoor-lc from comeR-rlf-sg. 
 “I came from Coonoor.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
 
c) naw  amerika   amerikl itu bannd 

 naw amerika   amerika-l itu ban-t-d 
 1s.nm America ~ America-lc from comeR-rlf-sg. 
 “I came from America.”  (Elicitation.P435) 
 

 Human nouns do not take locative case; therefore, when they occur as objects of 

i:tu, they form a benefactor/locative phrase with ipli. Thus, in the following sentence the 

human noun occurs in the construction ‘N ipli itu’ and not ‘*N-l itu’: 

23) ad bumm ipl itu du bsd 

 ad bummi ipli itu du b-s-d 
 3sr.nm Bommi with from money bring-rlf-sg. 
 “He took the money from Bommi.”  (Elicitation.P429) 
 

Animate non-human nouns can take locative case suffixes in some contexts. Preceding 

itu, they can be marked with the locative suffix or they can form the benefactor/locative 

construction ‘N + ipli’.  
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24) yanka a [tt ipl    ttl] itu pal ksd   

 yan-ka a [tt ipli  tt-l] itu pal k-s-d 
 1s-dat that [cow with cow-lc] from milk get-rlf-sg. 
 “I got milk from the cow.”  (Elicitation.P379) 
 

 The postpositions ipka ‘towards’ and birka ‘to the side of’ are used to encode 

the goal of motion when the goal is a human noun. As explained in Chapter 3, §1.2.4, 

human nouns cannot take the dative suffix /-ka/ when they are the goal of motion; they 

must take one of these postpositions instead.  

25) naw bommn birka   ipka poni 
 naw bommn birka   ipka po-n-i 
 1s.nm Bomman towards go-pve-1sg. 
 ‘I went towards Bomman.’  (Elicitation.P366) 

 

3.0 ADVERBS 

Adverbs function as verb phrase modifiers or clause modifiers. They can be 

grouped into adverbs of place, time, and manner. Many BK adverbs are nouns or 

compounds that have frozen into adverbial modifiers and many are derived from 

particles; these can be classified as simple adverbs. Several of the locational adverbs are 

identical to postpositions. Complex adverbs are formed by a productive process of 

suffixation, in which /-aya, -ai, -kn/ are attached to verbs or nouns.  
 

 Simple adverbs of location that occur in these data are shown in (26); (26a) shows 

locational adverbs that are probably frozen nouns or verbs; (26b) lists those that are 

derived from deictic particles. Adverbs that encode manner or other semantic categories 

are listed in (27). 
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26) Simple adverbs of location. 

a) Place  Time  
 i. utka ‘on top, above’  muna ‘before, earlier’ 

 ii. birka ‘close by’  mindi ‘later’ 

 iii. birkl ‘alongside’  biaka ‘later’ 

 iv. pimbi, pimbottl ‘behind’  nnt ‘yesterday’ 

 v. mindi ‘in front of’  keka ‘tomorrow’ 

 vi. oi ‘inside’  nii ‘day-after-tomorrow’ 

 vii. pormi ‘outside’  mu ‘a few days ago 

 viii. tbb ‘near’    

 ix. muska ‘up’    

 x. muniri ‘above’    

 xi. kuniri ‘below’    

 xii. bsai ‘outside’    

 xiii. nauwl ‘in between’    

 xiv. nimi ‘directly in front of’    
 
b)  Place  Time   Place & time 
 i. alli ‘there’ ann ‘then’  itniri ‘until now/here’ 

 ii. illi ‘here’ inn, ina ‘now’  atniri ‘after then/there’ 

 iii. etli ‘where’       

 iv. moali ‘up there’ annd ‘that day’    

 v. moili ‘up here’ innd ‘this day’     

 vi. koali ‘down there’       

 vii. koili ‘down here’       
         
 viii. akkra ‘that side’       

 ix. ikkra ‘this side’       
         
 x. akralli ‘over on that side’       

 xi. ikrilli ‘over on this side’       
         
27) Other simple adverbs 
 i. kri ‘a little’  tirpi ‘again’ 

 ii. edra ‘straight, directly in front of’  ptini ‘for no good reason, baseless’ 

 iii. nera ‘directly, honestly’  bri ‘separately’ 

 iv. sannd ‘quickly’  ildi ‘without’ 
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 v. surka ‘quickly’  kyri ‘even’ 

 vi. nala ‘well, nicely’  pina ‘then, after that’ 

 vii. payy ‘quietly’    
 

 Adverbs of location provide information about place or time with respect to an 

action. They usually occur as verb phrase modifiers situated within the verb phrase (28a-

c), but many of them can be moved to other positions in a sentence (28d-e). 

28a)  tissoa rsan a ip oy munir popa. 
 tiss-oa r-s-ani a ipi oya muniri po-pu-a 
 fire-com climb-rlf-con that insect all up go-irf-3sg 
 “If one climbs up with the fire, the bees all fly upwards.” (Conversation.29) 
 

 naw biaka ban-t-o-d 
b)  naw biaka bandod 

 1s.nm later comeR-rlf-prg-sg 
 “I am coming later.” (Elicitation.P437) 
 
c)  pina nilay al kelknu ... 
 pina nilay alli kelku-nu 
 then Indian.gooseberry there mixSR-acp 
 “Then mixing the gooseberry in ...” (Conversation.1) 
 
d)  ann utn all wan rajn wan ba idao 
 ann utnu alli wan rajn wan ba-t-nu ir-d-a-o 
 then until there one king one sleep-rlf-acp be-rlf-3sg-EXM 
 “During that time, a king was sleeping there” (7th.Son.397) 
 
e)  moali, wan baw ud 
 moali wan baw ud 
 down.there one well exist 
 “Down there, there is a well.” (Elicitation.P419) 
 

 Some location adverbs, such as aali, iili, akralli, ikrilli, occur only as clause-

modifiers in these data: 
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29a)  niy ill idl ba.  ka pyt, aali dyar bl ui. 
 niy illi ir-l ba  
 2s.nm here be-inf don’t.want 
 “You shouldn’t stay here.” 
 
 i-t-nu kal-au py-au aali dyari bli ui  
 take-rlf-acp leave-cmp goSR-cmp over.there sahib house exist 
 “Having gone, there is a sahib’s house over there.” (7th.Son.362) 
 
b)  ad yan dappammn, aali, dappud. 
 ad yan dappu-ammn aali dappu-d 
 3sr.nm 1s.gn big-father over.there big-nmr 
 “That is my elder uncle, over there, the elder one.” (Conversation.189) 
 

 Location adverbs that function as verb phrase modifiers and which are historically 

derived from nouns can take dative and locative case suffixes (30). However, some 

adverbs do not take the locative suffix /-l/; therefore, when they encode distributed 

location, the suffix /-a/ is used rather than /-la/. Thus, the adverb alli does not take 

locative /-l/ (presumably because the locative is already part of its derivation); therefore, 

it takes /-a/ rather than /-la/ to encode distributed location (30b). In contrast, the adverb 

pimbi does take locative /-l/ (30c). 

30a)  pin ad atniri alka pyoa. 
 pina adn-ka atniri alli-ka py-o-il-a 
 then 3sr-dat from.then there-dat goSR-hab-neg-3sg 
 “Then, from then onwards, she never went there.” (Tiger.262) 
 
b)  pin i un aliya psd. 
 pina i un ali-a p-s-d 
 then this y.man there-dlc goR-rlf-sg 
 “Then, this young man went to that area.” (Pomegranate.337) 
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c)  pimbl kal sarpyni puti tan abbka. 
 pimbi-l kal sarpyni putu-w-iyo tan abbi-ka 
 back-lc leg chain lock-irf-pl 3sa.gn mother-dat 
 “They tie chains on the mother’s hind legs.” (Conversation.598) 
 

 Location adverbs can also function as objects of copulas: 

31)  id nauwl awod 
 id nauwl awo-d 
 3sp.nm middle exist 
 “This is in the middle.” (Elicitation.P436) 
 

4.0. PARTICLES 

There a number of words and a few roots that do not fit easily in any lexical 

category. They are classified here as particles. 
 

4.1. Particles that function as root-like elements 

Deictic particles i ‘proximate’, a ‘remote’, and u ‘non-specific, general 

surroundings’ function as the base from which 3rd person pronouns are formed, as 

explained in Chapter 3 and 5. In addition, two of these particles, a, i enter into 

combinations with other formatives to form a variety of adverbs, adjectives, quantifiers, 

and question words. Similarly, interrogative particles et, ayt, en are used as a base for 

interrogative pronouns, quantifiers, adverbs, etc.; these interrogatives tend to parallel 

words derived from deictic particles; e.g. atr ‘that many’, itr ‘this many’, etr ‘how 

many’. The negative particle il combines with formatives to form a few negative adverbs, 

compound suffixes, etc. The numeral wan ‘one’ also functions as a particle base from 

which other quantifiers, nouns, etc are derived; for example, want ‘one day’s duration’. 

Several derivatives of all these particles were listed in relevant sections on other lexical 
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categories; the formatives used in many of these derivations are highly unproductive ones 

that occur only on particles. 

 

4.2. Particles used for discourse functions. 

(32) lists particles that are used as discourse markers and interjectives. The 

function of emphasis markers and interjectives do not require further elaboration, but 

focus markers are discussed below. 
 

32a)  Discourse markers:  
 i. tana ‘itself (emphatic)’ 

 ii. tanu   tani ‘only, just (emphatic)’ 

 iii. matri ‘only, just (emphatic)’ 

 iv. itu ‘focus marker’ 

 v. bau ‘focus marker’ 
   
b) Interjectives:  
 i.  ‘yes (affirmative)’ 

 ii. iad ‘mistake, oops!’ 

 iii. dy ‘hey!’ 

 iv. s ‘disgust’ 
 

 Discourse markers itu and bau are derived from frozen verbs consisting of roots 

i:r ‘be’, ba:r ‘come’ plus chained-clause marker /-au/. It is difficult to clearly identify 

the discourse functions of these particles, but some general observations are given here. 

itu and bau occur immediately after noun phrases and, in most cases, appear to function 

as topic markers. itu is used mainly after agentive subject noun phrases (33) and seems 

to mark out the participant as the source of the action, “action originating from N”. It is 

used very frequently in clauses that involve verbs of speaking (33b, c), in which it marks 
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out the speaker of the utterance. In fact, in (33c), where the word order is scrambled and 

the object appears before the subject, i:tu plays a role in indicating who the speaker is. It 

is also used often when the speaker corrects herself after initially referring to the wrong 

participant (33d). (Focus markers are shown in bold typeface, the dots within sentences in 

the examples below indicated sentence-internal pauses). 

33a)  a pakkn itu ... i uitka komatl ... tel kaiso. 
 a pakkn itu i uiti-ka komai-tl teli  
 that woman focus this woman-dat neck-lc marriage.necklace 
 
 kau-s-o 
 tie-rlf-3sg 
 “That woman tied a marriage necklace around the neck of this young woman.”  
  (7th.Son.420) 
 
b)  pin i i mutk it a pdd ... ni dalmkayl maiya kuynadl pmi pyara. 
 pina i i mutki itu ai p-d-d  
 then this rep. o.woman focus thus tell-rlf-sg 
 
 niy dalmkay-l ma-iya kuynar-l p-w-i-mi  
 2s.nm pomegranate-lc daughter-acc marry-inf tell-irf-2sg-EXM 
 
 pyadn-a 
 grandson-VOC 
 “Then the old woman said, ‘You are talking of marrying the pomegranate woman, 

grandson!’ ” (Pomegranate.52) 
 
c)  aoa ... p itu ni pytu ... kal upay bydn barpo. 
 a-oa p- itu niy pytu kal upay byr-nu  
 husband-com wife-pl focus 2s.nm focus quarter rupee bringSR-acp 
 
 bar-po 
 come-go.np.im 
 “The wife (said) to the husband, ‘Go bring quarter rupee’.” (7th.Son.137) 
 
d)  pin i uiti ... i mutk itu tan jal tir oa kod. 
 pina i uiti i mutki itu tan jal tiri oa 
 then this y.woman this o.woman focus 3sr.gn old cloth all 
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 ko-t-d 
 give-rlf-sg 
 “Then this young woman, (correction) this old woman gave all her old clothes.”  
  (Pomegranate.120) 
 

 bau is used after subject as well as object noun phrases and appears to be just a 

general focus marker. Some examples with bau are given in (34). 

34a) An excerpt from “The tiger story”, lines (1-5) 
 i.  pina ... wand amnappka ... ar a makk. 
 pina wand ammn-abbi-ka aru au makk 
 then one father-mother-dat six person children 
 “There was a couple who had 6 children.”  
 
 ii.  ar a makkl bau ... pina ... pin ar a makkl bau ... yd makk ... wan  

pakkn mai. 
 aru au makk-l bau  
 six person children focus 
 
 pina pina aru au makk-l bau  
 then then six person children focus 
 
 ydu -makk wan pakkn mai  
 five male-children one female child 
 “Of the six children, then, then, of the six children, five were sons and one was a 

daughter.”  
 
 iii.  pina pakkn maiya bau ... pina tan a a pdd ... 
 pina pakkn mai-iya bau pina tan a ai p-d-d 
 then female child-acc focus then 3sa.gn e.brother thus tell-rlf-sg 
 “Then to the female child, then her elder brother said thus ...”  
 
b) An excerpt from “The pomegranate woman”, lines (1-5) 
 i.  pina ... wan rajno. 
 pina wan rajn-o 
 then one king-EXM 
 “There was a king.”  
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 ii.  pin ada bau ... wande wan manu. 
 pina adn-ka bau wand-e wan manu 
 they 3sr-dat focus one-EMPH one son 
 “Then he had only one son.”  
 
 iii.  pina man bau ... pina endu pakkna kuyna koani bo ambd. 
 pina manu bau pina endu pakkn-a kuynar-au ko-t-ani 
 then son focus then which woman-acc marry-cmp give-rlf-con 
 
 ba an-pu-d 
 don’t.want say-irf-sg 
 “Then the son, then he would say no to whichever woman was given to him to 

marry.” 
 

4.3. Particles with miscellaneous syntactic functions. 

The following words in the following list have miscellaneous syntactic functions, 

as listed in (35).  
 

35) a. bri ‘other, different’ – used as a pro-form 

 b. ai ‘thus – used as a pro-form 

 c. ampunu ‘quotative’ – used to introduce reported speech 

 d. auna ‘etcetra’ – used at the end of a list of noun phrases 

 e. anani ‘equative’ – used to express “If you mean X” or “This means X” 

 f. siri ‘okay, good’ – used to express pleasure or acquiescence 

 g. ikni ‘or, otherwise’ – used to indicate disjunction or an alternative possibility 

 h. ila, ala ‘question particles’ – used to say “No” and in tag questions (equivalent 
to English ‘isn’t it, no?’) 

 

 Particles can enter into compounds with other words to form complex particles; 

e.g., pinikni /pina + ikni/ ‘otherwise’, pinann /pina + ann/ ‘then’, ilikni /il + ikni/ 

‘if not, otherwise’. 
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Chapter 5: Category Changes and Cliticization 

Productive category-changing derivation in BK consists of nominalization, 

adjectivization, and adverbialization; the formation of relative clauses may be added to 

this list. There is little evidence for the derivation of verbs from other lexical categories; a 

few possible cases involving a verbalizing suffix were pointed out in Chapter 2, §3.1.  

 

1.0. NOMINALIZERS 

The nominalizers /-d/ ‘singular’ and /-/ ‘plural’ are used to form derived 

nouns in nominative case; they are replaced by /-n, -tr/ respectively in non-

nominative case forms (genitive, etc). These nominalizers attach to a variety of lexical 

categories; examples in these data contain nominalized particles, verbs, and adjectives. 

Deictic particles nominalized to form personal pronouns were described in Chapter 3, 

§3.1, and complete case paradigms showing the four number and case related 

nominalizers (singular /-d, -n/ and plural /-, -tr/) were given in Tables 4-6 in that 

chapter. The use of these nominalizers on verbs and adjectives is described below. In 

addition, there is one suffix /-snd/ which nominalizes a few adjectives.  
  

1.1. Verb nominalization 

Nominalizers /-d, -, -n, -tr/ attach to a verb stem marked for 

tense/aspect; they do not attach to a verb root or a stem inflected for any other inflectional 

categories. All four nominalizers perform the double function of nominalizing the verb 

and marking number agreement with the subject of the verb (although the subject is 

frequently implicit rather than explicit); in fact, the nominative nominalizers are identical 

to the number agreement markers /-d, -/ that occur on finite verbs. Thus, in (1), 
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which gives examples in different cases, the singular nominalizer in (1a.i) marks 

agreement with the singular subject niy and the plural nominalizer in (1a.ii, iii) marks 

agreement with an implicit indefinite subject  (the nominalized clause is marked off with 

square brackets). Similarly, in (1c.ii, d.ii) the plural nominalizer can be treated as 

marking agreement with an implicit plural subject (1c.ii -- kirotrka ‘to people who 

live in the house’, 1d.ii – yanotr byliya ‘with people who look after elephants’). 
 

1a) Nominative case: 
 
 i. niy pdod yanka ottoa 
 [niy p-d-o-d] yan-ka o-t-o-il-a 
 2s.nm tell-rlf-prg-sg.nmr 1s-dat like-rlf-prg-neg-3sg. 
 “I don’t like what you are saying.” (7th.Son.234) 
 
 ii. saa mes tappmu 
 [saa mesu-w-] tapp-mu  
 lie practise-irf-pl.nmr error-EXM 
 “Telling lies is wrong.”  (Elicitation.P359) 
 
 iii. ya baji kelp isiya ila 
 [ya baji keli-pu-] isiya ila  
 1p.gn speech study-irf-pl.nmr easy neg.exist 
 “Learning our language is not easy.” (Elicitation.P359) 
 

b) Accusative case: 

 i. ta rs aynkn idna oy uu tt byndl nrtnu ... tan kirka ps 
 [taw rsi aynku-nu ir-d-n-a] oya u-t-nu  
 3sa.nm meat drySR-acp be-rlf-sg.nmr-acc all put-rlf-acp  
 “Putting all the meat which she had been drying,  
 
 tt-byndi-l nri-t-nu tan kiri-ka p-s- 
 bullock-cart-lc fill-rlf-acp 3sa.gn house-dat goR-rlf-pl  
 “Filling a bullock-cart, they went home.” (Tiger.218) 
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 ii. pin i un a mutk pwna k ildi psd 
 pina i un [a mutki p-w-n-a] k-l  
 then this y.man that o.woman tell-irf-sg.nmr-acc listen-inf 
 
 ildi p-s-d 
 without goR-rlf-sg. 
 “Then this young man went off without listening to what that old woman said.”  
    (Pomegranate.55) 
 

c) Dative case: 
 
 i. pina yan kidl ipa numblmu 
 pina [yan kiri-l ir-p-n-ka] numbl-mu  
 then 1s.gn house-lc be-irf-sg.nmr-dat fever-EXM 
 “The one who lives in my house has fever.” (Pomegranate.310) 
 
 ii. idai tani tani kirotrka naiyo 
 idai taniy taniy [kiri-o-tr-ka] na-w-iyo 
 like.this alone alone house-practise-pl.nmr-dat plant-irf-pl 
 “Like this, they plant separately for each household.” (Conversation.223) 
 

d) Case forms used with postpositions 
 
 i. Dative case before byri: 
 ad pda byri, na poni 
 [ad p-d-n-ka] byri naw po-n-i  
 3sr.nm tell-rlf-sg.nmr-dat because 1s.nm go-pve-1sg. 
 “I went because he told me to.”  (Elicitation.427) 
 
 ii. Genitive case before byliya: 

 yanotr byliya ada py noi keltnu... ottapa 
 [yani-o-tr] byliya adai py-i no-i  
 elephant-practise-pl.nmr.gn with like.that goSR-acp look-acp  
 
 keli-t-nu ott-a-pu-a 
 study-rlf-acp knowledge-become-irf-3sg. 
 “Going around with the mahouts, they learn (the trade).” (Conversation.531) 
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In BK, several names for objects are constructed from clauses nominalized with 

/-d, -/; e.g. the word for banana chips is baapirsnip (literally, “bananas are 

fried”) and the word for ‘rainbow’ is kamlittod (literally, “an arch is piercing”). A 

sentence with ‘rainbow’ in dative case is given in (2a). It is possible to vary the exact 

clause used in such names; for example, kamlittnipna can be alternatively used for 

‘rainbow’ (2b).75 
 

2a) naw kamlittona noi 
 naw [kamli-kittu-o-n-a] no-n-i  
 1s.nm arch-pierceSR-prg-sg.nmr-acc look-pve-1sg. 
 “I saw a rainbow.”  (Elicitation.P347) 
 
b) nnt naw kamlittnipna noi 
 nnt naw [kamli-kittu-nu-ir-pu-n-a] no-n-i  
 yesterday 1s.nm arch-pierceSR-acp-be-irf-sg.nmr-acc look-pve-1sg. 
 “I saw a rainbow yesterday.”  (Elicitation.P347) 
 

1.2. Adjective nominalization 

Underived adjectives can function only as noun modifiers; they must be converted 

into nouns before they can be used for other syntactic functions; e.g. as predicates of 

copulas, isolated words, or objects of verbs.76 (3) shows examples of adjectives 

nominalized with /-d, -/, which function as isolated words.  
 

3)  √bou boud ‘white thing, white color’ bou ‘white things’ 
 √kiri kirid ‘small thing, small size’ kiri ‘small things’  
 

                                                 
75 This form involves a serialized construction, consisting of non-finite verb kittn(u) plus finite form of 
auxiliary verb i:r. I show the entire phrase as a single word because it appears to be a compound; however, 
further research is necessary to establish whether such names constructed from clauses are truly compounds 
or are phrases with words that can be separated. 
76 Because adjectives can only occur as noun modifiers, attempts to elicit vocabulary items, such as BK 
color terms, usually yields nominalized forms of the color term, unless the fieldworker provides a phrase in 
which the color term is used as a noun modifier. 
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The examples in (4) show nominalized adjectives as predicates of null and overt copulas. 

Although nominalizers can be used to mark number on the adjective, number agreement 

between the adjective and the noun it modifies is optional; adjectives are usually used in 

the singular regardless of the noun’s number category. 
 
4a) i bokk kirid 
 i bokk kiri-d  
 this book small-sg.nmr 
 “This book is small.”  (Elicitation.P412) 
 
b) i pu kiri 
 i pu- kiri- 
 this flower-pl small-pl.nmr 
 “These flowers are small.”  (Elicitation.P413) 
 
c) i bokk boud ud 
 i bokk bou-d ud 
 this book white-sg.nmr exist 
 “This book is white.”  (Elicitation.P412) 
 
d) i pu bou ud 
 i pu- bou- ud 
 this flower-pl white-pl.nmr exist 
 “These flowers are white.”  (Elicitation.P413) 
 

(5) has examples of a nominalized adjective as an object of a regular verb: 
 
5a) ni byara pyt barutnu, kikk pdnu tipn na, kirina, penslka 
 niy byalr-a py-au bar-utnu 
 2s.nm bangalore-dat goSR-cmp come-until 
 
 kikki pi-d-nu til-p-ni naw kiri-n-a pensli-ka 
 basket weave-rlf-acp keep-irf-Sp1 1s.nm small-sg.nmr-acc pencil-dat  
 “By the time you go to Bangalore and come, I will weave a basket and keep, a 

small one, for pencils.”  (Conversation.95) 
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b) a kindl ma, adna, krmsna, kirina 
 a kindl ma-w- adn-a kr-msn-a kiri-n-a 

 3pr.nm ridicule do-irf-pl 3sr-acc small-brother.in.law-acc small-nmr-
 acc 

 “They laughed at him, the younger brother-in-law, the small one.” (7th.Son.60) 
 
 

Adjectivized verbs can be nominalized by attaching singular and plural nominalizers. 

Examples of purposive infinitival verbs that are adjectivized with /-u/ and nominalized 

with /-d/ are given in (6). The first sentence has the purposive noun tinlayud ‘things 

for eating’ in nominative case. The second has a dative-marked purposive noun noua 

‘for (them) to see’.  
 

6a) a mur kaska patr, tinlayud, nul, duji. ade mur kaska tana. 
 a muru kas-ka patr tin-lay-u-d duji 
 that three coin-dat vessels eat-inf-ajr-nmr needle 
 “Vessels, eating things, needles, for those three coins.” 
 
 ad-e muru kas-ka tana 
 that-EMPH three coin-dat emph 
 “Just for those three coins”    (7th.Son.161) 
 
b) i pakkna kuytn psani, noua byri, a aydiy u. 
 i pakkn-a kuytnu p-s-ani no-l-u-n-ka byri 
 this woman-acc lead.acp go-rlf-con look-inf-ajr-nmr-dat because 
 
 ai aydiy u-t- 
 thus idea put-rlf-pl 
 “He (the villain) thought of that idea so as to see her if he (the husband) brought 

his wife.”    (7th.Son.229) 
 

Adjectives can also be nominalized by a special adjective nominalizer /-snd/. This 

suffix operates only on a few underived adjectives (7). 
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7) Adjective Adjectival noun Gloss 
  bou bousnd ‘white thing, white color’ 

 dappu dappusnd ‘big thing, big size’ 

 kiri kirisnd ‘small thing, small size’ 

 tu tusnd ‘thin thing’ 

 uddu uddusnd ‘long thing’ 

 tundu tundusnd ‘short thing’ 
 

2.0. ADJECTIVIZERS 

The suffixes, /-au, -ai/ are used productively to adjectivize derived and 

underived nouns; /-au/ is used to form adjectival noun modifiers and /-ai/ is used to 

form adjectival predicates. In addition, there are two less productive adjectivizers /-u, -n/. 
 

2.1. Adjectivizer ‘like’ 

Nouns can be turned into adjectival noun modifiers by suffixing /-au/ ‘N-like’ 

(8a). This suffix also attaches to nominalized particles, as shown in (8b), and presumably 

to other nominalized forms; however, I did not elicit suitable examples showing /-au/ 

on nouns derived from other lexical categories. 

 
8a) id pambau kaynni yand  
 id pamb-au kaynni yan-d 
 this snake-like rope 1s.gn-g.nml 
 “This snake-like rope is mine.” (Elicitation.P423) 

 id-au kambiy 

 
b) idau kambiy  

 this-like wire 
 “This kind of wire.” (Conversation.653) 
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 The suffix /-ai/ is attached to nouns to form adjectival predicates (9, 10).77 

Nominalized verbs can take /-ai/ to form an adjectival predicate with the meaning 

‘have the appearance of V-ing, seem to V’ (10a-b) (the adjectivized clause is marked off 

in brackets). 

9a) i mai abbai ud  
 i mai abb-ai ud 
 this child abbi-like exist 
 “This child is like her mother.” (Elicitation.P363) 
 
b) a yaai  
 a ya-ai 
 3sr.nm 1p.exc.nm-like 
 “They are like us.” (Conversation.393) 
 
10a) ad pyniy kijoda(i) uo  
 ad [pyniy kil-j-o-d-ai] uo 
 3sr.nm work do-rlf-prg-nmr-like exist 
 “He seems to be working.”  (Elicitation.P301) 
 
b) maay pattda(i) uo  
 maay [pa-t-d-ai] uo 
 mango ripen-rlf-nmr-like exist 
 “The mango seems to have ripened.” (Elicitation.P295) 
 

 /-ai/ clauses also function as manner adverbials: 

11) pin id nyruani timbda mawao  
 pina id nyr-u-t-ani [tin-pu-d-ai] ma-w-a-o 
 then 3sp.nm look-leave-rlf-con eat-irf-nmr-like do-irf-3sg-EXM 
 “Then if this one glanced at her, she would act like she was eating” (Tiger.65) 
 

                                                 
77 Both /-au/ and /-ai/ are probably related to particles ai ‘thus’ and au ‘such’. 
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 /-ai, -au/ can be attached to underived adjectives or nominalized adjectives 

to express the meaning ‘with the adjective-like quality’.  

12) ad bousndau tiri bydn banda  
 ad bou-snd-au tiri byr-nu ban-t-a 
 3sr.nm white-nmr-like cloth bringSR-acp comeR-rlf-3sg 
 “He brought a white-ish cloth”  (Elicitation.P423) 
 

 Color terminology in BK usually consists of adjectives in which /-au/ and 

/-ai/ are suffixed to a word for an item that is characterized by the relevant color; e.g. 

manjlai, manjlau ‘yellow’ (lit. = ‘turmeric-like’) consists of the word for 

‘turmeric’, manjli, with these suffixes and maai, maau ‘brown’ (lit. = ‘soil-

like’) consists of the word for soil, mau, with these suffixes. There is only one color 

term in BK that is apparently underived, bou ‘white’. 

 

2.2. Other Adjectivizers 

/-u/ is attached to infinitival clauses and a few nouns and adverbs to form 

adjectives; e.g. bini ‘heat (n)’ --> binu ‘hot’, titay ‘thin person (n)’  --> titayu 

‘thin’, nera ‘straight (adv)’  --> neru ‘straight (adj)’. Some sentences with derived 

adjectives are shown in (13). 
 

13a) pa kuttlayu nulya bsd 
 pa kuttu-lay-u nul-iya b-s-d 
 amulet stitch-inf-ajr thread-acc buy-rlf-sg 
 “He bought thread for stitching amulets (head-bands).” (7th.Son.168) 
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b) id biu nir 
 id bii-u nir 
 3sp.nm heat-ajr water 
 “This is hot water.” (Elicitation.P424) 
 

 /-n/ is attached to duration words to form a noun modifier: 

14a) pull pina podlay, wantn pyniy 
 pull pina podi-lay want-n pyniy 
 grass then thatch-inf one.day-ajr work 
 “Then thatching the roof with grass is one day’s work.” (Conversation.107) 
 
b) wan narasn pyniy 
 wan narasi-n pyniy 
 one day-ajr work 

 little.one-VOC 1p.incl tell-rlf

 “One day’s work.” (Conversation.118) 
 

3.0. RELATIVIZER 

Relative clauses are formed by suffixing /-/ immediately after the ir/realis theme 

or tense/aspect marker on a verb. Relative clauses in BK are prenominal; they occur 

immediately before the noun that they modify (15): 
 
15a) kyaka na pd baj kama 

 kiyakn-a na p-d- baji k-t-il-a-ma 
-rlr speech listen-rlf-neg-3sg-EXM 

 “Little one did not listen to the advice we gave her!”  (Tiger.92) 
 
b) i mutk kidl ip un pyy amesl pynidd 

 i mutki kiri-l ir-pu- un pyy  
 this o.woman house-lc be-irf-rlr y.man quietly  
 
 a-mel-w-isu-l py-nu ir-d-d 
 goat-grazeIR-irf-caus-inf goSR-acp be-rlf-sg 
 “A young man who lived in this old woman’s house was quietly going to graze 

his goats.”   (Pomegranate.256) 
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c) ya akkra kao kidlmu ip 

 yan akkra ka-t-o- kiri-l-mu ir-pu-  
 1p.exc.nm that.side appear-rlf-prg-rlr house-lc-EXM be-irf-pl  
 “We live in that house visible over there.”  (7th.Son.88) 
 

 Relativized verbs also function as adjectives, most frequently before the noun 

mann ‘person’.  

16a) pyniiw mann   mansnd 
 pyniy-kil-w- mann   mansnd   
 work-do-irf-rlr person 
 “Worker/working man.”  (Elicitation.P360) 
 
b) pyniij mann 
 pyniy-kil-j- mann   
 work-do-rlf-rlr person 
 “The person who worked.”  (Elicitation.P360) 
 
c) bando mannoa naw belkiji 
 ban-t-o- mann-oa naw belkil-j-i   
 comeR-rlf-prg-rlr person-com 1s.nm speak-rlf-1sg 
 “I spoke to the one who is coming.” (Elicitation.P360) 
 

In some cases, the combination of relative verb plus mann could be a compound. For 

example, the relativizer /-/ is not overtly present on the verbs in the relative clauses in 

(17) – this could be due to word-final vowel deletion or due to compounding; further 

research is necessary to establish that these are compounds. For the time being, I treat the 

verb plus mann in these sentences as compounds because they lack the relativizer. 

17a) mari kikk pmann kikk pwa 
 [mari kikki pi-w-mann] kikki pi-w-a  
 husking.pan basket weave-irf-person basket weave-irf-3sg. 
 “Those who weave husking pans and baskets will weave the baskets” 
    (Conversation.730) 
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b) “appmanna yan ipka kuytn ar” andau ... 
 [a-p-mann-a] yan ipka kuytnu aro an-t-au  
 cry-irf-person-acc 1s.gn near lead.acp return.pl.pol.imp say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘Bring anyone who weeps to me’ ...” (7th.Son.436) 
 

 It is possible to optionally use the nominalizers /-d, -/ on the verb in a 

relative clause instead of a relativizing suffix: 

18a) alli niljo   niljod makk yan makk 

 [alli nili-j-o-/-] makk yan makk 
 there play-rlf-prg-rlr/pl.nmr children 1s.gn children  
 “The children who are playing there are my children.” (Elicitation.P448) 
 
b) alli niljod mai yan mai 
 [alli nili-j-o-d] mai yan mai 
 there play-rlf-prg-sg.nmr child 1s.gn child 
 “The child who is playing there is my child.” (Elicitation.P448) 
 

The nominalizer is usually present in relative clauses that modify the noun au (the 

number marked verbs in these examples are shown as compounds with au pending 

further research on whether to treat them as phrases or compounds). 

19a) psa, i byndodau  ka oso  
 p-s-a i [byndi-o-d-au]  
 goR-rlf-trn this cart-practise-prg-nmr-person   
 
 i-t-nu ka-au o-s-o   
 take-rlf-acp leave-cmp run-rlf-pl  
 “On his going, this cart-driver took off and ran.” (Tiger.195) 
 
b) aby, na baji berdau madijla?  
 abbi-y [na baji beri-w-d-au] madw-kil-j-il-a 
 mother-VOC 1p.gn speech study-irf-nmr-person marriage-do-rlf-neg-3sg  
 “Mother! Hasn’t the one who is studying our language got married?” 
    (Spontaneous.P421) 
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4.0. ADVERBIALIZERS 

Adverbializers in BK do not attach productively to a varied range of categories. 

The locative adverbializer /-li/ is used to convert verbs into location adverbs; this suffix is 

also involved in the formation of adverbs from deictic particles; e.g. alli ‘there’, illi 

‘here’. Adverbs with this suffix can take dative case markers; e.g. pott budoplka ‘to the 

west (lit. = in the direction where the sun sets)’ in (20a). 
 

20a) pott budoplka nyri, u biriy nydnu ... 
 pott bu-d-o-pu-li-ka nyr-i u biriy nyr-nu  
 sun fall-rlf-thrly-irf-avr-dat lookSR-acp that side lookSR-acp  
 “Facing the west, looking for it on that side ...” (Conversation.769) 
  

 Adverbial clauses that encode negative contingency ‘since N didn’t V’ are formed 

by suffixing /-ilkn/ to the root.78 

21a) pina polkn, pina wand yani adn kombl tawa 

 pina po-ilkn pina wand yani adn kombl tau-w-a 
 then go-n.con then one elephant 3sr.gn tusk-lc push-irf-3sg 

 “Then if it does not go, an elephant pushes it with his tusks.” (Conversation.609) 
 
b) ad siralkn ... i tiwul tu ipna all u sapa keljiyo 

 ad siri-a-ilkn  
 1sr.nm well-become-n.con  
 “If he does not get cured,” 
 
 i tiwul tu-t-nu ir-pu-n-a alli u-t-nu  
 this feather roast-rlf-acp be-irf-nmr-acc there put-rlf-acp 
 “putting the ashes of this feather there,” 
 
 sapai keli-j-iyo 
 nicely mix-rlf-pl 
 “they mix it in well.” (Conversation.820) 
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 Clauses ending in /-ilkn/ can be nominalized with a special nominalizer /-d/ to 

encode the meaning ‘for the reason that N didn’t V’ (22). The nominalized clause can 

optionally take the postposition byri. 

22a) madn niss tinlknd (byri), yanka  mb iso 
 madn niss tin-ilkn-d byri yanka mb u-s-o  
 madan food eat-n.con-nmr because 1s-dat anger arise-rlf-3sg 
 “I was angry because Madan didn’t eat his food.” (Elicitation.P452) 
 
b) koknd byri, jal tiria uu kyri, nallakn kad 
 ko-ilkn-d byri jal tiri-iya u-t-nu kyri  
 give-n.con-nmr because old cloth-acc wear-rlf-acp even  
 
 nalla-kn ka-t-d  
 nice-EMPH appear-rlf-sg 
 “Because he wasn’t giving her her clothes, even wearing the old clothes, she 

looked good.”  (Pomegranate.125) 
 

5.0. CLITICS 

Clitics are bound morphological items, which must attach to a host; but they are 

distinguished from affixes by the fact that they exhibit low degree of selectivity in the 

category of host they attach to (see e.g. Zwicky and Pullum 1983, Zwicky 1985, Halpern 

1998 for discussions of clitics). Further, clitics attach to free forms which can stand alone 

as a word (Steever 1993); thus, they attach to fully inflected words, and close off the 

word to further affixation. Clitics in BK consist mainly of enclitics, but there are two 

proclitics that occur on nouns. 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
78 This is a complex suffix composed of negative /-il/ and /-kn/. 
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5.1. Vocative address 

BK has two vocative enclitics, unemphatic vocative /-a/ and emphatic vocative /-

y/, which normally attach to human nouns (personal names, kinship terms, other words 

for humans). The emphatic vocative is formed on all nouns of this class by attaching 

/-y/ to a truncated noun stem. Truncation consists of reducing the noun stem to the 

shape (C)VC by deleting any segment occurring after the first post-vocalic consonant of 

the word; e.g. abbi ‘mother’ becomes aby ‘mother-EMPH.VOC’, and akkn ‘elder sister’ 

becomes aky. Long vowels in the stem are shortened; e.g. pyadn ‘grandson’ becomes 

pyary. In the case of compounds, truncation applies to the second member of the 

compound, leaving the first member intact; e.g. the names kaylakkn, bummakkn 

become kaylaky, bumaky. A prosodic pattern that frequently accompanies the 

vocative is lengthening of the final vowel and emphasis on the last syllable, rather than 

the initial syllable. 
 

 Unemphatic vocative /-a/ also attaches to a truncated stem; e.g. aba ‘mother-

VOC’, pyara ‘grandson-VOC’, kaylaka ‘Kaylakkan-VOC’, bumaka ‘Bummakkan-VOC’. 

Personal names ending in a vowel do not take any clitic in the unemphatic vocative, but 

the final vowel is usually lengthened; e.g. bummi: ‘Bummi-VOC’. 

 

 The unemphatic vocative is used in addressing a person affectionately or in 

calling somebody’s attention (23a). The emphatic vocative is used when calling someone 

from a distance or to convey an emotion like shock, alarm, or anger at a person (23b). 
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23a) i un ... pdd, yanka, aba, niss oya ... tary     

 i un p-d-d yan-ka abbi-a niss oya tar-y 
 this y.man say-rlf-sg 1s-dat mother-VOC food all give-sg.p.im 
 “The young man said ..., ‘Mother, ... give me food and all’ ”  (Pomegranate.10) 
 
b) dy uy, yan tiriya u etlka yrod  
 dy un-y yan tiri-iya -t-nu etli-ka yr-o-d 
 hey y.man-EMPH.voc my cloth-acc take-acp where-dat runSR-dur-sg. 
 “Hey! Young man! Where are you running off to with my clothes?”   
  (Pomegranate.63) 
 

5.2. Indefinite marker 

/-anu, -a/ are enclitics, which are used to indicate indefinite or vague 

reference. They attach to a variety of lexical categories. 
 

24a)  ad bokk darkanu koa. 
 ad bokk dar-ka-anu ko-t-a 
 3sr.nm book who-dat-IND give-rlf-3sg 
 “He gave the book to someone.” (Elicitation.369) 
 
b)  ni en ka timkanu pwi? 

 niy en kanji tin-pu-ka-anu p-w-i 
 2s.nm how rice.gruel eat-irf-inf-IND tell-irf-2sg   
 “How can you talk of things like eating kanji.” (Pomegranate.197) 
 
c)  “a mukadiya ind pwudu, kekanu”, annd. 
 a mukadi-iya ind p-w-d keka-anu an-t-d 
 that oral.story-acc today tell-irf-sg tomorrow-IND say-rlf-sg   
 “It said, ‘We must tell that story today, or tomorrow.’” (Pomegranate.353) 
 

5.3. Intensifier/distributive marker 

/-aya   -iya   -ya/ attaches to adverbs, adjectives, and quantifier oa and adds an 

intensified or distributive meaning to the word (25); the clitic-initial vowel shows free 
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variation between /a   i   /. This clitic also appears to turn some nouns into adverbs 

(25c). 
 

25a)  pina nilay mindaya aau ... 
 pina nilay mindi-aya a-t-au 
 then Indian.gooseberry earlier-INTNS cook-rlf-cmp   
 “Then cooking the gooseberry first ...” (Conversation.1) 
 
b)  a mu oiya pina busanu ... 
 a mu oa-iya pina bu-w-su-a-nu 
 that fish.bone all-DSTR then leave-irf-caus-thrly-acp  
 “Then pulling out the bones (in fish) and all ...” (Conversation.10) 
 
c)  kurkas lynya awo 
 kurkasi- lyn-ya awo- 
 guard-pl line-avr exist-pl  
 “The guards were in a line.” (7th.Son.304) 
 

5.4. Pragmatic markers 

The other enclitics in BK perform pragmatic functions. /-e/ adds a sense of 

emphatic assertion to the phrase to which it attaches (26).  
 

26a)  all no wande wand raja wan ma 
 alli no-w-n wand-e wand rajn-ka wand ma 
 there look-irf-syn one-EMPH one king-dat one daughter 
 “When looking there, just one king had a daughter.” (7th.Son.9) 
 
b) “niniya nnt pn tannan nawe” 

 nin-iya nnt p-nu tan-t-ani naw-e 
 2s-acc yesterday tell-acp giveR-rlf-Sp1 1s.nm-EMPH 
 “I told you yesterday!” (Pomegranate.110) 
 
c) “na tapiya tapiy” andau ya krka tandey ila 
 naw tar-pu-iya tar-pu-iya an-t-au 
 1s.nm give-irf-1sg rep. say-rlf-cmp 
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 yar-ka tan-t--e il-a 
 1p.exc-dat giveR-rlf-pl-EMPH neg-3sg 
 “Having said, ‘I will give, I will give’, he just hasn’t given us.”  
  (Conversation.151) 
 

 /-mi ~ -ma ~ -mu/ add a sense of exclamation to a phrase; the vowel in the suffix 

agrees in height and backness to the vowel in the last syllable of the host.79 /-mi/ occurs 

after words in which the last vowel is /i/ (27a); /-ma/ occurs after words in which the last 

vowel is /a/ (27b); and /-mu/ occurs after words in which the last vowel is /, o, u/ (27c, 

d).80 

a)  “nall maimi” andau ... 
 nall mai-mi an-t-au 
 nice child-EXM say-rlf-cmp 
 “Having said, ‘Nice child!’ ” (Conversation.341) 
 
b)  alli kra ilama 

 alli kra ila-ma 
 there younger.sister neg.exist-EXM 
 “Little sister is not there.” (Tiger.88) 
 
c)  syli pusodmu ... 
 syliy pui-s-o-d-mu 
 cold hold-rlf-prg-sg-EXM 
 “I am feeling cold” (Pomegranate.80) 
 
d)  ddumu! 

 ddu-mu 
 two-EXM 
 “Two of them!” (Spontaneous) 

                                                

 
  

 
79 There are a few instances with unpredictable exceptions to this general pattern. 
80 The vowel /e/ does not enter into the picture here because, as pointed out in Chapter 2, this vowel usually 
occurs in the initial syllable of a root or lexical suffix. The only word-final /e/ in BK comes from the 
emphatic enclitic /-e/. 
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 PN marker /-iyo/ ‘plural’ is usually deleted immediately before the exclamative; 

thus, bupiyomu /bu-pu-iyo-mu/ ‘come-irf-pl-EXM’ is pronounced bupimu. A sequence of 

irrealis suffix /-w/ plus PN marker is also usually deleted before the exclamative marker; 

thus, pwimi /p-w-i-mi/ ‘tell-irf-1sg-EXM’ is pronounced pmi.  

 

 The enclitic /-ao   -ai/ also functions as an exclamative (the two variants are 

in free variation). There are two other enclitics, /-ala, -knd/ that are apparently used for 

discourse purposes, but whose functions are difficult to identify.  

5.5. Interrogative proclitics 

et, ayt are interrogative proclitics which attach to nouns, and which function as 

interrogative demonstrative pronouns. They are related to the interrogative root-like 

particles listed in Chapter 5.81 
28a)  etpakkna nosani, ninka puyrpla 
 it-pakkn-a no-s-ani nin-ka puyri-pu-il-a 
 which-y.woman-acc look-rlf-con 2s-dat like-irf-neg-3sg 
 “You don’t like any woman you look at.” (Pomegranate.4) 
 
b)  aytsataradn aknd a pdd 
 ayt-sataradn a-knd-ai p-d-d 
 which-fortune.teller that-avr-like tell-rlf-sg 
 “Which fortune-teller told you that?.” (Pomegranate.223) 
 

                                                 
81 They cannot be treated as independent words because /t/ is not a permissible word-final segment in BK. 
It is possible that the deictic demonstrative pronouns a, i, u are also clitics. 
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  Chapter 6: Phonology 

This chapter describes consonant and vowel phonemes, distribution of phonemes 

and syllable structure, and lexical and postlexical processes in Betta Kurumba (BK).  

 

1.0 PHONEMES 

1.1. Consonants 

The phonemic inventory of consonants in BK is shown in Table 1. The two 

phonemes in parentheses, /f, d/, are marginal phonemes which occur in words borrowed 

from English.82  
 

Table 6.1: Phonemic inventory of BK consonants 

 Bi-
labial 

Labio-
dental 

Dental Alveolar Retroflex Post-
alveolar 

Palatal Velar 

Voiceless stops p  t t    k 
Voiced stops b  d (d)     

 Fricatives (f)    s    
Affricate   

n 
Approximants  

   j   
Tap    r     
Nasals m       

   l  y  
  

                                                

The articulation of most of these phonemes is clear from the features shown in the 

table, but a few need further clarification. /s / is a voiceless laminal flat post-alveolar 

 
82 In preceding morphology chapters, the symbol /w, s, j/ were used for typographic convenience instead of 
the more accurate phonetic symbols /, s, j/, respectively, used in this chapter. 
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fricative – it is articulated with the blade of the tongue positioned very slightly behind the 

alveolar ridge.83   

 

Based on phonological behavior, native BK phonemes in Table 1 can be grouped 

into the classes shown in Table 2. /r/ is put into the same group as voiced obstruents 

based on similarities in their phonological behavior as described below. The feature that 

all sounds in the “voiced oral non-continuant” class share can be identified as [-

continuant].84 

Table 6.2: Consonant classes in BK 

 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palato- Velar 
Alveolar 

Voiceless p t t  s  k 
Voiced oral non-continuants b d r  j  
Nasals m  n    
Approximants   l  y  
 

Although /r/ is generally considered a sonorant, there are several arguments in 

favor of grouping it with stops in BK, as shown in Table 2. First, this phoneme has a 

voiced alveolar stop as one of its allophones (see description of allophones below). 

Second, a morphophonological alternation among verb roots, described in §2.1.1, 

involves alternation between retroflex /, / and alveolar /t, r/; i.e., /r/ is treated as an 

alveolar counterpart of // and a voiced counterpart of /t/ in this alternation pattern. Third, 

/r/ is the only coronal sonorant in BK whose occurrence in word-final position is banned 
                                                 
83 See Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996 for further details about this sound, especially as articulated in 
Standard Chinese – these authors say that English // is apical or laminal domed post-alveolar and /s/ is 
laminal flat post-alveolar. 
84Feature representations of /r/ generally treat this phoneme as [+continunant] (see e.g. Chomsky and Halle 
1968, Kenstowicz 1994); however, the phonological behavior of this sound in BK indicates that it is better 
treated as a non-continuant. Thus, /r/ shares the feature [-continuant] with other stops and affricates in BK, 
but it differs from them in that it has the feature [+sonorant]. 
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and which does not occur as a syllabic consonant (see §2.2 on phonotactics). Finally, BK 

has a pair of voiced and voiceless obstruents at five points of articulation in the table 

above, but lacks a voiced obstruent to match voiceless /t/; treating /r/ as a voiced 

counterpart of /t/ results in a more symmetrical pattern. Phonetically, alveolar tap [] has 

some resemblance to stops because both sounds involve closure, although closure is brief 

in [] and of longer duration in [d]; therefore, it is not altogether surprising that alveolar 

tap /r/ should group with obstruents. 
 

The phonemic status of sounds in the voiceless class /p, t, t, , s , k/ is shown in 

the following contrastive environments. In addition, labiodental fricative /f/ occurs in a 

few English loanwords in these data; e.g. fulla ‘fully’, flask ‘flask’. 
 
1a)  /p/ kapi ‘coffee’ pappis iso ‘It ripened’ 

b)  /t/ bati ‘duck’ katti ‘donkey’ 

c)  /t/ pyati ‘type of cockroach’ potti ‘I carried s.t.’ 

d)  // alai ‘fight’ bai ‘path’ 

e)  /s / pamas i ‘moss’ kos s i ‘heron’ 

f)  /k/ kaki ‘crow’ bakkis o ‘She bent s.t.’ 

 

The phonemic status of /b, d, j, / is established through the contrastive 

environment in (2a) and the contrast between voiceless and voiced classes in (2b). 
 

2a) i. /b/ kurbn ‘a person of a Kurumba community’ abbi ‘mother’ 

 ii. /d/ ard ‘half’ kaddi ‘field’ 

 iii. /j/ erjnu ‘throw-rlf-acp’ ajji ‘grandmother’ 

 iv. // ernu ‘sleep-rlf-acp’ pai ‘fight’ 
 
b) i. /p/ p ‘hen’ /t/ tiri ‘cloth’ 

 ii. /b/ b ‘mountain /d/ diri ‘distance’ 
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 iii. /s / pamas i ‘moss’ /k/ akis d ‘N dried s.t.’ 

 iv. /j/ baji ‘speech’ // ais d ‘S.t. dried’ 
 

The phonemic status of /d, r, / is established through the near minimal set in (3).  
 

3a)  kadi  ‘story’ 

b) mari  ‘pan used for separating rice from husk’ 

c) nai   ‘walk.c.im’ 

5a)  /t, t, / katti ‘donkey’ suynti  ‘ginger’ kaa ‘show-irf

 

The following words show geminate forms of /d, r, /, occurring in substantially similar 

environments (geminate /rr/ is pronounced [dd], see description of allophones below):85 
 

4a)  /dd/ udd   ‘long’  

b)  /rr/ ddu ‘two’ 

c)  // du  ‘money’ 
 

Contrast between /t, t, / and /d, r, / is shown in (5); /r/ is pronounced [d] next to an 

alveolar consonant. 
 

-3sg’ 

b)  /d, r, / kaddi  ‘field’ byndi ‘cart’ aa ‘dance-irf-3sg’ 
 

The phonemic status of nasals  and approximants is shown through the contrastive 

environment in (6) and (7). The contrast between /l, / is also shown in the pair in (8). 
 

6a)  /m/ samani ‘items’  

7a)  // sa ‘corpse’  

                                                

b)  /n/ anatka ‘that much’  

c)  // maal ‘sand’  

d)  // baani ‘door’ 
 

 
85 In most cases, I write the allophones [r, d] of /r/ as such in this grammar; the phonemic form is used in 
relevant contexts in this chapter. 
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b)  /l/ maal ‘sand’  

c)  // a ‘man’  

d)  /y/ pay ‘mat’  
 
8a)  bai ‘bangle’ 

b)  yali ‘leaf’ 
 

1.1.2. Free variation 

The voiceless laminal post-alveolar fricative /s/ shows quite a lot of variation in 

pronunciation. It is most often pronounced as a laminal flat postalveolar fricative [s], but 

some speakers use apico-alveolar fricative [s] rather than [s]. It shows free variation 

between voiceless postalveolar affricate [c] and laminal postalveolar fricative [s] 

immediately after a nasal stop; e.g. [pmciri ~ pms iri] ‘mongoose’. Geminate /ss/ is 

sometimes pronounced as a postalveolar affricate with initial closure and extended 

frication [cs] and sometimes with a long flat post alveolar fricative [s s]; e.g. biss  

[bcs   bs s] ‘seed’, nis s [ncs   ns s] ‘food, cooked rice’.86 The English phoneme 

/s/ in loanwords from English is pronounced with the same apico-alveolar sound used in 

English; however, if the /s/ is word-final, the fricative is lengthened and // is inserted 

after it; e.g. dress [dss] ‘dress’. 

 

 Another case of free variation in these data involves the sequence /nj /: the 

consonant cluster [j] is in free variation with [] in words where the following 

                                                 
86Given that this phoneme sometimes surfaces as an affricate, it is possible to treat the basic phoneme as a 
voiceless affricate, in parallel with the voiced affricate /j/; however, I analyze it as a fricative based on its 
most frequent pronunciation. 
 Some borrowed words consistently have an affricate; e.g. [pac] ‘dhoti (a garment worn by 
men)’, which is an Indic loanword. Different speakers show different patterns of variation between the use 
of an affricate or a fricative for /s/. One consultant used an affricate in free variation with a fricative also in 
word-initial position.  Another consultant used a fricative in all positions; she also pronounced the voiced 
affricate /j/ as  a voiced fricative.  
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consonant is a nasal (the two can be separated by an intervening vowel). Thus the 

pronunciation of /punjn/ ‘rooster’ varies between [pujn   pun] and the 

pronunciation of /inja/ ‘what-dat’ varies between [ja   a], but the 

pronunciation of /injd/ ‘what.nm’ does not show the variation.  

 

1.1.3. Complementary distribution 

Alveolar nasal /n/ has three allophones. Palatal nasal [] occurs immediately 

before a palatal affricate (9a); dental nasal [n] occurs immediately before a dental stop 

(9b); the alveolar nasal [n] occurs elsewhere (9c).  

 
9a) i. manjli [mjli] ‘turmeric’ anjd [jd] ‘what, anything’ 

 ii. pnjlai [pjli] ‘what’ 

 
b) i. pand [pnd] ‘ball’ muntiri [mntri] ‘towel’ 

 ii. pendi [pndi] ‘corral’ 
 
c) i. iyn [iyn] ‘porcupine’ nari [nari] ‘color’ 

 ii. mana [mna] ‘person-dat’ man [mn] ‘deer-pl’ 

 iii. yanka [ynk] ‘1st singular-dat’ nyanpa [nynp] ‘will think’ 

 iv. mans n [mns n] ‘person’ 
 

The geminate alveolar nasal /nn/ exhibits a parallel distribution of allophones; e.g. 

benntl [bnntl] ‘on the body’, bennu [bnnu] ‘body’ (there are no examples in these 

data of the geminate immediately before /j/).87 Note that both of the allophones listed 

above involve assimilation to a following coronal stop or affricate; /n/ does not assimilate 

to a following non-coronal consonant, as shown in the words in (9c.ii-iii). I also do not 

hear a palatal nasal before the fricative /s/ (9c.iv). 

                                                 
87 The term “geminate” is used in this description to refer to a long consonant. I assume that a long 
consonant is represented autosegmentally with a single set of distinctive features associated with two slots 
in the segmental tier. 
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 This nasal assimilation pattern is represented in the rule in (10), which states that 

/n/ assimilates in place to an immediately following coronal stop.88  

10)  Nasal place assimilation:  

 [+cor, +ant, +nas] --> [αant, βdistr] /____[+cor, -cont, αant, βdistr] 

 

The alveolar tap /r/ has two allophones, which occur in complementary 

distribution within native BK words: alveolar stop [d] and alveolar tap []. Within native 

vocabulary, stop [d] occurs only immediately next to a phonetically alveolar consonant 

(11a) or as a geminate (11b).89  
 

11a)i.  /bynri/ [byndi]   ‘cart’  

 ii. /tunr/ [tnd] ‘a piece’ 

 iii. /bispyrni/ [bspydni] ‘grasshopper’  

 v. /karl/ [kdl] ‘intestines’ 

 iv. /rru/ [wdd] ‘two’90 

                                                

 iv. /barl/ [bdl] ‘finger’ 

 
b) i. /kurri/ [kddi] ‘blind woman’   

 ii. /kurrn/ [kddn] ‘blind man’ 

 iii. /kayrri/ [kyddi] ‘bear’ 

 

 
88 There are four sets of coronals in BK – dental, alveolar, retroflex and palato-alveolar. They are 
distinguished from each other through the features [±anterior] and [±distributed] (abbreviated as [±ant, 
±distr]). Dental sounds are [+ant, +distr], alveolar sounds are [+ant, -distr], retroflex sounds are [-ant, -
distr], and palato-alveolar sounds are [-ant, +distr] (this feature representation is based on Kenstowicz 
1994). 
89 Phonetically long rhotic consonants (such as alveolar trill [r]) do not occur in these data, while 
phonetically long voiced alveolar stops do. Given this pattern of distribution, the phonetically long voiced 
alveolar stops should be treated as surface realizations of geminate /rr/.  
90 In the phonetic level, a labiovelar glide is inserted immediately before the mid central vowel //, as 
discussed below. 
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[] occurs elsewhere; i.e. it never occurs as a geminate and never occurs 

immediately next to a phonetically alveolar consonant, as shown in (12). 

 
12a) /bernjod/ [bjd] ‘is tying together (posts when building a house)’ 

b) /nirnji/   [nji] ‘small mosquito, gnat’  

c) /byriy/ [byiy] ‘stick’ 

d) /ard/ [d] ‘half’ 

e) /rsi/ [ws i] ‘flesh’ 

f) erjnu [yjn] ‘throw-rlf-acp’ 
 

The examples above show that the occurrence of [, d] next to the nasal /n/ is 

conditioned by the allophones of /n/, rather than the phoneme. Thus, the sequence /rnj / is 

articulated as [j], while the sequences /rl, rn/ are articulated as [dl, dn]. The fact that /r/ 

becomes a stop immediately before [n], but not before [], although both nasals are 

allophones of a single phoneme /n/, can be accounted for by ordering the rule for nasal 

place assimilation in (10) before the rule for /r/-stopping in (13). The rule in (13) states 

that /r/ becomes a stop immediately next to an alveolar consonant. This rule is a mirror 

image rule; therefore, no environmental dash is used next to the specification of 

environment. 91 

 
13) /r/-stopping: /r/  --> [-son] / [+cor, -distr, +ant] 

Since nasal assimilation is ordered before r-stopping, a word like /nirnji/ would become 

[niji] by nasal assimilation, and so become impervious to the r-stopping rule, which 

applies next. 

 

                                                 
91 The fact that geminate /rr/ surfaces as [dd], as shown in the words in (11b), can be handled by a feature 
co-occurrence restriction that disallows geminate /rr/ from being [+sonorant] – it is obligatorily [-sonorant], 
and, therefore, surfaces as a geminate oral stop [dd]. 
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The following examples show morphophonological alternations between [] and 

[d]. All examples of geminate /rr/ in these data are homomorphemic, therefore, it is not 

possible to show alternations involving geminate /rr/. 
 
14a) /kiri/ [kii] ‘house’ /kir-l/ [kid-l] ‘in a house’   

b) /era/ [y-] ‘let us climb’ /er-n/ [yd-n] ‘when climbing’ 

c) /pyarti/ [pyti] ‘granddaughter’ /pyarn/ [pydn] ‘grandson’    

 

Loanwords do not obey the distributional statements give above. [d] occurs 

between vowels in a word such as aydiy [ydiy] ‘idea’ (<English), and after an 

alveolar consonant in words such as pyatri [pyti] ‘factory’ and dress [dss] ‘dress 

(n)’ (both from English). Further, both [d] and [] occur word-initially in words such as 

rajn [jn] ‘king’ (<Indic), dipa(r)mnt [dp()pmnt] ‘department’ (<English). I 

treat these occurrences of [d] as realizations of a marginal phoneme /d/, which is 

restricted to borrowed words.92 The allophones [, d] of the native phoneme /r/ are written 

as such in this grammar – in loanwords and in native words, but clarifications about the 

underlying phoneme are given where necessary.  

 

Alveolar lateral approximants /l, ll/ have two allophones each, [l, ll] and [l, ll]. 

Dental lateral [l, ll] occur only immediately before dental stops (15a), and alveolar 

laterals [l, ll] occur only elsewhere (15b). Lateral place assimilation is represented in the 

rule in (16), which states that an alveolar lateral becomes dental immediately before a 

dental. 
 
15a) keltod [kltod] ‘is studying’ nalld [nlld] ‘good item’ 

                                                 
92In several of these borrowed words, it is possible to derive [d] from underlying /r/ because it occurs next 
to an alveolar consonant; e.g. kyandl ‘candle’. However, since there are some English borrowings in 
which /d/ must be treated as a marginal phoneme, I prefer to treat [d] as an allophone of /d/ in all words 
borrowed from English. 
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b) i. kal [kl] ‘leg’ layriy [lyiy] ‘lorry’ 

 ii. kall [kll] ‘stone’ 
 

16) Lateral place assimilation: 

  [+ant, +lat] --> [+distr] /____[+cor, +distr, +ant] 

 

In addition to the allophones described above, all non-glide consonants have the 

following allophones: a palatalized allophone occurs immediately before a front vowel, a 

labialized allophone occurs immediately before a round vowel, and an allophone without 

secondary articulation occurs elsewhere.93  
 

17) Labialized Palatalized Plain 
a) puu [p] ‘wound’ piliy [piliy] ‘tiger’ by [by] ‘mouth’ 

b) mor [mr] ‘face’ beli [bli] ‘net’ trkl [trkl] ‘wing’ 

c) tundu [tnd] ‘small’ tars endu [trsndu] kamb [kmb] ‘pillar’ 
d) komai [kmi] ‘neck’ ‘slash to death’ kan [kn] ‘wasp’ 
   

The bilabial approximant // also shows palatalization before front vowels (e.g. taetd 

[ttd]). 

 

1.2. Vowels 

BK monophthongs are shown in Table 3. In addition, BK has the diphthongs 

/uy, y, ay/.94  

                                                 
93 Palatalization and labialization are only slightly audible before high vowels, but are particularly audible 
before mid vowels in stressed syllables. In fact, palatalization and labialization immediately before stressed 
mid vowels is so salient that it sounds like a sequence of segments [Cy, Cw] rather than secondary 
articulation on a consonant. In fact, historical sequences of /Ce, Ce:/ have given rise to the clusters, /Cya, 
Cya:/. 
94 The symbols /e, e:, o, o:/ are used in this chart, for the sake of convenience, to represent short and long 
lax mid vowels represented by /, , , / in IPA. Similarly, symbols /a, a:/ are used in this description to 

represent low back vowels, which in IPA notation are represented as /, /. 
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Table 6.3: BK monophthongs  

 Front  
Rounded 

Central  Back  Back  
Unrounded Unrounded Unrounded 

 Short Long Short Long   Short Long 
High i i     u u 
Mid e e     o o 
Low     a a   
 

 A more parsimonious classification of these sounds in given in Table 4.  

Table 6.4: Vowel classes in BK 

 Front  Nonfront  Nonfront 
Unrounded Unrounded Rounded 

 Short Long Short Long Short Long 
High i i   u u 
Mid e e   o o 
Low   a  a  
 

The phonemic status of the higher of each column of short vowels in Table 4, 

/i, , u/, are shown by the contrasting environments in (18): 
 

18a)i. /i/ piliy ‘tiger’ moddi ‘lazy woman’ 

 ii. /u/ pull ‘grass’ ddu ‘two’ 
 
b) i. // styod ‘is dying’ tni ‘platform’ p ‘hen’ 
 ii. /i/ sttiyod ‘is powerful’ tinni ‘tin can’ poi ‘stomach’  
 
c) i. // mtiri ‘village’ pott ‘torch, sun’  

 ii. /u/ mutr ‘deity’ pattu ‘ten’  
 

The phonemic status of the lower of each column of short vowels in Table 4, 

/e, a, o/, is shown by the contrasting environments in (19): 
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19a)i. /e/ meri ‘tree’ pendi ‘corral’ 

 ii. /a/ mari ‘husking pan’ pand ‘ball’  
 
b) i. /a/ pattu ‘ten’ mata ‘he sharpened it’ 

 ii. /o/ pott ‘sun’ mato ‘sharpen it!’   
 
c) i. /o/ komb ‘horn’ kottnbis s ‘coriander (cilantro) seed’ 

 ii. /e/ kembaay ‘nearly ripe fruit’ kettnu ‘wash-rlf-acp’ 
 

 The contrast between short and long vowels is shown in the following words: 
 
20a) /i, i:/ kiri ‘small’ kiri ‘house’ 

b)  /u, u:/ pu ‘dough made from ragi’ pu ‘lock (n)’ 

c)  /e, e:/ perknu ‘pick-acp’ pern ‘flying squirrel’ 

d)  /, / ba ‘Malabar giant squirrel’ bas i ‘Thursday’ 

e)  /o, o/ mon ‘physically disabled man’ mo ‘cloud’ 

f)  /a, a/ yaniya ‘me (1s-acc)’ yaniya ‘elephant-acc’  

 

The contrast between the higher and lower vowels of each column in Table 4 is 

shown in the following words: 
 

21a) /i, e/ miriy ‘cub, young one’ meri ‘tree’  
b)  /, a/ b ‘on the mountain’ ba ‘on the path’  

c)  /u, o/ pu ‘dough made from ragi’ poi ‘stomach’  

d)  /i:, e:/ nir ‘water’  neru ‘straight (adj.)’ 

e)  /, a:/ k ‘parrot’  ka ‘Kaalan (a name)’ 

f)  /u:, o:/ pu ‘lock’ poiy ‘photograph’ 
 

Examples with the diphthongs /y, uy, ay/ are given in (22).  
 

22a) /y/ pyriy ‘bush’ 

b)  /uy/ puyriy ‘handle (n)’ 

c)  /ay/ payriutnu ‘until he plucks’ 
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1.2.1. Vowel quality 

High front and back vowels show quality differences between short and long 

counterparts; /u/ is a lax vowel and slightly lower than its long counterpart; thus /u, u:/  

are phonetically [, ]. Short /i/ is pronounced as a short tense vowel, [i], in word-final 

position and immediately before /y/; e.g. piliy [pliy], kaki [kki] ‘crow’. It is 

pronounced as short lax [] elsewhere; e.g. pikki [pkki] ‘bird’. Its long counterpart is 

generally tense [i]. Low front and back vowels do not show a quality difference between 

short and long vowels – both short and long phonemes /e, e:/ and /o, o:/ are lax mid 

vowels which differ only in length [, ] and [, ]. 
 

Short /a/ is pronounced as a short central near-open vowel [] in the word-initial 

syllable (which is always assigned primary stress) and in closed syllables, unless 

followed by a velar stop. It is usually pronounced as a back open vowel [] in open non-

initial syllables and immediately before a velar stop. Examples with [] are: [byll] 

‘brown sugar’, [ni] ‘walk.sg.c.im’; examples with [] are: [l] ‘foot’, [kmi] 

‘neck’. Long /a:/ is usually pronounced as back open [] (e.g. [kdy] ‘cheek’, [ji] 

‘gums’); however, the vowel is frequently fronted to central [] or even front [æ] 

immediately after /y/ (e.g. pyarti [pyrti   pyrti   pyærti] ‘grand-daughter’). 
 

Short central vowels /a, / are optionally rounded immediately after a labial 

consonant; e.g. bu [b   b] ‘white’, p [p  p] ‘hen’, tt [wtt ~ 

wtt] ‘cow’, and [and   wond] ‘one’. A few words with // also show optional 

rounding after a labial consonant (e.g. bu [b ~  b] ‘want’, ba [ba ~ 

ba] ‘don’t want’). However, not all /, / show rounding in this environment; e.g. 

bs d [bs d] ‘brought’, i [wi] ‘take’. 
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The articulation of some BK diphthongs requires further clarification: The initial 

vocoid in /uy/ is fronted, [y], and the initial vocoid in /ay/ is central near-open [y].The 

diphthong /y/ shows free variation between [y   oy] in the word initial position; e.g. 

[woyri   wyri] ‘bull’, [woydu   wydu] ‘five’ (a labiovelar glide is inserted before 

word-initial non-low, non-front vowels, as described in §2.1). These two allophones 

show free variation also in word-medial position in some words (e.g. [koyli   kyli] ‘hen, 

fowl’). There is no clear evidence of contrast between [y   oy] in the speech of my Betta 

Kurumba consultants; therefore, I treat these sounds as allophones of a single diphthong 

/y/.  

 

2.0 PHONOTACTICS, SYLLABLE STRUCTURE, AND STRESS 

All non-coronal consonants except velar nasal // occur word-initially. Among 

coronals, only dentals, palatals, and /n/ occur in this position.95 However loanwords from 

Indic and English do have other word-initial coronals /t, r, d, l, , /; e.g. tiiy ‘TV’, 

rajn ‘king (Indic loan)’, layriy ‘lorry, truck’, is ari ‘teacher’, obi ‘washerman 

(Indic loan)’.  

                                                

This section describes the distribution of phonemes and syllable structure within 

uncompounded words; consonant clusters created at the juncture of words within a 

compound are relatively free of the restrictions that hold within simple words. A brief 

description of stress in simple and compound words is also included in this section.  

 

2.1. Distribution of phonemes 

2.1.1. Word-initial position 

 
95 This is a preservation of a PDr restriction on the occurrence of apical consonants in word-initial position 
(see discussion of PDr phonotactics in Krishnamurti 2003). 
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 All vowels occur word-initially within the phonemic level of representation used 

in this grammar; however, at the phonetic level, mid vowels do not occur word-initially. 

A palatal glide [y] is inserted immediately before front mid vowels and a labiovelar glide 

[w] is inserted immediately before non-front mid vowels, including /y/. (23a) shows 

examples in which low and high vowels occur word-initially, and (23b) shows examples 

in which a glide is inserted before relevant vowels. (24) gives the rule for glide insertion. 

 v. /iri/  [iri]  ‘village’ 

 ii. /ekri/ [ykri] ‘greens (edible leafy plants)’ 

23a)i.  /abbi/ [abbi] ‘mother’ 

 ii. /a/ [a] ‘goat’ 

 iii. /ayrni/ [aydni] ‘metal file (a tool)’ 

 iv.  /ibb/  [bb]  ‘iron (n)’ 

 vi. /uu/ [w] ‘worm’ 

 vii. /unjlayrod/ [ujlyrod] ‘is swinging’ 
 
b) i. /eri/ [yri] ‘knife’ 

 iii.  /u/ [w] ‘eight’ 

 iv. /u/ [w] ‘seven’ 

 v. /orrn/ [wddn] ‘mason’ 

 vi. /oi/ [wi] ‘inside’ 

 vii. /ydu/ [wyd] ‘five’ 
 
24) Word-initial glide insertion: Ø  -->  [-cons, αback] / #__ -cons 
 -high 
 -low 
 αback 

Word initial consonant clusters are highly restricted – the only initial cluster that 

can occur in native BK vocabulary is oral/nasal stop + /y/, and these occur only before 
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the vowels /a, a:/; e.g. byall ‘jaggary (brown sugar)’, byar ‘root’, nyari ‘lather’.96 

Some additional word-initial clusters /st, br, dr, dr, r/ occur in a few loanwords: English 

-- stamp ‘postal stamp’, brass ‘brush’, dress ‘dress’; Indic – drasi[pau] 

‘grapes’, ram ‘village’. 

 

2.1.2. Word-final position 

The only consonants that occur word-finally are coronal sonorants /n, , l, /; 

these can also occur as geminate clusters /nn, , ll, / (e.g. ann ‘at that time’, a ‘elder 

brother’, nill ‘play-inf’, mo ‘sprout-inf’) – no other word-final consonant clusters are 

permitted.97 Due to this restriction on final segments, an enunciative vowel // is inserted 

at the end of loanwords containing illicit final consonants; e.g. bokk ~ bukk ‘book’, 

dress ‘dress’. Among vowels, length is not contrastive in the word-final position and all 

word-final vowels are analyzed as phonemically short in this description, giving rise to 

the restriction that, among monophthongs, only short vowels occur word-finally. Among 

diphthongs, only /y/ occurs word-finally.  

 

Note that although the only segments that are permitted word-finally are vowels 

and coronal sonorants (except /r/), the word-final vowel is frequently deleted within 

syntax-level phrases or discourse-level utterances in conversational speech, resulting in a 

wide range of “word-final” segments at the discourse level. A comprehensive study of 

word-final vowel deletion within phrases is beyond the scope of this description. 

                                                 
96 The existence of /Cy/ before /a, a:/ can be attributed to a historical change in the language. The sequence 
/Cya, Cya:/ in BK corresponds to Tamil /Ce, Ce:/; e.g. BK pyadn ‘grandson’ is cognate with Tamil pe:ran 

‘grandson’ and BK pyarti ‘granddaughter’ is cognate with Tamil petti ‘granddaughter’ (Tamil words from 
Asher 1985). Thus, BK /ya, ya:/ probably developed from an earlier */e/, */e:/.  
97 In word-final consonant sequences of consonant plus coronal nasal or lateral, the second segment is a 
syllabic consonant and, therefore, is analyzed as a vowel for the purpose of syllable structure; examples are 
given in §2.2. 
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However, an attempt is made here to show final-segment deletion when it occurs. Thus, 

for all the example sentences given in the preceding chapters, I indicated final segment 

deletion by showing words in the first italicized line without the final vowel, if the vowel 

was deleted in my consultant’s speech. The underlying final segment was shown in the 

morphemic representation given in the second line. An example is given in (25), where 

kurkasi and pyniy undergo final vowel deletion within the sentence, but the last word 

kso does not undergo deletion.  

 
25) bomma kurkas  pyni ks o 
 bommn-ka kurkas i pyniy k-s -o 
 Bomman-dat watchman work get-rlf-3sg 
 “Bomman got a job as a watchman.”  (Elicitation.P499) 
 

2.1.3. Word-medial position 

Word-medial clusters contain up to 3 segments. Clusters of 2 consonants are free 

(except for the consonant sequencing restrictions given below); however, 3 consonant 

clusters begin only with a geminate or a sonorant; e.g. bannd ‘came’, yarpka ‘call-inf’. 
 

2.2. Sequencing restrictions 

 Consonants show the following restrictions on their ability to occur adjacent to a 

consonant or vowel. 

 

2.2.1 Voice agreement in homorganic obstruent clusters 

 There are no homorganic obstruent clusters in these data in which one consonant 

is voiced and the other voiceless; i.e. homorganic obstruent clusters in native words must 

agree in voicing. This requirement induces certain morphophonological alternations in 
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verb roots, shown in (26a).  The last consonant of the roots in (26a) is voiceless 

immediately before a voiceless homorganic obstruent (first column), and voiced 

elsewhere (second column). In contrast, the last consonant of the roots in (26b) never 

occurs immediately before a homorganic obstruent and, correspondingly, never exhibits a 

voice alternation. The words in (26c) show that clusters of sonorant plus homorganic 

voiceless obstruent do exist in the language; therefore, the identical voicing requirement 

applies only to homorganic obstruent clusters. (Divisions between root and suffixes are 

shown in surface as well as underlying forms in the examples below.) 
 
26a)i. pot-t-d podi-utnu  
 podi-t-d podi-utnu 
 thatch-rlf-sg thatch-until 
 ‘N thatched (the roof)’ ‘until N thatches (the roof)’ 
 
 ii. a--d a-utnu aka 

  a-t-d a-utnu a--ka 
  cook-rlf-sg cook-until cook-irf -inf 
  ‘N cooked s.t.’ ‘until N cooks s.t.’ ‘to cook’ 
 
 iii. arkka   arka aru-utnu  

  aru--ka aru-utnu  
  sleep-irf-inf sleep-until  
  ‘to sleep’ ‘until N sleeps’  
 
b) i. -t-d i-utnu -p-a 
  i-t-d i-utnu i-pu-a 
  take-rlf-sg take-until take-irf-3sg 
  ‘N took s.t.’ ‘until N takes s.t.’ ‘She will take s.t.’ 
 
 ii. -t-d i-utnu -p-a 
  i-t-d i-utnu i-pu-a 
  kick-rlf-sg kick-until kick-irf-3sg 
  ‘N kicked s.t.’ ‘until N kicks s.t.’ ‘She will kick s.t.’ 
 
c) i. dais d ‘N stepped over’   (/dau-s -d/ ‘step.over-rlf-sg’) 
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Thus an underlying voiced obstruent in these data becomes voiceless immediately before 

a voiceless homorganic obstruent. It is possible that the reverse also holds true; i.e., an 

underlying voiceless obstruent would become voiced immediately before a voiced 

homorganic obstruent; however, further research is necessary to find morphological 

alternations that confirm this prediction.  

 

 Interestingly, there are also no consonant clusters within native BK words in 

which alveolar tap /r/ occurs adjacent to voiceless alveolar stop /t/.98 In fact, this absence 

is a logical consequence of the distributional facts about the allophones of /r/ given 

above, as well as the ban on homorganic obstruent clusters with mixed voicing.  Recall 

that /r/ has a stop allophone, [d], which occurs only next to an alveolar consonant and a 

tap allophone, [], which occurs only elsewhere. Thus, a cluster of /rt, tr/ would by rule 

(13) become [dt, td], a cluster that violates the ban on homorganic obstruent clusters with 

mixed voicing. Such a cluster would be turned into [tt] and perhaps [dd], respectively (by 

the statements given above).  

 

 There is one word in these data with an underlying /rt/ cluster which surfaces as 

/tt/, shown in the first column of (27). This could be confirmation of my prediction that 

any underlying /rt/ cluster would surface as /tt/ in BK; however, certain 

morphophonological rules given in §3.2.1.5 provide an alternative account of the change 

from /rt/ to /tt/ in this word; therefore, further research is necessary to uncover other 

examples. 

 

 

                                                 
98 One borrowed word pyatri ‘factory’ does have a /tr/ cluster; therefore, these generalizations apply only 
to native words. 
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27) pottd porutnu 
 por-t-d por-utnu 
 carry-rlf-sg carry-until 
 ‘N carried s.t. (on the head)’ ‘until N carries s.t. (on the head)’ 

 

2.2.2. Place agreement in coronal [-distributed] clusters 

There are no clusters in these data that contain an immediately adjacent retroflex 

consonant and alveolar consonant; thus, the language has a requirement that if all 

consonants in a coronal cluster are [-distributed], they must also have identical 

specifications for the feature [anterior]. Clusters in which adjacent coronal consonants are 

all alveolar or all retroflex are shown in (28a) – these are identical in the features [-distr, 

±ant]. Examples of clusters in which at least one of the coronals is [+distr] and in which 

all coronals do not necessarily share the same specification for [anterior] are shown in 

(28b). 
 
28a)i. utnu ‘until’ nnt ‘yesterday’ etli  ‘where’  

 ii. s u  ‘fishing hook’ baa  ‘along the path’ pulln ‘a type of parakeet’ 
 
b) i. moti ‘physically disabled woman’, ata ‘She closed s.t.’ 

 ii. ada ‘It closed’ pus od ‘is holding’ 
 

As a result of the ban on mixed retroflex and alveolar clusters, certain suffixes 

(namely, /-t/ ‘realis’ and /-l/ ‘infinitive’) exhibit an alternation pattern in which they 

have a retroflex alternant immediately after a retroflex consonant and an alveolar 

alternant immediately after an alveolar consonant, discussed in §3.2.2  
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2.2.3 Ban on the sequence /y/ + retroflex C 

Retroflex consonants do not occur immediately after the glide /y/, irrespective of 

whether the glide is part of a diphthong or a coda consonant; thus the sequence /y-

retroflex C/ is banned in BK. This restriction leads to a morphophonological alternation 

between alveolar and retroflex consonants, which is discussed in §3.2.3. 

 

2.3. Syllable structure 

The maximum syllable in BK consists of CCVCC. The vowel can be a short or 

long vowel, diphthong, or syllabic consonant. All consonants can occur in single onsets 

and codas, as shown in (29) (end of syllable is marked with period plus single space). 
 
29a) ip. ka ‘near’ aj. ji ‘grandmother’ 

b) u. pel. n ‘crow pheasant’ 
 

However, onset and coda clusters have restrictions. Onset clusters are restricted to the 

sequence /Cy/, and they occur only before /a, a:/: 
 

30a)  byal. l ‘jaggary (brown sugar)’ nya. ri  ‘lather’ 

b) tir. pyai  ‘earring’ 
 

Word final coda clusters are restricted to geminate coronals /nn, , ll, /, as shown in 

the examples of word-final clusters given in §2.1.2. However, medial coda clusters have 

a wider range of permissible segments: Homomorphemic medial coda clusters can 

consist of /nn, , ll, / as well as a sequence of coronal nasal plus homorganic stop 

(31a). Heteromorphemic coda clusters can consist of a geminate consonant (sonorant or 

non-sonorant) or a sequence of sonorant plus stop or affricate (31b). The asymmetry 

between word-final and word-medial coda clusters follows from the fact that only coronal 

sonorants (except /r/) may occur word-finally – thus, only consonant sequences ending in 
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a nasal or lateral would be permitted here, but such sequences would be treated as a 

sequence of consonant + syllabic consonant, not a coda cluster. 

 
31a)i. a. kotn ‘squirrel’,  ba.  ‘frying pan’ 

 ii. su.  ‘fishing hook’.  
 
b)  yarp. ka ‘call-inf’ tiss. ka ‘fire-dat’ 
 

The syllable structure, CCVCC, should allow for medial consonant clusters of up to 4 

consonants, with /Cy/ as the last two consonants. However, the sequence /Cy/ occurs 

primarily in word-initial position and, therefore, clusters of more than 3 segments do not 

occur in these data – there are only two words in these data that have /Cy/ in medial 

position, kakyani ‘mica’, tirpyali ‘earring’.99 
 

Syllabic consonants consist only of nasals and laterals.100 There are restrictions on 

the distribution of syllabic consonants: Syllabic velar nasals and labial nasals occur only 

immediately before a homorganic stop (32a). Syllabic retroflex consonants occur only 

immediately after a retroflex consonant (32b). Syllabic alveolar consonants occur only 

elsewhere (32c). 
      
32a)i. u. m. b ‘Monitor lizard’ 

 ii. kam. bl  ‘pillar-lc’  

 iii. to. . i. s . d ‘began to V’ 

 iv. ka. . n  ‘wasp’ 
 
                                                 
99 The fact that /Cy/ sequences are found mainly in word-initial position is related to the distribution of /e, 
e:/, which occurs mainly in initial syllables; thus, given that /Cya, Cya:/ is probably a reflex of older /Ce, 
Ce:/ sequences, this onset cluster is likely to be most frequent in the initial syllable. The relatively restricted 
distribution of /e, e:/ in BK can probably be traced back to the restricted distribution of mid vowels in PDr 
– Krishamurthi (1961, cited in Steever 1993:11) says that in PDr mid-vowel /e, e:, o, o:/ occurred only in 
word-initial syllables; since PDr was purely suffixal, this suggests that these vowels occurred only in roots. 
100 In fast speech, the sequence /r/ can be reduced to /r/ creating syllabic consonants in some cases; e.g. 

modrka ‘ring-dat’ is sometimes pronounced modrka. 
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b) i. ta. . a. i  ‘pillow’ 

 ii. k.   ‘parrot’ 

 iii. a.   ‘goat-lc’ 
 
c) i. to. dn ‘Indian tree shrew’ 

 ii. ka. . n  ‘wasp’ 
 

The minimal word in BK consists of a bimoraic foot. Most minimal words in the 

language have the shape (C)VCV; e.g. moi ‘new shoot of a plant’, ai ‘cave’. Words 

consisting of a single CVC syllable are rare; there are only three pronouns in these data 

with this shape: yan ‘my’, nin ‘your’, tan ‘her/him/itself’s’. There are, in addition, six 

pronouns that are smaller than a bimoraic foot. Three of these are shortened forms of 

na ‘I’, niy ‘you’, ta ‘her/him/itself’ – these pronouns can be shortened to form a 

single /CV/ syllable, na, ni, ta. The other three are demonstrative pronouns with a single 

/V/ syllable: a ‘that (remote)’, i ‘this (proximate)’, and u ‘this (general, non-specific 

surroundings)’. Because monomoraic words are rare in BK and are found only among 

pronouns, they can be categorized as exceptional or sub-minimal words.  

 

2.4. Stress 

Primary word stress is strictly word-initial in BK; since all affixation in this 

language is suffixal, primary word stress falls on the root; e.g. b ‘mountain’, upeln 

‘crow pheasant’, tois d ‘began to V’. Further research is necessary to provide an 

accurate description of secondary stress; however, the following points may be 

mentioned at this point in my description: In words with lexical suffixes (these suffixes 

are derived from roots), the lexical suffix bears secondary stress on its initial syllable; e.g. 

keadd /ke-a-d-d/ ‘killed’ (with lexical suffix /-a/), nyanttd 

/nyani-t-i-t-d/ ‘took thought of, remembered’ (with lexical suffix /-i/). In 
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compound words, the leftmost member of the compound bears primary stress on its initial 

syllable, and later members bear secondary stress on their initial syllables; akmeri 

‘arecanut tree’ (compound word, aki ‘arecanut’ plus meri ‘tree’). Secondary stress in 

medial syllables appears to be dependent on vowel quality and length; however, further 

research is necessary to confirm this supposition; e.g.  upeln ‘crow pheasant’, 

tois d ‘began to V’. // is unstressed in medial syllables, unless it is in the initial 

syllable of a lexical suffix or sub-component of a compound. All word-final vowels are 

unstressed.  
 

3.0 VERB MORPHOPHONOLOGY 

Verb suffixation is divided into an inflectional level and a derivational level; rules 

in these two levels are discussed in separate sections. The analysis given in Chapter 2 

also divided the derivational level into two levels; however, the two can be conflated into 

one for the purposes of morphophonology because they do not involve different sets 

rules.101  

 

The phonological structure of verb roots is described in §3.1; 

morphophonological processes in the derivational level are described in §3.2; and those 

in the inflectional level are described in §3.3. 

 

3.1. The phonological structure of the verb root 

Verb roots in BK have a restricted set of root-final segments: roots end in short 

high vowels /i, u/ or voiced coronal consonants /r, , n, , l, /; in addition, there are two 

exceptional verb roots which end in /g/ (these are irregular also in the number of root 

                                                 
101 The division into first and second levels of derivation is based solely on the fact that 1LD suffixes, 
unlike 2LD suffixes, attach to a root rather than a theme. The two levels do not differ in morphophonology. 
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alternations they show). The distribution of root-final segments across various verb 

classes is shown in (33). /u/ final roots occur only in the strong-s-class, and the t-class has 

roots that end only in coronal consonants.102 
 

33a) t-class /i, / yari ‘call’, ma ‘sharpen’, a ‘cry’ 

b)  t-class /r, , , n, / bar ‘come’, u ‘wear’, k ‘ask’, tin ‘eat’, 

ka ‘appear, see’ 

                                                

c)  weak-s-class /i, l/ pari ‘pluck’, til ‘place’ 

d)  strong-s-class /u, r, , / aru‘sleep’, par ‘fly’, o ‘run’, po ‘go’ 

e)  d-class /i, r, / pi ‘weave’, ir ‘be’, p ‘tell’ 

f)  j-class /i, l/ nili ‘play’, kil ‘do’ 
 

The majority of verb roots in BK are composed of one or two syllables; the 

minimal verb root is bimoraic. There are some polysyllabic roots, but these are probably 

either borrowed or historically derived from frozen compound roots. The various syllable 

types found in these data are listed in (34). The root alternations included in these 

examples are discussed in §3.2.4. 
 

34a) (C)VC (several roots, in all classes) 
 i. a ‘cook’ 

 ii. por ‘carry on head’ 

 iii. k ‘ask, listen’ 

 iv. kyl   ke ‘cut’ 

 v. r ‘climb on to s.t.’ 

 vi. a ‘bounce, sway’ 
   
b) CCVC (1 root) 
 i. bya   ben ‘become well-cooked’ 
   
c) (C)VCC (4 roots) 
 i. a ‘cry’ 

 
102  t-class and t-class roots show near complementary distribution in their root-endings; however, the  

presence of one //-final root in the t-class prevents me from conflating the two classes into one. 
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 ii. o ‘please’ 

 iii. pa ‘ripen’ 

 iv. kayl   ke ‘boil (intr)’ 
 
d) CVCVC (1 root, probably complex) 
 i. bs  ‘call’ 
 
e) (C)VCCVC (2 roots, probably complex) 
 i. ars a   ars e ‘fight’ 

 ii. nendu ‘droop over edge’ 

g) (C)VCVCV (5 roots, probably complex)  

 iv. bmbu ‘fill up’ 

 

 
f) (C)VCV (several roots, in all classes) 
 i. ai ‘close’ 

 ii. keli ‘study, read’ 

 iii. yari ‘call’ 

 iv. ti ‘clear mistiness’ 

 v. udu ‘blow (a balloon)’ 

 vi. nau ‘fix s.t. in (a wooden post, etc.)’ 
   
e) CCVCV (1 root) 
 i. nyani ‘think’ 
       
f) CVCCV  (several roots, all in strong-s-class)  
 i. aru ‘sleep’ 

 ii. kattu ‘stitch’ 

 iii. ddu ‘bow (head)’ 

 iv. muu ‘say hmm (in response to story)’ 
   

 i. omai ‘boil’ 

 ii. puri ‘enter’ 

 iii. bernju ‘secure s.t. (by tying together) 

 v. tou ‘begin to do something’ 
 
h) VCCVCV (1 root, probably complex)  
 i. alpari ‘suffer hardship’ 
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3.1.1. The underlying form of the root 

 BK verb roots show a number of morphologically and phonologically 

conditioned alternants. This section presents a list of paradigms that show the main 

phonologically conditioned alternation patterns exhibited by roots; the roots are grouped 

according to underlying final segment. As explained in Chapter 2, §1, only a limited set 

of suffixes can attach directly to the root in BK. In the derivational level, these suffixes 

are root valency modifiers and theme formatives. In the inflectional level, they are /-

gutnu/ ‘anticipation’, /-ki, -ku/ ‘possibility’, /-a/ ‘hortative’, /-y/ ‘singular casual 

imperative’, /-o ~ -yo/ ‘plural casual imperative’, and /-l, -lay/ ‘infinitive’.  

 

Tables 5-9 show paradigms consisting of roots and the full range of suffixes that 

attach to them, except for root valency modifiers, which are found on only a handful of 

roots and are ignored in this section. The words are given in their surface forms, but 

morphological boundaries are indicated with a hyphen. Roots with an underlying final 

lateral are shown first, followed by /i/-final, /u/-final root, nasal-final, and /, r/-final 

roots.  The roots belong to different verb classes, as indicated by different realis suffixes 

in the first row, but all those that have the same underlying final segment exhibit the 

same set of alternations, with a few minor variations dependent on other factors, such as 

the root’s penultimate segment. 

 

The root alternations displayed in these tables provide additional support for the 

division into derivational and inflectional levels used in my analysis of verb structure.103 

                                                 
103 The primary motivation for that division was the existence of different suffixation procedures in the two 
levels, namely theme formation in the derivational level and absence of theme formation in the inflectional 
level, as explained in Chapter 2. However, morphophonology provides additional support for this division. 
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The first two rows in each table show derivational suffixes, ‘realis’ and ‘irrealis’; the 

other rows show inflectional suffixes.  
 

Table 6.5: Lateral-final roots 

k ‘ask, listen’ a ‘cry’ kil ‘do s.t.’ 
    
With derivational suffixes: 
k--a 

‘She cried’ 

With inflectional suffixes: 
k-utnu 

‘Do! 

 

‘to ask’ ‘to cry’  

‘She asked’ ‘She cried’ ‘She did’  a-tt-a ki-j-a 
‘She will ask’ ‘She will do’ k-p-a a-pp-a ki--a 

    

‘until N asks’ ‘until N cries’ ‘until N 
does’ 

a-utnu kil-utnu 

‘N can ask’ ‘N can cry’ ‘N can do’ k-ku a-ku kil-ku 
‘Let us ask’  ‘Let us do’ k-a -- kil-a 
‘Ask!’ (sg)  k-y -- kil-y 
‘Ask!’ (pl) ‘Do! k-o -- kil-o 

‘to do’ k a kil 
 

All the roots in Table 5 have a final lateral before inflectional suffixes, but no 

final lateral before derivational suffixes.104 If suffixation was not divided into levels, it 

would not be possible to give a general rule that would plausibly account for the presence 

and absence of the final lateral before these suffixes. There is no phonetically plausible 

rule that can account for the fact that the lateral is not deleted before obstruent-initial 

suffixes, /-gutnu, -ku/, but is deleted before several obstruent-initial realis and irrealis 

suffixes. This alternation pattern would have to be analyzed, instead, in terms of different 

idiosyncratic rules that are triggered by different suffixes. On the other hand, a division 

into inflectional and derivational levels does provide a framework within which to 

                                                 
104 These roots also lack the final lateral immediately before other derivational suffixes, such as root 
valency modifier /-su/ (e.g. ka:su ‘boil (tr)’ from ka:yl ‘boil (intr)’). 
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account for the distribution of the root-final lateral in a systematic manner; thus, a rule in 

the derivational level deletes the stem-final lateral immediately before a suffix, but no 

such rule operates in the inflectional level, leaving the lateral intact before inflectional 

suffixes. 
 

The root alternations in Tables 6-7 can also be analyzed in a more systematic 

manner if suffixation is divided into levels. All the roots in these two tables have no 

vowel immediately before a stop-initial derivational suffix, but have a vowel immediately 

before derivational suffixes /-, -s/. The distribution of root final vowels is different in the 

inflectional level – here, the roots do have a final vowel before stop-initial suffixes, but 

no vowel before the other suffixes.  

eli ‘pull s.t.’ 

 

Table 6.6: /i/-final roots 

ai ‘measure s.t.’ i ‘take s.t.’ 
    
With derivational suffixes: 
a-d-a el-s -a 

-p-a 

With inflectional suffixes: 
i-utnu 

ai-ku 

a-a -a 

‘Pull!’ 

- 

‘she measured’ ‘She took’ ‘She pulled’ -t-a 
‘she will measure’ ‘She will take’ ‘She will pull’ a--a el-p-a 

    

‘until N measures’ ‘until N takes’ ‘until N pulls’ ai-utnu eli-utnu 
‘N can measure’ ‘N can take’ ‘N can pull’ i-ku eli-ku 
‘Let us measure’ ‘Let us take’ ‘Let us pull’ el-a 
‘Measure!’ (sg) ‘Take!’ ‘Pull!’ ai i eli 

a-iyo   
a-o 

-iyo   
 -o 

‘ Take!’ ‘Measure!’ (pl) el-iyo   
 el-o 

a- ‘to measure’ ‘to take’ el-l ‘to pull’  
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Table 6.7: /u/-final roots 

sittu ‘encircle s.t.’ biju ‘wave s.t.’ ettu ‘shoot s.t. 
 
With derivational suffixes: 

    

sitti-s-o ‘She 
encircled’ 

biji-s -o ‘She waved.’ etti-s -o 

‘Let us wave’ 

‘to encircle’ 

‘She shot’  

sitt--a ‘She will 
encircle’ 

bij--a ‘She will 
wave.’ 

ett--a ‘She will 
shoot’ 

 
With inflectional suffixes: 

    

sittu-utnu ‘Until N 
encircles’ 

biju-utnu ‘until N waves’ ettu-utnu ‘until N 
shoots’ 

sittu-ku ‘N can 
encircle’ 

biju-ku ‘N can wave’ ettu-ku ‘N can shoot’ 

sitt-a ‘Let us 
encircle’ 

bij-a ett-a ‘Let us shoot’ 

sitt-y ‘Encircle!’ 
(sg) 

bij-y ‘Wave!’ ett-y ‘Shoot! 

sitt-o    
sitt-iyo 

‘Encircle!’ (pl) bij-o    
bij-iyo 

‘ Wave!’ ett-o    
ett-iyo 

‘Shoot! 

sitt-l bij-l ‘to wave.’  ett-l ‘to shoot’ 

 

Table 6.8: Nasal-final roots 

tin ‘eat s.t.’ ka ‘see s.t.’ 

With derivational suffixes: 
  

tin-d-a ‘She ate’ ka--a 
‘She will see’ 

‘She saw’ 

tim-b-a ‘She will eat’ kam-b-a 
 
With inflectional suffixes: 

  

tin-utnu ‘Until N eats’ ka-utnu ‘Until N sees’ 

tin-ku ‘N can eat’ ka-ku ‘N can see’ 

tin-a ‘Let us eat’ ka-a ‘Let us see’ 

tin-y ‘(You) eat!’ --  

tin-o ‘(You all) eat!’ --  

tin-l   tin-l ‘to eat’ ka-   ka-l ‘to see’ 
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Table 6.9: /r/-final and stop-final roots 

a ‘cook s.t.’ por ‘carry s.t.’ ir ‘remain, be, stay’ 

 
With derivational suffixes: 

   

a--a ‘She cooked’ po-tt-a ‘She carried’ i-d-a ‘She remained’ 

a--a ‘She will 
cook’ 

por--a ‘She will carry’ i-p-a ‘She will 
remain’ 

 
With inflectional suffixes: 

   

a-utnu ‘until N cooks’ por-utnu ‘until N carries’ ir-utnu ‘until N remains’ 

a-ku ‘N can cook’ por-ku ‘N can carry’ ir-ku ‘N can remain’ 

a-a ‘Let us cook’ por-a ‘Let us carry 
s.t.’ 

ir-a ‘Let us remain’ 

a-y ‘Cook!’ (sg) --  --  

a-o ‘Cook!’ (pl) por-o ‘Carry.!’ (pl) ir-o ‘Stay!’ (pl) 

a- ‘to cook’ pod-l ‘to carry s.t.’ id-l ‘to stay’ 

 

 In all the tables shown here, the root alternant that occurs before /-gutnu, -ku/ 

always matches the underlying form of the root given in the top row of the table. The 

‘gutnu’ form of the root will be used hereafter as the citation form whenever it becomes 

necessary to provide a word that contains the full root, except in the case of roots with the 

verb-class specific or idiosyncratic alternations described in §§3.2.3-4.  

 

3.2. The derivational level 

Tables 5-9 listed the full range of suffixes that can attach to a root. Those tables 

showed that roots of all except the strong-s-class generally take only two suffixes in the 

derivational level – the irrealis formative and the realis formative;  a few roots in these 

data occur also with root valency modifiers. Thus, theme formation and root-valency 
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modification are the primary morphological processes that trigger phonological changes 

in the root in this level. Lexical suffixes show the same alternation patterns and undergo 

the processes that roots do; therefore, lexical suffix and root alternations are discussed 

together in §3.2.1; alternations in other suffixes are discussed in §3.2.2. Roots and lexical 

suffixes in certain verb classes have class-specific alternations, described in §3.2.3, and 

some roots have idiosyncratic alternations, described in §3.2.4. The rules given in this 

section apply only in the derivational level; thus the morphological juncture symbol ‘+’ 

used in these rules must be take to refer only to the juncture between roots/stems and 

derivational suffixes only. 

  

A list of all the suffixes housed in the derivational level are given in Table 10. 
 

Table 6.10: Derivational suffixes 

Suffixes which attach to a 
plain stem; i.e. the root 

Suffixes which attach to a 
realis  theme (all are lexical 
suffixes) 

Suffixes which attach to 
an irrealis theme 

/-tu, -pu, -s u, -ju/ ‘root 
valency modifiers’ 

/-endu/ ‘kill’ 

/-ur   -ir/ ‘slice’ 

/-s u/ ‘causativizer’ 

/-t, -t, -s , -d, -j/ ‘realis’ /-ar   -an/ ‘V and come’  
/-pu, -/ ‘irrealis’ /-muyri   -muri/ ‘mince’  
 /-o   -   -y   -i/ ‘V and 

go, V thoroughly’ 
 

 /-a/ ‘V and let go, V 
thoroughly’ 

 

 /-i/ ‘obtain a result related 
to V’ 

 

 /-u/ ‘V and let go’  
 /-ir/ ‘be’  
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The structure of stems formed in the derivational level is shown in (35), where 

FMV = realis or irrealis theme formative, 1LD = 1st level of derivation, and 2LD = 2nd 

level of derivation. 1LD suffixes comprise the root valency modifiers listed in column 1 

of Table 10, 2LD suffixes comprise the suffixes in column 2 and 3 of the table. 

 
35) Root-(1LD)-(FMV-2LD)-(FMV-2LD)-(FMV) 

 

3.2.1. Major alternations found on roots and lexical suffixes. 

3.2.1.1. Roots and lexical suffixes ending in /i/ 

Roots and lexical suffixes ending in /i/ have three alternants: one with final /i/, 

one without a final vowel, and one with final //. The first alternant never occurs 

immediately before a derivational suffix, but occurs before certain inflectional suffixes, 

such as /-gutnu/ ‘until’ (first column of (36)). The other two alternants have the following 

distribution before derivational suffixes: the //-final alternant occurs immediately before 

/-/, and the alternant without a final vowel occurs immediately before an obstruent-

initial suffix. All three alternants are shown in (36).105 
 

36) Before /-gutnu/ Before derivational suffixes 
  (Before realis) (Before irrealis) 
a)  payri-utnu par-s -d   payr-p-d 

 pari-utnu pari-s -d  pari-pu-d 
 pluck-until pluck-rlf-sg  pluck-irf-sg 
 ‘Until N plucks’ ‘N plucked’  ‘N will pluck’ 
 
b) uyli-utnu u-j-d   uyl--a 

 ui-utnu ui-j-d  ui--a 
 descend-until descend-rlf-sg descend-irf-3sg 
 ‘Until N descends’ ‘N descended’ ‘She will descend’ 
 
                                                 
105 The alternation between /y ~ Ø/ in (36a, b, e) should be ignored for the time being; they are class-
specific alternations described in §3.2.3. 
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c) nili-utnu nil-j-d   nil--a 
 nili-utnu nili-j-d   nili--a 
 play-until play-rlf-sg  play-irf-3sg 
 ‘Until N plays’ ‘N played’  ‘She will play’ 
 
d) nyan-t-i-utnu nyan-t--t-d nyan-t--p-a 
 nyani-t-i-utnu nyani-t-i-t-d nyani-t-i-pu-a 
 think-rlf-take-until think-rlf-take-rlf-sg think-rlf-take-irf-3sg 
 ‘Until N reflects upon s.t.’ ‘N reflected upon s.t.’ ‘She will reflect upon s.t.’ 
 
e)   Before root valency modifier: 
 u-pi-s -d uyl-p--a 
 ui-pu-s -d ui-pu--a 
 descend-trzr-rlf-sg descend-trzr-irf-3sg 
 ‘N lowered s.t.’ ‘N will lower s.t’ 
 

The alternant with no final vowel is accounted for  by the /i/-deletion rule in (37), 

which states that a stem-final /i/ is deleted immediately before an obstruent. 
 

37) /i/-deletion: V            -->  Ø/___ + [-son] 
 [-back, +high] 
 

The root alternant with the final // in (36) will be discussed in §3.3 because the 

occurrence of this vowel immediately before /-/ is partly dependent on a following 

inflectional suffix. 

 

3.2.1.2. /u/-final roots and lexical suffixes 

All roots and lexical suffixes ending in /u/ belong to the strong-s-class; thus they 

take realis /-s/ and irrealis /-/. In addition, these roots have a special realis theme which 

does not end in a realis suffix; i.e., a lexical suffix attaches directly to the root alternant 

used in this theme (unlike other verb classes, for which any lexical suffix is attached to a 
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realis theme formative rather than the root). These roots have three phonologically 

conditioned alternants before a derivational suffix: an /i/-final alternant occurs 

immediately before /s/ (second column in (38)), an //-final alternant occurs immediately 

before // (third column), and an alternant with no final vowel occurs immediately before 

a vowel (fourth column). The underlying stem-final /u/ surfaces unchanged only before 

inflectional suffixes such as /-gutnu/ (first column). The examples in (38a-c) have /u/-

final roots and the one in (38d) has lexical suffix /-endu/. (Henceforth, glosses are given 

only when a word has a suffix that has not been glossed earlier in this section on 

morphophonology) 
 

38) Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis Before a lexical 
suffix 

a) aru-utnu ari-s -d ar--a 
 aru-utnu aru-s -d aru--a 
 ‘until N sleeps’ ‘N slept’ ‘She will sleep’  
 
b) pundu-utnu pundi-s -d pund--a puynd-a-utnu 
 pundu-utnu pundu-s -d pundu--a pundu-a-utnu 
    wring-thly-until 
 ‘until N wrings s.t.’ ‘N wrung s.t.’ ‘She will wring s.t.’ ‘until N wrings s.t. 

 out’ 
 
c) muu-utnu mui-s -d mu--a muyl-o-l 
 muu-utnu muu-s -d muu--a muu-o-l 
    immerse-thly-inf
 ‘until N immerses’ ‘N immersed’ ‘She will immerse’ ‘to sink’ 
 
d) tar-s -endu-utnu tar-s -endi-s -d tar-s -end--a 
 tari-s -endu-utnu tari-s -endu-s -d tari-s -endu--a 
 cut-rlf-kill-until cut-rlf-kill-rlf-sg cut-rlf-kill-irf-3sg 
 ‘until N slashes ‘N slashed s.o.’ ‘She will slash s.o.’ 

s.o. to death’ 
 

The /i/-final alternant can be derived by the rule in (39), which states that a stem-

final [+back] short vowel becomes a front vowel immediately before a fricative. The rule 
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would target all stem-final back vowels, but the only back vowel that occurs immediately 

before an /s/-initial suffix /u/. This rule is ordered after the /i/-deletion rule to prevent the 

stem-final /i/ formed by rule (39) from being deleted by the rule in (37). And it applies 

only to short vowels for reasons that will become clear below. 

 
39) /u/-fronting: u --> i /___ + s  

 

The alternant without a final vowel is derived by the following vowel deletion 

rule, which states that a stem-final vowel is deleted immediately before a vowel. 

 

40) Stem-final V-deletion: V  --> Ø/___+ V 

 

The //-final variant will be discussed in §3.3. Derivations for various stems 

formed out of /i/-final and /u/-final roots plus derivational suffixes (theme formatives, 

root valency modifiers, and lexical suffixes) are given in Table 11. The row labeled 

“Output” shows the derived stem after application of lexical rules in the derivational 

level; these stems must go next into the inflectional level before they can function as a 

word. These rules result in illicit segment sequences in some cases; these sequences are 

repaired by postlexical rules, which are discussed in §3.4. The bottom row of the table, 

titled “After PL rules” shows any changes that may affect the stem in the postlexical level 

before it reaches its surface form. 
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Table 6.11: Derived stems containing vowel-final roots 

 ‘descend-
rlf’ 

‘descend-
trzr’ 

‘thatch-rlf’ ‘immerse-
rlf’ 

‘think-rlf-take-
rlf’ 

UR ui-j ui-pu podi-t muu-s  nyani-t-i-t 
glide ins. -- -- -- -- -- 
/i, y/-del. u-j u-pu pod-t -- nyan-t--t 
/u/-front. -- -- -- mui-s  -- 
V-del. -- -- -- -- -- 
Output uj upu podt muis  nyantt 
After PL rules uj upu pott muis  nyantt 

 

3.2.1.3. Roots ending in a nasal 

All nasal-final roots belong to the t-class; the derivational suffixes that attach to 

these roots are /-t/ ‘realis’, and /-pu/ ‘irrealis’ (there are no examples of them before root 

valency modifiers in these data). They have two alternants immediately before 

derivational suffixes: an alternant with a final labial nasal occurs immediately before a 

labial consonant (third column of (41)) and an alternant with a final nonlabial nasal 

occurs immediately before a nonlabial consonant (second column). The variation in 

vowel length in (41b) is due to an idiosyncratic vowel shortening process discussed in 

§3.2.4). 
 
41) Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis 
a) tin-utnu tin-d-a tim-b-a 
 tin-utnu tin-t-a tin-pu-a 
 ‘until N eats’ ‘She ate’ ‘She will eat’  
 
b) ka-utnu ka--a kam-b-a  
 ka-utnu ka-t-a ka-pu-a 
 ‘until N sees’ ‘She saw’ ‘She will see’ 
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The absence of the nonlabial nasals immediately before a labial is not due to a 

general ban on these sequences in the language, or even in the derivational level because 

the words in (42) show that such sequences do occur. However, in the words in (42), the 

root has an underlying final vowel, as shown in the examples with the root before 

inflectional suffix /-gutnu/.  
 

42) Before /-gutnu/ Before irrealis /-pu/: 
a)  nyani-utnu nyan-p-a 

 nyani-utnu nyani-pu-a 
 ‘Until N thinks’ ‘She will think’ 
 
b) pi-utnu p-p-a 
 pi-utnu pi-pu-a 
 ‘until N braids (hair)’ ‘She will braid (hair)’ 

 

Nasal  place assimilation in (41) can be derived by the rule in (43). This rule is 

ordered before the /i/-deletion rule in (37) to account for the absence of place assimilation 

in (42).  
 
43) Nasal place assimilation: [+nasal]  --> [+labial] /___ + [+labial] 

  

3.2.1.4. Roots and lexical suffixes ending in a lateral 

Roots and lexical suffixes ending in a lateral belong to a variety of verb classes 

and, therefore, take a variety of realis suffixes. The stem-final lateral never surfaces 

immediately before a derivational suffix; it surfaces instead before inflectional suffixes 

such as /-gutnu/, as shown in (44). In addition, a root which ends underlyingly in a 

geminate lateral, always has a geminate theme formative after it (44c) – this is discussed 

in §§3.2.2, which accounts for suffix alternations.  
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44)  Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis 
a) ka-utnu ka-t-d ka-p-a 
 ka-utnu ka-t-d ka-pu-a 
 ‘until N waits’ ‘N waited’ ‘She will wait 
  
b) mel-utnu me-j-d me--a 
 mel-utnu mel-j-d mel--a 
 ‘until it grazes’ ‘It grazed’ ‘It will graze’ 
  
c) pa-utnu pa-tt-d pa-pp-d 
 pa-utnu pa-t-d pa-p-d 
 ‘until it ripens’ ‘It ripened’ ‘It will ripen’ 
 

The absence of the stem-final lateral immediately before a derivational suffix is 

not due to a general ban on sequences of lateral plus consonant in the derivational level, 

because the words in (45) do have these sequences. 

 
45)  Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis 
a) moi-utnu mo-t-d mo-p-a 
 ka-utnu moi-t-d mo-pu-a 
 ‘until it sprouts’ ‘It sprouted’ ‘It will sprout’ 
  
b) nili-utnu nil-j-d nil--a 
 nili-utnu nil-j-d nili--a 
 ‘until N plays’ ‘She played’ ‘She will play’ 

 

The absence of the root-final lateral immediately before a derivational suffix can 

be derived by the rule in (46), which states that a stem-final lateral is deleted immediately 

before a consonant. The rule targets single as well as geminate laterals because consonant 

length is left unspecified in the rule. It is ordered after the /i/-final deletion rule in (37) to 

account for the absence of lateral deletion in (45). 

 
46) Lateral deletion: [+lateral]  -->  Ø/ ___ + C 
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Derivations for derived stems formed with lateral final roots are shown in Table 

12. The last column shows a stem with lexical suffix /-a/ ‘V and let go, V thoroughly’. 

Vowel-final roots with a penultimate lateral are also included to show how the correct 

rule order accounts for the absence of lateral deletion in these derived stems. A stem 

formed with a root that has a final geminate lateral is not shown because a suffix-

gemination rule, which has not been formulated yet in this grammar, is necessary for that 

stem. 

Table 6.12: Derived stems formed from lateral or nasal-final roots 

 ‘wait-
rlf’ 

‘throw-rlf-
thly-irf’ 

‘sprout-
rlf’ 

UR ka-t teri-j-a- moi-t 
lat.del. ka-t teri-j-a- -- 
/i/ del. -- ter-j-a- mo-t 
Output terja kat mot 

 

3.2.1.5. Roots and lexical suffixes ending in /r/ 

/r/-final roots have an alternant with no final /r/ when they occur immediately 

before a stop, and an alternant with final /r/ elsewhere. Thus, if a /r/-final root does not 

take any stop-initial derivational suffixes, it does not show any root alternation in the 

derivational level (47a). But if the root does take a stop-initial derivational suffix; it has 

the two alternants specified above, (47b, c, d).106 

 

 

  

                                                 
106  The vowel alternation in the root in (47c.ii) should be ignored for the time being; it is discussed in 
§3.2.3. 
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47a)  Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis 
  par-utnu par-s -o par--a 
 par-utnu par-s -o par--a 
 ‘until N flies’ ‘It flew’ ‘It will fly’  
 
b)   ir-utnu i-d-a i-p-a 
 ir-utnu ir-d-a  ir-pu-a 
 ‘until N remains’ ‘She remained’ ‘She will remain’  
 
c) i. ar-utnu ar-s -o ar--a 
 ar-utnu ar-s -o ar--a 
 ‘until (hair) dries’ ‘(hair) dried’ ‘(hair) will dry’  
 
 ii.  Before transitivizer /-tu/ 
  a-ti-s -o e-t-o-d 
 ar-tu-s -o ar-tu-o-d 
 dry-trzr-rlf-3sg dry-trzr-prg-sg 
 ‘She dried (hair)’ ‘N is drying (hair)’ 
 
d)  por-utnu po-tt-d por--a 
 por-utnu por-t-d por--a 

 

 

 ‘until N carries s.t.’ ‘N carried s.t.’ ‘N will carry s.t. 

Stem-final /r/-deletion immediately before a stop-initial suffix is captured in the 

following rule:  
 

48) R-deletion: r --> Ø /___ + [-cont, -son] 

3.21.6. Roots and lexical suffixes ending in // 

Only two verb classes in these data contain roots ending in // -- the t-class and 

the strong-s-class. Every //-final root shows two phonologically conditioned 

alternations; but roots of the two classes differ in the exact form of these alternations 

because they take different realis suffixes. Roots of the t-class roots have an alternant 

with final // which occurs immediately before a voiceless homorganic stop, and an 
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alternant with final // which occurs before other segments. These alternations are 

phonologically conditioned and accounted for by a postlexical rule formulated in §3.4., 

but an example is given in (49). 
 
49)  Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis 
 autnu ad aa 
 a-utnu a-t-d a--a 
 ‘until N cooks s.t.’ ‘N cooked s.t.’ ‘N will cook s.t. 

 

Roots of the strong-s-class have an alternant with final /r/ which occurs 

immediately after /y/ and an alternant with final // which occurs elsewhere (50). This 

alternation is also the result of a postlexical rule given in §3.4. 

 
50)  Before /-gutnu/ Before realis Before irrealis Before a lexical suffix 
 noutnu nos o noa nyridd 
 no-utnu no-s -o no--a no-ir-d-d 
 look-until look-rlf-sg look-irf-sg look-stat-rlf-sg 
 ‘until N looks’ ‘N looked’ ‘N will look’ ‘N was looking’ 
 

3.2.2. Alternations in derivational suffixes other than lexical suffixes 

Root valency modifiers, theme formatives and causativizer /-su/ undergo similar 

rules when attached to a stem and, in general, trigger similar changes in the stem. 

Alternations in these suffixes are discussed in this section. 

 

3.2.2.1. Voice and place alternation 

Among the various surface forms of the realis theme formative, there are four 

variants [-d, -, -t, -] which exhibit a pattern of complementary distribution with respect 

to each other. The voiced alveolar variant [-d] occurs only immediately after an alveolar 

nasal (51a); the voiced retroflex variant [-] occurs only immediately after a retroflex 
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nasal (51b); the voiceless alveolar variant [-t] occurs only immediately after an alveolar 

nonnaal consonant (51c), and the voiceless retroflex variant [-] occurs only immediately 

after a root which ends in a retroflex nonnasal consonant (51d). All four variants can be 

treated as alternants of a single underlying realis suffix /-t/. Note that the suffix is 

retroflex even in (51d.iii), although the retroflex is not present in the surface form. 

 
51a) realis [-d] after an alveolar nasal 

 i. tinda /tin-t-a/  ‘She ate’ 

 ii. anda /an-t-a/ ‘She said’ 

 iii.  tanda /tan-t-a/ ‘She gave’  
 
b) realis [-] after an retroflex nasal 

 i.  kaa /ka-t-a/ ‘It was visible’  
 
c) realis [-t] after an alveolar non-nasal 

 i.  potta /por-t-a/ ‘She carried’ 
 
d) realis [-] after a retroflex non-nasal 

 i.  koa /ko-t-a/ ‘She gave’    

 ii. naa /na-t-a/ ‘She planted’  

 iii. ka /k-t-a/ ‘She asked/listened’  
 

Two variants of the irrealis suffix show a similar alternation in voicing, [-bu, -pu], 

in the same environment as the voiced/voiceless variants of /-t/ in (51). [-bu] occurs 

immediately after a nasal-final root (52a) and [-pu] occurs immediately after a nonnasal-

final root (52b, c).  These variants of the irrealis can be reduced to a single underlying 

suffix /-pu/.  
 
52a) Before /-gutnu/ Before irrealis [-bu] 
 i. tinutnu timba 
  tin-utnu tin-pu-a 
  ‘until N eats’ ‘She will eat’ 
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 ii. anutnu amba 
  an-utnu an-pu-a 
  ‘until N says’ She will say’  
 
 iii. kautnu kamba 
  ka-utnu ka-pu-a 
  ‘until N sees s.t.’ ‘She will see s.t.’    
 
b)  Before /-gutnu/ Before irrealis [-pu] 
 i. pautnu pappa 
  pa-utnu pa-pu-a 
  ‘until it ripens’ It will ripen 
 
 ii. tarutnu tapa 
  tar-utnu tar-pu-a 
  ‘until N gives s.t. to s.o.’ ‘She will give s.t. to s.o.’    
 
c) i.  nyaniutnu nyanpa 
  nyani-utnu nyani-pu-a 
  ‘until N thinks’ ‘She will think’ 
 
 ii. piutnu ppa 
  pi-utnu pi-pu-a 
  ‘until N braids (hair)’ ‘She will braid (hair)’    

 

/-t, -pu, -tu/ are the only suffixes in the derivational level that begin with a 

voiceless stop. Since voice assimilation applies both to /-t/ and /-pu/ in the same 

environment it is possible to formulate a general rule, given in (53), that applies to 

suffixes in the derivational level. This rule must apply before /i/-deletion to account for 

the absence of voice assimilation in the words in (52c). 

 
53) suffix voicing: C --> [+voice] / [+nasal] + ____ 
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Place assimilation in the alveolar suffix /-t/ is represented in the following rule. 

The rule is restricted to alveolar consonants, since suffixes beginning in other consonants 

do not assimilate in place to the preceding consonant.107  
 
54) Alveolar place assimilation:  +cor --> [-ant] / +cor _____ 
 -distr -ant 
 +ant -distr 
 

The notation used to describe the environment in which this rule applies does not 

contain the boundary symbol ‘+’ because the rule reflects a general requirement in BK 

that clusters of coronal [-distributed] consonants must share place (pointed out in §2). 

There is a postlexical rule (given in §3.4) which deals with coronal place assimilation; 

however, a rule for this process must be included in the lexical level, as well, to account 

for the fact that /-t/ assimilates in place to the root-final lateral in (51d.iii) before the 

lateral is deleted.  
 

3.2.2.2. Suffixes with final /u/ 

All root valency modifiers, irrealis /-pu/, and causativizer /-su/ end in /u/; these 

undergo the same rules that /u/-final roots and lexical suffixes undergo. (55a) has words 

showing a root valency modifier /-pu/ before various derivational suffixes. The final 

vowel fronts to /i/ before a suffix beginning in /s/, is deleted before a vowel initial suffix, 

and reduces to // before irrealis /-/ -- these are the same processes that /u/-final roots 

undergo. The words in (55b) show two derivational suffixes, /-pu/ ‘irrealis’ and /-su/ 

‘causativizer’, undergoing similar processes.  
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107 Transitivizer /-tu/ should also show the alternations in (51), but it attaches to only one retroflex-final 
root and that final segment deletes before the transitivizer: a ‘shake, dance’ takes suffix /-tu/ to become 

atu /a-tu/ ‘shake s.t.’. 



55a) upis o uylpautnu upa 
 ui-pu-s -o ui-pu-a-utnu ui-pu--a 
 descend-trzr-rlf-3sg descend-trzr-thly-until descend-trzr-irf-3sg 
 ‘She lowered s.t.’ ‘until N lowers s.t.’ ‘She will lower s.t.’ 
 
b) pappis is o pappis uutnu pappis a 
 pa-pu-s u-s -o pa-pu-s u-utnu pa-pu-s u--a 
 ripen-irf-caus-rlf-3sg ripen-irf-caus-until ripen-irf-caus-irf-3sg 
 ‘She set s.t. to ripen’ ‘until N sets s.t. to ripen’ ‘She will set s.t. to ripen’ 

 

3.2.2.3. Suffix gemination 

 The description given in §3.2.1 (example 45-47) showed that lateral-final roots 

and /r/-final roots undergo final-consonant deletion before relevant segments. When the 

final consonant is deleted, the suffix lands immediately after the root vowel. The 

examples in (56a) show that whenever this root vowel is short, the following suffix is a 

geminate; but when this root vowel is long (56b), the following suffix is not a geminate. 

Further the suffix is not a geminate when it occurs after short vowels that were present in 

the underlying form of the root, or vowels are underlyingly long (56c).  
 
56a)i. pa-tt-d pa-pp-d 
 pa-t-d pa-p-d 
 ripen-rlf-sg ripen-irf-sg 
 ‘It ripened’ ‘It will ripen’ 
 
 ii. a-tt-d a-pp-d 
 a-t-d a-p-d 
 cry-rlf-sg cry-irf-sg 
 ‘She cried’ ‘She will cry’ 
 
 iii.  po-tt-d por--a 
 por-t-d por--a 
 ‘N carried s.t.’ ‘N will carry s.t. 
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b) i. ka-t-d ka-p-a 
 ka-t-d ka-pu-a 
 wait-rlf-sg wait-irf-sg 
 ‘N waited’ ‘She will wait 
  
 ii. me-j-d me--a 
 mel-j-d mel--a 
 graze-rlf-sg graze-irf-sg 
 ‘It grazed’ ‘It will graze’ 
 
 iii. a-ti-s -o e-t-o-d 
 ar-tu-s -o ar-tu-o-d 
 dry-trzr-rlf-3sg dry-trzr-prg-sg 

 moi-t-d mo-pu-a 

 ‘She dried (hair)’ ‘N is drying (hair)’ 
 
c) i. mo-t-d mo-p-a 

 sprout-rlf-sg sprout-irf-sg 
 ‘It sprouted’ ‘It will sprout’ 
  
 ii. nil-j-d nil--a 
 nili-j-d nili--a 
 play-rlf-sg play-irf-sg 
  ‘She played’ ‘She will play’ 
 
 iii. i-d-a i-p-a 
 ir-d-a ir-pu-a 
 remain-rlf-sg remain-irf-sg 
 She remained’ ‘She will remain’  
 

The alternation between single consonant suffix and geminate suffix can be 

accounted for by a rule that requires a stop-initial suffix to geminate if it lies after a short 

vowel (57). The rule is ordered after the stem-final vowel deletion rule in (37) to account 

for the absence of suffix gemination in the examples in (56c). Further, the idiosyncratic 

vowel shortening process that takes place in roots like i:r ‘remain’ must take place after 

the suffix gemination rule, to account for lack of gemination in these roots. The rule has 
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been formulated to apply only to suffixes beginning with a stop or affricate to prevent the 

rule from applying to realis /-s/ and irrealis /-/ when they attach to /u/-final roots. 

 

Many of the words represented with underlying /-/ ‘irrealis’ in this description 

do not actually have this suffix in the surface form. The presence of underlying /-/ in 

these words can be deduced from the presence of irrealis suffixes in the surface form of 

other words of the same functional category. Thus, the causativized stems in (58a) have 

overt irrealis theme formatives /-pu, -/ immediately before causativizer /-su/; providing 

evidence that the causativizer attaches to irrealis themes. It can be deduced from these 

examples that the words in (58b) must also have an underlying /-/ ‘irrealis’, which is 

deleted in the surface form. The words in (58) show that /-/ is not deleted when it lies 

between a long vowel and the causativizer (as shown in the last two words in (58a)), but 

it is deleted elsewhere. 

 

57) suffix gemination: [-son, -cont]  --> [+long] /  V     ____ 
 [-long] 

 

3.2.2.4. /-/ deletion 

58a) pappis is d yrkas ay kis iya 
 pa-pu-s u-s -d yrku-a--s u-ay kil-w-s u--iya 
 ripen-irf-caus-rlf-sg sweep-thly-irf-caus-p.im do-irf-caus-rlf-1sg 
 ‘N set s.t. to ripen’ ‘Make N sweep!’ ‘I will get N to do s.t.’ 
 
b)  kos ay nils iya aris ay 
 ko--s u-ay nili--s u-w-iya aru--s u-ay 
 give-irf-caus-p.im play-irf-caus-irf-1sg ‘sleep-irf-caus-p.im’ 
 ‘Make N give!’ ‘I will make N play’ ‘Make N sleep!’ 
 

The rule in (59) accounts for /-/ deletion; it states that // is deleted between a 

consonant or short vowel and a consonant-initial suffix – since the causativizer is the only 
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derivational suffix that attaches to an irrealis theme, the rule applies only before this 

suffix.  

 
59)  --> Ø/  C ___ + C 
  short V 

 

/-/ deletion brings the causativizer immediately after the preceding stem, which 

then undergoes /u/-fronting or /i/-deletion depending on the stem-final segment. Thus, the 

first word in (58b) has a coronal final root, which surfaces unchanged before the 

causativizer. The second word contains a /i/-final root which undergoes /i/-deletion 

before the causativizer, and the third word contains a /u/-final root which undergoes /u/-

fronting before the causativizer. To account for this, the /-/ deletion rule must apply after 

stem-final lateral deletion, and before /u/-fronting and /i/-deletion. Some roots, however, 

resist /i/-deletion before the causativizer (e.g. alpari-s i-s -d /alpari--s u-s -d/); so the 

/i/-deletion rule given in (37) above should be modified to include a caveat that the rule is 

optional immediately before the causativizer. 
 

3.2.2.4. Sample derivations 

The derivations in Table 13-14 show how the entire set of rules discussed above 

interact with one another, and the order in which they apply. The second last row (Output 

in DL) shows the form that the derived stem has after all derivational rules apply. The 

row for postlexical (PL) and minor processes in Table 14 is included to handle cases 

where a derived stem undergoes further postlexical processes or idiosyncratic changes 

before it arrives at the surface form.  
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Table 6.13: Vowel-final roots in derived stems 

 ‘sprout 
-rlf’ 

‘sprout 
-irf-caus’ 

‘think 
-irf’ 

‘think-rlf 
-take-rlf’ 

‘push 
-rlf’ 

‘push-irf 
-caus’ 

‘unite- 
irf-caus’ 

UR moi-t moi-pu-s u nyani-pu nyani-t-i-t tau-s  tau--s u s eri--s u 
lab.ass. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
suff.voic. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
cor.ass. -- -- -- -- 

-- 
/i/ del. mo-t mo-pu-s u 

-- 
-- 

(realis 
theme) 

(Causative 
stem) 

(Causative 
stem) 

-- -- -- 
lat.del. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
/-/ del. -- -- -- -- tau-s u s eri-s u 

nyan-pu nyan-t--t -- -- s er-s u 
suff.gem. -- -- -- -- -- -- 
/u/-front mo-pi-s u -- -- tai-s  tai-s u -- 
SR form 
of the 
stem 

mot mopis u nyanpu 
(irrealis 
theme) 

nyantt 
(realis 
theme) 

tais 
(realis 
theme) 

taisu sers u 
(Causative 
stem) 

 

Table 6.14: Consonant-final roots in derived stems 

‘ask 
-caus’ 

 ‘see-irf’ ‘see 
-rlf’ -rlf’ 

‘cry 
-rlf’ 

‘tell-irf ‘leave 
-rlf’ 

‘leave-rlf-
thly-rlf’ 

UR ka-pu ka-t k-t a-t p--s u bu-t bu-t-a-d 
lab.ass. kam-pu -- -- -- -- -- -- 
suff.voic. 

buad 

kam-bu ka-d -- -- -- -- -- 
cor.ass. -- ka- k- -- -- bu- bu--a-d 
lat.del. -- -- k- a-t p--s u -- bu--a-d 
/-/ del. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
/i, y/ del. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
suff.gem. -- -- -- a-tt -- -- -- 
/u/-front -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Output in 
DL 

kambu 
(irrealis 
theme) 

ka 
(realis 
theme) 

k 
(realis 
theme) 

att 
(realis 
theme) 

ps u 
(Causative 
stem) 

bu 
(realis 
theme) 

(realis 
theme) 

PL & minor 
rules 

-- ka -- -- -- bu buad 

kambu ka k att  ps u bu buad SR form of 
the stem 
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3.2.3 Root alternations found specifically in s- and j- classes 

The root alternants discussed in the previous section were ones whose 

distributional environment depends, not on verb class, but on factors such as the nature of 

the root-final segment and the initial segment of the following suffix. There is, in 

addition, a vowel alternation pattern in BK that is found only in the weak-s-class, strong-

s-class, and j-class; this alternation is discussed in this section and an analysis of the 

underlying root is provided. In all cases, the alternation pattern affects the rightmost 

preconsonantal vowel in the root; i.e. the penultimate vowel, if the root has two or more 

syllables (e.g. baku   beku ‘pour’) and the only vowel, if it is monosyllabic (e.g. 

par   per ‘fly’).108 This vowel alone is the subject of the discussion below, and is 

referred to as the “target vowel”. The issue of whether the target vowel alternates and the 

specific alternation pattern is determined by phonological environment. The use of these 

alternants in a particular word is dependent on the functional category of the verb base; 

i.e. on whether the root is in a realis theme, irrealis theme, or plain stem.  

 

The alternation pattern in the strong-s-class differs in some respects from that in 

the other two classes; so the former is discussed first. Lexical suffixes, which, as pointed 

out above, are derived from roots, also exhibit the vowel alternation and all 

generalizations stated below apply also to these suffixes; however, for convenience, I will 

use the term “root” as a cover-all term for both roots and lexical suffixes. 

 

 
108  In these classes, all monosyllabic verb roots have closed syllables and all bi- or polysyllabic verb roots 
end in a vowel. 
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3.2.3.1. Strong-s-class roots 

Roots in the strong-s-class fall into three sets depending on whether they exhibit 

the vowel alternation and the nature of the alternation: In the first set, the target vowel is 

always nonfront, but the alternation lies in the presence or absence of a glide (/Ø ~ y/) 

immediately after the target vowel; e.g. no   nyr ‘look’. In the second set, the target 

vowel alternates between front and nonfront place; e.g. mar   mer ‘sell’. In the third set, 

there is no vowel alternation; e.g. sittu ‘tie around, encircle’.  

 

In the /Ø ~ y/ alternation both alternants have a non-front target vowel, but they 

differ in the presence or absence of a glide after the vowel. This alternation pattern occurs 

only in roots in which the target vowel of the glideless alternant is immediately followed 

by a retroflex consonant (60a-d, f-h, j) or a cluster of alveolar consonants  (60e, i).109 The 

/Ø ~ y/ alternation is accompanied with an alternation in its immediately following 

consonant, as described below. The alternant with the glide is used in the special realis 

theme (first row of each set in (60)) and the glide-less alternant is used in the other verb 

bases. 
 
60a)i. aynkod  /aku-o-d/  ‘N is tying s.t.’ (Special realis theme) 

 ii. akiso  /aku-s -o/  ‘She tied s.t.’ (Regular realis theme)  

 iii. aka  /aku--a/  ‘She will tie s.t.’ (Irrealis theme) 

 iv. akuutnu  /aku-utnu/  ‘until N ties s.t.’ (Plain stem) 
 

                                                

b) i. mayrod  /ma-o-d/  ‘N is making s.t.’ 

 ii. maso  /ma-s -o/  ‘She made s.t.’  

 iii. maa  /ma--a/  ‘She will make s.t.’ 

 iv. mautnu  /ma-utnu/  ‘until N makes s.t.’ 
 
 

 
109 With one exception – the root tur ‘shit’ exceptionally shows the /Ø ~ y/ alternation. 
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c) i. payrod  /pa-o-d/  ‘N is singing’ 

 ii. paso  /pa-s -o/  ‘She sang’  

 iii. paa  /pa--a/  ‘She will sing’ 

 iv. pautnu  /pa-utnu/  ‘until N sings’ 
 
d) i. dayntod  /dau-o-d/  ‘N is passing by s.t.’ 

 ii. dais o  /dau-s -o/  ‘She passed by s.t.’  

 iii. daa  /dau--a/  ‘She will pass by s.t.’ 

 iv. dauutnu  /dau-utnu/  ‘until N passes by s.t.’ 
 
e) i. yddod  /rru-o-d/  ‘N is bowing her head’ 

 ii. ddis d  /rru-s -d/  ‘She bowed her head’  

 iii. dda  /rru--a/  ‘She will bow her head’ 

 iv. dduutnu  /rru-utnu

 ii. noso  /no-s -o/  ‘She looked’  

/  ‘until N bows her head’ 
 
f) i. ylod  /u-o-d/  ‘(an emotion) is arising’ 

 ii. is d  /u-s -d/  ‘(an emotion) arose’  

 iii. a  /u--a/  ‘(an emotion) will arise’ 

 iv. uutnu  /u-utnu/  ‘until (an emotion) arises’ 
 
g) i. tyrod  /tou-o-d/  ‘N is hanging s.t.’ 

 ii. toiso  /tou-s -o/  ‘She hung s.t.’  

 iii. toa  /tou--a/  ‘She will hand s.t.’ 

 iv. touutnu  /tou-utnu/  ‘until N hangs s.t.’ 
 
h) i. nyrod  /no-o-d/  ‘N is looking’ 

 iii. noa  /no--a/  ‘She will look’ 

 iv. noutnu  /no-utnu/  ‘until N looks’ 
 
i) i. puyndod  /pundu-o-d/  ‘N is squeezing s.t.’ 

 ii. pundisd  /pundu-s -o/  ‘She squeezed s.t.’  

 iii. punda  /pundu--a/  ‘She will squeeze s.t.’ 

 iv. punduutnu  /pundu-utnu/  ‘until N squeezes s.t.’ 
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j) i. kuytod  /kuu-o-d/  ‘N is locking s.t. (in a cage or pen)’ 

 ii. kuis d  /kuu-s -o/  ‘She locked s.t.’  

 iii. kua  /kuu--a/  ‘She will lock s.t.’ 

 

                                                

 iv. kuuutnu  /kuu-utnu/  ‘until N locks s.t.’ 
 

In all words, except those with /a:/, long and short vowels in the glideless 

alternant have a corresponding diphthong in the other alternant; thus, /a/ alternates with 

/ay/, /, , o, o:/ with /y/, and  /u, u:/ with /uy/. The distinction between long and short 

vowels in the first alternant is neutralized before the glide in the second alternant, if these 

vowels are non-low.110 Since vowel length is unpredictable in the glideless alternant but 

predictable in the form with the glide in the case of non-low vowels, the glideless 

alternant can be seen as basic, as indicated in the underlying forms of roots in (60).  

 

The vowel alternation is accompanied by a consonant alternation in which the 

first row in (60a-c, e-h, j) has a glide followed by an alveolar consonant and the 

remaining three rows have a nonfront vowel followed by a corresponding retroflex 

consonant; i.e. /   t,    r,    n,    l/. In contrast the words in (60d, i) have an alveolar 

consonant in both alternations. Since the consonant in the first rows are predictable in 

that they are always alveolar, but the consonant in the other three rows is not predictable, 

the latter can be analyzed as the basic alternant, or the underlying form. If the retroflex 

consonant is basic, then this alternation pattern follows from the ban on the sequence /y/ 

+ retroflex C pointed out in §2.2.1. 

Given that the underlying form has a non-front vowel followed by a retroflex 

consonant or alveolar consonant cluster the alternation pattern in these words can be 

 
110 In fact, /u:, o:, / never occur immediately before /y/ in BK, except in the clitic /-y/ ‘emphatic 
vocative’ 
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accounted for by the rules in (61). By (61a), a glide is inserted immediately between a 

non-front vowel and a retroflex consonant, providing this vowel is in the target position 

specified above. By (61b) the same process occurs immediately before an alveolar 

consonant cluster. After glide insertion, the vowel gets shortened if its non-low, and a 

following retroflex stop becomes alveolar; however, these are handled by postlexical 

processes and the rule for them is given in §5.  
 

61a) Glide insertion (1):  Ø --> y /  V   ____ +cor (C)(C)(V)# 
 [+back] -ant 
 -distr 
 
b) Glide insertion (2): Ø --> y / V ____ C C    V# 
 [+back] 
 +cor 
 +ant 
 -distr 
  

In the second set of strong-s-class roots, the target vowel is a non-front vowel in 

one alternant and a front vowel in the other. In all roots that show this alternation, the 

target vowel is not followed by a retroflex consonant or alveolar consonant cluster. The 

vowel in both alternants match in height and length, such that both have a high vowel or a 

non-high vowel. The only vowel pairs that occur in this set in the data so far are /u ~ i, u: 

~ i:, a ~ e, a: ~ e:,  ~ e:/; all of which are shown in the examples in (62).111 The alternant 

with the front vowel occurs in the special realis theme; the other alternant occurs in all 

other verb bases. The alternating vowel in the examples below is underlined.  
 
62a)i. kirod  /kuru-o-d/  ‘S.t. is boiling’  

 ii. kuris o /kuru-s -o/ ‘It boiled’  

 iii. kura /kuru--a/ ‘It will boil’ 

 iv. kuruutnu /kuru-utnu/ ‘until it boils’ 
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111 This leaves a gap of / ~ e, o ~ e, o: ~ e:/, alternations that should be possible by the generalization 
about height correspondence given here, but which dont occur in these data – these can be considered an 
accidental gap. 



 
b) i. tikod  /tuku-o-d/  ‘N is hanging s.t.’ 

 ii. tukisd  /tuku-s -d/  ‘She hung s.t.’  

 iii. tuka  /tuku--a/  ‘She will hand s.t.’ 

 iv. tukuutnu  /tuku-utnu/  ‘until N hangs s.t.’ 
 
c) i. taetod  /taatu-o-d/  ‘N is searching’ 

 ii. taatiso  /taatu-s -o/  ‘She searched’  

 iii. taata /taatu--a/ ‘She will search’ 

 iv. taatuutnu  /taatu-utnu/  ‘until N searches’ 
 
d) i. metod  /matu-o-d/  ‘N is changing s.t.’ 

 ii. matiso  /matu-s -o/  ‘She changed s.t.’  

 iii. mata  /matu--a/  ‘She will change s.t.’ 

 iv. matuutnu  /matu-utnu/  ‘until N changes s.t.’ 
 
e) i. erau  /r-au/  ‘having climbed’ 

 ii. rsani  /r-s -ani/  ‘if N climbs’  

 iii. riyo  /r--iyo/  ‘They will climb’ 

 iv. rutnu  /r-utnu/  ‘until N climbs’ 
 

As indicated in the underlying forms in (62), the non-front vowel can be analyzed 

as the basic alternant because it is the less predictable form – both non-high vowels /, a/ 

alternate with /e/ in (62c-e), making the form with /e/ the predictable form. The high 

vowel /u/ fronts to /i/, which is the only high front vowel in BK.  

 

This alternation pattern is accounted for by the rule in (63). This rule applies after 

the glide insertion rule in (61) – that is, after a glide is inserted between a nonfront target 

vowel and a retroflex C or alveolar cluster, the rule in (63) fronts the remaining nonfront 

target vowels. The specification [+cons] in the environment for the rule ensures that (63) 

will not affect any of the roots that have undergone glide insertion. The rules in (61, 63) 

apply only to strong-s-class roots and only in forming the special realis theme. 
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63) Vowel fronting:  V --> [-back] / ___ C (C)(C)(V)# 
 [+back] [+cons] 
 

The third set in the strong-s-class consists of (a) roots in which the target vowel is 

a front vowel and (b) roots ending in /su, j u/.112 These roots do not exhibit vowel 

alternation. The absence of vowel alternation in the first of these is easily explained by 

the fact that the rules in (61a-b, 63) apply only in the environment of a nonfront target 

vowel. 
 
64a)i. ettod  /ettu-o-d/  ‘N is shooting s.t.’  

 ii. ettiso /ettu-s -o/ ‘She shot s.t.’  

 iii. etta /ettu--a/ ‘She will shot s.t.’ 

 iv. ettuutnu /ettu-utnu/ ‘until N shoots s.t.’ 
 
b) i. sittod  /sittu-o-d/  ‘N is wrapping s.t. around’ 

 ii. sittiso  /sittu-s -d/  ‘She wrap s.t. around’  

 iii. s itta  /sittu--a/  ‘She will wrap s.t. around’ 

 iv. s ittuutnu  /sittu-utnu/  ‘until N wraps s.t. around’ 
 

The absence of vowel alternation in “roots” ending in /su, j u/ (65) can be 

accounted for if these “roots” were analyzed as stems containing root plus /-su, -ju/ 

‘transitivizer, verbalizer’. These transitivizers/verbalizers can then be classified as 

suffixes that block the vowel alternation rules from applying. Support for this analysis 

comes from the following facts: First, some of these forms do have noun counterparts;  

e.g. ai ‘burp’ is the noun counterpart of the verb in (65a). Second, an attested 

transitivized stem ka:su ‘heat s.t.’ provides evidence that the transitivizer/verbalizer /-s u/ 

does block root vowel alternation. This stem is derived from the intransitive root ka:yl ~ 

                                                 
112 There are four exceptions: uddu ‘apply (paint, etc)’, battku ‘live happily’, melmatu ‘bluff, lie’, and 

bmbu ‘serve’ do not show the vowel alternation even though the penultimate vowel is nonfront, and they 

do not end in /su, ju/. It is possible that these are not roots but stems containing transitivizers that block 
vowel alternation, or they could be borrowed roots. 
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ke: ~ ka: (with an idiosyncratic alternation pattern); the transitivized stem ka:su does not 

exhibit vowel alternation. Although all “roots” with /su, ju/ endings do not have attested 

nonverbal or intransitive counterparts; a more systematic account of the vowel alternation 

among strong-s-class roots is possible if these forms are analyzed as verbalized stems 

rather than roots, which is the analysis adopted for the underlying forms given in (65b, c).  

 
65a)i. as od  /ai-s u-o-d/  ‘N is burping’ 

 ii. as is o  /ai-s u-s -o/  ‘She burped’  

 iii.  asa /ai-s u--a/ ‘She will burp’ 

 iv. as uutnu  /ai-s u-utnu/  ‘until N burps’ 
 
b) i. kursod  /kur-s u-o-d/  ‘N is noting s.t. down (on paper, etc)’ 

 ii. kursis d  /kur-s u-s -o/  ‘She noted s.t. down’  

 iii. kursa /kur-s u--a/ ‘She will note s.t. down’ 

 iv. kursuutnu  /kur-s u-utnu/  ‘until N notes s.t. down’ 
 
c) i. unjod  /un-ju-o-d/  ‘N is roaming around’ 

 ii. unjis d  /un-ju-s -d/  ‘She roamed around’  

 iii. unja  /un-ju--a/  ‘She will roam around’ 

 iv. unjuutnu  /un-ju-utnu/  ‘until N roams around’ 

 

Note, however, that transitivizers /-tu, -pu/ do not block vowel alternation in the way /-su, 

-ju/ does. The examples in (66) show that the alternation is present in untransitivized 

form and the form transitivized with /-tu/. Similarly, ui ‘descend’, described below in 

§3.2.3.2, retains its vowel alternation properties even after it is transitivized into  upu 

lower s.t.’ Thus, some transitivizers block vowel alternation, and some dont. 
 

66)  Untransitivized: Transitivized: 
a)  ayrod aytod  

  a-o-d a-tu-o-d 
 shake-prg-sg shake-trzr-prg-sg 
 ‘is dancing, shaking’ ‘is shaking s.t. 
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b)  as d atis d  

  a-s -d a-tu-s -d 
 shake-rlf-sg shake-trzr-rlf-sg 
 ‘danced, shook’ ‘shook s.t. 
 
c)  autnu atuutnu 

  a-utnu a-tu-utnu 
 shake-until shake-trzr-until 
 ‘until N dances, shakes’ ‘until N shakes s.t.’ 

 

3.2.3.2 Weak-s- and j-class roots 

Polysyllabic roots in the weak-s- and j-classes also exhibit the /Ø ~ y/ alternation. 

As with strong-s-class roots, the alternation occurs only immediately after a nonfront 

target vowel (67), it never occurs immediately after a front target vowel (68). A post-

glide retroflex C similarly alternates with an alveolar C. This alternation pattern can also 

be analyzed as the result of glide insertion. However, unlike strong-s-class roots, all 

polysyllabic roots with a non-front penultimate vowel in these classes undergo glide 

insertion, irrespective of the nature of the immediately following consonant (the 

front/nonfront alternation does not occur in these classes). Thus, the root in (67b) would 

have undergone vowel fronting instead of glide insertion if it  was a strong-s-class verb; 

instead, it undergoes glide insertion because it is a weak-s-class verb. These classes do 

not have a special realis theme; instead, the alternant with the inserted glide is used in the 

irrealis theme and plain stem (second and third row respectively of each set in (67)). The 

alternating vowels in (67) are underlined, and the target vowel in the underlying form in 

(68) are also underlined. 
 
67a)i. u-j-a  /ui-j-a/  ‘She descended’  

 ii. uyl--a  /ui--a/  ‘She will descend’ 

 iii. uyli-utnu  /ui-utnu/  ‘until N descends’ 
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b) i. par-s -a  /pari-s -a/  ‘She plucked s.t.’  

 ii. payr-p-a  /pari-pu-a/  ‘She will pluck s.t.’ 

 iii. payri-utnu  /pari-utnu/  ‘until N plucks s.t.’ 
 
c) i. ku-s -a  /kui-s -a/  ‘She drank s.t.’  

 ii. kuyr-p-a  /kui-p-a/  ‘She will drink s.t.’ 

 iii. kuyri-utnu  /kui-utnu/  ‘until N drinks s.t.’ 
 
68a)i. taldir-j-a  /tald iri-j-a/  ‘She fainted’  

 ii. taldir--a  /tald iri--a/  ‘She will faint’ 

 iii. taldiri-utnu  /taldiri-utnu/  ‘until N faints’ 
 
b) i. el-s -a  /eli-s -a/  ‘She washed s.t.’  

 ii. el-p-a  /eli-pu-a/  ‘She will wash s.t.’ 

 iii. eli-utnu  /eli-utnu/  ‘until N washes s.t.’ 

 

There are only three monosyllabic roots in these classes; all three  exhibit a vowel 

alternation pattern, but it differs from the alternations described above. Because there are 

only three roots of this type, all in the j-class, I treat them as part of the irregular root 

alternations described in the §3.2.4.  

 

The rule in (69) accounts for glide insertion in polysyllabic roots in these classes. 

The rule states that a glide is inserted immediately after a nonfront vowel in the 

penultimate syllable of the root. Although only one consonant occurs between 

penultimate and ultimate vowel in all examples in the data so far, the rule has been 

generalized to allow for a consonant cluster after the penultimate vowel. It applies only in 

the weak-s and j-classes and is used to form the irrealis theme and plain stem. 
 

69) Glide insertion rule: Ø --> y /  V      ___ CV#   
 [-back] 
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3.2.4. Irregular root alternations 

There are a few root alternations that are found only in a tiny set of roots and 

derivational suffixes in various classes; they are used variously in the realis theme, 

irrealis theme, and plain stem. Table 15 shows minor alternation patterns among classes 

other than the strong-s-class, and the verb bases in which they are used. The two roots at 

the bottom of the table are classified as irregular because their realis form does not easily 

fit in with the realis suffixes listed above.  

Table 6.15: Roots with idiosyncratic alternations in different verb bases 

plain stem irrealis theme realis theme Gloss 
    
t-class    

ars a ars a- ars e-t ‘fight’ 

    
t-class    
bar bu-pu ban-d ‘come’ 

tar ta-pu tan-d ‘give’ 

-ar -a-pu -an-d (a 2LD suffix) 

    
d-class    

no no- non-d ‘feel pain’ 

bya bya- 
 

ben-d ‘be well-cooked’ 

   
j-class    
kyl ke- k-jj ‘descend’ 

‘clear up murkiness’ pyl pe- p-jj 
kayl ke- ka-j ‘boil (intr)’ 

    
Irregular roots    
nai na- nakk ‘smile, laugh’ 

pas s pep-pu pas s ‘feel hungry’ 
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Examples showing the use of one of the j-class verbs in Table 15 are given in 

(70). A decision about the underlying root for these stems must be an arbitrary choice; I 

have chosen to treat the form that appears before /-gutnu/ as the underlying form of the 

root. 

 
70a) k-jj-a   ‘She cut s.t.’  

b)  ke--a  ‘She will cut s.t.’ 

c)  kyl-utnu  ‘until N cuts s.t.’ 
 

Table 16 shows idiosyncratic alternation patterns found in /g/-final roots. Two of 

them, po ‘go’ and lexical suffix -o (which is derived from po), have additional 

alternants used for imperative mood. The roots and lexical suffixes shown in this table 

are the only ones in BK that end in /g/. 
 

Table 6.16: Idiosyncratic alternations in strong-s-class roots. 

plain 
stem 

irrealis 
theme 

Reg. realis 
theme 

Sp. realis 
theme 

Non.polite 
Imperative 

Polite 
Imperative 

Gloss 

po po-pu p-s  py pi pi ‘go’ 

-o -o-pu --s  -y -i -i ‘V thoroughly 

a -a-pu a-s  ay   ‘become’ 

 

In addition to these idiosyncratic alternations, some roots show idiosyncratic 

patterns of variation in length; e.g. ka ‘appear, see’ has a short vowel in its realis theme 

/ka-/ but a long vowel before all other suffixes, e.g. irrealis theme /kam-pu/. In 

contrast, til ‘place’ has a short vowel in both its realis and irrealis themes /ti-s, ti-pu/, 

and a long vowel before all inflectional suffixes, such as /-gutnu/ in /tilutnu/ ‘until N 

places’. These alternations are not predictable and must be lexically specified for 

individual roots. 
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3.3. The verbal inflectional level 

The morphophonology of the inflectional level differs from the derivational level 

in two ways: First, rules that take place in the derivational level do not apply in the 

inflectional level. For example, lateral-final roots and lexical suffixes undergo lateral 

deletion before every suffix in the derivational level, but not in the inflectional level. 

Similarly, voiceless consonants get voiced immediately after a nasal-final root in the 

derivational level; but not in the inflectional level; e.g. the initial consonant in /-ku/ is not 

voiced after the nasal final roots in tinku /tin-ku/ ‘N can eat’.  

 

Second, phonological processes in the inflectional level are not as regular as they 

are in the derivational level. There are certain generalizations that can be made about 

phonological processes in this level, but many of them are processes that the stem 

undergoes optionally, or processes that do not occur before all inflectional suffixes. 

Because these processes are not regular ones that apply to all forms in this level, I do not 

formulate explicit rules for them; instead, each process is described in prose, with 

suitable examples. 

 

3.3.1. Processes that occur when the suffix is consonant-initial 

There are only four consonant-initial inflectional suffixes; three of them, /-gutnu, 

-ki, -ku/, attach to a plain stem, i.e. directly to a root or 1/2LD suffix. The only 

phonological processes these suffixes trigger is stem-final /g/ deletion; thus, root po:g 

and lexical suffix /-o:g/ lose the final consonant immediately before these suffixes in 

(71a, b); the same stem is shown before /-a/ hortative for comparison, where it does have 
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the final /g/. Roots and suffixes ending in any other segment do not undergo any change 

before these suffixes (71c).  

 
71a)i. po-utnu /po-utnu/ ‘until N goes’ po-a /po-a/ ‘Let us go’ 

 ii. po-ku /po-ku/ ‘N can go’ 
 
b) i. -o-utnu /-o-utnu/ ‘until N takes’ -o-a /-o-a/ ‘Let us take’ 

 ii. -o-ku /-o-ku/ ‘N can take’ 
 
c) i. yari-utnu /yari-utnu/ ‘until N calls’ 

 ii. par-utnu /par-utnu/ ‘until N flies’ 

 iii. aru-utnu /aru-utnu/ ‘until N sleeps’ 
 

The fourth consonant-initial suffix is /-ka/ ‘infinitive’, which attaches to an 

irrealis theme. Irrealis themes ending in ‘irrealis’ /-pu/ lose the final vowel before /-ka/; 

those that end in /-/ are discussed further below.  

 
72a) Root Irrealis theme + /-ka/ Infinitive verb 
 i. ya:ri  /yarpu-ka/  yarpka ‘to call’  

 ii. nyani  /nyanpu-ka/ nyanpka  ‘to think’  

 ii. k /kpu-ka/  kpka   ‘to ask’  

 

3.3.2 Processes that occur when the suffix is vowel-initial 

Most inflectional suffixes are vowel-initial. Some of them attach to a plain stem, 

which ends in a coronal consonant or /u, i, g/; some attach to a realis theme, which ends 

only in a consonant; and some attach to an irrealis theme, which ends in // or /pu/. Stem-

final vowels are deleted immediately before a vowel (73); with one exception – stem-

final /i/ is optionally left undeleted before /-a/ ‘hortative’ (73b.iii), and a glide is inserted 

by postlexical rules to avoid vowel hiatus. 
 
73a) i. ar-y   /aru-y/ ‘sleep-sg.c.im’ ‘sleep!’    
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 iii. ar-l /aru-l/ ‘sleep-inf’ ‘to sleep’ 

 iv. ar-a /aru-a/ ‘sleep-hrt’ ‘let us sleep’ 
 
b) i. pod-l /podi-l/ ‘thatch-inf’ ‘to thatch (roof)’   

 iii. pod-a   podiy-a /podi-a/ ‘thatch-hrt’ ‘let us thatch’ 
 

 

Suffix-initial vowels /i, / are optionally deleted when they lie between two 

coronals with the feature [-distributed] (74). Deletion is not obligatory, but occurs very 

frequently. All coronals in the resulting cluster then assimilate in place to the first coronal 

of the cluster through postlexical processes (74b). The /r/ surfaces as [d] in (74a) because 

it lies immediately adjacent to an alveolar segment in the surface form.  

74a) med-nu   /mer-nu/ ‘call-inf’ ‘to call’    

b)  bu--u   /bu-t-nu/ ‘leave-rlf-acp’ ‘leave and V’ 
 

The words in (75) have undergone both stem-final vowel deletion and suffix-initial vowel 

deletion. The stem-final vowel deletes before the vowel-initial suffix (just as in (73) 

above), bringing the suffix-initial vowel between two [-distr] coronals, which leads to 

deletion of the suffix-initial vowel (just as in (74) above).  

 
75a) yadlay /yari-lay/  ‘call-inf’ 

b)  dayntnu /dau-nu/  ‘step.over-acp’ 

 

Optional deletion also occurs when suffix-initial // lies between a retroflex 

consonant and a dental consonant, but deletion in this environment is not as frequent as it 

is between two [-distributed] coronals, and some suffixes never show initial-vowel 

deletion in this environment. For example, the suffix-initial //  of /-d/ ‘singular’ does 

not delete after realis theme na ‘plant’ in na-d ‘planted’, but // of /-dapla/ ‘must 

V’ does delete after the same realis theme in  na-dapla ‘must plant’(/na-t-dapla/). 
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Certain processes are specific to irrealis themes formed with /-/ ‘irrealis’. The 

final suffix /-/ is deleted when it lies between a short vowel or consonant and any suffix 

that is larger than a single vowel. Subsequent to /-/ deletion, the stem-final vowel deletes 

before the following vowel. Examples with /-/ deletion and subsequent stem-final vowel 

deletion are given in (75a). /-/-deletion is optional to the extent that, in formal elicitation 

sessions, my consultant said that it is possible to say these words with the // in the 

surface form. However, in normal conversational speech, /-/ is always deleted if the 

preceding segment is as specified above and the following suffix larger than a single 

vowel.  

 

 i. seri  /seri-d/  serd ‘N will join’  

/-/ is never deleted immediately before a suffix consisting of a single vowel 

(75b). It is usually not deleted immediately after a long vowel (75c), but deletion can 

optionally be done in this environment (75c.vii). In cases where /-/ is not deleted, a 

stem-final sequence of short vowel plus // is reduced to // (75b.i-ii), and a stem-final 

consonant cluster plus // is broken up by //-insertion (75b.iii-iv).  
 
75a) Plain stem Irrealis theme + infl. Surface form 

 ii. kuttu  /kuttu-d/ kuttd  ‘N will stitch’  

 iii. no  /no-d/ nod  ‘N will look’  

 iv. por  /por-d/ pord  ‘N will thatch (the roof)’  

 v. a  /a-ka/  aka ‘to cook’  

 vi. no  /no-ka/ noka  ‘to look’  

 vii. kuttu /kuttu-ka/  kuttka ‘to stitch’  
 
b)  i. seri  /seri-a/  sera ‘She will join’  

 ii. kuttu  /kuttu-a/ kutta  ‘She will stitch’  

 iii. no  /no-a/ noa  ‘She will look’  

 iv. por  /por-a/ pora ‘She will thatch (the roof)’  
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 v. kena  /kena-n/  kenan ‘when killing’ 

c) i. p  /p-d/  pd ‘N will tell’  

 ii. p  /p-n/  pn ‘when telling’ 

 iii. p  /p-a/  pa ‘She will tell’ 

 iv. kena  /kena-d/ kenad  ‘N will kill’  

 vi. kena  /kena-a/  kenaa ‘She will kill’ 

 vii. kena  /kena-iyo/  kenaiyo   kenayo ‘They will kill’ 
 

4.0 NOUN MORPHOPHONOLOGY 

The BK noun system does not contain category-preserving derivational suffixes; 

therefore, nominal inflectional suffixes attach directly to the root. Nominal inflectional 

suffixes are listed in Table 17, and morphophonological processes affecting nouns are 

described below. These processes are, like those in verbal inflection, not very regular, 

and no attempt is made here to formulate explicit rules for the inflectional level. 
 

Table 6.17: Nominal inflectional suffixes 

Category Consonant-initial* Vowel-initial 
Case: /-d/ ‘genitive nominal’  

 /-na/ ‘plural accusative’ /-a   -iya/ ‘singular accusative’ 

/-r/ ‘plural’ 

 /-ka, -ta/ ‘dative’ /-a/ ‘dative’ 
 /-toa/ ‘comitative’ /-oa/ ‘comitative’ 
 /-tl, -tla/ ‘locative’ /-l, -la/ ‘locative’ 
   
Number: /-   -r/ ‘plural’  

 /-   -r/ ‘plural’  

  

*/-na, -   -r/ attach only to consonant-final roots 
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4.1. Free roots 

Noun roots are free, unlike verb roots. As pointed out in Chapter 3, nouns occur 

without any suffixes when they are in nominative case or genitive case. Native noun roots 

end only in short high vowels /i, , u/ or coronal nasals /n, /: 
 
76) bai ‘bracelet’ 

 kaa ‘wind instrument’ 

 nau ‘day’ 

 nan ‘shame’ 

 a ‘elder brother’ 
 

There are a few borrowed noun roots in these data that contain other word-final 

segments; e.g. nasa ‘conflict’ (<Indic or Tamil(?)), eriya ‘area’ (<English), soo 

‘health’ (<Tamil), biro ‘cupboard’ (Portuguese), ele ‘poor person’ (<Tamil). 

 

4.2. Noun roots and suffixes 

4.2.1. Noun roots and consonant initial suffixes 

The processes that noun roots undergo before consonant-initial suffixes are 

idiosyncratically triggered by specific suffixes: 

 

(a) Roots before dative /-ka/: Roots ending a nasal undergo the following 

processes with /-ka/ ‘dative’. The initial consonant of /-ka/ ‘dative’ is nasalized 

immediately after a root ending in a nasal, as shown in all the examples in (77). After the 

suffix-initial consonant is nasalized, the final nasal of the root is deleted if it lies between 

a vowel and a nasal (77a), it is shortened to a single consonant if it is a geminate (77b), 

and it is left unchanged if it is  a syllabic nasal (77c).  
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77)   Nominative Dative 
a) i. un ‘young man’ ua  
  un-ka  
  ‘young.man-dat’ 
 
 ii. iyn ‘porcupine’ iya  
    iyn-ka  
    ‘porcupine-dat’ 
 
b) i. bupmann ‘guest (compound word)’ bupmana 
    bupmann-ka 
    ‘guest-dat’ 
 
 ii. a ‘elder brother’ aa 
    a-ka  
    ‘elder.brother-dat’ 
 
c) i. akotn ‘squirrel’ akotna  
    akotn-ka 
    ‘squirrel-dat’ 
 
 ii. k ‘parrot’ ka  
    k-ka 
    ‘parrot-dat’ 
 

Note that these processes do not take place in the examples in (78), although these 

words have a nasal immediately before /-ka/ in the surface form; this is because the 

underlying root in these words ends in a vowel. 
 
78a)  manu ‘deer’ manka  
    manu-ka  
    ‘deer-dat’ 
 
b)   pau ‘fruit’ paka  
    pau-ka  
    ‘fruit-dat’ 
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Roots ending in a vowel undergo the following processes before /-ka/: The final 

vowel is deleted immediately before /-ka/  (shown in (78) above and (79a) below), unless 

the vowel is preceded by /k/. If the vowel lies between two /k/-s, root-final vowel 

deletion is optional (79b). After vowel deletion, /g/ is devoiced to /k/ immediately before 

/k/ by a postlexical rule (79a.iii) – this is due to the requirement pointed out in §2 that 

homorganic obstruent clusters must have identical voice. Personal names, exceptionally, 

do not lose the final vowel before /-ka/ (79c).   
 
79)   Nominative Dative 
a) i. nay ‘dog’ nayka  
   nay-ka  
   ‘dog-dat’ 
 
 ii. kal ‘leg’ kalka  
   kal-ka  
   ‘leg-dat’ 
 
 iii. pii ‘box’ pikka  
   pii-ka  
   ‘box-dat’ 
 
b) i. kuyrki ‘vessel’ kuyrkka   kuyrkka 
   kuyrki-ka  
   ‘vessel-dat’ 
 
 ii. kikki ‘basket’ kikkka   kikka 
   kikki-ka  
   ‘basket-dat’ 
 
c) i. bummi ‘Bommi’ bummika 
  bummi-ka 
  ‘Bommi-dat’ 
 
 ii. keti ‘Keti’ ketika 
   keti-ka  
   ‘Keti-dat’ 
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(b) Roots with plural suffixes and with /-d/ ‘genitive nominal’. Nasal-final roots 

take the plural suffix /-   -r/ ; the suffix-initial consonant assimilates in place to a 

preceding nasal: 
 
80)   Nominative Dative 
a)   un  ‘young men’  und   

    un-   
   ‘young.man-pl’ 
 
b)   k ‘parrot’  k   

    k- 
    ‘parrots’ 

 

The initial consonant of /-d/ ‘genitive nominal’ assimilates optionally to the final 

segment of a nasal-final root: 
 
81) Nominative Dative 
a)  un  ‘young men’ und   und   

    un-d   
   ‘young.man-g.nml’ 
 
b)  tarma ‘shaven head’ tarmad   tarma   

    tarmann-d 
    ‘shaven.head-g.nml’ 

 

                                                

Vowel-final roots also take the genitive nominal /-d/, but they do not take the 

plural suffix /-   -r/. Instead they take /-   -r/  or /-r/ ‘plural’, as specified in 

Chapter 3. All the noun roots that take /-r/ end in /i/; the stem-final /i/ reduces to // 

(82a). Nouns that take /-   -r/ end in /i/, /u/, or //. The stem-final vowel is deleted if 

it lies between an approximant or coronal sonorant and /-   -r/ (82b).113 It is not 

 
113 There is one exception, in which the final vowel is not deleted after a coronal sonorant, bai- --> 

ba   bai ‘bangles’. 
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deleted elsewhere, but stem-final /i/ is optionally reduced to //  (82c). Vowel-final noun 

roots undergo the same processes before /-d/ as they do before /-   -r/, as shown in 

the third column of each example in (82); the gaps in this column indicate that I did not 

elicit a genitive nominal form for this root. 
 
82  Nominative  With Plural With genitive nominal 
a) i. uiti  ‘young woman’ uitr uitd   

    uiti-r uiti-d   
   ‘young.woman-pl’ ‘young.woman-g.nml’ 
 
 ii. abbi ‘mother’  abbr  abbd  

    abbi-r abbi-d 
    ‘mother-pl’ ‘mother-g.nml’ 
 
b) i. nay  ‘dog’  nay  nayd 

    nay- nay-d   
   ‘dog-pl’ ‘dog-g.nml’ 
 
 ii. kal ‘leg’  kal --  

    kal-  
    ‘leg-pl’  
 
 iii. kiri ‘house’  kir kird 

    kiri- kiri-d 
    ‘house-pl’ ‘house-g.nml’ 
 
 iv. eri ‘knife’  er erd 

    eri- eri-d 
    ‘knife-pl’ ‘knife-g.nml’ 
 
c) i. podi  ‘roof’  pod podd   

    podi- podi-d   
   ‘roof-pl’ ‘roof-gnml’ 
 
 ii. muyrpi ‘shoulder’  muyrp   muyrpi -- 
    muyrpi- 
    ‘shoulder-pl’ 
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 iii. kamb ‘pillar’  kamb -- 
    kamb- 
    ‘pillar-pl’ 

 

Some vowel-final roots take the case suffixes -ta/ ‘dative’, /-toa/ ‘comitative’, 

and /-tl, -tla/ ‘locative’. All of them lose the final vowel before these suffixes; e.g. 

bl-ta ‘bungalow-dat’ and bl-tl with root bli ‘bungalow’. 

 

4.2.2. Noun roots and vowel-initial suffixes 

Noun roots undergo the same processes as verb roots do before vowel-initial 

suffixes. That is, vowel-final roots lose the final vowel immediately before a vowel-initial 

suffix. Subsequent to root-final vowel deletion, suffix-initial vowels /, i/ are deleted if 

they lie between two [-distr] coronals, and the second coronal assimilates in place to the 

first; e.g. when bai ‘path’ takes the distributed locative suffixes /-la/, the following 

processes take place: bai-la --> ba-la by root-final vowel deletion, then ba-la --> 

ba-la by suffix-initial vowel deletion, and finally ba-la --> baa by a post-lexical 

coronal assimilation rule.  

 

Roots with the final sequence /iy/ undergo an additional process. After the root-

final vowel is deleted, the sequence /iy/ in polysyllabic stems is deleted immediately 

preceding the locative suffix; thus, kiriy-l ‘lip-lc’ becomes kiriy-l by root-final vowel 

deletion, which then becomes kir-l by /iy/ deletion. The /iy/ deletion process must occur 

after the suffix-initial vowel deletion process described for baa above; otherwise kir-l 

‘lip-lc’ would become *kir-l ‘lip-lc’.  /iy/ deletion does not occur when the root is 

monosyllabic; thus,  kiy-l ‘hand-lc’ becomes kiy-l by root-final vowel deletion, but 

does not undergo any further change.  
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5.0. POSTLEXICAL PROCESSES 

Suffixation in the verbal inflectional and derivational levels results in a number of 

segment sequences that violate the sequencing restrictions given in §2.2; these are 

repaired by postlexical rules. The root-internal vowel alternations described in §3.2.3. 

result in two illicit sequences: a long non-low vowel before /y/ and a retroflex consonant 

after /y/ -- the only long vowel that can occur before /y/ in BK is the low vowel /a:/, and 

retrflex consonants cannot occur immediately after /y/. These sequences are repaired by 

the rules in (83).  
 
83a) Vowel shortening:   V  --> [-long] / ___ y 
 [-low] 
 
b) Deretroflexion: C(C) --> [+ant] / y ___ 
 
 [+cor, -distr] 
 

Another set of illicit sequences that are created by suffixation are adjacent 

retroflex and alveolar consonants, such as [ko-nu] ‘give-acp’, [ko-l-a] ‘give-neg-3sg’. 

These illicit clusters are repaired by the rule in (84), which is a copy of the coronal 

assimilation rule in the lexical level given in §3.2.2. The rule states that a [-distr] coronal 

consonant assimilates in place to an immediately preceding [-distr] coronal consonant. 
 
84) Alveolar place assimilation:  +cor --> [αant] / +cor  _____ 
 -distr αant 
  -distr 
 

Homorganic obstruent clusters in BK must have identical voice. Thus, when illicit 

clusters of homorganic consonants with mixed voicing are produced in the lexical level 

(column 2 in (85)), the initial consonant assimilates in voice to the last consonant in the 

cluster (column 2 in (85)).  
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85) Underlying form Output in lexical level Surface form 
a)   /u-t-d/ /utd/ ud ‘N wore s.t.’  

b)   /por-t-d/  /portd/ pottd ‘N carried s.t. (on the head)’ 

c)   /podi-t-d/ /podtd/ pottd  ‘N thatched (the roof)’ 
 

The rule in (86) repairs these clusters; the symbol ‘F’ is used here to refer to all features 

apart from the ones specifically mentioned in the rule, i.e. apart from [voice] and 

redundantly, [sonorant]. 
 
86) Homorganic CC voice assimilation: C --> [βvoice] / ____ C 
 [-son, αF] -son   
  βvoice 
  αF 
   

Some additional processes take place post-lexically, which I will list briefly: (a) A 

glide is inserted to prevent vowel hiatus. Thus, when /-a/ ‘hortative’ is attached to a /i/-

final stem, a glide /y/ is inserted between the two vowels; e.g. ya:ri-a --> ya:riya. (b) A 

homorganic cluster consisting of nasal plus stop is turned into a geminate nasal if it 

immediately precedes another consonant; e.g. kamb-ka --> kamb-ka --> kammka 

‘pillar-dat’. Geminate codas are also frequently, but not obligatorily, reduced to a single 

consonant; for example, buu ‘leave-acp’ is usually reduced to buu. 
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Appendix: Interlinearized text 

This appendix presents an interlinearized extract from one of the texts elicited as 

part of the data for this description. The extract constitutes one-fifth of the conversational 

text referred to in the introductory chapter. The conversation shown here is a bilingual 

one that took place between my consultant, Bomman, and me in my 1999-2000 field trip. 

My part of the conversation consists of brief questions about BK community practices, 

and Bomman’s part of the conversation consists of detailed descriptions of these 

practices.  

 

The following format is used to represent the conversation: Every sentence in 

Bomman's speech is written twice, once in bold typeface and once in italics. The lines in 

bold typeface represent utterances as they occurred in discourse, with pauses and with 

word-final vowel deletion. The lines in italics represents the citation form for these 

utterances; that is, every word is shown in full, with its final vowel intact and with no 

intrasentential pauses. The lines in bold typeface are phonemic transcriptions of 

Bomman’s speech, as heard on tape. The italicized lines are phonemic transcriptions of 

the speech of my primary consultant, Bommi, who listened to my tape-recording of this 

conversation and repeated the sentences at a slower speed. There are times in the 

conversation when Bomman switches to Tamil – these sections are shown in English 

translation and are enclosed within square brackets, []. My part of the conversation is 

shown with the tag “Int:” at the beginning of each of my remarks/questions.  

 

Since chained clauses are used very frequently in BK, some sentences are 

extremely long. To make these sentences more comprehensible to the reader, these 
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sentences are broken up into smaller interlinearized clauses. In these cases, the entire 

sentence is shown first in bold typeface (representing Bomman’s speech) and with 

English free transalation immediately below. The italicized line is then broken up into a 

series of smaller interlinearized clauses, each of which is numbered with alphabetic 

symbols (a, b, c, etc). For example, in line number 001, the entire sentence is shown first 

in bold with English transalation, the sentence is then broken up into a set of italicized 

interlinearized clauses numbered (a) to (l).  

 

001 

min bydn bau ... makkay yartu ... makkay ... kotnbiss ... jiri .. boili .. 
oiy u yartu ... pina yartu min ketan  bau ... pina kaynduu ...  
pina nilay minday au ... pina puyliy oay makkay pri oay kelku ...  
pina nilay ... al kelknu ... nala kurisu ... nalla kurisani ... min u 
Having brought the fish, having ground the chillies, having ground chilly, coriander 
seeds, cumin seed, garlic, and all,  then having ground that, having cleaned the fish and 
brought it, then slicing it, having cooked the Indian gooseberry earlier, having mixed the 
tamarind, chilly powder, and all, then mixing in the gooseberry, having got it to boil well, 
when it is boiling well, the fish is put in. 
a) 
minu bydnu bau, 
minu byr -nu bar -au 
fish bring -acp come -cmp 
Having brought the fish, 
b) 
makay yartau, 
makay yari -t -au 
chilly grind -rlf -cmp 
having ground the chillies, 
c) 
makay, kottnbiss, jiri, buyli, oi uu 
makay kottnbiss jiri buyli oi u -t -nu 
chilly coriander.seed cumin.seed garlic all put -rlf -acp 
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yartau, 
yari -t -au 
grind -rlf -cmp 
having ground chilly, coriander seeds, cumin seed, garlic, and all 
d) 
pina yartau, 
pina yari -t -au 
then grind -rlf -cmp 
then having ground that, 
e) 
minu ketanu u bau, 
minu kettu -a -nu i -t -nu bar -au 
fish wash -thrly -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
having cleaned the fish and brought it, 
f) 
pina kynduu, 
pina kyndu -u -t -nu 
then cut.up -leave -rlf -acp 
then slicing it, 
g) 
pina nilay mindaya aau, 
pina nilay mindi -aya a -t -au 
then Indian.gooseberry before -DSTR cook -rlf -cmp 
having cooked the Indian gooseberry earlier, 
h) 
pina puyliy oya, makaypriy oya kelkau, 
pina puyliy oa -aya makay - priy oa -aya kelku -au 
then tamarind all -DSTR chilly - powder all -DSTR mix -cmp 
then having mixed the tamarind, chilly powder and all, 
i) 
pina nilay alli kelknu, 
pina nilay alli kelku -nu 
then Indian.gooseberry there mix -acp 
then mixing in the gooseberry, 
j) 
nala kurisau, 
nala kuru -su -au 
nicely boil -caus -cmp 
having got it to boil well, 
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k) 
nala kurisani, 
nala kuru -s -ani 
nicely boil -rlf -con 
when it is boiling well, 
l) 
minu u. 
minu u -w - 
fish put -irf -pl 
the fish is put in. 
 

002 

min uu ... nalaya kurisani ... ade minu ... wan madri bendani ... pina  
uylpanu ... musu kadani minu ... pina yttai ... nallaya apd ... 
Putting in the fish, when it is boiling well, the same fish, if it has cooked to a certain 
extent, then taking it down (=off the fire), when the cover is put, then the curry becomes 
nice and thick 
a) 
minu uu, 
minu u -t -nu 
fish put -rlf -acp 
Putting in the fish, 
b) 
nalaya kurisani, 
nala -aya kuru -s -ani 
nicely -INTNS boil -rlf -con 
when it is boiling well, 
c) 
ade minu wan madri bendani, 
ad -e minu wand madri ben -d -ani 
3sr.nm -EMPH fish one type be.cooked -rlf -con 
the same fish, when it has cooked to a certain extent, 
d) 
pina uylpanu, 
pina uylpu -a -nu 
then lower -thrly -acp 
then taking it down (=off the fire), 
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e) 
musuu kadani, 
muss - u -t -nu ka -d -ani 
lid - put -rlf -acp leave -rlf -con 
when the cover is put, 
f) 
minu, pina yttai, nalaya apd 
minu pina ytti -ai nala -aya a -pu -d 
fish then thickened -like nicely -INTNS become -irf -sg 
the fish, then (the curry) becomes nice and thick. 
 
Int: apd... 
 

003 

apd ... 
becomes ... 
 
Int: Like that? 
 

004 

yes, like that. 

a ... ad ... tanu 
a! ad tanu 
a ad tanu 
ah 3sr.nm only 
yes, like that! 
tanu  
 
005 

a .. tanu 
a, tanu 
a tanu 
ah only 

 
Int: Then different, different ... bri bri ...? 
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006 

ekri ... kominekri ... 
ekri, kminekri 
ekri kminu - ekri 
curry lobster - curry 
curry ... lobster curry. 
 
Int: ah! Talk about that. 
 

007 

kminekri ... kmin ketn  bau ... a mu oiya ... pina busanu ...  
busanu tsnu ... nalaya dd nai kettanu ... pina adna makkay .. bili .
.. jiri ... oi u yartu ... pina ... puyliy .. kelknu ... pina wande ... wand  
ipatt nimis ... ipatt nimis kurisani ... pina ann ... pina nalaya kmin  
tisaa apa ... 
lobster curry ... having caught the lobster in a cloth net and brought it, pulling out the 
thorns, cleaning it, washing it nicely two times, then having ground chilly, garlic, cumin 
seeds and all, then mixing in tamarind, then when it has boiled for some twenty minutes, 
then at that time, it becomes nice and red. 
a) 
kminekri, 
kminu - ekri 
lobster - curry 
lobster curry, 
b) 
kminu ketnu u bau, 
kminu ketu -nu i -t -nu bar -au 
lobster net.with.cloth -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
having caught the lobster in a cloth net and brought it, 
c) 
a mu oya, pina busanu, 
a mu oa -aya pina bu -w -su -a -nu 
that thorn all -DSTR then leave -irf -caus -thrly -acp 
pulling out the thorns, 
d) 
busanu, tsnu, nalaya ddu nai 
bu -w -su -a -nu tsu -nu nala -aya ddu nai 
leave -irf -caus -thrly -acp clean -acp nicely -INTNS two times 
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ketanu, 
kettu -a -nu 
wash -thrly -acp 
pulling them out, cleaning it, washing it nicely two times, 
e) 
pina adna makay, buyli, jiri, oi uu 
pina adn -a makay buyli jiri oi u -t -nu 
then 3sr -acc chilly garlic cumin.seed all put -rlf -acp 
yartau, 
yari -t -au 
grind -rlf -cmp 
then having ground chilly, garlic, cumin seeds and all, 
f) 
pina puyliy kelknu, 
pina puyliy kelku -nu 
then tamarind mix -acp 

then about about twenty minute twenty minute boil -rlf

then mixing in tamarind, 
g) 
pina wand, wand ipattu nimis, ipattu nimis kurisani, 
pina wand wand ipattu nimis ipattu nimis kuru -s -ani 

 -con 

then then then nicely -INTNS lobster red become -irf

then when it has boiled for some twenty minutes, 
h) 
pina ann, pina nalaya kminu tisaai apa. 
pina ann pina nala -aya kminu tisaai a -pu -a 

 -3sg 
then at that time, it becomes nice and red. 
 

008 

ann ... uylpnu pina ana timb ... 
ann, uylpnu pina ana timb. 
ann uylpu -nu pina an -a tin -pu - 
then lower -acp then 3sr -acc eat -irf -pl 
At that time, taking it down, then they eat it 
 
Int: a tanu? 
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009 

a tanu 
a tanu 
a tanu 
ah only 
That's all! 
 
Int: sirimi 
 
010 

sirimi 
sirimi 
siri -mi 
okay -EXM 
okay! 
 
Int: Err, say something about your village... How do you get nelikaay? Where do you 

get it? 
 

011 

ad pyra ... pyra ... 
ad pyra 
ad pyra -tl 
3sr.nm forest -lc 
That is in the forest 
 
Int: pyra? 

 
012 

pyra pytu ... parsn  bau ... ana a ... 
pyra pytu, parsnu u bau, 
pyra -tl py -au pari -s -nu i -t -nu bar -au 
forest -lc go -cmp pluck -rlf -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
ana a 
an -a a -w - 
3sr -acc cook -irf -pl 
Having gone into the forest, having plucked it and come, we cook it. 
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Int: Then do you gather honey? 
 

013 

pyra pytu nydnu ...  bupu ... 
pyra pytu, nydnu u bup. 
pyra -tl py -au nyr -nu i -t -nu bu -pu - 
forest -lc go -cmp see -acp take -rlf -acp come -irf -pl 
They look for it in the forest and bring it 
 
Int: How do you that? Is it easy or not? 
 

014 

tyana psani tyanu ... psani ipi etla popd mer tut paani ... mettl  
tut paani ... tyan al pusn idani ... pina ana parsn  bau ... ana  
puynduu ... batltl ... nttnu ... batl illkn idau patr ... aliminu patr ... 
ilikini stil patrtl puynduu ... ana tir u kayttnu tipiyo ... 
If we go for honey, (following) where the bee goes, if there is a hollow in a tree trunk, if 
there is a hollow in a tree, if honey is stored there, then plucking it out, squeezing it, 
filling (the honey) in a bottle, if there is no bottle, then a vessel like this, an aluminium 
vessel or squeezing it into a steel vessel, we tie a cloth on it (the vessel) and keep it. 
a) 
tyana psani, tyanu psani, 
tyanu -a p -s -ani tyanu p -s -ani 
honey -dat go -rlf -con honey go -rlf -con 
If we go for honey, 
b) 
ipi etla popd, 
ipi et -la po -pu -d 
fly which -dlc go -irf -sg 
where the bee goes, 
c) 
mer tuti paani, 
mer -l tuti pa -t -ani 
treetrunk -lc hole exist -rlf -con 
if there is a hollow in a tree trunk, 
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d) 
metl tuti paani, 
meri -tl tuti pa -t -ani 
tree -lc hole exist -rlf -con 
if there is a hollow in a tree, 
e) 
tyanu alli pusnu idani, 
tyanu alli pui -s -nu ir -d -ani 
honey there catch -rlf -acp be -rlf -con 
if honey is stored there, 
f) 
pina ana parsnu u bau, 
pina an -a pari -s -nu i -t -nu bar -au 
then 3sr -acc pluck -rlf -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
then plucking it out, 
g) 
ana puynduu, 
an -a puyndu -u -t -nu 
3sr -acc wring -leave -rlf -acp 
squeezing it out, 
h) 
batltl nrtnu, 
batli -tl nri -t -nu 
bottle -lc fill -rlf -acp 
filling (the honey) in a bottle, 
i) 
batli ilkn idau patr, aliminu patr 
batli il -knd idai -u patr aliminu patr 
bottle neg -SINCE like.this -ajr vessel aluminium vessel 
ilikni stil patrtl puynduu, 
ilikni istil patr -tl puyndu -u -t -nu 
otherwise steel vessel -lc wring -leave -rlf -acp 
if there is no bottle, then a vessel like this, an aluminium vessel or squeezing it out into a 
steel vessel, 
j) 
ana tiri uu kayttnu tipiyo. 
an -a tiri u -t -nu kayttu -nu til -pu -iyo 
3sr -acc cloth put -rlf -acp tie -acp place -irf -pl 
we tie a cloth on it (the vessel) and keep it. 
 
Int: That's all? You have to go in the night...? 
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015 

dla ad ... dappu ... [in Tamil, they say ‘hill bees’] 
dla ad, dappu 
dla ad dappu 
night 3sr.nm big 
That's in the night, big ... In Tamil, they call them hill bees. 
 
Int: In your language, what do you say? 

016 

Those are giant bees 

 

ad kuppdyanu ... 
ad kuppdyanu 
ad kuppdyanu 
3sr.nm giant.bee 

 
Int: a ... kuppdyanu 
 
017 

kuppdyanu 
kuppdyanu 
kuppdyanu 
giant.bee 
Giant bees. 
 

018 

ana kyl pop ... 
ana kyl pop 
an -a kyl -l po -pu - 
3sr -acc cut -inf go -irf -pl 
They go to cut it 
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019 

dla tinni kaynni ... oiy  pytu ... pina ... pytu ... i pott kiriu yar ... 
[in Tamil, they say firewood, small small sticks] ad wand pott kayttnu ... wand a 
riyo ... ticcoa ... 
In the night, having taken a tin can, rope and all, then this flame torch, making a flame 
torch of twining roots, one man climbs up, with the fire. 
a) 
dla tinni, kaynni, oi u pytu, 
dla tinni kaynni oi i -t -nu py -au 
night tin.can rope all take -rlf -acp go -cmp 
In the night, having taken a tin can, rope and all, 
b) 
pina pytu, 
pina py -au 
then go -cmp 
then having gone, 
c) 
i pott, kiriu yar, wand pott kayttnu, 
i pott kiri -u yar wand pott kayttu -nu 
this flame.torch small -size twining.root one flame.torch tie -acp 
this flame torch, making a flame torch of twining roots, 
d) 
wand au riyo, tissoa. 
wand au r -w -iyo tiss -oa 
one person climb -irf -pl fire -com 
one man climbs up, with the fire. 
 

020 

ticcoa rsan a ip oiy munir popa ... 
tissoa rsani, a ipi oi muniri popa 
tiss -oa r -s -ani a ipi oi muniri po -pu -a 
fire -com climb -rlf -con that fly all above go -irf -3sg 

 

When he climbs up with a fire, all the bees fly up 
 

021 

psani ... pina tyaniya kjjnu ... pina kaynnl kunir uylpn koiyo ... 
When he goes up, then, cutting out the hive, he lowers it with a rope. 
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a) 
psani, 
p -s -ani 
go -rlf -con 
When he goes up, 
b) 
pina tyaniya kjjnu, 
pina tyanu -iya kyl -j -nu 
then hive -acc cut -rlf -acp 
then cutting out the hive, 
c) 
pina kaynnl kuniri uylpnu koiyo 
pina kaynni -l kuniri uylpu -nu ko -w -iyo 
then rope -lc below lower -acp give -irf -pl 
he lowers it with a rope. 
 

022 

uylpn koani ... a taipmansn atan puyrpa ... 
When he lowers it, the man standing on the ground catches hold of it. 
a) 
uylpnu koani, 
uylpu -nu ko -t -ani 
lower -acp give -rlf -con 
When he lowers it, 
b) 
a tai ipmansn atanu puyrpa 
a tai ir -pu - mansn atanu puyri -pu -a 
that ground be -irf - person just.like.that catch -irf -acc 
the man standing on the ground catches hold of it. 
 

023 

pusn u ... pin ana br ticu ... pina tyan paani ... pin ade madri ... a 
kaynni munir puduyo ... 
Catching it and keeping it in a separate place ... then, if there is still more honey, then in 
the same way, they send the rope up. 
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a) 
pusnu u, 
pui -s -nu i -t -nu 
catch -rlf -acp take -rlf -acp 
Catching it, 
b) 
pina ana bri tisau 
pina an -a bri til -s -au 
then 3sr -acc different place -rlf -cmp 
then keeping it in a separate place, 
c) 
pina tyanu paani, 
pina tyanu pa -t -ani 
then honey exist -rlf -con 
then, if there is (more) honey 
d) 
pina ade madri, a kaynni muniri puduiyo 
pina ad -e madri a kaynni muniri pudu -w -iyo 
then 3sr.nm -EMPH type that rope above send -irf -pl 
then in the same way, they send the rope up. 
 

024 

puduani a kaynni a utka ipmann belsnu ... pina wan tyanka pytu kjjnu
 ... ad madri kunir uylpnu ... adai ... kjjnoa titau ... kouyliwa ... a  
pottoa kuniri ... 
When it is sent, the man above drawing up the rope, then cutting one hive, lowering it in 
the same way, cutting it just like that, having finished all of them, he gets down with the 
torch. 
a) 
puduani, 
pudu -t -ani 
send -rlf -con 
When it is sent, 
b) 
a kaynni a utka ipmann belsnu, 
a kaynni a utka ir -pu -mann beli -s -nu 
that rope that on.top be -irf -person pull -rlf -acp 
the man above drawing up the rope, 
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c) 
pina wan tyanka pytu kjjnu, 
pina wand tyanu -ka py -au kyl -j -nu 
then one hive -dat go -cmp cut -rlf -acp 
then cutting one hive, 

ade madri kuniri uylpnu, 
d) 

ad -e madri kuniri uylpu -nu 
3sr.nm -EMPH type below lower -acp 
lowering it in the same way, 
e) 
adai kjjnu, 
adai kyl -j -nu 
like.that cut -rlf -acp 
cutting it like that, 
f) 
oa titau, 
oa tir -t -a -au 
all finish -rlf -thrly -cmp 
having finished with all of them, 
g) 
koa uylwa, a pottoa kuniri. 
koa uyli -w -a a pott -oa kuniri 
below descend -irf -3sg that flame.torch -com below 
he gets down with the torch. 
 

025 

bau ... a tyan uyli tanu a pottiya ksan  kawd ... 
bau, a tyanu uyli tanu a pottiya 
bar -au a tyanu uyli tanu a pott -iya 
come -cmp that hive near only that flame.torch -acc 
ksanu u kawd. 
ksu -a -nu i -t -nu ka -w -d 
extinguish -thrly -acp take -rlf -acp leave -irf -sg 
Having come down, he extinguishes the torch near the hive. 
 

026 

attanu ... 
attanu 
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attanu 
that's.all 
That's all 
 
Int: attanu... how much time does it take? 

 

027 

ad dla wand u ... enbad myniy ... enbad myniy ... enbad myn... 
ad dla, wand u enbadu myniy 
ad dla wand u enbadu myniy 
3sr.nm night about eight nine o'clock 
That, in the night at about 8 or 9 o'clock. 
 
Int: From 9 o'clock to ... how many hours? 
 

028 

tyanu wand ar  tyan idani ... wand panon myniy utn apa ... 
If there are about 6 or 7 hives, it will take till about 12 o'clock. 
a) 
tyanu wand aru u tyanu idani, 
tyanu wand aru u tyanu ir -d -ani 
hive about six seven hive be -rlf -con 
If there are about 6 or 7 hives, 
b) 
wand panond myniy utnu apa 
wand panond myniy utnu a -pu -a 
about eleven o'clock until become -irf -3sg 
it will take till about 12 o'clock. 
 
Int: In the night? 

 

a... panon myniy... 
029 

panond myniy 
panond myniy 
eleven o'clock 
Yes, 12 o'clock 
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eleven o'clock -dat

030 

panon mynik tanu a pyni oa titau kunir uyld ... 
panond mynika tanu a pyniy oa 
panond myniy -ka tanu a pyniy oa 

 only that work all 
titau kuniri uyld 
tir -t -a -au kuniri uyli -w -d 
finish -rlf -thrly -cmp below descend -irf -sg 
Only at 12 o'clock, having finished all the work, he will come down. 
 
Int: The vessels, what kind of vessel? 
 

031 

idau ... cilwr patr ... patr ... 
idau, silwr patr, 
idai -u silwr patr 
like.this -ajr aluminium vessel 
Like this, an aluminium vessel 
 
Int: With this ... what do you call this? 
 

032 

kayli 
kayli 
kayli 
bamboo 
bamboo 
 
Int: You don't make it with this? 
 
 

033 

That is all with vessels (i.e. metal vessels). 

[They don't make it with this] adiya patr ... 
ad oiya patr 
ad oi -aya patr 
3sr.nm all -DSTR vessel 
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034 

patr dd bidl kaynni kayttau ... dd bidl kaynni kayttau munir pudu ... 
Having tied a rope on two sides of the vessel, they send it up. 
a) 
patr ddu bidl kaynni kayttau, 
patr ddu biriy -l kaynni kayttu -au 
vessel two side -lc rope tie -cmp 
Having tied a rope on two sides of the vessel, 
b) 
ddu bidl kaynni kayttau 
ddu biriy -l kaynni kayttu -au 
two side -lc rope tie -cmp 
having tied a rope on two sides, 
c) 
muniri pudu 
muniri pudu -w - 
above send -irf -pl 
they send it up. 
 
Int: But in the past they didn't have all this (i.e. metal vessels); that is available only 

now. 
 

035 

[in the past] pastl oiya ... ann ... dappu ma ... kuyrki ... [in Tamil, earthen 
pots] 
pastl oiya, ann, dappuu makuyrki 
past -l oi -aya ann dappu -u mau - kuyrki 
first -lc all -DSTR then big -size soil - vessel 
In the past, then, (there were) earthen pots. 
 
Int: In your language? 
 

036 

makuyrki ... 
makuyrki 
mau - kuyrki 
soil - vessel 
earthen pots. 
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037 

a makuyrki  pytu ... ana alli nttnu bannoo ... 
Taking those earthen pots, they used to fill it there 
a) 
a makuyrki u pytu, 
a mau - kuyrki i -t -nu py -au 
that soil - vessel take -rlf -acp go -cmp 
Taking those earthen pots, 
b) 
ana alli nrtnu bannoo 
an -a alli nri -t -nu ban -t -o -o 
3sr -acc there fill -rlf -acp come -rlf -hab -pl 
they used to fill it there 
 

038 

paa ... 
paa 
pa -a 
past -ajr 
In the past 
 
Int: You used to do it at home? 
 

039 

[no] pyraka ... 
pyraka 
pyra -ka 
forest -dat 
To the forest 
 
Int: No. The pots, who made them? In the house? 
 

040 

minday oiya ... ya a ... kuyrk oiya ... kijoo ... 
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mindaya oiya ya a kuyrki oiya 
mindi -aya oi -aya ya au - kuyrki oi -aya 
before -DSTR all -DSTR 1p.exc.nm person -pl vessel all -DSTR 
kijoo 
kil -j -o -o 
do -rlf -hab -pl 
Earlier, we people used to make vessels and all. 
 
Int: Not now? 
 

041 

inn ila ... 
inn ila 
inn ila 
now neg 
Not now 
 
Int: inn ila? 

 
042 

ila ... inn ila ... 
ila, inn ila 
ila inn ila 
neg now neg 
No, not now. 
 

043 

inn oiya ... cilwr .. stil .. sambb .. ada byri ina adna buadda ... 
inn oiya, silwr, stil, samb, ada byri ina 
inn oi -aya silwr istil samb adn -ka byri ina 
now all -DSTR aluminium steel copper 3sr -dat because now 
 
adna buada 
adn -a bu -a -d -a 
3sr -acc leave -thrly -rlf -3sg 
Now there is aluminium, steel, copper, that's why that has been given up. 
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Int: Do you know how to make them? 

 

044 

illi ... illi ... kuyrki mand dar ila ... 
illi, kuyrki mannd dar ila 
illi kuyrki mann - dar ila 
here vessel person -pl who neg 
Here, there are no vessel-makers 
 

045 

iilli ... iilli yan akkn ond aa ... 
iili yan akkn wand aa 
iili yan akkn wand awo -a 
over.here 1s.gn e.sister one exist -3sg 
Over here, one of my sisters is there 
 

046 

ada ottpad ... 
ada ottpadu 
adn -ka ott - pa -du 
3sr -dat knowledge - exist -des 
She would know. 
 
Int: Yes? 
 

047 

ad inattu kuyrki tan kijani .. 
ad inatu kuyrki tanu kijani 
ad inatu kuyrki tanu kil -j -ani 
3sr.nm this.size vessel only do -rlf -con 
She's able to make vessels of only this (small) size. 
 

048 

dappu un oiya kiwi anani ... inattka ma bou ... 
If we mean to make big ones, etc, this much soil is needed 
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a) 
dappuu una oya kiwiya 
dappu -u u -n -a oa -aya kil -w -iya 
big -size that -sg.nmr -acc all -DSTR do -irf -1exc.opt 
anani 
an -ani 
say -con 

this.much soil want 

If we mean to make big ones, etc, 
b) 
inatka mau bu 
inatka mau bu 

this much soil is needed 
 
Int: Now, no one is able to make them? 
 

049 

mmm... inna dar kiwla ... 
ina dar kiwla 
ina dar kil -w -il -a 
now who do -irf -neg -3sg 
No no one does it 
 
Int: If I ask for one, they won't be able to make? 
 

050 

[can’t make] ... inna dar adau pyniyk illa ... 
ina dar adau pyniy ila 
ina dar adai -u pyniy ila 
now who like.that -ajr work neg 
Now there is no one for such work 

 

051 

ada kall ... pina ... idau kayli ... kiriu all ... erwa kijnu ... pina ...
 piiti ... oi bydnu ... a kuyrki nys maydnu ... ann tanu kuyrka apd.. 
For that -- stones, then bamboo like this -- small halves made like knives, then small 
knives, bringing all this, making the vessel nice, only then, it becomes like a vessel. 
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a) 
ada kall, 
adn -ka kall 
3sr -dat stone 
For that -- stones, 
b) 
pina idau kayli, kiriu all erwai 
pina idai -u kayli kiri -u all erwi -ai 
then like.this -ajr bamboo small -size spliced.bamboo knife -like 
kijnu, 
kil -j -nu 
do -rlf -acp 
then bamboo like this -- small halves made like knives, 
c) 
pina piiti, oi bydnu, 
pina piiti oi byr -nu 
then small.knife all bring -acp 
then small knives, bringing all this, 
d) 
a kuyrki nys maydnu, 
a kuyrki nys mayr -nu 
that vessel nice make -acp 
making the vessel nice, 
e) 
ann tanu kuyrkai apd. 
ann tanu kuyrki -ai a -pu -d 
then only vessel -like become -irf -sg 
only then, it becomes like a vessel. 
 
Int: Oh... now no one makes them, a pity! 
 
Bomman (In Tamil): Amma, put the tape off. I'll ask someone 
 
Int: No, let it remain on. 

 

052 

akka kuyrk kiw akka ... 
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aka, kuyrki kiw, aka 
akkn -a kuyrki kil -w - akkn -a 
e.sister -VOC vessel do -irf -pl e.sister -VOC 
Sister!, do you make vessels, sister? 

 

053 

makuyrki ... kiriu kuyrki .. kilay ottud ... 
makuyrki, kiriu kuyrki kilay ottud 
mau - kuyrki kiri -u kuyrki kil -lay ott - ud 
soil - vessel small -size vessel do -inf knowledge - exist 
 
Int:  Do you know how to make earthen pots, small earthen pots? 

Bomman
 

 (In Tamil):  She doesn't know. those kind of pots, now nobody makes them. 
 
Int: Speak in your language. 
 

054 

[okay]... adau mand in dar kuyrki mand ila ... 
adau mannd ina dar kuyrki mannd ila 
adai -u mann - ina dar kuyrki mann - ila 
like.that -ajr person -pl now who vessel person -pl neg 
People like that, now there are no vessel-makers. 
 

055 

pina mari ... kikki ... adaun oiya kuaiyo ... 
pina mari, kikki, adauna oiya koaiyo 
pina mari kikki adauna oi -aya koa -w -iyo 
then husking.pan basket such.things all -DSTR behave -irf -pl 
Then, husking pans, baskets, they make all that. 
 
Int: what is /mari/? 
 
Bomman (In Tamil): Husking pan, for rice 
 
Int: Oh, for working on rice. And /kikki/? 
 
Bomman (In Tamil): kikki in Tamil, basket 
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Int: Oh, to carry on your head. 
 

056 

[those baskets, madam] an oiya piyo ... 
ana oiya piyo 
an -a oi -aya pi -w -iyo 
3sr -acc all -DSTR weave -irf -pl 
They weave those 
 

057 

an oiya naw kiwiya ... kikki ... 
ana oiya naw kiwiya, kikki 
an -a oi -aya naw kil -w -iya kikki 
3sr -acc all -DSTR 1s.nm do -irf -1sg basket 
I make all that, baskets. 
 

058 

kikki na kiwiya ... 
kikki naw kiwiya 
kikki naw kil -w -iya 
basket 1s.nm do -irf -1sg 
I make baskets 

For mats, there is my wife Badsi.114 

Int

 

059 

pay oiya ... yan kiri badci ... 
pay oiya, yan kiri basi 
pay oi -aya yan kiri basi 
mat all -DSTR 1s.gn house f.name 

 
: Badsi makes that? 

                                                

 

060 

 badci ... 

 
114 The word 'ki:ri' is used here as a metaphor for wife, i.e. woman of my house. 
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 basi 
 basi 
yes f.name 
Yes, Badsi 

 

061 

ad kuttwa ... 
ad kuttwa 
ad kuttu -w -a 
3sr.nm stitch -irf -3sg 
She stitches them 
 
Int: ad kuttwa. Where do you get these? 
 

062 

id .. kaddi ... kaddi ... [in Tamil they say fields] 
id kaddi 

 

id kaddi 
3sp.nm field 
this ... field 

Int: In the forest? 
 

063 

, pyra ... i batti [in Tamil they say hay/paddy] 
, pyra, i batti 
 pyra -tl i batti 
yes forest -lc this paddy 
Yes, in the forest, this paddy 

 

064 

adai kaddl ... pyra oi .. paani ... pullya kjjn  bau ... aynknu ...
 pina ... ad wand .. wan narasi wandad narasi akiyo ... 
Like that, in the fields, if there are some in the forest, having cut the grass and brought, 
drying it, then they dry it for about two, one, or one and a half weeks 
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a) 
adai kaddl, pyra oi paani, 
adai kaddi -l pyra oi pa -t -ani 
like.that field -lc forest inside exist -rlf -con 
Like that, in the fields,  if there are some in the forest, 
b) 
pulliya kjjnu u bau, 
pull -iya kyl -j -nu i -t -nu bar -au 
grass -acc cut -rlf -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
having cut the grass and brought, 
d) 
aynknu, pina ad wand ddu wan narasi wandad 
aynku -nu pina ad wand ddu wand narasi wand -ari 
dry(tr) -acp then 3sr.nm about two one week one -half 
narasi akiyo 
narasi aku -w -iyo 
week dry(tr) -irf -pl 
drying it, then they dry it for about two, one, or one and a half weeks 
 

065 

aynknu ... wanan pull .. wanan pull .. tirju ... ad ada krtt aawu ..
. pull tirju ... pin ana wan payka ... panddu puyriy ... 
Drying it, choosing one grass at a time, choosing grass of the correct measurement, 12 
bundles for one mat. 
a) 
aynknu, wanan pull wanan pull tirju, 
aynku -nu wanan pull wanan pull tirji -t -nu 
dry(tr) -acp each grass each grass choose -rlf -acp 
Drying it, choosing one grass at a time, 
b) 
ada ada kr awu pull 
adn -ka adn -ka kr ai -w -u pull 
3sr -dat 3sr -dat correct measure -irf -ajr grass 
 
tirju, 
tirji -t -nu 
choose -rlf -acp 
choosing correctly measured grass, 
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c) 
pina ana wan payka panddu puyriy, 
pina an -a wand pay -ka panddu puyriy 
then 3sr -acc one mat -dat twelve bundle 

 

066 

inatt pandd puyriy ... panddu .. panaku .. adai ... 
inatu panddu puyriy, panddu, panaku, adai, 
inatu panddu puyriy panddu panaku adai 
this.size twelve bundle twelve fourteen like.that 
 
12 bundles of this size, 12, 14, like that. 
 

067 

wan payka panak puyri oaya kayttnu ... wanan payka tirjpiyo ... 
Tying 14 bundles for one mat, they choose some for each mat 
a) 
wan payka panaku puyriy oya kayttnu, 
wand pay -ka panaku puyriy oa -aya kayttu -nu 
one mat -dat fourteen bundle all -DSTR tie -acp 
Tying 14 bundles for one mat, 
b) 
wanan payka tirjpiyo. 
wanan pay -ka tirji -pu -iyo 
each mat -dat choose -irf -pl 
they choose some for each mat 
 

068 

tirju ... pinana .. nidl  pytu muylknu ... ana want 
tirju, pina ana nidl u 
tirji -t -nu pina an -a nir -l i -t -nu 
choose -rlf -acp then 3sr -acc water -lc take -rlf -acp 
 
pytu muylknu, ana want 
py -au muylku -nu an -a want 
go -cmp immerse(tr) -acp 3sr -acc one.day 
Having chosen them, then immersing them in water, that takes one day. 
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069 

pina buutl etnu pinan ... pina wanan duji ... wanan duji ... wanan kol u
 ... kittnu ... pin ad wan naras apa 
Then drying it in the sun, then taking each needle and each reed and stitching it, that will 
take one week. 
a) 
pina buutl etnu, 
pina buu -tl etu -nu 
then sunlight -lc dry -acp 
Then drying it in the sun, 
b) 
pina wanan duji wanan duji wanan kol u 
pina wanan duji wanan duji wanan kol i -t -nu 
then each needle each needle each reed take -rlf -acp 
kittnu, 
kittu -nu 
stitch -acp 
then taking each needle and each reed and stitching it, 
c) 
pina ad wan narasi apa, 
pina ad wand narasi a -pu -a 
then 3sr.nm one week become -irf -3sg 
that will take one week. 
 

070 

wan pay idau pay titaw ... 
wan pay idau pay titaw. 
wand pay idai -u pay tir -t -a -w - 
one mat like.this -ajr mat finish -rlf -thrly -irf -pl 
They stitch one mat, a mat like this. 

 

071 

pal pottont kuttisani ... nak nal oi .. wan pay tidopa ... 
If they stitch all day, a mat gets finished in 4 days. 
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a) 
pal potont kuttisani, 
pal potont kuttu -s -ani 
daytime full.day stitch -rlf -con 
If they stitch all day, 
b) 
naku nau oi wan pay tidopa 
naku nau oi wand pay tir -d -o -pu -a 
four day within one mat finish -rlf -thrly -irf -3sg 
a mat gets finished in 4 days. 
 

072 

adai ... a pay ... 
adai, a pay 
adai a pay 
like.that that mat 
That's how it is, that mat. 
 
Int: Okay, I'd like to get one. How should I say "I want one"? 
 

073 

yanka bu ... 
yanka bu 
yan -ka bu 
1s -dat want 
I want 
 
Int: yanka bu. pay ... 
 
074 

pay ... 
pay 
pay 
mat 
 
Int: kikki ... 
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075 

kikki ... 
kikki 
kikki 
basket 
basket 
 
Int: that ... what is it? 
 

076 

mari ... 
mari 
mari 
husking.pan 
husking pan 
 
Int: /mari/. I'd like to get all that. 
 

077 

bu ... siri 
bu, siri 
bu siri 
want okay 
(You) want, okay 
 
Int: I will buy them. 
 

078 

bu ninka 
bu ninka 
bu nin -ka 
want 2s -dat 
You want 
 
Int: I want to keep them in my house. 
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079 

o ... idau pay ... [okay] 
o, idau pay 
o idai -u pay 
oh like.this -ajr mat 
Oh, A mat like this 

 

080 

bejikka tanu id marstiltl i pay ksani ... 
bejikka tanu id mars tiltl i pay 
bejii -ka tanu id mars til -tl i pay 
summer -dat only 3sp.nm March month -lc this mat 
ksani 
ksu -ani 
extinguish -con 
You can get this mat only in March, in summer. 
 
Int: All the things you make, I'd like to get a sample piece of each one. Tell me the 

names. Tell me how you make them, okay? 
 

081 

[okay] kikki ... mari ... pina ... pay ... pina ... kiriu tukkikki kiriud ... pe
nsil .. pena oa tilayud ... 
Basket, husking-pan, then mat, then a small basket, a small one, one for keeping pencils 
and pens. 
a) 
kikki, mari, pina pay, 
kikki mari pina pay 
basket husking.pan then mat 
Basket, husking-pan, then mat, 
b) 
pina kiriu tukkikki, 
pina kiri -u tukkikki 
then small -size sling.bag 
then a small sling-bag, 
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c) 
kiriud, pensil pena oa tilayud. 
kiri -u -d pensil pena oa til -lay -u -d 
small -size -sg.nmr pencil pen all place -inf -ajr -sg.nmr 
a small one, one for keeping pencils and pens. 
Int: Is that so? I'd like to get that, I'll keep it on my desk! 
 

082 

adau kikki ... kiriud inattud ilkuu ... pena .. pensl ... pina ... id
au sadan oiya ... a kikkl ... nalaya ... cani ma o u mekkn nala ti
sani ... nallaya ... i kalar ... i kalar ... i kukumn .. kalar oiya iddnu ... k
alar oiya udijani .. nalaya ... 
A basket like that, a small one, one of  this size, this big, pens, pencils, then things like 
this, smearing cow dung and mud on that basket, putting it nicely, this color, applying 
vermilion color, if you apply color, (it becomes) nice. 
a) 
adau kikki, kiriud, inatud, 
adai -u kikki kiri -u -d inatu -d 
like.that -ajr basket small -size -sg.nmr this.size -sg.nmr 
ilkuu, 
ilku -u - 
long -size -pl.nmr 
A basket like that, a small one, one of  this size, this big, 
b) 
pena, pensli, pina idau sadani oiya, 
pena pensli pina idai -u sadani oi -aya 
pen pencil then like.this -ajr item all -DSTR 
pens, pencils, then things like this, 
c) 
a kikkl nalaya sani mau oa uu 
a kikki -l nall -aya sani mau oa u -t -nu 
that basket -lc nice -INTNS cowdung soil all put -rlf -acp 
mekknu, 
mekku -nu 
smear -acp 
if you smear cowdung and mud on that basket, 
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d) 
nala tisani, 
nala til -s -ani 
nicely place -rlf -con 
putting it nicely, 
e) 
i kalar i kukumn kalar oya idnu kalar 
i kalar i kukumn kalar oa -aya ir -d -nu kalar 
this color this vermilion color all -DSTR be -rlf -acp color 
oya uddisani 
oa -aya uddu -s -ani 
all -DSTR apply -rlf -con 
this color, applying vermilion color, if you apply color, 
g) 
nalaya 
nall -aya 
nice -INTNS(it becomes) nice 
 
Int: I'd like to get that. Will you make one? Is there one in this house? 
 

083 

il dar ipli ila ... 
illi dar ipli ila 
illi dar ipli ila 
here who.gn with neg 
Here, nobody has one. 
 

084 

ana ... pyra pytu kayl  bau ... ann ana kisanu ... kiri pyli maydn
u ... ana pi anani .. wantn pyniy apa ... 
That, having gone into the forest and having brought bamboo, then sharpening it to a 
point, making small bamboo-strips, if one means to weave it, it takes one day's work 
a) 
ana pyra pytu kayli nu bau, 
an -a pyra -tl py -au kayli i -t -nu bar -au 
3sr -acc forest -lc go -cmp bamboo take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
That, having gone into the forest and having brought bamboo, 
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b) 
ann ana kisanu, 
ann an -a kisu -a -nu 
then 3sr -acc sharpen -thrly -acp 
then sharpening it to a point, 
c) 
kiriu pyli maydnu, 
kiri -u pyli mayr -nu 
small -size bamboo.point make -acp 
making small bamboo-strips, 
d) 
ana pi anani, 
an -a pi an -ani 
3sr -acc weave.im say -con 
if one means to weave it, 
e) 
wantn pyniy apa 
want -n pyniy a -pu -a 
one.day -ajr work become -irf -3sg 
it takes one day's work 
 
Int: For you? For you to do all that? 
 

085 

mmm ... wantn pyniy apa ... 
wantn pyniy apa 
want -n pyniy a -pu -a 
one.day -ajr work become -irf -3sg 
It will take one day's work. 
 

086 

kiriu kikki ... 
kiriu kikki 
kiri -u kikki 
small -size basket 
A small basket. 
 
Int: Okay, please make one, okay? When will you do it? 
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087 

naw keka ... keka masnaurk pyod ... 
naw keka masnauyrika pyod 
naw keka masnauyriy -ka py -o -d 
1s.nm tomorrow Masinagudy -dat go -prg -sg 
I am going to Masinagudi tomorrow 
 

088 

keka madanka bau ... na wan kayl nau ... ni byalra pyt  
barutnu ... kikk pdnu ... tippn na ... kirina ... penslka 
Having come in the afternoon, having brought one bamboo piece, by the time you go to 
Bangalore and come, weaving a basket, I will keep one, a small one, for pencils. 
a) 
keka madanka bau, 
keka madani -ka bar -au 
tomorrow afternoon -dat come -cmp 
Having come in the afternoon, 
b) 
naw wan kayli au, 
naw wand kayli ar -au 
1s.nm one bamboo bring -cmp 
having brought one bamboo piece, 
c) 
niy byalra pytu barutnu, 
niy byalr -a py -au bar -utnu 
2s.nm Bangalore -dat go -cmp come -until 
by the time you go to Bangalore and come, 
d) 
kikki pdnu, tipni naw, 
kikki pi -d -nu til -pu -ni naw 
basket weave -rlf -acp place -irf -Sp1 1s.nm 
weaving a basket, I will keep one, 
f) 
kirina, penslka 
kiri -n -a pensli -ka 
small -sg.nmr -acc pencil -dat 
a small one, for pencils. 
 
Int: Okay, what other things do you make? 
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089 

bri ... pina ... pay oiya ... kikki pina ... i pull .. kir kiwiyo ... 
Other things, mats and all, baskets, then, this grass .. we make houses. 
a) 
bri, pina pay oya, kikki, pina, i pull 
bri pina pay oa -aya kikki pina i pull 
different then mat all -DSTR basket then this grass 
Other things, mats and all, baskets, then, this grass .. 
b) 
kiri kiwiyo 
kiri kil -w -iyo 
house do -irf -pl 
we make houses. 
 

090 

pull oa kjjn  bau ... 
pull oa kjjnu nu bau 
pull oa kyl -j -nu i -t -nu bar -au 
grass all cut -rlf -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
Having cut the grass and brought (it). 
 
Int: Houses? 
 

091 

kiri ... kirka ... 
kiri, kirka 
kiri kiri -ka 
house house -dat 
Houses ... for houses. 
 
Int: How do you make these houses? 
 

092 

kiri ... 
kiri 
kiri 
house 
Houses. 
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093 

past kambb ... 
past kamb 
past kamb 
first post 
First the pillars. 
 

094 

rkamb naku ... 
rkamb naku 
rkamb naku 
main.side.post four 
Four main side posts. 
 

095 

mukamb wand ... 
mukamb wand 
mukamb wand 
central.post one 
One central post 
 

096 

pina kaw ... kiriu kaw .. 
pina kaw, kiriu kaw 
pina kaw kiri -u kaw 
then slanting.post small -size slanting.post 
Then the slanting posts, small slanting posts 
 

097 

oi  bau ... sersau ... pina kambb naytnu ... kambb naytnu ... mindi  
kuyli yrjnu ... kamm naiya 
Having brought all that, having gathered them together, then fixing in the posts, digging 
the pits first, we fix the posts. 
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a) 
oi u bau, sersau, 
oi i -t -nu bar -au seri -su -au 
all take -rlf -acp come -cmp join -caus -cmp 
Having brought all that, having gathered them together, 
b) 
pina kamb naytnu, kamb naytnu, 
pina kamb naytu -nu kamb naytu -nu 
then post fix.in -acp post fix.in -acp 
then fixing in the posts, 
c) 
mindi kuyli erjnu, kamb naiya 
mindi kuyliy eri -j -nu kamb nau -w -iya 
before pit dig -rlf -acp post fix.in -irf -1pl 
digging the pits first, we fix the posts. 
 

098 

auwa kamm tarsnu ... pina ada pytt porpisnu ... ontn pyniy pytt  
porpisiyo ... 
Cutting the posts to the right measurement, then placing the horizontal beams on them, 
placing the horizontal beams is one day's work. 
a) 
awaya kamb tarsnu, 
ai -w -a -aya kamb tari -s -nu 
measure -irf -ajr -DSTR post cut -rlf -acp 
Cutting the posts to the right measurement, 
b) 

pina adn -ka pytti pori -pu -su -nu 
pina ada pytti porpisnu, 

then 3sr -dat horizontal.beam carry -irf -caus -acp 
then placing the horizontal beams on them (lit= getting them to carry the beams), 
c) 
wantn pyniy pytti porpisiyo 
want -n pyniy pytti pori -pu -su -w -iyo 
one.day -ajr work horizontal.beam carry -irf -caus -irf -pl 
placing the horizontal beams is one day's work. 
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099 

pin ontn pyniy kaw tut tosnu ... pina kaw koy ontn pyniy ... 
Then one day's work of drilling the holes, then fitting the posts (into the holes) is one 
day's work 
a) 
pina wantn pyniy kaw tuti tosnu, 
pina want -n pyniy kaw tuti toi -s -nu 
then one.day -ajr work slanting.post hole drill -rlf -acp 
Then one day's work of drilling the holes, 
b) 
pina kaw koay wantn pyniy 
pina kaw ko -lay want -n pyniy 
then slanting.post thread -inf one.day -ajr work 
then fitting the posts (into the holes) is one day's work 
 

100 

pina ... berjilay wntn pyniy ... 
pina bernjlay wantn pyniy 
pina bernju -lay want -n pyniy 
then tie -inf one.day -ajr work 
Then tying the posts is one day's work. 
 

pina ... pull kjjn  bau pull pina podlay .. ontn pyniy ... 

pina pull kyl -j -nu i -t -nu bar -au 

101 

Then having brought the grass, then thatching the roof with grass is one day's work. 
a) 
pina pull kjjnu u bau, 

then grass cut -rlf -acp take -rlf -acp come -cmp 
Then having brought the grass, 
b) 
pull pina podlay wantn pyniy. 
pull pina podi -lay want -n pyniy 
grass then thatch -inf one.day -ajr work 
then thatching the roof with grass is one day's work. 
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102 

pottu uttk all auna oaya kayttnu ... pina ... dappu kirk asani ... dd  
na apa pull pod pyni tani ... 
Having thatched it, tying the spliced bamboo and all on top, if it is a big house, it'll take 2 
days just to put the grass. 
a) 
pottau, utka all auna kayttnu, 
podi -t -au utka all auna kayttu -nu 
thatch -rlf -cmp on.top spliced.bamboo etcetra tie -acp 
Having thatched it, tying the spliced bamboo and all on top, 
b) 
pina dappu kirka asani, ddu nau apa, 
pina dappu kiri -ka a -s -ani ddu nau a -pu -a 
then big house -dat become -rlf -con two day become -irf -3sg 
if it is a big house, it'll take 2 days 
 
pull pod pyniy tani 
pull podi -w - pyniy tani 
grass thatch -irf -rlr work itself 
just to put the grass. 
 

103 

ddu ddu dd na oi ... pottn titau pina oppdn taymka oiya pull utka 
ajar kayttnu ... pina sydl a pull nendudn ipn oiya kjjanu ... pina  
ana sirmaiyo ... 
Having finishing thatching the roof in 2 days, then in the evening, fastening bamboo 
strips on the grass, then trimming all the grass that is hanging over the side, they fix it all 
up. 
a) 
ddu nau oi pottnu titau, 
ddu nau oi podi -t -nu tir -t -a -au 
two day within thatch -rlf -acp finish -rlf -thrly -cmp 
Having finishing thatching the roof in 2 days, 
b) 
pina opatn taymka oiya pull utka anjari 
pina opatn taym -ka oi -aya pull utka anjari 
then evening time -dat all -DSTR grass on.top securing.rod 
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kayttnu, 
kayttu -nu 
tie -acp 
then in the evening, fastening bamboo strips on the grass, 
c) 
pina sydl a pull nendudnu 
pina syd -l a pull nendu -d -nu 
then side -lc that grass droop.over.edge -rlf -acp 
ipna oya kjjanu, 
ir -pu -n -a oa -aya kyl -j -a -nu 
be -irf -sg.nmr -acc all -DSTR cut -rlf -thrly -acp 
then trimming all the grass that is hanging over the side, 
d) 
pina ana sirmaiyo. 
pina an -a siri - ma -w -iyo 
then 3sr -acc okay - make -irf -pl 
they fix it all up. 
 

104 

sirmasani ... pina kidlipmand ma poruu ... idai tni ... ma  
nrtn ... pina ana pinana ardnu ... aru pyniy dd na utn apa ... ma
 poruay dd nau ... aru pyniy dd nau ... 
When it is fixed up, then the house-folk carrying mud, piling mud for a platform like this, 
then beating it (down), the work of beating takes 2 days -- 2 days to carry the mud and 2 
days to beat it down. 
a) 
sirmasani, 
siri - ma -s -ani 
okay - make -rlf -con 
When it is fixed up, 
b) 
pina kidl ipmannd mau porunu, 
pina kiri -l ir -pu -mann - mau poru -t -nu 
then house -lc be -irf -person -pl soil carry -rlf -acp 
then the house-folk carrying mud, 
c) 
idai tni mau nrtnu, 
idai tni mau nri -t -nu 
like.this platform soil fill -rlf -acp 
piling mud for a platform like this, 
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d) 
pina ana ardnu, 
pina an -a ari -d -nu 
then 3sr -acc beat -rlf -acp 
then beating it (down), 
e) 
arw pyniy ddu nau utnu apa, 
ari -w - pyniy ddu nau utnu a -pu -a 
beat -irf -rlr work two day until become -irf -3sg 
the work of beating takes 2 days 
f) 
mau poruay ddu nau 
mau poru -lay ddu nau 
soil carry -inf two day 
2 days to carry the mud 
g) 
arw pyniy ddu nau 
ari -w - pyniy ddu nau 
beat -irf -rlr work two day 
2 days to beat it down. 
 

105 

ardnu pina kupaall ... kupaall ... pina a kuyrk kupisl tni ...  
kuyrki dappu kuyrkdna tni ... pari oaya kijn pop ... end ... wan  
narasn pyniy ... 
Beating it down, then the stove, then a platform for keeping vessels, a platform for big 
vessels, shelves and all, what with all that, it is one week's work. 
a) 
ardnu, pina kupaall, 
ari -d -nu pina kupaall 
beat -rlf -acp then stove 
Beating it down, then the stove, 
b) 
pina kuyrki kupislay tni, 
pina kuyrki kur -pu -su -lay tni 
then vessel sit -irf -caus -inf platform 
then a platform for keeping vessels, 
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c) 
kuyrki, dappuu kuyrkirna oa tni, pari 
kuyrki dappu -u kuyrki -r -na oa tni pari 
vessel big -size vessel -pl -acc all platform shelf 
oiya, 
oi -aya 
all -DSTR 
a platform for big vessels, shelves and all, 

somehow one week -ajr

d) 
end wan narasn pyniy. 
end wand narasi -n pyniy 

 work 
what with all that, it is one week's work. 
 

106 

wan narasn pyniy oay titau ... pinann pina kirka ... bupiyo ... 
Having finished one week's work, then at that time, we move into the house. 
a) 
wan narasn pyniy oaya titau, 
wand narasi -n pyniy oa -aya tir -t -a -au 
one week -ajr work all -DSTR finish -rlf -thrly -cmp 
Having finished one week's work, 
b) 
pina ann kirka bupiyo 
pina ann kiri -ka bu -pu -iyo 
then then house -dat come -irf -pl 
then at that time, they move into the house. 

a) 
pymn kirka bau annd, 

 

107 

pyymn kirka bau and ... pina ann a kidl idnu pina ipiyo ... 
Having come on that day to the new house, then staying in that house, we live there. 

pymn kiri -ka bar -au annd 
new house -dat come -cmp that.day 
Having come on that day to the new house, 
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b) 
pina ann a kidl idnu 
pina ann a kiri -l ir -d -nu 
then then that house -lc be -rlf -acp 
then staying in that house, 
c) 
pina ipiyo 
pina ir -pu -iyo 
then be -irf -pl 
we live there. 

 

108 

adai ... 
adai 
adai 
like.that 
That's how 
 
Int: But some houses are like that one over there. Not much work has been done on 

that. But a lot of work has been done on this house, no? 
 

109 

bau ... a kirk oaya ... wand ... mur nak na oi pyniilku ... 
bau, a kirka oya wand muru naku nau oi 
bar -au a kiri -ka oa -aya wand muru naku nau oi 
come -cmp that house -dat all -DSTR about three four day within 
pyniilku 
pyniy - kil -ku 
work - do -pbl 
The work for that house can be done in about 3-4 days. 
 

110 

pina i kirk oiya bau id ... i bidl kuniri ... i bidl kuniri ... i biri kuniri ... 
oa biri kuniri ... aa byri id pyni jyt puyrpa ... 
Then this house, this one, (it is plastered) down to the bottom on this side, to the bottom 
on this side, to the bottom on all sides, because of that, this one requires more work 
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a) 
pina i kirka oiya bau, 
pina i kiri -ka oi -aya bar -au 
then this house -dat all -DSTR come -cmp 
Then this house, 
b) 
id i bidl kuniri, 
id i biriy -l kuniri 
3sp.nm this side -lc below 
this one (is plastered) down to the bottom on this side, 
c) 
i biriy kuniri, 
i biriy kuniri 
this side below 
to the bottom on this side, 
d) 
oa biriy kuniri, 
oa biriy kuniri 
all side below 
to the bottom on all sides, 
e) 
aa byri id pyniy jyti puyrpa 
an -ka byri id pyniy jyti puyri -pu -a 
3sr -dat because 3sp.nm work more catch -irf -3sg 
because of that, this one requires more work 
 

id bau dd narasi utn apa i kirka ... 
111 

id bau ddu narasi utnu apa, i 
id bar -au ddu narasi utnu a -pu -a i 
3sp.nm come -cmp two week until become -irf -3sg this 
kirka 
kiri -ka 
house -dat 
This one takes up to 2 weeks, for this house 
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112 

a kir asani wan naras o oa titaku ... 
If it is that house, it can be finished within 1 week 
a) 
a kiri asani 
a kiri a -s -ani 
that house become -rlf -con 

one week within all finish -rlf

If it is that house, 
b) 
wan narasi oi oa titaku 
wand narasi oi oa tir -t -a -ku 

 -thrly -pbl 
it can be finished within 1 week 
 
Int: wan narasi? 

 
113 

wan narasi ... wan biriy ad ... 
wan narasi wan biriy ad 
wand narasi wand biriy ad 
one week one side 3sr.nm 
One week, it is (plastered) on one side 
 
Int: id dd narasi? 

 
114 

dd narasi ... dd narasi ... dd naras apa ... 
ddu narasi apa 
ddu narasi a -pu -a 
two week become -irf -3sg 
It takes two weeks. 
 

115 

pina ... bri kir kiwiy anani ... kiriu wan birika asani ... wan mur na  
oi ... a kiriya pyni titaku ... 
If we mean to make a different house, if it is a small one (plastered) on one side, the work 
for that house can be done in about 3-4 days. 
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a) 
pina bri kiri kiwiya anani, 
pina bri kiri kil -w -iya an -ani 
then different house do -irf -1.exc.opt say -con 
If we mean to make a different house, 

kiriu wan birika asani, 
b) 

kiri -u wand biriy -ka a -s -ani 
small -size one side -dat become -rlf -con 
if it is a small one (plastered) on one side, 
c) 
wan muru nau oi a kiriya pyniy 
wand muru nau oi a kiri -iya pyniy 
one three day within that house -acc work 
titaku 
tir -t -a -ku 
finish -rlf -thrly -pbl 
the work for that house can be done in about 3-4 days. 
 

116 

wand madan utnu kamm naku ... 
wand madani utnu kamb nauku 
wand madani utnu kamb nau -ku 
one afternoon until post fix.in -pbl 
The posts can be fixed by about the afternoon 

opatn aymm -ka kaw ko -ku 

 

117 

opatn taymka kaw koku ... 
opatn taymka kaw koku 

evening time -dat slanting.post thread -pbl 
The slanting posts can be fitted in one evening 
 

118 

pinpnau ... pina kaw kotnu berjnu ... pyni oppadn taymka pull  
potayo ... 
The next day, putting the posts into the holes and tying them, the work, in the evening we 
thatch the roof with grass 
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a) 
pinpnau, pina kaw kotnu bernjnu, 
pinpnau pina kaw kotu -nu bernju -nu 
next.day then slanting.post thread -acp tie -acp 
The next day, putting the posts into the holes and tying them, 
b) 
pyniy 
pyniy 
work 
the work 
c) 
opatn taymka pull potayo 
opatn aymm -ka pull podi -t -a -w -iyo 
evening time -dat grass thatch -rlf -thrly -irf -pl 
in the evening we thatch the roof with grass 
 

119 

podl paani su paani ... podl al ila ... 
If you are thatching the roof, if it is hot, you can't thatch the roof. 
a) 
podl paani, su paani, 
podi -l pa -t -ani su pa -t -ani 
thatch -inf exist -rlf -con hot exist -rlf -con 
If you are thatching the roof, if it is hot 
b) 
podl al ila 
podi -l a -l ila 
thatch -inf become -inf neg 
you can't thatch the roof. 
 

120 

payy pull atana ayrknu kayo ... 
payy pull atana ayrknu kayo 
payy pull atana ayrku -nu ka -w -iyo 
silent grass just.like.that arrange -acp leave -irf -pl 
We simply pile the grass and leave it 
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121 

maa pjjani ... pina podiyo pull ... 
maa pjjani pina podiyo pull 
maa pyl -j -ani pina podi -w -iyo pull 
rain rain -rlf -con then thatch -irf -pl grass 
If it rains, then we can thatch the roof with the grass. 
 

122 

pull pottnu ... pina an uttka ajar kayttnu ... pin ana sydl pull oa  
kjanu ... adai ad wan mur nak na oi ... a kir kilku ... 
Thatching the roof with grass, then tying bamboo strips on top, then cutting off the grass 
on the side, like that, that house can be done in about 3-4 days. 
a) 
pull pottnu, 
pull podi -t -nu 
grass thatch -rlf -acp 
Thatching the roof with grass, 
b) 
pina ana utka anjari kayttnu, 
pina an -a utka anjari kayttu -nu 
then 3sr -acc on.top securing.rod tie -acp 
then tying bamboo strips on top, 
c) 
pina ana sydl pull oa kjanu, 
pina an -a syd -l pull oa kyl -j -a -nu 
then 3sr -acc side -lc grass all cut -rlf -thrly -acp 
then cutting off the grass on the side, 
d) 
adai, ad wan muru naku nau oi a kiri 
adai ad wand muru naku nau oi a kiri 
like.that 3sr.nm about three four day within that house 
kilku 
kil -ku 
do -pbl 
like that, that house can be done in about 3-4 days. 
 

123 

pin i kirka dd naras apa ... 
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pina i kirka ddu narasi apa 
pina i kiri -ka ddu narasi a -pu -a 
then this house -dat two week become -irf -3sg 
This house takes 2 weeks 
 
Int: id dd narasi ... 
 

124 

dd narasi ... 
ddu narasi 
ddu narasi 
two week 
two weeks 
 
Int: But does it leak when it rains? 
 

125 

matl badl ila 
matl badl ila 
mai -tl bar -l ila 
rain -lc come -inf neg 
(Water) won't come in during the rain 
 

126 

nalaya pull ayrkn pottani ... wan suyli nir badl ila ... 
If the grass is arranged and thatched nicely, even one drop of water won't come in. 
a) 
nalaya pull ayrknu pottani, 
nala -aya pull ayrku -nu podi -t -ani 
nicely -DSTR grass arrange -acp thatch -rlf -con 
If the grass is arranged and thatched nicely, 
b) 
wan suyliy nir badl ila 
wand suyliy nir bar -l ila 
one drop water come -inf neg 
even one drop of water won't come in. 
 
Int: Do snakes and all come in? 
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snake come -inf

127 

pamb badl ila ... ilka ... 
pamb badl ila ilka 
pamb bar -l ila illi -ka 

 neg here -dat 
Snakes don't come here 
 

128 

pamb banan tani porm tan itu ... etdanu kirokk bannan tanu na ylkn
 pudu kada popa pamb ... 
If a snake even comes from outside, if it somehow just comes into the house, when we 
drive it off, it goes 
a) 
pamb bannani tani pormi tana itu 
pamb ban -t -ani tani pormi tana itu 
snake come -rlf -con only outside itself from 
If a snake even comes from outside 
b) 
etdanu kiri okka bannani tanu 
et -d -anu kiri oi -ka ban -t -ani tanu 
which -sg.nmr -IND house inside -dat come -rlf -con only 
if it somehow just comes into the house, 
c) 
na ylknu pudunu kadani 
na ylku -nu pudu -t -nu ka -d -ani 
1p.inc.nm chase.off -acp send -rlf -acp leave -rlf -con 
when we drive it off, 
d) 
popa pamb 
po -pu -a pamb 
go -irf -3sg snake 
it goes 
 

129 

pamk oa psl bam ili ... 
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pamka oa psl bama illi 
pamb -ka oa psu -l ba -ma illi 
snake -dat all frighten -inf unnecessary -EXM here 
You don't have to worry about snakes at all here 

 

130 

psle ba ... 
psle ba 
psu -l -e ba 
frighten -inf -EMPH unnecessary 
You just don't have to worry about them! 
 
Int: Now, the government is giving you another kind of roof, isn't it? 
 

131 

ina .. wrmntl bau tari ... tar oa tapiyo ... 
ina wrmntl bau tar oa tapiyo 
ina wrmnt -l bar -au tar oa tar -pu -iyo 
now government -lc come -cmp metal all give -irf -pl 
Now the government gives metal (zinc sheeting for roofs). 
 

132 

i birika darka tar puyrpla ... 
i birika darka tar puyrpla 
i biriy -ka dar -ka tar puyri -pu -il -a 
this side -dat who -dat metal like -irf -neg -3sg 

ko -t - ila 

In this area, no one likes metal 
 

133 

ko ila ... 
ko ila 

give -rlf -pl neg 
They have not given 
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134 

tand ila ... 
tand ila 
tan -t - ila 
give -rlf -pl neg 
They haven't given 
 

135 

pina ... 
pina 
pina 
then 
Then ... 
 
Int: They havn't given or you don't want? 
 

136 

ila ad yarka kani ... na ki ... 
No, when we ask for some for us ... I asked. 
a) 
ila, ad yarka kani, 
ila ad yar -ka k -t -ani 
neg 3sr.nm 1p.exc -dat ask -rlf -con 
No, when we ask for some for us 
b) 
naw ki 
naw k -t -i 
1s.nm ask -rlf -1sg 
I asked. 
 

137 

onoa ka tani na tapiya tapiy andau yakrka tandey ila ... 
When just asking the warden, having said, "I will give, I will give", he has simply not 
given us any. 
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a) 
onoa ka tani, 
on -oa k -t -a tani 
warden -com ask -rlf -trn only 
When just asking the warden, 
b) 
naw tapiya tapiya andau, 
naw tar -pu -iya tar -pu -iya an -t -au 
1s.nm give -irf -1sg give -irf -1sg say -rlf -cmp 
having said, "I will give, I will give", 
c) 
yarka tande ila 
yar -ka tan -t - -e ila 
1p.exc -dat give -rlf -pl -EMPH neg 
he has simply not given us any. 
 
Int: But why do you want it? This (the grass roof) is nice, no? 
 

138 

ada kijn tanani tanani ... idau pull kiri ... wand taniya ... wan rum tica
ni bupmandrka noay nala paa ... 
If we do one like that, a grass house like this, one separately, if we keep one room, it will 
be nice for visitors to see 
a) 
adai kijnu tanani, 
adai kil -j -nu tan -t -ani 
like.that do -rlf -acp give -rlf -con 
If we do one like that, 
b) 
idau pull kiri, 
idai -u pull kiri 
like.this -ajr grass house 
a grass house like this, 
c) 
wand taniya, wan rum tisani, 
wand taniya wand rum til -s -ani 
one separate one room place -rlf -con 
one separately, if we keep one room, 
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d) 
bupmanndrka noay nala paa 
bu -pu -mann -r -ka no -lay nala paa 
come -irf -person -pl -dat see -inf nicely exist 
it will be nice for visitors to see 

 

139 

id kurbnd ... kir kijna ... 
id kurbnd kiri kijna 
id kurbn - kiri kil -j -na - 
3sp.nm Kurumba -pl house do -rlf -prf -pl 
The Kurumbas have made these houses 
 

140 

kurbn .. pull kjjn bau kayloa kir kijna idai ... ampunu ... 
Saying, "The Kurumbas, having brought grass, have built houses of bamboo like this." 
a) 
kurbn pull kjjnu bau, 
kurbn pull kyl -j -nu bar -au 
Kurumba grass cut -rlf -acp come -cmp 
"The Kurumbas, having cut grass and brought," 
b) 
kayloa kiri kijna idai 
kayli -oa kiri kil -j -na - idai 
bamboo -com house do -rlf -prf -pl like.this 
"have built houses of bamboo like this." 
c) 
ampunu 
ampunu 
quot 
saying. 
 

141 

wan bkadn ... parnis ... a ba nosan tani ... id nala pa ampunu ... 
pyo ... 
If foreigners come and see, they will say that it is nice. 
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a) 
wan badn parnis ai bau 
wand badn - parnis - ai bar -au 
some white.man -pl foreigners -pl thus come -cmp 
nosani tani, 
no -s -ani tani 
see -rlf -con itself 
If whitemen, foreigners, come and see, 
b) 
id nala paa ampunu pwiyo 
id nala paa ampunu p -w -iyo 
3sp.nm nicely exist quot say -irf -pl 
they will say that it is nice. 
 

142 

aa byri i kiri adatan tip ... 
aa byri i kiri adai tana tip 
an -ka byri i kiri adai tana til -pu - 
3sr -dat because this house like.that itself place -irf -pl 
That is what this house is kept for. 
 

143 

ada tanani ... taniy sepr tisu ... idna ... pull kiri ... wan kirisnd ... 
kunidlay bupmandrk kunidlay oiya ... ad bou 
If we do that, having kept one separately, this one, a grass house, a small one for sitting, 
for the visitors to sit and all, that is necessary. 
a) 
adai tannani, 
adai tan -t -ani 
like.that give -rlf -con 
If we do that, 
b) 
taniy sepr tisau, 
taniy sepr til -s -au 
separate separately place -rlf -cmp 
having kept one separately, 
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c) 
idna, pull kiri, wan kirisnd kunidlay, 
idn -a pull kiri wand kiri -snd kun -ir -lay 
3sp -acc grass house one small -nmr sit -stat -inf 
this one, a grass house, a small one for sitting, 
d) 
bupmanndrka kunidlay oya, 
bu -pu -mann -r -ka kun -ir -lay oa -aya 
come -irf -person -pl -dat sit -stat -inf all -DSTR 
for the visitors to sit and all, 
e) 
ad bu 
ad bu 
3sr.nm want 
that is necessary. 
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